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Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis is concerned with demonstrating the relationship between strategic environmental 
management and the design of paper packaging products. It provides a design management led process 
model that improves the use of ecological packaging design to support a companys' environmental 
philosophy and activities. 
At present there is no environmental award for paper based packaging. The EU packaging and packaging 
waste directive came into force in 1996 placing responsibilities on packaging producers to deal with the 
waste they produced but without giving clear guidelines for the design of the packaging. Concurrently 
Environmental Management Standards (EMS) were established to assist businesses to deal with 
environmental commitments but %ith little examination at the product stage and no specifications for 
design. Thus the importance of the relationship of product design and packaging to the company's 
environmental philosophy is currently underestimated. 
The research undertaken has been both conceptual and empirical. Two surveys were conducted, 
investigating attitudes and clarifying user needs in relation to auditing methodologies about packaging 
products and the different levels of environmental performance, activities and commitments in the 
packaging business. The proposed model was developed and tested repetitively in different formats during 
observational studies and interviews. A summative and critical evaluation ofthe results provides the final 
synthesis ofthe model. An assessment matrix for paper based packaging products is explored to indicate 
a possible direction for future research for measuring performance. 
This thesis argues that the Environmental Management Control System , (EMCS) model, allows 
businesses to manage and audit their business environmental activities compatible with the packaging 
design process. The EMCS is an operational, structural, fundamental model that relates environmental 
management principles with the packaging design process. The EMCS model incorporates five subsidiary 
models in support of the main model, that provide specifications for environmental auditing activities; 
methodology for operation at the internal and external environmental communication level; specifications 
for the operation at the product level and specifications for the operation for packaging design. This 
model represents the principal findings and the new thinking offined by the research. 
The main argument of this thesis is that the management of design process should be developed to be 
compatible with the formulation of business environmental philosophy. The generic solution model 
accepted by the users is a foundation for developing an understanding of the links between organisational 
capabilities to manage their environmental performance and using design for competitive advantage. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONResearch Framework 
1.1 Introduction 
This thesis is a communicates the findings, the process and the methodology of the Ph. D. 
research work- titled "Environmental auditing and the labelling ofproActs and packaging 
-A design management model for corporate decision makers ". The study is conducted for 
the Faculty of Art and Design, Graduate School of Design and Manufacture at De Montfort 
University, between May 1995 and March 1999. 
The process of the research was presented in major international refereed conferences 
including, 'Whose Values? ' - Ethics in the International Business Environment, London, 
organised by Thames Valley University; (Sarri, E. & Holland, R., March 1996), Worldesign 
'96 Conference - 'Alternafive Realifies, USA, organised by the Industrial Designers Society 
of America (Sarri, E. & Holland, R., Sept. 1996), 'Business Strategy and the Environment 
Conference', UK, organised by the ERP Environment (Sarri, E. Holland, R. & Stewart, J., 
Sept. 1996), 'The 8th International Forum on Design Management Research and 
Education', Spain, organised by the Design Management Institute (Sarri, E. & Holland, R., 
Nov. 1996), 'Contextual Design/ Design in Context conference', Sweden, organised by The 
European Academy of Design (Sarri, E. & Holland, R., April 1997), the 'Eco-Managcment 
and Auditing Conference' UK, organised by the ERP Environment (Sarri, E. & Holland, R., 
July 1998). The research has also been published in a special dedicated refereed article (Sarri, 
E., Nov. /Dcc. 1997, p 4-9) in the TIES, Magazine of Design & Technology Education, The 
George Lucas Education Foundation, America. 
What this thesis is about? - it is a description of the research progress in formulating a 
model for managing and auditing the design process compatible with business corporate 
environmental missions. It starts by describing existing research in chapter 2., that 
generated different hypothesis paths, which arose from the review of existing published and 
unpublished (personal communication) information sources. These hypotheses are tested at 
the preliminary stage presented in chapter 4, by conducting an exploratory survey and a 
number of interviews grouped in two categories: a) evaluating methodology for 
environmental labelling with regards to paper packaging products and b) evaluating 
methodology for environmental auditing with regards to paper packaging products. At the 
preliminary stage of this research study (see Chapter 4. ) it found out that the supported 
theory by the EU Ecolabelling scheme for development environmental awarding 
(ecolabelling) for packaging materials was not the way forward for packaging design. In 
I 
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particular the EU Competent body in Italy started in 1994 studies for environmental 
awarding of packaging materials. Indeed what was proven was that the management of 
packaging design aiming to achieve sustainability goals needs better understanding of 
business environmental philosophy and vice versa. The analysis and observation of the 
survey and interviews enabled the researcher to formulate the next stage of research 
inquiries, where a number of options related to methodology on environmental awarding for 
paper and board packaging were tested with packaging companies and designers. 
The results of that stage of inquiry (chapter 5. ) led to the formulation of different types of 
models of environmental analysis that were presented in design and business seminars, 
observed and discussed by the participants and subsequently evaluated in a range of specific 
interviews (for, each differentformat of the modeo with packaging companies, industrial and 
governmental bodies. To gain more understanding of environmental management systems 
and the effects in packaging design process a second survey was conductedý presented in 
chapter 6., under the heading of principal investigation. The findings and observations from 
these research activities enabled the researcher to formulate the final model and the 
implementation proposals for its use. The final model was tested within a carefully selected 
audience and is presented in chapter 7. In addition, a proposed method as an extension in 
the use of the model presented in chapter 8. 
1.2 Purpose and Framework of the Research 
This part explains the problem with which this research is concerned. The main yesearch 
questions arise from the literature review (see chapter 2. ) and the preliminary study (see 
chapter 4. ) that includes the exploratory survey, personal communication and, interviews 
with the industry. The research objectives are given and the conceptual framework and 
hypothesis paths that are followed are explained. 
1.2.1 Problem Definition 
Current discussion about environmental issues in the packaging business are concerned with 
the increase in legislation by the EU on packaging and packaging waste, standards on 
environmental management systems, governmental plans, certain codes of conduct, 
accepted norms in practice, ideologies and certification bodies of knowledge. Thus creates 
an enormous pressure for business to radically rethink their corporate environmental 
activities. 
2 
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Unfortunately, whilst businesses have accepted the general need for environmental and 
social responsibility, in some cases it has not been translated into meaningful action. For 
example, organizations appear to be simply 'exploiting' consumers' environmental 
awareness and concern i. e. 'cbanging their market claims [on product and packaging] without 
modifying or improving thd 'environmental qualifies' of their products/packaging or 
production system; products and packaging sometimes carry fake, misleading and unrealistic 
6green' clairns; ' Efforts need to be directed towards controlling manufacturers' claims on 
products and packaging through guidelines or codes of practice within a legislative 
go, 
framework. 
Packaging materials [including paper packaging] has been defined as a category for awarding 
an environmental label by the EU ecolabelling scheme (UK Ecolabelling Board, 1996). 
Apparently several industries have complained about the slow progress of the scheme in 
allocating labels on products (Smith M, 1997: 99). The UK Eco-labelling Board's (UKEB) 
in its own publicity newsletter referred to the scheme's progress as 'slou, and frustraling'. 2 
The paper industry agreed to an Eco-label for copying paper, after considerable 
prevarication and objections sternming largely from the US and European paper 
manufacturers. However industry trade association has argued that the label addressed the 
production process and not the product and packaging. They were concerned that the 
scheme will inter-fere with existing national and independent labelling schemes, and thereby 
reduce the impact of the EU label (Smith M, 1997: 102-103). 
The paper industry preferences are towards the adoption of the Environmental and 
Management Auditing Scheme (EMAS), which they claim to be a more reliable indication of 
the industry itself, and not limited to its products 3. Despite this they do acknowledge the 
potential of the supply chain pressure which could influence future directione. 
The interest in labelling schemes has not been limited to the EU, prior to the Rio 'Earth 
Summit' in 1992, the International Standards Organisation (ISO) was asked to contribute to 
meeting the targets of sustainable development through standardisation in environmental 
management tools, that includes product labelling. The, ISO interpreted the use of labelling 
' See Research paper'Environmental business strategy -A new model for developmentT (Sarri E., and 
Holland R., 1996). For work that examines green advertising or labelling concentrated on the issue cf 
unsubstantiated and misleading environmental claims see Kangun et al, 1991 and Strid & Cater, 1993. 
Also, 'Green Claims' (1996) Report from the National Consumer Council that finds environmental 
claims on products and packaging often to be woolly, meaningless, unverifiable, open to multiple 
interpretations, confusing, or ofno real benefit. 
2 UKEB Newsletter, No 6, March 1994: 1 
3 ENDS Report, No. 243, April 1995: 33 
4 ENDS Report, No. 257, June 1996: 26 
3 
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as a tool to prevent manufacturers from making false claims and providing consumers with 
independent information. 
However, ISO sets an ambitious series of objectives to achieve the use of environmental 
labelling as a part of the ISO 14001 series, which include the application of voluntary 
standards, aiming to avoid the creation of unintended international trade barriers. It is 
interesting to note, however that the objectives of the ISO family 14000 are very common 
to those set for the Eli Eco-label. But the European experience to-date indicates concerns 
about implementing those objectives and making easy assumptions about problems that are 
emerging in implementing the ISO 14001 at international level. 
The starting point for a new generation of procurement standards is to prompt industry 
participation (Suton, 1993; Sayre D, 1996) in deating environmental management systems 
with respect to the final product. In relation to this, Principle 1, of the ISO 14000 states 
that: 
4'an organisation should focus on what needs to be done - it should ensure 
commitment to the Environmental Management System and define its policy". , 
According to Sayre in the book 'Inside ISO 14000' (1996: 59) the environmental 
programme of an organisation should deal with any environmental consequences krom past 
activities of the organisation and with development of new products or services throughout 
their life cycle. The long terms benefits of the ISO 14000 is that it is focused on regulatory 
compliance; or limiting sources of liability; or making more efficient the use of materials. 
Therefore it would be meaningful for an organisation to reinforce the approach in the use 
of materials, energy and pr(oduct/packaging design, regardless of the system that the entire 
organization operates. It appears that for adequate management of the design process the 
environmental effects of the life cycle of the product should be considered well in advance, 
aiming to be adaptable by and. to enhance the business environmental profile. Furthermore, 
environmental management systems should be formulated in providing specific guidelines in 
support of the design of environmental improvements of products and services. 
1.2.2 Main research Questions 
Based on these recommendations the study formulates meth o-ds for environmental analysis 
and auditing within the packaging design process for the managerial decision - making level 
for companies. 
4 
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The basic question for this research study is: What is required for pack-aging businesses 
(and thus packaging design respectively) in order to develop specylic methodologies and 
standards for assessing the environmental impact of their products and production systems? 
For the study to give an answer it is necessary to explore four more questioning areas 
supporting the argument, as follows: 
1. Methodology in environmental accreditation on products and packagingý What is the 
existing methodology for environmental labelling of products and packaging? (desk 
research) Is this methodology efficient to accredit paper based packaging? (field research) 
What alternatives can be formulated? (observations and evaluation) Are the suggested 
alternatives appropriate for environmental awarding paper based packaging? (field research 
- testing) 
2. Environmental management systems and business operation. What is in existence 
about environmental management systems? (desk research) and how does this affect 
packaging business? (desk and field research) Is the existing development of environmental 
control systems on packaging business satisfactory? (field'research) The *current research 
(evaluation of desk- research) recommends that companies can claim 'environmental 
credentials' for a particular product and packaging, when there is no doubt that the 
company ignored environmental parameters in other sectors. Based on this 
recommendation, what about business overall environmental impact? and, how is this 
related to the final product/packaging? (field research). In addition, how do packaging 
businesses audit their environmental activities related to the final product? What problems 
are they facing in implementing these activities? What recommendations can be made? 
(field research) 
3. Eco-design and Paper based packaging. Are there enough (quantitative and qualitative 
data) for paper packaging industry and designers to move towards the creation of 
environmentally acceptable products? (desk research) Are designers and managers of design 
in the position to assess the environmental performance of packaging? What is required by 
them to move towards this direction? (field research) In what format should the 
environmental analysis for packaging be? (field research and testing) What are the pitfalls 
that the companies should avoid? What is the more cfficient, economically effeciive way 
for environmental investment for paper based packaging? (field research and testing) 
g gý 4. Relationship of business environmental policies with thefinalproduct packagin There 
are different levels of company environmental commitment (from 'Green' to 'Dark 
Green') there are also, products with different environmental impact that carry an 
environmental label. The questions are: What is best format for the product to be viewed as 
a part of the sub-system that the organization operates? and, What particular 
methodologies are required to develop a way to assess the differentiation of products 
negative impact on the environment? (field research and testing) 
1.2.3 The Research Objectives 
Based on the foundation above a research framework is proposed to define; examine; 
evaluate; measure and test the effectiveness of conducting environmental analysis and 
ecological assessment as a part of business activities, for paper packaging products and 
material. The following five objectives describes the proposed framework. 
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Ist To examine the context of environmental labelling schemes, life cycle 
analysis/assessment methodology. eco-auditing, and the position of all the parties effiected. 
2nd To assist a 'cradle-to-grave' analysis of environmental performance of paper 
packaging products in relation to compamys' policy. Z-- I- 
5th To explore the application offhe model hY an assessment nialrix based on Cave 
Studies (Y'paper packaging compani es approach which sets oul key en0ronmental criteria 
for the lije-cycle stages (pre-produclion through to disposal). 
The above objectives are related with the research activities in chronolocIcal order. The 
first objective sets out to examine the existina methodoloi-, y for environmental analysis 
while the second objective exarnines the environmental impact of paper based packaging in 
relation to company Is environmental policy and activities an-ning to identIR' and generate 
specific research inquiries. Desk research, personal corn-munication with relevant 
organisations and the first survey are used for this purpose. The third objective evaluates 
different hypothesis paths based on the findings of the above inquiries. Field research and 
interviews are used in that stage. 
The principal research aim is gh, en in the Jburlh objecth, e. This fourth objective is of a 
significant importance as it brings out the new thinking - the main araument, which is the 
model of environmental analysis compatible with packaging design process that this 
research is concerned with. Field research including experimental studies interviews and the 
second survey are used in that stage. The fifth objective, in support of the fourth objective, 
an exploration of how the theoretical, structural model may be used in practice. 
The main argument of the thesis is that the environmental impact of the paper packaging 
should be addressed by auditing a companys' strategic environmental acfivities. To award a 
label on a product for its environmental qualities is of limited value unless it is for rnacro- 
environmental objectives set by the company towards continuous environmental 
improvements. It is possible to develop a conceplual fi-amework fi-om the above objectives 
in order to focus the crucial role that sustainability in packaging development and design is 
playing towards the creation of environmental management systems. 
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1.2.4 Conceptual Framework and Hypothesis Paths 
The purpose of the study focuses on four main areas of investigation delivered from the 
research objectives. The relationship of those four main areas of investigation is illustrated 
on the following page in Figure 1.1 'The conceptual framework of the research, which 
includes: 
ist The company's environmental policy. - ABSTRACT. Investigation directed into 
companies' corporate environmental policies and the level of managerial decision making. 
The goal in this part is to identify strengths and weakness related to the environmental 
analysis and assess the effects of environmental initiatives on the final product. 
2nd The paper packaging product. - ARTEFACT. The investigation is about the 
products environmental performance; environmental qualifies; and eco-efficiency options; 
3rd Methodology for ecological auditing. - ABSTRACT. The investigation into existing 
ways of environmental analysis and labelling systems (environmental awards). By 
developing models of environmental analysis (see chapter 5 and 7 for different stages on 
model development and final outcomes) during the progress of the research and testing the 
different stages of the development of the models, recommendations are made about 
methods to reinforce the approach of environmental auditing (chapter 7 and 8). 
4th Results. After observational studies and testing the evaluation of the research 
findings a model is formulated for industry to implement environmental management 
methodologies; - ABSTRACT. The model may be used to generate an assessment matrix to 
assess the environmental performance and qualities of paper - cardboard packaging 
products (through case studies of products) - ARTEFACT. 
As described in the sections above the research investigates attitudes related to companies 
environmental policy and environmental information with regards to packaging design. The 
aim is to assess this product category (packaging paper products) and to establish a 'credible 
way'to use products environmental information. The National Consumer Council (1996) 
recommend: 
"If the packaging industry is to sort out some levy system to deal with its recycling 
commitments, perhaps it could also considerfinancing a system for monitoring and 
adjudicating misleading environmental claims on products. " 
The National Consumer Council comment on this as a result of their research (1996) 
conducted into misleading environmental claims on products. As a result, the need for 
introducing a system of controlling environmental infonnation on paper packaging 
products is merely emphasised. 
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The current research recommends that more inputs are required in terms of establishing 
methods in awarding environmental labels and assessing products and packaging 
environmental performance. In 1989 Norsk Hydro published an environmental 
investigation of its Norway operations, and in 1990 a UK environmental report. It has been 
criticised that even if this type of publication makes it easier for outsiders to find points to 
criticise, such as lack of standardization of information or choice of levels, the report does 
at least give details of the first attempts at a rough eco-balance for the company's main 
products (Hopfenbeck, 1993). According to Taylor (1994) what inhibits action more is 
perhaps, that managers do not know where to start or what to actually do. This bar to 
action is exacerbated by the embryonic state of environmental management practice, and a 
certain mystique surrounding the 'environment' which leads some to believe, quite 
erroneously, that a Ph. D. in ecology is required to understand the process. . 
The research aims to contribute to simple solutions and singular answers to complex 
environmental concepts regarding the market perfon-nance of paper packaging products. 
The environmental impact of products must be studied through a systems approach to 
companies' strategic environmental management, and labelling systems should be an 
instrument in formulating environmental policies. The model of environmental analysis 
(final solution presented in Chapter 7) aims to work as a planning tool for a substantial 
change towards generating environmental credenUs in the packaging business se6tor. 
1.3 Outline of the Thesis 
The thesis is built on the research activities in chronological order. It presents the work 
related to the research objectives each chapter brings a step to add to the hypothesis path. 
A chain of evidence was established to enable the reader to trace the research steps in either 
direction, from the initial research framework and questions to conclusion and results of the 
research or vice versa. The answers to the research questions were discovered during the 
course of this process. The model of environmental analysis is built on the basis of the 
conclusion drawn from each chapter. 
The whole thesis consists of nine chapters and eleven appendices. The development of the 
research follows four main stages (described in chapter 3.2) plus a fifth stage that deals with 
proposed recommendations for future development. The chapters are shown in 
diagrammatically format in Table 1.1 Outline of the thesis on the following page. 
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I Thesis Outline I 
I Chapter 
I Chapter i--Tý 
I Chapter 3. 
INTRODUCTION 
i0iMULATIbN 'STAGE 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
I 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The research problem. The 
research questions and proposed 
hypothesis paths. The research 
objectives. Outline of the thesis. 
Findings from investigation about: 
green marketing; environmental 
Issues and paper based 
packagingý eco-labelling schemes; 
LCA, E MSs methodologies; 
eco-audifing and the design 
management role. 
The research framework, the 
research approach and the 
research design for conducting 
surveys, interviewees, model(s) 
testing and case studies. The 
methodology used for the analysis 
of the findings and the validity of 
the methods is also discussed. 
I Chapter 
EXPLANATORY STAGE 
Phase A. First survey to investigate 
causal relationships In the use of 
rm, ) a na on PUCKCIgirly 
environmenta I information. 
Phase B. interviews aiming to 
investigate the use of environmental 
labelling and environmental 
auditing with regard to paper 
packaging products. 
Chapter 5. 
initial EMCS model Formulation and G INVESTIGATION STA E Development Five different prototype Phase A. models of environmental analyses 
developed and tested alming to 
create specifications and determine 
the format of the final model. 
Second Survey to investigate Chapter 6. 
INVESTIGATION STAGE current attitudes in the use of 
Phase B. environmental auditing and 
environmental activities in the 
paper packaging companies. 
Chapter 7. 
TESTING AN ,DE. VALUATION 
STAGE - THE FINAL MODEL 
Chapter 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
STAGE FUTURE PROPOSED 
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
ý 9. CONCLUSIONS ýF 
Phase A. Evolutionary prototyping, 
formulation, evaluation and testing 
of the E MCS model. 
Phase B. implementation, testing 
and evaluation of the final format of 
the EMCS model. - the new thinking. 
Recommendations for the extensions 
in the use of the model on the way to 
rate the environmental performance 
of packaging products. The proposal 
includes: the assessment Matrix for 
paper based packaging; the use of 
eco-points and three case studies as 
examples of the use of the atDiDroach. 
Final appraisal of research and new 
model. The achievements of the 
research are presented and 
recommendations made for further 
research. 
Table 1.1 Outline of the thesis 
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The following paragraphs provide a chapter by chapter guide to the structure of the thesis. 
Chapter L: Addresses the role of the thesis in the design management field. It 
describes the research work emphasising 'the problem. The chapter states the purpose of this 
research, with questions to be answered and objectives to be met. The research framework 
and hypothetical paths of influence are discussed, in order to explain the purpose of the 
research and the flow of research objectives. 
Chapter Z: This chapter serves as a review of the literature (formulation research 
stage). It introduces the background review in areas that this research is concerned with such 
as: environmental labelling schemes; life cycle analysis/assessment methodology; green 
marketing; environmental management systems; environmental auditing; and 
environmental issues surrounding the paper packaging products. It describes definitions for 
the above terms. It evaluates the research findings from the literature reyiew and relates 
them to the design management scepticism. As a result specific research inquiries are 
generated. 
Chapter 3.: This chapter describes the research methods used in the five stages of 
the progress of the research, along with indications about the effectiveness of the methods 
employed to achieve the final recommended solution (model). It outlines where the 
literature review used in generating specific research inquiries described in- the previous 
chapter. It explains what the preliminary study is about (explanatory research stage), why 
and how the first survey was conducted; It presents the aims and the methodolog bf formal cy 
and informal interviews (at the explanatory, investigation and testing and evaluation 
research stages); how the participants observation studies took place (models prototyping); 
what was the aims and the methodology of the second survey'(investigation research stage); 
what was the purpose of the case studies and what they present (future development 
research stage); The chapter describes the research design, presents the timetable of the 
research activities, and discusses the methodology used for evaluation of the results and the 
validity and reliability of the methods employed. 
Chapter 4.: The chapter presents the aims; the methodology; the analysis and the 
findings of the first survey (Phase A. explanatory research stage). It also, presents the 
findings of content analysis of interviews and other contacts in the explanatory research 
stage (Phase'B. ) aiming to investigate and evaluate methodology about the use of 
environmental labelling and environmental auditing with regards to paper packaging 
products. The evaluation of the observations at this stage presented in this chapter provides 
specific research directions that aimed to be explored in the next stage of the research 
(investigation stage). 
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Chapter S.: The methodology of testing and evaluating five different prototype 
formats of the design management model of environmental analysis is given in this chapter 
(Phase A. investigation research stage). In order to test the hypothesis described in chapter 
2. and the format of the hypothesis suggested in chapter 4. a multi-faced approach to 
evaluation is adopted from angles of both communication of the qualifies that the models 
are posing and the understanding and effectiveness of its use by third parties. This approach 
consists of a set of data collection techniques and differing data analysis methods. The aim 
of this approach is to create specifications and determine the format of the final model of 
environmental analysis. 
Chapter 6.: This chapter presents the formulation of the second survey (Phase B. 
investigation research stage) investigating methods that business are using to control, audit 
and manage their environmental activities, in paper packaging sector. The chapter includes 
the pilot stage of the survey; the outcomes and evaluation, It emphasises how the outcomes 
and the observations of the survey used in the formulation of the design management model 
of environmental analysis. 
Chapter 7.: In this chapter a complete picture of the model of environmental 
analysis is presented. Based on the findings from previous chapters the 'Environmental 
Management Control System' EMCS model is re-formatted, tested and modified (Phase A. 
testing and evaluation research stage). The final solution - that is the EMCS model and sub- 
models of environmental analysis - is presented, formulated based on the evaluation from 
Phase A., tested and re-evaluated (Phase B. testing and , evaluation research stage). 
Conclusions are reported mainly from interviews and contacts with governmental and 
industrial bodies. 
Chapter 8.: The implementation proposals for the potential extension in the use of 
the EMCS model for paper based packaging is presented in this chapter (future development 
research stage). It suggests a new protocol of 'assessment matrix' and presents three 
experimental case studies as examples in the use of the matrix. Recommendations for the 
use of the matrix as a part of the EMCS model in rating (by using eco-points) the different 
levels of businesses environmental concern are made. 
Chapter 9.: This final chapter surnmarises the main achievements of the research 
presented within the thesis, emphasising the contribution of the EMCS model. Conclusions 
about the role of environmental auditing and eco-labelling are drawn. The chapter provides 
a critical evaluation of the work, and proposes further research work in the area. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW The use of Environmental 
Information and Environmental Management Systems in relation to 
Paper based Packaging 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter serves as a review of the literature. It starts with a descriptive definition of 
terms in the field and shows where this research fits into the area of environmental 
management systems; design audits; the use of environmental information on products and 
methodology in assessing paper packaging products environmental qualities. This chapter 
discusses how the design management scepticism applies in the above mentioned areas. 
Following this, we look into some typical applications in the use of environmental auditing 
in the business and design environment, and attempts to tackle the proýlem. Finally an 
approach to easing the problem is proposed. This approach proposes alternative ways for 
environmental awarding of paper based packaging materials in auditing methodologies that 
need to be explored. The proposed investigation presented at the end of this chapter is 
undertaken at the next stage and analysed in chapter 4. This investigation informs the 
formulation of models of environmental analysis that address and access design activities in 
the packaging sector. 
2.2 The conceptual framework of business green communication 
Research indicates that consumers are integrating - environmental concerns into their 
purchasing behaviour in a variety of ways. There is a growing amount of evidence indicating 
that consumers are choosing products or avoiding others based on their impact on the 
natural environment (Mintel, 1994; Coddington, 1993; Davis, 1993; McDougall, 1993; 
Ottman, 1992a; The Roper Organisation, 1990). 
There is also evidence that a negative backlash to green marketing has already occurred, 
with consumers becoming increasingly circumspect about green claims in general (Carlson et 
al., 1993; Kangun et al., 1991; Rawsthom, 1990; The Roper Organisation, 1990). If 
producers of consumer goods are to continue to use green marketing as a strategic tool 
(Coddington, 1993; McArthur, 1994; McDaniel and Rylander, 1993; Prothero, 1990) they 
may need to find methods of making these claims more credible in the eyes of consumers. 
Environmental labelling is moving in this direction to promote the marketing, design, and 
use of products and packaging which have a reduced environmental impact, likewise to 
provide consumers and other buyers with a credible way of identifying products less harmful 
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to the environment (UK Ecolabelling Board, 1997; EPA, 199-3); OJ, No. 880/92; OECD, 
199 1; Brand New Diagnostic, 1989). 
However, while the environmental labelling schemes (e. g. EU Eco-Labelling scheme) 
provide a "cradle-to-grave" analysis of the environmental performance of products, in the 
form of Life Cycle Analysis' there is concern about organisations overall eco-performance. 
Ideally, if organization has integrated green marketing into its strategic focus, it would have 
adopted an environmental corporate culture (Peattie, 1995; McArthur, 1994; McDaniel and 
Rylander, 1993; McDougall, 1993; Ottman, 1992b). 
Ostmeier (1990) indicates that environmentally orientated product innovation ability is a 
central dimension of corporate environmental 'management. Eyring, (1993) The 
Geogressional Office of Technology Assessment notes that: 
"while green design may he a step in the right direction for creating less waste and 
less hazardous waste, it alone won't solve the world's environmental prohlems. We' 
re not going to save the planet hy designing fast food pack-aging, for example, 
that's hetterfor the environment, hut it's a necessary part of a larger environmental 
policy ". 
Many writers (Roberts, 1995; Crosbie and Knight, 1995; Welford and Gouldson, 1993; 
North, 1992; Burke and Hill, 1990) have emphasised the importance of an environmental 
policy as a basis for setting objectives and the fact that the policy should cover all aspects 
of operation, the need to move from reactive policy goals to proactive goals, the 
management's commitment to the policy and its transparency. 
The environmental management system (EMS) standards such as BS 7750 EMAS and the 
IS01400 02 series promote the practical role of environmental policies. According to EMS 
standards the environmental policy is a basis for strategic planning. Environmental 
objectives, targets and programs can be derived from the policy. 
Academics have pointed out the need to incorporate wider sustainability goals into the 
policy (Welford, 1997; 1995; Roberts, 1995). Recently, Ketola (1997) defines the 
significance of the origin of an environinental. policy, on the basis of environmental values 
and visions of the company. 
' The concept of Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) is based on "reduced environmental impact" during the 
entire life cycle of a product. However no methodology exists to determine the total environmental impact 
of a product. Draft Proposal for a Council Regulation establishing a revised Community Eco-Label Award 
Scheme, 2/12/96, p 11 
2 BS 7750: British Standards Institution's Specification for Environmental Management Systems; 
EMAS: European Union's Eco-Management & Audit Scheme; ISO 14000-series: International 
Organisation forStandardisation's Environmental Management Systems Standards. 
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Somehow what is missed out or has not been given enough emphasis is the relationship of 
the policy to the product itself (what the ISO 14001 series might try to achieve). What is 
delivered to the consumer is the final product but it should viewed as a result of a policy 
with visions and strategic environmental planning. If we really want to manage and achieve 
the aims of sustainability (discussed below) the companys' policy should be directly related 
to auditing and managing the design process of individual products. 
It is possible on the other hand to come across companies that appear to promote a product 
and packaging in the market as 'environmenially superior' compared with others of the 
same kind. It should be noted, however that it is not always as a result of the environmental 
commitment of the entire organization, as it may appear to be. In such cases, it is possible 
for consumers to make different assumptions about the product/packaging pr the company 
related to environmental commitments which do not really exist. 
In 1980 John Elkington co-author of the Green Consumer Guide predicts that "in ten years 
time, I ivould expect to see more emphasis on a company's environmental performance 
than on the products. " Actually by 1989 when the demand for green products started to 
become a new reality, companies flooded the market with products claiming to be green, but 
not many studies have been undertaken to support the greening of such products. While 
todays' envirom-nental commitment of business is somewhat controversial, what Elkington 
foretells is that it might be somehow more important to establish an environmental policy 
with long term corporate environmental and ethical investment rather than produce 
products claiming to be green without any standing on ethical and environmental grounds. 
By studying the effect of the sum of many parts consisting and influencing the development 
of a product; process; organisation; system; we can have a better perspective of the whole. 
In such case several factors must be considered based on a holistic management view. Jan 
Smut defines holistic management as: 
"a whole is a synthesis or unity so close that it affects the activities and interactions 
of those parts, impresses on them a special character, and makes them different 
from what they would have been in a combination devoid of such unity or 
synthesis ,3 
Thus in a holistic view, you cannot have green marketing without green management. 
Today the greening of enterprises is implemented through an environmental management 
system, an eco-audit or the use of a certification of environmental products claims. 
Smuts J, (1926) Holism & Evolution, Macmillan, New York, p 122 
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The following developments indicate the greening of management as an international 
movement and not as a passing phase: 
=> Companies realise the crucial role of environmental factors and examine their activities 
by reducing environmental cost in every level, from office waste to manufacturing waste. 
Many companies employ environmental consultancies and external auditors. 
=> Governmental mandatory laws, international standards and quality control 
environmental systems that are in place generate a bottom-line concern for companies that 
want to prosper and be survivors in an era when forced to comply with clean and green 
ethics. 
=> According to Arthur D. Little, nearly half of the Fortune 100 companies had a vice 
president in charge of environmental affairs in 1991,62 percent among the Fortune 5 00.4 
=> Federal law in Germany requires that most companies appoint managers of 
environmental affairs. 
=* Companies worldwide have used green marketing to expand market share. 
=-, > In recent years we see the emergence of corporate alliances with major international 
marketers. Examples include the McDonald's/ Environmental Fund relationship and The 
Body Shop/Friends of the Earth aff angement. 
In 1993 the New Consumer Institute found that aH but a handfid of more than 200 
multinational consumer companies did not have an environmental policy or environmental 
programme in place. 5 It is now common for multinationals to have workin enviro . nmental 
policies that address a number of issues. But what is difficult for todays' corporation is how 
to proceed in the efficient implementation of their environmental policy. 
The economy ofsustainable development I 
The report 'Our Common Future' (Brundtland 1987) became the landmark of sustainable 
development. 6 'Our Common Future' has inspired many parties from economists to 
ecologists, from industrialists to naturalists as well as pragmatic and philosophers. The 
concept of 'sustainable growth' is just what industry wants, in terms of a clean public image 
commensurate with continuing economic growth. 
Ewire, November 16,1993 
Source: New Consumer Institute study, 1993, Wauconda, IL 6 Sustainable development defined by the Brundtland report (1987: 43) as the "development that meets 
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs " 
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In the report from the Consumers in Europe Group (1996) sustainable development is used 
for describing economic progress in order to have a minimal negative impact on the 
environment. The majority view, shared by the UK Government and the European 
Commission, is that it will be possible to maintain and develop a high standard of living. 7 
Economists (Re Nijkamp and Soeteman 1988) have introduced with calculations that 
sustainability and growth at the same time in business are not only possible but also 
necessary conditions for each other. On the other hand, Friends of the Earth have suggested 
that continued economic growth that is also sustainable may not be possible and that 
society should expect to maintain a stable rather than a growing economy. 8 That is based in 
the development of over consumption patterns as it may be likely that when companies 
invest in environmental technology, they increase production and cqnsumption and 
ultimately human impact on environmental degradation. 
During a conference held in 199' ) by the International Organisation of Consumer Unions 
(now Consumers International), 'sustainable consumption'has been presented and it was 
agreed that consumers had a right to a healthy environment and recognised that, in the long 
term consumption patterns had to be sustainable. 9 For 'sustainable consumption, 
consumption should be viewed with respect to future generations needs. Such consumption 
should involve thinking about the impact of every purchase to the natural environment, 
and consumers may be required to re-think their consuming habits and consume less. 
Likewise they need to be properly informed about the impact of their purchases through 
trustworthy on product and packaging information thus enhancing the flow of consumption 
and helPing the growth of environmental economy in the long term. 
2.3 The role of packaging in green marketing communication 
From a holistic standpoint packaging is not only the container that brings a prO'duct safely 
and hygienically to the market but also represents the whole philosophy of the company's 
green marketing programme, - with it is the packaging colour, shape, size, written 
information that comes to the fore to influence consumers to purchase a product. 
7 Consumer in Europe Group (CEG 96/12), 'The consumer interest in the environment - Towards 
sustainable consumption', p 21 
' Friends of the Earth, 'Towards Sustainable Europe: A Summary', March 1995 9 International Organisation of Consumer Unions (IOCU), 'Beyond the Year 2000: The transition to 
Sustainable Consumption', April 1993 
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"Packaging is the ultimate symbol of our consumer culture" (Stilwell, 1991: 1). The 
packaging design differs based on the products country of origin and specific requirements 
arise related to the use of the packaging and communication characteristics. In any case as 
Beaumont in his book about marketing and management found packaging is "a deceptively 
complex issue, and also a profitable business"' 0. It is the packaging that provides a means 
of brand promotion and the medium that communicates the product qualifies and gives 
certain information to the consumer. This is vital to the design management thinking 
- underpinning the philosophy of this study - and also reflects the entire corporate identity. 
"To most consumers, the environment means packaging", said Anthony Casale (1995: 7), 
president of Environmental Research Associates. Packaging is a reason for consumer to 
avoid or buy certain products, thus is in the centre of marketing communication for 
marketers to rethink their perspectives in formulating the design brief for a packaging 
product. 
From an environmental stand point, packaging serves two aspects. First as an information 
material in the point of sales for consumers. An Abt Associates survey, found that: 
"the greatest number of consumers (52, percent of those who purchased an 
environmentally orientated product) learn about a 11 
product's environmental 
attributes from material printed on product packaging. " 
And secondly the impact that it has on the environment as waste generated from the empty 
containers after use. As packaging generates a large source of waste,. based on the resources 
used to create it, leading to our so called 'disposable society'. 12 The packaging is the main 
targets of environmental and consumers groups, as well as recently by legislators regarding 
the minimisation targets on packaging and packaging waste. According to Wasik the: 
"packaging is the main target for environmental and public -interest groups when 
they choose to criticise a company's environmental record. " 13 
Environmentally aware companies that want to give a responsible profile to the public 
should always examine the impact of their packaging waste. Companies have'also to reflect 
the environmental qualities of the manufacturer, the seller and the product within the 
packaging chain. 
10 Beaumont R, J; Pedersen M, L; Whitaker D, B, ((1993), 'Managing the Environment', Butteworth, 
UK, p 117 
Abt Associates, "Consumer Purchasing Behaviour and the Environment" 
Environmental issues related with packaging design discussed in details in chapter 5. 
13 Wasik F, J, (1996) 'Green Marketing & Management: A Global Perspective', Blackwell, USA, p 159 
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2.4 Misleading green marketing claims 
It is ironic that while in 1990 the , slogan 
"environmentally friendly" won the Green Con of 
the year award given by Birmingham Friends of the Earth for the most misleading green 
advertising of the year, we can witness todays' firms using it on their ads or on product 
information. Consumers surveys repetitively show that consumer awareness of 
environmental issues remains high - and consumers questioning business practices -a 'green' 
product placed in the market does not always raise the product's environmental credentials. 
Much of business activity is simply tokenism or cases of consumer misinformation. This 
typically involves meaningless claims. 
in the publication 'Shades of Green' (1996) the National Consumer Council presented the 
findings from research that examined the variety of environmental claims gn Products. The 
research outcomes found claims to be "unverifiable, vague, woolly, some even downright 
dishonest s, 14 In the report 'Green Claims' (1996) the National Consumer Council presents 
shoppers expressed scepticism about the truth of claims, confusion about what exactly was 
being claimed, and ignorance about their effect. The report presents findings that emphasise 
doubt about the validity of most environmental claims and calls for a new code of practice 
to ensure that consumers are given accurate and meaningful information. " 
The Soap and Detergent Industry Association admitted that: 
f1many misleading claims are being made about the environmentally friendly 
nature of various Green products in order to attract the buying power of the Green 
Consumer ". 16 
Alan Wingrove (1998), Packaging Technology Manager at Tesco Stores found himself 
frustrated by the plethora of meaningless (and sometimes misleading) marketing 
terminology. He believes that there are too many accepted terms that extol the 
environmental credentials of a package that, upon closer consideration are unwarranted. He 
recommends that if there are any real 'green' virtues worthy of mention then the wording 
. of 
these wfll also need to be 'clear, unambiguous, accreditable and credible'. 
" National Consumer Council, 'Shades of Green - Consumers' attitudes to green shopping', December 
1996: 3 
" National Consumer Council, 'Green Claims: a consumer investigation into marketing claims about the 
environment', March 1996 
"' For an extent number of misleading environmental claims see paper 'Environmental Business Strategy: 
A new Model for DevelopmentT, reported ongoing Ph. D. research, presented at the international 
conference'NVbose Values? - Ethics in the International Business Environment', March 18-20 1996, , London. -A copy listed on the appendices. 
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Wingrove found that the problem that environmental labelling in packaging is facing is: 
'the level of information that facilitates total unambiguity requires a volume of text 
that is simply not feasible within the space available'. And, he believes that 'a 
number of alternative solutions to the information issue will need to be found'. " 
The research relates misleading 'green' claims based on their appearance, into two 
categories as follow: 
=; > The information gap - The proliferation in the market of the various unverified 
environmental claims, create an information gap. This information gap is defined by this 
research study as the gap where there is not enough information available on assessing the 
products' environmental performance and safeguarding products stewardship towards the 
targets ofsustainable development. 
For example, surveys conducted by Abt Associates and Green Market Alert" identified 
some of the more prevalent claims among household products. These are in order of 
greatest to least frequency: 
1. Toxicity-related (42.9%). Was the product poisonous or benign? 
2. Recyclable (13.9%). Could it be recycled? 
3. Degradable (13.1% ). Did the product decompose in nature? 
4. Recycled (10.4%). Did the product contain recycled content? 
5. General environment (10.3%). Was the product eni-ironmentally safe? 
6. Pollution (4.1 %). Did it produce less pollution? 
7. Wildlife conservation (1.7%). Did the product protect wildlife? 
S. Ozone related (1.4%). Were there no ozone-depleling chemicals? 
9. Source-related (1.3%). Was there less packaging materials? 
10. Energy (0.9%). Did the product consume less energy? 
Most of these claims were found in products such as foods, health and beauty aids, 
beverages, pet supplies, cleaning products, and paper goods. Paradoxically, the most 
frequent claim was backed up by the least amount of independent verification. Conversely, 
the least-popular claims about ozone-related, source-related could be easily verified. 
" Alan Wingrove (April 1998) 'The truth .... the whole truthT, 
Industry News column, 'Packaging 
News', p4 
Source: Abt Associates, "Consumer Purchasing Behaviour and the Enviroru-nent: Results of an Event- 
Based Study", November 1990 
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=: > The credibility gap - The credibility gap related to products environmental information 
defined by this study as the gap caused in the market because of products misleading 
environmental liabilities and uncontrolled environmental claims. 
The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA: ) studies have indicated that the immediate 
issues of short-term economics (price) tend to override environmental concerns when 
consumers are faced with actual purchasing decisions. EPA report 19 indicates that - the 
recent and rapid proliferation of marketing terms, combined with the lack of 
standardization definitions, may be exacerbating consumer confusion and scepticism. The 
report also, presents consumers who may want to do the tight thing, but many do not feel 
that they can trust the sincerity of the environmental claims that companies are making. 
2.5 The legislative background to the use of environmental information 
Until now we examine the conceptual 
6mework of business green communication, the role 
that the packaging plays as the 'green' medium in support of business philosophy and 
consumers environmental awareness and concern. In addition, cases of misleading 
environmental information on products and packaging have been given. Following this the 
backing of environmental claims by regulatory and legislative frameworks has to be 
considered. That includes the formulation of the eco-labellina schemes worldwide and the 0 
ISO 14000 series on environmental management systems. 
Ecolabelling schemes 
In order to control products environmental information many countries have established 
environmental labelling schemes. These schemes work to create standards for 
environmental improvements in various products, together with an accreditation scheme 
for products which reach those standards. The schemes co-ordination varies under the 
umbrella of governmental bodies, voluntary environmental organisations or and industrial 
bodies. The scope of ecolabelling schemes is to help control the provision of unverified and 
misleading environmental claims, while informing consumers about products that are less 
harmful to the environment compared with others similar products in the market. 
Ecolabelling schemes are communicated to consumer by the use of a label and/or wording on 
the product. 
"Ecolabel is a term used to describe an officially sanctioned scheme in which a 
product may be awarded an ecological label on the basis of its 'accep table' level of 
environmental impact. The acceptable level of environmental impact may be 
19 US Environmental Protection Agency , "Status Report on the 
Use of Environmental Labels 
Worldwide", September 1993, EPA 742-R-9-93-001 
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determined by consideration of a single environmental hurdle which is deemed to be 
particularly important, or after undertaking an assessment of its overall 
environmental impacts. , 20 
Environmental labelling schemes rate products according to the impact of the product on 
the natural environment (from inputs to outputs), that means from the extraction of raw 
materials through the manufacturing process to the distribution of the product 
(transportation) consumption, product disposal and possibilities for after use. In the most 
comprehensive format eco-labelling schemes examine the environmental impact of the 
product in all stages (using Life Cycle Analysis, LCA methodology). Alternatively, due to 
the high cost of conducting LCA and the difficulties of finding appropriate information, 
some eco-labelling schemes award a label on the pro duct by examining and assessing the 
most important environmental impact of the product (for example energy consumption; 
recycling context etc. ) Some sort of environmental life cycle analysis used by some 
programmes to identify single attribute claims such as recycled content or biodegradability, 
or more frequently to assess the impact of the product in various stages, like the seal-of- 
approval programmes tend to follow for example the Blue Angel ecolabelling programme. 
Other programmes like Green Seal seek to establish a life-cycle inventory that assess how a 
single product will impact various environmental categories. 
To date, ecolabels rate information under the following criteria: 
1. Single attribute ftoluntary) These programmes give an independent 'third party' 
certificate for a particular environmental claim made by the manufacturer, like for 
example, the percentage of recycled content, the energy use or the water saving. 
2. Seal-of-approval (voluntary) Gives verification of claims for those products that are 
identified as being less harmful to the environment than others of the -same kind. - 
3. Information about hazard and disclosure labels (mandatory) For disclosure labels 
specific environmentally related information about the product are provided, that 
information may compared with similar products (such as EPA's Fuel Economy 
Information label). Hazard and warning labels are mandatory concerning a product's adverse 
effect on health and safety issues. 
4. Books, Report cards & Life-cycle inventory studies (private enviroýmental 
initiatives) Information is provided to consumers about the product and often about the 
20 Extract from: Dooley, D. & Mrkparrick, N. (1993) Environmental Glossary. Pira International, 
Leatherhead, UK 
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company's environmental performance. This system uses comparison of attributes and lets 
consumers decide for themselves the influence of the product in the market. 
At present ecolabefling is the only environmental multi-approach available (assessing the 
environmental impact of the product and packaging at the same time) compared with the 
existing OECDýl and ISO approaches to assessing products environmental impact. 
"Environmental. labelling programmes may represent such an exception, 
a voluntary economic instrument which promotes more environmentally friendly 
purchasing on the side of the public and a precautionary approach on the side of 
industry. " Extract from OECD Report (199 1) 
The EU ecolabelling scheme was launched at the end of 1992 and is voluntary, self- 
financing and must not include food, drinks and pharmaceuticals. For companies the 
strength of the EU Eco-label is its European dimension. When one MembeF State approved 
it, the label can be used throughout the other States. This as a result avoids making an 
application in every country where a national label exists. It also avoids competition 
between different national labelling systems. The OJ (Official Journal) Council Regulation 
on a Community cco-label award scheme (23 ). 4.1992) foretells that : "Whereas a system to 
invard an eco-label for products with reduced environmental impact will highlight more 
benign alternatives and therefore provide consumers and users irilh guidance; 
Product groups which are using the EU Eco-label (flower logo) are washing machines, 
dishwashers, soil improvers, toilet paper, kitchen rolls, and laundry detergents. In February 
'96 three more products have adopted criteria for awarding the ecolabel - paints, varnishes 
and single-ended light bulbs despite expressing doubts about the criteria in November 199 5. 
According to the criteria agreed, all cardboard packaging must contain a minimum of 65 per 
cent recycled material by weight. At the EU Packaging Report (1996) stated that these 
decisions have caused considerable concern in the packaging industry. Further, that the 
Commission's concerns are focused on the way products could secure the ecolabel even 
though some aspects were not environmentally benign. 
Because social issues are intertwined with environmental concern (Wasik, 1996: 105) 
another approach to ecolabelling as a part of a broader rating system has been suggested. 
This approach involves the evaluation of a company's manufacturing processes and 
corporate behaviour. Such an approach is undertaken by the Asahi Shimbun Foundation in 
Japan and rates companies on the well-being of employees, environment, contributions to 
academic research, disclosure of corporate information and employment opportunities for 
21 OECD: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
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non Japanese. 22 On the other hand, the US-basedCouncil for Economic Priorities (CEP), 
rates multinationals on everything from arms production (a negative) to treatment of 
minorities and women (a positive). I 
These multivariable programmes give the public a much more comprehensive snapshot of a 
company's operations and performance. They might also 'simplify' consumers' 
requirements by knowing that they can trust a product that carries a label representing multi 
environmental and social criteria. But, on the other hand it should be considered that the 
information on pack might be too much for consumers, stakeholders and interested parties 
to consider. British Union for the Abolition of Vivisection (BUAV) and other animal rights 
organisations are deeply concerned that ecolabelling schemes like the EU ecolabel 'have 
drcnvn up a set of criteria which allows products that have, heen tested on animals to he 
eligible for ecolabel 23 . Although, animal testing is an important issue to be considered on 
products' development, the existing state of development of environmental labelling 
worldwide does not allow the possibility to include the examination of social criteria for 
example, animal welfare; workers rights; exploitation of workers in third world countries 
etc. Because the objectives of ecolabelling schemes worldwide are based on assessing and 
promote product because of their environmental benefits and supply information to 
consumers on environmental ground. 24 
In addition, as LCA methodologies are in a developing stage and relatively unfamiliar, 25 it 
would be more promising in achieving more substantial progress for products' LCAs, when 
ecolabelling schemes concentrated on just environmental criteria (as is happening) 
independently conducted and clearly stating the methodology used to award the 
environmental certificate (label). On the other hand, if some schemes include social criteria 
in awarding progress it might well be assumed by the consumer (resulting in more confusion) 
that all the environmental labelling schemes consider these kind of criteria -a possibility 
not pragmatic. In the context of eco-labelling schemes products environmental attributes 
are only examined, it might be more straight forward if only environmental criteria were to 
be considered (as is expected to happen) and allow other schemes to examine products and 
award labels on social issues. 
22 Ibid. 
23 BUAV (April 1994) 'Ecolabelling and Animal testing', Factsheet, p. 1 
24 For example the objectives of the EU ecolabelling scheme are: I)to promote the design, production, 
marketing and use of products which have a reduced environmental impact during their entire life cycle, 
and 2) to provide consumers with better information on the environmental impact of products (OJ L 99 
of 11/04/1992, p. 1) 
2' The present state of LCA discussed in Cha*pter 1. Introduction 
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Environmental labelling and ISO 14000 
ISO has recently started work on environmental management systems (ISO 14000 family) 
equivalent to EMAS (see 2.8.1). ISO has in the pipeline draft standards on environmental 
claims, including: 
ISO 14020 on environmental labelling, which sets out the basic principles to be 
followed by all environmental labelling schemes; 
ISO 14021 on self declaration environmental claims, which looks at 
manufacturers' and retailers' labels; 
ISO 14022 which deals with symbols and logos; 
ISO 14023 on testing and verification methodologies 
=> ISO 14024 and ISO 14025 on guiding principles and procedures. 
So far progress has only been made on the first two standards. 
Environmental labelling the pros and cons 
The advantage of labelling programmes should be acknowledged as their power to control 
and harness market forces and to support consumer preference in choosing on their behalf 
environmentally acceptable products and to give competitive advantage to companies that 
are using them. Although the advantages of labelling programmes' is worth while as a part 
of encouraging rational consumerism, it is of particular interest to study the disadvantages 
of a more holistic approach to the use of ecolabelling at international level. 
Graedel and Allenby (1995) in the book 'Industrial Ecology' found that between 
programmes the criteria for obtaining environmental labels for some products is more 
stringent than existing regulations and standards. At a stage when life-cycle assessment 
methods are relatively unfamiliar, labelling programmes give the promise of rapidly 
implementing LCA methodologies but, unless the criteria are carefully chosen, 
environmentally suboptimal performance may be encouraged. 
While labelling programs definitely have their place in the move toward environmentally 
responsible products. It is clearly of little use to corporate or individual consumers to 
know that a product has received three labels and been 
' 
denied two others, a circumstance 
possible today. Both the international nature of corporations and the imperfectly developed 
assessment situation give us reasons to argue for products that are careffilly thought through 
and validated, and for those that are international in scope. Graedel & Allenby (1995) 
suggest that until those requirements are fulfilled, environmental labels for products are 
likely to contribute more to chaos than to rational consumerism. 
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Ritt Bjerregaard (1997), Environmental Commissioner (EU) sees the ecolabelling scheme 
as: 'an important market - orientated instrument in the EUs policy'. 
26 The effectiveness of 
environmental labelling schemes in terms of information provision as a part of 
environmental policy, has been questioned by Potter and Hinnells (1994), who found that: 
"'little thought appea 
, 
rs to have been given to the effectiveness of labelling or how 
(it) integrates into other environmental policy.... As an isolated regulatory 
mechanism, even at its best labelling is relatively weak. A fully integrated 
environmental policy wouldcombine information instruments, fiscal incentives, and 
minimum efficient standards v27 . 
It has further be argued that market mechanisms, cannot deliver sustainable product 
consumption level. 29 In addition, even if it was the intention that the composition of a 
board developing Eco-label criteria 'is such to guarantee independence and neutrality' 
(Ibid. ), there is no guidance in the EU regulations as to how this requirements may be 
achieved. As a result industries are sceptical about the effectiveness of the scheme. 
Greenpeace, complained that criteria are fixed to meet the needs of industry, rather than 
establishing environmental excellence. 29 
Corporations are driven by competitive pressures for market share to satisfy the labelling 
criteria. While, in practice industrial considerations happen to be dominated by what is 
technically achievable rather than what is the best possible benefit the environment. 
"This could influence new product innovation strategies, 'and particularly the commercial 
development of environmentally - benign technologies. " comments Mark Smith in the 
book 'ISO 14001 and Beyond' (1997, p. 99)., In addition he views small firms in general to 
be more innovative than larger companies. But, large companies are leading the market and 
can rapidly bring effective changes through the diffusion of incremental improvements to 
existing designs. 
For a successful labelling system, experience to date shows that: 
There must be a high level of environmental concern among the market where labels 
are used. The high level of environmental interest proved crucial to the growth of 
German labelling programme, Blue Angel. 
26 Bjerregaard R, (April 1997), comment *on the UK Ecolabelling Board Newsletter, No. 11, p2 
27 Potter, S and Hinnells, M (1994), ' "ither the EC-Lahel? An analysis of the development of eco and 
enerSy labelling in the European Union, Technology Analysis and Strategic management 29 See: Brundtland, G (1987), World Commission on Environment and Development: Our Common 
Future, Oxford University Press, London and Meadows, D and Randers, J (1992) Beyond the Limits: 
Global Collapse or a Sustainable Future, Earthscan, London 
29 See West K, 'Ecolabels: The Industrialisation of Environmental Standards', in The Ecologist, Vol. 
25 No. I (January/February 1995) 
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The credibility and acceptance of any environmental label scheme must stem from 
criteria chosen for basis of environmental legislation, direct regulations and 
governmental plan to protect the environment. 
=> The criteria should be established as a result of Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) and other 
related feasibility studies assessing products environmental impact. At the same time 
comparative studies about the environmental impact of other products of the same kind 
should be consulted. 
The award of the label for a product should be a part of the decisjion-making process for 
an organisation considering the different stages of addressing the environmental analysis 
and geared by the existing legislation. 
2.6 Life Cycle Analysis and Assessment methodology 
Life Cycle Analysis attempts to assess the resource cost and environmental implications of 
different patterns of human behaviour. Introduced during the late 1960s and early 1970s 
and taking form in the 1990s, life cycle analysis and assessment (LCAs) become global 
modelling studies and energy audits aiming to explore the potential of environmental 
decision makers. The concept of conducting a detailed examination of the environmental 
impact of the life cycle of a product or a process is relatively recent, says The World 
Resource Foundation (August 1995). The most commonly used definition of LCA 
methodology is from the Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry -*the same 
definition of the LCA process is also given by Fava, 1991: 19; Gray, 1993: 165; Graedel and 
Allenby, 1995: 108; The World Resource Foundation, Information sheet on LCAs, August 
1995 - and is as follows: - 
The life-cycle assessment is an objective process used to evaluate the environmental 
burdens associated with a product or activity by identifying and quantifying energy 
and material usage and environmental releases. The data then used to assess the 
impact of those energy and material releases on the environment, and to evaluate 
and implement opportunities to achieve environmental -improvements. The 
assessment includes the entire life cycle of the product process or activity, 
encompassing, extracting and processing of raw materials; manufacturing, 
transportation and distribution; use/re-use/maintenance; recycling and final disposal. 
A number of different terms have been coined to describe 'life cycle analysis' and 
'assessment' (LCA) - such terminology with similar meaning includes: cradle-to-grave 
analysis/assessment or material flow analysis or resource analysis; eco-balance assessment or 
eco profile; environmental impact analysis/assessment (EIA). 
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Although the intention or the purpose of these studies can be the same, as far as packaging 
is concerned, each aspect can be defined differently by principle. According to Lox (1992: 
243), "ecobalances can be regarded as the evaluation of the environmental impact of each 
process, part of the whole subsequent series of handlings by which packages are made and 
treated jo. 3 0 For example ecobalance considers aspects related to energy production, the 
production of materials, transportation, distribution, waste treatment. Ecobalances can be 
expressed as the energy consumed in Milli Joules, the materials required and the emissions 
produced per unit of packag ., 
ing material in kg or delivered number of packages per thousand. 
Lox (1992: 243) see that: 'the life-cycle analysis can be regarded as the summation of all 
ecobalances encountered in the material flow to produce packages and their waste 
treatment. "31 Ecobalances and life-cycle analysis/assessment are mainly based on the same 
principles upon considerations of the consumption of materials and energy and the 
associated production of materials and waste. 
The environmental impact analysis/assessment (EIA) defined by Fuller (1992: 12) as: 
"essentially a process that seeks to idenlý& and predict the impacts of a new developments 
on the environment, to mitigate them where possible and to monitor the actual impacts". 32 
While, the Institute of Packaging and the Environment states that: 
"the main purpose of an LCA is to identify where improvements can be made to 
reduce the environmental impact of a product or process in ten-ns of energy and raw 
materials used and wastes produced. It can also be used to guide the development of 
new products". (INCPEN, 1996; ) 
From the literature review only INCPEN distinguish a difference between life cycle analysis 
and life cycle assessment. The difference indicates that analysis is the collection of data 
that produces an inventory; and, assessment goes one stage further and adds on an 
evaluation of the inventory. According to INCPEN (1996; ) a 'life-cycle analysis' does not 
define or explain actual environmental effect. For example, an LCA gives how many grams 
of limestone are used to make a bottle for mineral water and how much energy was used to 
extract it. But it does not tell the environmental impact of this action, such as whether 
limestone is a scare resource or whether its extraction causes pollution. LCA gives 
information about for example the amount (grams) of liquid, solid or gaseous waste are 
30 LoX, F (1992) Packaging and Ecology, Pira International, p. 243 
31 Ibid. 
32 See also the EC Directive on Environmental Assessment (85/337); Ball and Bell, (199 1), Institute Cf 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA, 1990); ENDS Report 195/ April 1991, pp. 15-17; Gray and 
Symon (I 992a); The Environmental Assessment Report No. 2 Winter 199 1, p 3; and Gray, 1993 pp. 79 
-83. 
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produced but not what happens to it. The life cycle assessment is considered as the next 
stage because it gives information for example, about what happens to particular waste. 33 
Although it can be identified that there are some differences between life cycle analysis and 
assessment, this study considers them in very similar view. The literature review 34 reveals 
that life cycle analysis and assessment, are the same. Also, during discussion with UKEB 
Eco-Labelling Board they expressed the same opinion - that life cycle analysis and 
assessment studies are the same .35 This study considers as 'life-cycle' the stages of a 
product, process, or package's life, beginning with the product concept (and given design 
brieo; the raw materials acquisition; continuing through processing requirements and 
specifications; materials manufactured, product and packaging fabrication; product and 
packaging use; and concluding with any of a variety of waste-management options. 
The life cycle assessment (LCA) is viewed by this research study as a concept and a 
methodology which provides (by the use of life cycle analysis) data for environmental 
impact analysis and evaluates the environmental effects of a product or activity 
holistically, by analysing the entire life cycle of a particular material, process, product, 
technology, service or activity. The collection of the data about a product or packaging 
system is on a 'cradle-to-grave' basis, thus including all inputs and outputs in terms of 
energy and materi4 through manufacturing process, distribution, use, possible reuse or 
recycling and eventually disposal. 
LCAs can be used to define the present (considering existing technology progress and 
legislation requirements) environmental impact areas of a packaging line. Towards 
'sustainability'a further evaluation was required (see eco-audits in the section below) to 
compare and assess different available options towards environmental improvements. 
The formal structure of LCA contains three stages (for the following definitions see Gray, 
1993: 168) Graedel and Allenby (1995: 108-110) who see these stages as the scoping of the 
LCA: 
1. Life Cycle Inventory is the review of the product identification and description of all 
resources, emissions, discharges and disposals throughout the cradle to grave of the 
product. 
33 See in particular The World Resource Foundation, Warmer Bulletin, August 1995; Gray R, 1993: 164- 
176; While US EPA, 1993, SETAC, 1993; and Dewberry, Design Innovation Group, The Open 
University, 1994 - present first the development of life cycle analysis in the early 1970's and more 
recently the life cycle assessment defined both ofthem as giving the same evaluation. 
31 Personal Correspondence: Interview with Paul Jackson, Principal Scientist (Technical assessment cf 
applications; compliance monitoring; development of criteria), UK Eco-labelling Board, February 1997 
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2. Life Cycle Impact Analysis is the identification, possible quantification and 
assessment of the human and other ecological impacts of the elements identified in the 
inventory stage. 
3. Life Cycle Improvement Analysis are attempts to reduce, ameliorate or eliminate 
the impacts through various means including redesign of products and process. 
The above stages of LCA are relatively self-explanatory, without being simple or 
uncontroversial. For packaging businesses to use the above 'scoping' of the LCA and 
accurately assess the impact of a packaging products' and manufacturing process involves 
the following activities in each LCA stage: 
1. At the 'life cycle inventory' stage quantitative data collected to establish the levels and 
types of energy and materials inputs to the industrial system and the environmental 
release of the system. In that stage potential liabilities are considered and addressed. The 
assessment is done over the entire life cycle - material extraction, manufacture, 
distribution, use and disposal. The analysis of the results indicate the environmental 
impact areas that may be affected by the companys' operation and production system. 
2. The 'life cycle impact analysis' stage involves considerations relating to the outputs of 
the system (companys' operation product and packaging) on the external world into 
which those outputs flow and consumption of goods are made. 
3. At the 'life cycle improvements analysis' stage is the interpretation of the data 
collected on the above two stages, of LCA - aiming to identify business areas where 
environmental improvements are required. The 'life cycle improvements analysis' is 
the most important stage for managing design improvements. Designers should 
concentrate on the most important environmental problems, reserve for later those 
that produce lesser impacts. 
An environmental LCA for packaging is a means of quantifying how much energy and raw 
material are used and how much (solid, liquid and gaseous) waste are generated at each stage 
of a product's life. According to INCPEN (1996; ) data needs to be collected from all stages 
of the following: obtaining the resources; production; distribution; use; disposal. 
2.7 Environmental auditing 
PIRAs' International (formerly, Paper Industry Research Association) approach to LCA is 
that: 'LCA is "first and foremost a management technique that serves to quantify the 
environmental impacts associated with a given product, process or activity". In addition 
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Pira see LCA as assisting organisations to improve their current environmental 
performance and help them to gain a market advantage over competitors. 36 Further LCA 
has significant input on giving an environmental analysis/assessment for products and 
packaging by combining LCA findings in a broader evaluation system related to the 
organisations' environmental performance and activities; such analysis provided by the 
ecological (or environmental) auditing. Ledgerwood (1992: 75) compares the 
environmental audit with the environmental assessment. He found that environmental audit 
concerns the existing operation of a firm and, in contrast the environmental assessment 
focuses on the impacts of future proposed developments on the environment. 37 
Environmental audits and reviews are related to company compliance with legislation and 
regulatory codes; assistance in acquisition and disposal valuations; and lead corporate 
development towards green missions. Ecological auditing helps managers and design 
managers in meeting the challenges of environmental responsibilities by integrating 
environmental criteria for a company corporate investment. 38 Environmental auditing is a 
new generic term used to provide the evaluation of company environmental performance. 
It is based on principles similar to accounting, law, engineering and management and 
provides a link between company policy, management practice and technology. 
A definition of 'environmental audit' is given by the Confederation of British. Industry 
(1990) as: 
"the systematic examination of the interactions between any business operation and 
its surroundings. This includes all emissions to air, land and water; legal constraints; 
the effects on the neighbouring community, landscape and ecology; and the, public's 
perception of the operating company in the local area .... Environmental auditing does not stop at compliance with legislation. Nor is it a 'green-washing' public 
relation exercise... Rather it is a total strategic approach to the organisation's 
activities". 39 
The process of environmental auditing is a matter of both complexity and importance. In 
Europe it is under development at National European Goverrunent levels, the 'eco-audit' 
36 Personal Communication with The Environmental Unit of Pira International, March 1996. - Pira 
International is a UK based leading independent centre for research, counsultancy, training and 
information service for the paper and board, packaging, printing and publishing industries. 
37 Ledgerwood, G. (1992) Financial Times 'The Environmental Audit and Business Strategy -A total 
Suality approach', Pitman Publishing, p 78 
3 See Referred Paper of this research study : 'Environmental auditing for products market acceptability', 
presented - at the '1996 Business Strategy and the Environment Conference', ' 19th Sept. 1996, 
University of Leeds, UK -a copy is attached on the appendices. 39 The Confederation ofBritish Industry (1990), Narrowing the Gap: Environmental Auditing Guidelines 
for Business, London (CBI) - Note: this definition is based upon The International Chamber of 
Commerce Environmental Auditing (1988), Pads (ICC) definition. 
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and 'eco-labelling' regulations, potential land reclamation liability, suppliers audit, the 
BS7750 and ISO 14001 on environmental management, compatible with the EC's Eco - 
Management and Audit Scheme, (EMAS). The environmental audit which is also called 
Greview', 'monitoring', 'surveillance' or even 'quality control', is covering a variety of 
management practices towards the assessment and evaluation of organisation's 
environmental performance (see for information on environmental management systems 
below). 
The types of environmental audit include: environmental impact assessment; 
environmental survey; environmental review, monitor and surveillance; environmental 
investigation; the 'eco-audit' BS7750 and ISO 14001 towards environmental management 
systems; and independent attestation of environmental information - fior internal or 
external participants. There are many types of environmental audits, depending on the 
type of business being audited, the reason for the audit and the depth and breadth of the 
audit. Environmental audits include audits which are carried out to improve energy and 
resource conservation - production audits; corporate audits, which consider the 
environmental performance of the entire corporation; site audits, which consider a single 
installation unit; waste management audits working for reduction or recycling process; 
safety audits to identify hazards and quantify risk assessment;. disposal audits to assess past, 
present or future liabilities; compliance audits to verify whether the company is complying 
with existing environmental legislation and standards; suppliers audits to measure suppliers 
environmental performance; occupational health and safety audits; quality control'audits; 
Th e implications for en vironmen tal auditingfor pack-aging design 
According to the Industry Council for Packaging and the Environment (INCPEN) 
'Packaging Policy Options: Discussion Paper' (1990), any serious ecological audit should 
include a 'cradle-to-grave' assessment of the environmental impact of the goods concerned, 
examining everything from the original winning of the raw material to the final disposal of 
the product after use. The audit should include the consumption of raw materials, the energy 
required for manufacture, distribution and perhaps even the use of the product the pollution 
of air, water and soil through emissions and discharges, and the final disposal of the waste 
once the goods have been finished with. 
The Institute of Packaging and the Environment (INCPEN)'in its factsheet (1996; ) about 
life-cycle analysis, states that: 
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"the main area where the negative impact of packaging can be reduced is at the 
design stage so that the packaging is a balanced combination of function and 
environmental impact ". A design audit may be used to address these issues. 
Oakley (1990: 325) sees 'design audits (in general) serve much the same purpose as 
financial audits - basically '. 40 Cooper and Press (1995: 198) argue that design audits suffer 
from the same problems as any other audit; that is, hou, does one define the boundaries of 
a design audit, what are the criteria for assessment, how should it be implemented and by 
whom ? 41 Cooper and Press (1995: 199) identify that: 
"design audits in a more general sense have not been developed to any great degree 
or, indeed, in any manner of consistency". 
General checklists on design and business 'best practice'are available for instance, from the 
Design Council that has in conjunction with the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI, 
UK), published a large number of documents addressing aspects of design management. 
Many of these checklists address issues that can be a basis on which audit could be 
developed. Cooper and Press (1995: 199) note that 'auditing design is rarely mentioned (in 
most texts), except for minor reference in strategic audits'. They found as the most 
common reference to audit among the design profession to be the 'communication audit 
as related to corporate identities. Further they indicate that most corporate identity 
designers consider it important to understand the company at a number of levels: firstly, to 
understand the corporate philosophy and strategy; secondly, to understand how the 
company operates, and finally, to understand how it communicates and to whom. Kotler 
and Rath, urge marketers to assess corporate design sensitivity and measure design 
management effectiveness. In their audit, they used five questions for each topic and, 
scoring the answers, providing the company with an overall design sensitivity and design 
effectiveness rating. 42 The Council for National Academic Awards have , made 
recommendations that an 'audit' of design activities might involve: 
"assessing the results achieved in the past and the present capabilities of the design 
department ... strategic planners must review conditions 
in the market place and the 
overall business environment, as well as particular firm. The analysis must not 
concentrate on present events only; predictions are essential to ensure that future 
'0 Oakley, M. (1990) Design Management -A handbook of issues & methods, Basil Blackwll Ltd, UK, 
327 
For Design Audits, see: Cooper, R. and Press, M. (1995) The Design Agenda -A Guide to Successful 
Design Management, John Wiley and Sons Ltd, UK, pp. 198 - 221 42 Kotler, P. And Rath, G. A. (1990) Design: A powerfUl but neglected strategic tool, Journal cf Business 
Strategy, 5(2) 
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work will be compatible with attitudes and perceptions prevailing at the time of the 
launch". 43 
in comparison, Topalian's approach to audits is much more comprehensive, suggesting that 
corporate design audits 'denote the formal and comprehensive examination of what goes on 
design wise within industrial and commercial organisations P. 44 
A more rigorous approach to design audits - addressing quality and environmental audits - is 
used by The Design CounciV5. The Design Council Design Audits takes the three levels used 
by BS 7750 - corporate level, project level and design activity level - and five topics: 
objectives, planning, communications, implementation and evaluation. Using 
methodologies arising from other measurement activities such as job assessment, questions 
are developed for each level and topic (e. g. for the corporate management the question is: 
Are the company's objectives clear? ), with answers scored on a scale of a to e, where a 
represents a clearly unacceptable situation and e is the ideal; c is usually the minimum 
acceptable standards of achievement. The audit process entails a trained professional 
carrying out a design audit throughout a company using the audit questionnaire. The final 
audit report includes statements relevant to each question and scale with accompanying 
comments from the auditor. This tool aims to identify key issues, and the most important 
variables in the standards of managing product design at every level. Design councils 
throughout Europe have implemented less structured approaches than the UK Design 
Council in design audits, with the aim of assessing the effectiveness of firm's existing use of 
design, and to make recommendations for improvements. There are initiatives by European 
design councils working with industrial sectors in. order to develop consistent European 
design audits (Cooper and Press, 1995: 209). 
There are emerging pressures for packaging design to be audited as for example, 
environmental legislation on packaging and packaging waste placing responsibilities in the 
packaging business to deal with their packaging waste generated from primary; tertiary and 
transport packaging. There are also a number of environmental areas affected by packaging 
production. And, many decisions affecting the environmental impact of a packaging are 
taken during its design and development stage - for example, about the use of materials. 
13 CNAA (1984) Managing Design: An Initiative in Management Education, Council for National 
Academic Awards, London 
" Topalian, A. (1983) Summary Notes on Corporate Design Audits, Alto Design Management 
43 In particular in the audit developed by Mill Morton as Director as Director of the Design Council for 
the North ofEngland, 
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2.8 Environmental Management Systems 
To assist design managers in formulating design concepts; planning the product 
development; controlling the whole process and implementing environmental orientated 
products and packaging, a strategic approach to dealing with environmental improvements 
should be adopted. To manage this an investigation should be carried out into the 
environmental mechanisms of companies and their effects on the final product and 
packaging. 'Environmental mechanisms' is defined by the UK Round Table on Sustainable 
Development (First Annual Report, April 1996, p 8) as including environmental 
management and environmental audit. 
Many organisations are actively engaged in using and developing Environmental 
Management Systems (EMSs). The UK Round Table on Sustainable Deyelopment, First 
Annual Report (April 1996: 39) idenfifies that "in the last jew years, there'has been 
increased interest in environmental management". Godman (1997: 40) of DNV Quality 
Assurance Ltd, commented in The EIC46 Guide to the UKEnvironmental Industry 1997, 
th at: 
"environmental management is increasingly being recognised as a desirable, even 
necessary, part of good business management". 
Much environmental management advice has been published. There are currently three 
formal specifications for EMS available in UK and Europe, that help organisations to 
provide a systematic framework- for assessing their environmental performance: 
1. the launch of the EU Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) in April 199 ' 
5, 
2. the introduction in 1992, and revision in 1994, of British Standards (BS) 7750 and, 
3. the 1996 the International Standards (ISO) 1400 1. 
Participation in the above schemes is voluntary. EMS specifications exist at National, 
European and International levels and it is for each organisation to decide which one best 
describes and suits its particular needs (EMS specifications provided below). Once an EMS 
has been developed, the decision is often taken to go for certification for ISO 14001 and/or 
BS7750, or for verification with EMAS. EMAS is primarily a registration scheme for 
industrial and manufacturing sites, although it has also been extended, in the UK, to local 
authorities. While, BS 7750 and ISO 14000 are open to all sectors and to the whole 
organisation or to units within an organisation. 
46 EIC stands for The Environmental Industries Commission 
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Environmental Management and Audit Scheme - EMAS - 
ENIAS47 is a European Community initiative implemented by Council Regulation (EEC) No. 
1836/93 of 29 June 1993. The Regulation required that all EC member states were to 
implement a scheme according to the requirements specified by January 1996. In the UK 
the system for accreditation and supervision of Verifiers came into being in April 1995. 
According to the Department of the Environment, UK Competent Body (EC EMAS, An 
introductory guide to industry, April 1997) EMAS has been established to improve the 
quality of 'environmental management throughout European industry, to help companies to 
gain a competitive advantage from these improvements, and to communicate their progress 
to the general public. EMAS it is designed to provide recognition for those companies who 
have established a programme of positive action to protect the environment, and who seek 
continuously to improve their performance in this respect. A company registered with 
EMAS should have clearly defined strategy for environmental management, complete with 
quantified objectives. 48 
EMAS requires from participant companies who apply for registration to implement the 
following stages at the relevant site: 
1) Environmental Policy: the central elements of the policy are: compliance with relevant 
environmental regulations and a commitment to continuous improvements; 
2) Environmental Review. - is a comprehensive analysis of the inputs (include energy 
management, Taw materials management, waste avoidance, evaluation of noise control and 
current accident procedures), process and outputs at the site to identify the relevant 
environmental impacts and issues for management; 
3) Environmental Programme: set out in accordance with the policy and review, contains 
specific goals for the site and, describes the means to reach these objectives; 
4) Environmental Management System - establish operating procedures and controls to 
ensure the successful implementation of the environmental policy and programme: it 
involves the organizational structure and people appointed to perform the new 
responsibilities; 
5) Environmental audit cycle - environmental practices and performance are checked 
against the stated policy, specific goals, and relevant regulations and standards; 
6) Environmental statement - companies required to prepare a concise and comprehensive 
statement for the public, for each participant site ; 
7) Validation - the environmental statement must be validated by an accredited 
independent environmental verifier also, the policy, programme, management system and 
audit procedure have to verified as comforming with the requirements of the scheme. Sites 
that are already using a standard for environmental management systems avoid the 
certification with EMAS, but the verifier has to recheck their management system. 
47 The Department ofthe Environment, Transport and the Regions in UK to help small size enterprizes to 
establish an environmental management system and to register under the EMAS is granted a scheme 0 
called SCEEMAS: Small Company Environmental and Energy Management Assistance Scheme. " Information provided from personal communication with Department of the Environment, UK 
Competent Body, of EMAS, 1997; 1998. 
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ISO and BS standards on environmental management systems 
The UK 'Environmental Management Systems' standards BS 7750 came into effect in 
January 1994 with initial implementation via a 'pilot' scheme. The initial group of 
Certification Bodies accredited in March 1995. BS 7750 does not set out environmental 
performance guidelines, since it recognises that every business is different, the impact it has 
on the environment and the amount by which each organisation can improve 
environmental performance will vary. Nevertheless, BS believes that every business can 
achieve something and compliance to environmental performance standards is critical to 
business success in many organ isationS. 49 BS 7750 requires from business: a preparatory 
review; an environmental policy; clearly defined responsibility; up-to-date records of 
relevant legislation relating with business activities; 'a 'register of significant effects'; an 
environmental management manual; records of the progress towards meeting the objectives; 
regular internal management audits. 
The ISO 14001: 1996 'Environmental Management Systems - Specification wilh Guidance 
for Use' developed by the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) is based 
around the same principle of BS 7750. The ISO 14001 was formally issued on Ist 
September 1996 and replaced the BS on 'Environmental Management Systems' on 31 st 
March 1997. All Certification Bodies which were accredited for BS 7750 were automatically 
accredited for ISO 14001: 1996, and those already certified to BS 7750 will need to convert 
to the new international standard. 
The ý coming on stream of ISO adds another dimension to the field of 
* 
EMS - 
internationalisation. The Institute of Environmental Management (IEM: 1996) states that: 
"never before has there been a tool promoting systematic environmental management 
across the globe". 50 ISO 14001 specifies the 'requirements for an environmental 
management system against which an organisation may be certified by a third party5l, 
including: 
the development of an environmental policy; 
identification of environmental aspects; 
establishment of relevant legal and regulatory requirements; 
49 Personal communication with BS Information Service (1996; 1997). Information obtained about 
Introducing Registration to BS 7750.1 
'0 IEM (1996), 'ISO 14001: Looking beyond bureaucracy', Institute of Environmental Management 
Journal, Vol. 4, Is. 2, p 14 " It is also possible for organisations to make a self-declaration of compliance to the requirements of the 
standard. - Source Sheldon, C. (1997) ISO 14001 and Beyond, Environmental Management Systems in 
the real world, GreenleafPublishing, p 44 
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development of environmental objectives and targets; 
establishment and maintenance of an environmental programme in order to 
achieve its objectives and targets; 
implementation of an EMS, including training, documentation, operational 
control and emergency preparedness and response. 
monitoring and measurement of operational activities, including record-keeping. 
EMS audit procedures; 
management review of an EMS to determine its continuing suitability, adequacy 
and effectiveness. 52 
ISO 14001: 1996 requires that an organisation identifies the: 
"environmental aspects of its activities, products or services that it can control and 
over which it can be expected to have an influence, in order to determine those 
which have or can have significant impacts on the environment "(Clause 4.3.1). 
An environmental aspect is defined in ISO 14001: 1996 as any "element of an 
organisation's activities, products or services that can interact with the environment" 
(Clause 3.3). An environmental impact is defined as "any change to the environment, 
whether adverse of beneficial, wholly or partially resultingfrom an organisation's activities, 
products or services "(Clause 3.4). 
Activities (products or services) generally have one or more environmental aspect 
associated with them. For example a painting process might result in release of Volatile 
Organic Compounds (VOCs) or release'of particulates. Each aspect in turn may result in one 
or more environmental impacts - actual changes in the environment. VOC release, for 
example, contributes to the formation of photochemical smog and depletion of the ozone 
layer. ISO 14001, clarifies the situation in many ways by introducing the concept of an 
aspect between the activity and an impact. Under BS 7750 the term effect (which is broadly 
analogous to impact) was often a source 6f confusion with many managers blurring the 
difference between aspects and impacts thereby failing to define properly the impact of 
their organisation's activitieS53 . The ISO standard provides a series of associated standards 
related to and providing guidance on various enyironmental issues, including auditing, 
qualification criteria, environmental labelling and life-cycle assessment (LCA). 
52 Annex A of ISO 14001: 1996 contains additional guidance on the use of the requirements and is 
intended to avoid misinterpretation of the specification; while Annex B contains information on the 
linkages and broad technical correspondences between ISO 14001 and ISO 9001, Quality Systems: 
Model for Quality Assurance in Design, Development, Production and Servicing - the equivalent Quality Management Systems standard. 
53 IEM (1996), ISO 14001: Looking beyond bureaucracy, Institute of Environmental Management 
Journal, Vol. 4, Is. 2, p23 
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Environmental management systems - Comparisons and specifications 
EMAS and Standards are not competitive but complementary approaches to the same end. 
Companies can use environmental standards as the basis for their environmental 
management system from which they can progress to EMAS registration or optionally to 
go straight to EMAS from the outset. In basic terms, both Environmental Management 
Standards and EMAS require. an organisation or site to have: 
An 'Environmental Policy' stating the intention and principles of the 
organisation in relation to its overall environmental performance. 
The environmental policy which sets objectives and targets defining broad 
environmental goals and more detailed performance requirements; 
A sound understanding of environmental impact (areas) as defined by ISO 14001 
or effects defined by BS 7750; 
An environmental management system in place; 
Use of appropriate control procedures for activities; 
Internal audits of the EMS; 
Management review. 
=: > Publicity of environmental activities. 
In particular, BS 7750 requires the environmental objectives to be made publicly available 
and ISO 14001 requires as well to make information available to the public related to the 
Environmental Policy. EMAS requires in addition the preparation of an 'Environmental 
Statement' publicly available, based on a preparatory environmental review. For formal 
registrati6n to EMAS, verification of the Environmental Statement' is required by an 
accredited verifier. 
The EC agreed in March 1997 that ISO 14001 meets the management system requirements 
of EMAS. 54 Even though ISO 14001 and BS 7750 can apply to any organisation, in any 
sector and EMAS applies only to individual sites - ISO 14001 (and BS 7750) have 
compatibility with EMAS. If a site has been certified to standards, the basic EMS will also 
satisfy the corresponding requirements of EMAS. The major difference between them is 
that EMAS additionally requires companies to publicly report their performance 
(Environmental Statement) and have that statement independently validated. 
"In the beginning the ISO 14001 did not fully met the EMS requirements of EMAS, but the EC 
produced a document called the 'Bridging Document' that addressed these differences. At present ISO 
14001 and EMAS are compatible. 
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The BS 7750: 1994 refers to 'environmental effects' whilst ISO 14001: 1996 refers to 
'environmental -impacts' These phrases are equivalent and in addition, ISO 14001: 1996 
identifies "signfcant environmental aspects it, hich has or can have a significant 
environmental impact". Environmental Management Systems specifications have in 
common that they were formulated on the basis of the logic of good environmental 
management practices and lead towards methods that control and substantiate 
environmental improvements. 
2.9 Environmental indicators for paper packaging industry 
Until now the methodology for environmental assessment, LCA, eco-audits, design audits 
and environmental management systems have been examined. In this section the 
environmental properties of paper based packaging are evaluated in terms- of construction 
and design in order to combine such findings later on in the research process, when 
developing assessment methodologies for packaging. 
Paper is made from cellulose fibre, the source of which can be pulped wood, or a variety of 
other materials such as rags, cotton, grasses, sugar cane, straw or waste paper. Paper 
packaging is light weight, but not as light as plastic (that is why a lot of paperboard 
packaging in the food sector - paper cartons - are replaced by plastic packs), has high rigidly 
and it is easy to handle and carry. It is suitable for automatic high speed packing lines. And, 
when using cartons it is easy and economical to change product lines. 
In relation to design paper and board material offer flexibility in use and a wide range of 
choices in weights and different surfaces. Paper and board packaging are delivered flat for 
filling and when filled can make maximum * use of storage space. 
It offers good printability 
on flat surfaces and ideal opportunities for branding. Also, it is appropriate to make in small 
quantities for market testing or special promotion, because it is inexpensive compared with 
other packaging media. 
There are many new products which contain non-paper ingredients: laminates, hydrocarbon 
films and synthetics fibres, making paper hard to recycle. Another problem for paper and 
board is created by latex adhesive particles, which, when recycled, adversely affect paper 
quality and printability. Corrugated boxes have total recyclability and are easy to separate 
from other kinds of paper. Hand - crafted papers, made from recycled or plant materials, 
give opportunities for packaging design, but require extra attention in printing. 
Paper is a useful and versatile material, but unfortunately, its manufacture not only 
consumes large quantities of resources, but also contributes to environmental pollution. 
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A number of environmental issues related to the paper industry are described in the 
headings below. 
Environmental concerns in the paper industry 
Energy: For most mills energy costs are the second or third most important item after the 
cost of raw materials and have rightly been the focus of attention throughout the industry's 
history. Recent improvements in technology and better management of the manufacture 
process have resulted in significant economies. Over the past ten years energy consumption 
per tonne has fallen by more than a fifth. Further gains at a general level are going to be 
more difficult to win but there is clearly room for improvement at the individual mill and 
machine level. According to the Energy Efficiency best practice programme (1997) from 
the Department of the Environment 'the ke to energy efficient is management .. it is often y 
easier to increase profitability of a company ky reducing energy costs than by increasing 
sales or turnover. 
Water: Of all environmental issues, water has perhaps become the most emotive subject. 
For the production of every tonne of paper, the chemical processing needs between 
100,000 and 300,000 litters of water. In 1986 major improvements were made to the waste 
water treatment plant. Central to this plant was aerobic and non-aerobic treatment designed 
to reduce solids and biological oxygen demand. Improvements in 1992 were dramatic: solids 
were reduced by a factor of 10 and BOD by a factor of 20. Also, existing technology by 
improved the industrial processes enable much of this water to be recycled. 
Pollution: The pollution of paper and board comes mainly from the bleaching 'process, 
used to whiten paper and are then discharged as effluent into rivers. Traces of dioxins have 
been found in paper products and the possible effects on river and marine wildlife of the 
chlorine bleaching process have been causing concern for some time. The drawbacks of 
producing paper from virgin woodpulp have been recognised, and savings which could be 
made, if waste paper were to replace virgin pulp have been identified. By using recycled 
fibres it can be decrease air pollution by 74% and water pollution by 35%. Recycling also 
reduce water use by 58% and energy use by 40%. 
Recycling: The EU'Packaging Directive define recycling (recycle) as "to reprocess waste 
materials in a production process for the original purpose or for other purposes including 
composting but excluding energy recovery"55. The major economic advantage of recycling 
is in reducing the need to use imported pulp. Paper collection can be complicated because 
55 EU amended proposal for a Council Directive on packaging and packaging waste, 22nd December 1993 
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wastepaper has over 600 grades classified under these categories: groundwood (newsprint and 
cardboard); groundwood-free; coated/uncoated; white/coloured; and printed/un printed. Paper 
mills can accept only certain grades of waste in order to produce fairly uniform stock. 
Recycled paper (Materials Recovery or'Reqc1ing or Reclamation) - The Warmer 
Campaign (1991), defined recycled paper as 'ýpqpers whose fibre content is at least 50% 
wastepaper, excluding mill broke". Another states that any recycled paper or board must 
be made from a minimum of 75% recycled fibre excluding *mill broke 56. Manufacturers 
needed to declare the proportion , and source of recycled fibre used in any product. But, 
international co-ordination and agreement are clearly needed. ' 
Obstacles on paper recycling - There are some drawbacks with recycling waste paper and 
board, especially printed waste. De-inking is an expensive process used to remove the ink 
from the resultant pulp when it is incorporated into white paper or boara to be used for 
printing. Untreated printed waste produces a discoloured grey/brown pulp which can beused 
in certain packaging and bookbinding boards. 
Contaminants like sticky address labels, non-water soluble glue bindings, plastic envelope 
windows, handles, hinges, also coatings with wax and plastic are not recyclable. Paper with 
special print process like UV (impossible to remove from the paper) coatings and foil 
stampmg cannot be recycled. Also difficult to recycle is paper printed with laser ink or copy 
machine tonner. Since the ink is difficult to remove, the pulp made from this waste is often 
used in products such as hand towels. 
Paper cannot be recycled ad infinitum. The wood fibres can only be recycled three to six 
times. After that they are so short that they are no longer suitable for paper production. 
Advantages on paper recycling - There is a great public preference for using recycled 
paper. 57 Each tonne of recycled paper produced saves approximately 17 trees (this is of 
particular importance for countries like Britain that import virgin fibres), reduces landfills 
by three cubic yards, requires approximately 4,102 kilowatt-hours less energy than virgin 
paper, reduces air pollution emissions by 60 pounds per tonne of paper produced and 
requires 7,000 less gallons of water per tonne compared to non-recycled paper (Data ftom 
Earth Care Paper: 1997). 
56 Warmer Factsheet (199 1), 'Paper Recycling', UK, 2 
" See: Mikulski'J., (1995) Recycledprinting and writing Papers: A growing market. published in 'The 
HMSO Register of Recycled Paper and Paper Products, UK, p. 11. and, Pulp and Paper Information 
Centre (1997) PaperFocus Environmental Report, p. 3 
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Bleaching: Environmentally conscious buyers are asking for unbleached papers because of 
the effect on the environment. In addition, more paper mills are leaming about bleach 
substitutes or less harmful bleaching methods such as oxygenated bleaching systems used in 
some mills. Pressure is being brought on paper manufacturers by environmental groups such 
as Greenpeace and Women's Environmental Network to introduce labelling which will show 
chlorine levels in paper products. They oppose the use of chlorine bleaching agents in paper 
manufacture, asserting that other - less harmful - bleaching methods exist. Paper 
characteristic according to the bleaching method are as follow: 
=* Totally Chlorine Free (TCF) paper is produced from cellulose that is bleached 
without the use of chlorine chemicals. 
=:: > Paper with traces of chlorine - is produced from cellulose that is bleached 
with chlorine compounds instead of elemental chlorine. 
=*, Elemental Chlorine Free (ECF) - this pulp is bleached without the use of 
chlorine gas. However some chlorine dioxide is used, plus other non chlorine based 
products such as Oxygen. 
Biodegradability: Paper and generated cellulose film, is a biodegradable material, because 
it can be consumed by micro-organism and can be converted to carbon dioxide, water and 
biomass. Biodegradable paper at present is not a realistic alternative because, it gives limited 
protection to a product and is often coated with substances to make it resistant to 
decomposition In addition wax or plastic coatings win hinder or slow paper's degradation 
rate still further. In general any combination of paper with other materials make paper to 
remain into landfills over many decades. However, as biodegradability is one answer to the 
problem of reducing packaging waste and litter, technology should exploit biodegradable 
features of materials. 
Sustainable management forest: The raw material for making paper is predominately 
trees 58 , and 
it taýes on average one tree to produce 15,000 sheets of A4 paper. The wood59 
for paper making is produced by trees that are grown and harvested as a long term crop with 
new trees planned to replace those cut down. Of the virgin fibres used in pulp and paper 
industry, 20% originates from fast-growing plantation forests, and this figure is growing 
steadily (Financial Times, Report 1995: 53). As the demand for paper has increased, more 
timber has been needed to meet the demand for wood-pulp. In some cases this has meant 
the loss of valuable wildlife habitats and ecosystems, when old forests have been replaced by 
" Although straw, hemp, jute and manila are also used all tending to replace such traditional fibres as 
esparto grass and rags (used in Western papermaking). Cotton And linen were originally favoured as they 
contained so much cellulose, but wood is now popular because it has the advantage of being available in 
large industrial quantities 
'9 Wood used in the papermaking is mechanical; deciduous and coniferous wood. 
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managed plantations, usually of conifers. For management forests it is important the nature 
of forests and where they are situated. And, it is still the use of recycled paper better in 
helping to protect wildlife habitats. 
Overpackagin g60 : There are every - day goods that may have more packaging for reasons 
strictly necessary to protect the packaged product. For example reducing the cardboard 
packaging around a computer might mean that it reaches the consumer damaged or not in 
the expected condition. But since computers or similar consumer goods are bought from 
display the actual packaging is not helping in sales, thus it could be one colour print - not 
laminated but heavy weight at the same time, for safety reasons. It can actually be collected 
for recycling or reuse by the manufacturer on delivery of the computer or returned by the 
customer to the shop of purchase. 
However, there are cases where extra packaging is used without any additional benefit for 
the product. Cases of overpacked goods include: 
-* Mullipacks - Mostly used as a marketing initiative, where several iterns are linked 
together at a special price. Since each individual item was adequately packed, the extra 
packaging used to link two or more packs is completely unnecessary. Instead the 
supermarket can have on display big labels explaining the offer and automatically subtract 
the amount on the till when more than one product is purchased, for example three for the 
price of two offers that Boots the chemist (UK) is making every so often, without using 
any additional multi pack-age for this purpose. 
=> Luxury pack - Packaging for luxury items such as chocolates or gifts appear to be 
unnecessary for the packaged product, but enhance the image of the company and the 
quality of the container. Sophisticated, smart design can offer solutions in using less - mono 
material - less inks etc., but combine 'strong' shapes and typographic forms that can make 
the same impression at the point of sales. 
=::, Standard size machinery - Sometimes manufacturers use a standard size of box to avoid 
investment in different machinery. When it is used for smaller items this inevitably results 
in waste of resources, as there is a waste space in the container. 
Anfl-piyiering measures - Small items such as batteries and films appear to be in bigger pack 
than necessary, due to the experience that the supermarket have from large-scale shop- 
lifting. By adding cardboard packaging the item becomes physically larger, making it more 
60 Overpackaging also called extra-packaging or excessive packaging. 
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difficult to steal. Instead the display stand of such products could be positioned in a place 
where is difficult for someone to take the risk of stealing. 
Environmental legislation affecting packaging 
The critical debate about packaging and packaging waste in Europe deals with the role and 
responsibilities of polluters, material verification, waste disposal systems, financial 
implementation, economic instruments. 
The EC Directive on packaging and packaging waste (Official Journal No C137/65) brings 
into force a legal framework which applies to all packaging and packaging waste. The EC 
Directive gives a hierarchy for waste management: prevention first recovery and as 
additional fundamental principles, repse, recycling and other forms of recovering; and, 
hence, ' reduction of the final disposal of such waste. Recycling exists primarily to 
reduce the consumption of energy and raw materials and finally for the disposal of 
waste. The EU Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive (94/62/EC) set specific targets for 
packaging waste as follow: 
By 30 June 2001,50%-65%, packaging waste is to be recovered; 
Within this general target, 25%-45% is to be recycled, with a minimum of 15% 
of each material to be recycled. 
The Directive applies to all packaging and packaging waste. The scope of the Directive is 
to ensure a high level of environmental protection, while making it clear that "the Directive 
ivas to ensure the operation of the internal market and not merely contribute to it". The' 
Directive "took the view that evaluation techniques as eco - audits,.. did not at this stage 
generally make it possible to justify a more specific order of precedence". 
The directive was welcomed by the Association of Plastics' Manufacturers in Europe, 
Mr. N. Russotto general director also said that: "It is vital that waste management policy 
encourages the development of new technologies and new assessment methods'. (Monitor, 
1994, December Issue, p. 18). However, the Friends of the Earth's packaging campaigner 
Mr. B Southworth comments that: "as it stands, the Directive fails to establish a clear 
hierarchy and leaves too much leeway for Member States to priorifise incineration over 
recycling". (Monitor, 1994). In UK The Producer Responsibility Obligations (Packaging 
Waste) Regulations became law, on 6th March 1997, introducing a new regime making 
producers responsible for end-of-line products. 
Legislation on waste reduction and recychng varies considerably from country to country. 
Generally more materials are collected in places where legislation exists, but this does not 
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always improve the recycling rate. Legislation may lead in the US, but finding end markets 
for the reclaimed products is a problem (McHarry J, 1993: 42). 
Legislation tends to define and ban environmentally unacceptable products, rather than 
promoting 'clean products' or introducing new products with best environmental features. 
Examples are in Denmark (Tanish bottle case') where non-retumable containers are 
banned, Sweden where used a deposit system on items, to encourage recovery of scrap. In 
Germany there are in place stringent new standards for recyclable packaging and in France . 
there is a 'packaging degree' mandatory legislation came into force on January 1993. 
Also mandatory deposits are applied by law in some countries as an anti-litter measurement; 
to encourage the use of refillable containers; and to encourage the return of containers for 
recycling. But it is not always an effective solution, if consumers are not proper educated on 
how to participate in the re-use or recycling systems. Another problem is the lack of 
domestic processing capacity in some countries for example, in Germany it led to the 
dumping of waste paper and plastics in other EU countries, including the UK, undennining 
the collection and processing of waste generated within the UK. 61 
2.10 Design Management business tool for the environmental accreditation of 
paper packaging product 
Finally this section introduces the design management scepticism that this study uses to 
interpret the findings during the process of the research. The role of designer and design 
decision makers is addressed together with the existing methodology in managing and 
auditing the design process. The design approach is controversial a comparison is made with 
eco-design requirements, emphasising the necessity of the design management and the role 
of design in business philosophy. 
Across most industrial and service sectors, especially multi-national companies 
environmental pressures and challenges are being seen less in isolation and more as part of a 
broad strategy for efficient production process. Such a strategy is able to demonstrate that 
the notion of 'green design', cleaner technologies, and waste minimisation are becoming 
more widely understood. The importance of design in helping to reduce the environmental 
impact of products is also, increasingly recognised. 62 
61 National Manufacturing Council (CBI), Manufacturing Bulletin, July/August 1994, No 8 
62 See Potter 1992; Ryan, Hosken and Greene 1992; Whiteley 1993; Graedel 1995; Papanek 1995; 
Cooper and Press 1995 . 
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It should be, acknowledged that environmental issues surrounding packaging design is 
complex form. 63 On the other hand design cannot alone solve the world environmental 
problemS, 64 as designers do not work in isolation, but need to collaborate with other 
disciplines e. g. mechanical engineering, market research etc. 
Greg Eyring (1993) OTA Senior analyst (The Congressional Office of Technology 
Assessment) recoim-nends that instead of looking at environmental constraints as 
limitations for design, they should be looked at in terms of an objective of the design 
process. Designers also are not always addressing the right problems during product 
development. Indeed, Ashton (1995) accused designers of selecting their own problems to 
solve within a project, or choosing to spend more time on elements that they consider to be 
important. Ashton warned that "where these elements are not considered as important, by 
the client, conflict and misunderstanding can f ot 65 ollow . 
Ray Holland (1998) cautioned that 'designers are a dangerous minority in the eye and 
hearts of those who would maintain the world and its systems, or even regresS" Dumas and 
Whitfield (1990) found where a design manager exists within the company, design projects 
arc more likely to be structured similarly to other projects and considered not to require 
central control. Those with a design manager favour design operating as a profit centre and 
perceive the design function as exerting influence upon company policy in staffing, finance 
and project development. 67 Studies on the use of design by companies have shown that 
design can contribute to their business performance and competitiveness (Walsh et a]. 
1992). However, studies have also 
' 
shown that design is only likely to have a long term 
impact if the company has an understanding of how to effectively manage the design 
resource and is committed to building up a design competence (Bruce, Roy and Potter 
1995 )68. Therefore, for a real improvement in environmental orientated packaging design a 
mullti disciplinary team of experts is required within such teams and it is essential to include: 
pack-aging/graphics designers; mechanical and electrical engineers; materials specialists; 
63 Sarri E, & Holland R, 'Eco Design - You have to believe it to be trueT, 'Alternatives Realities', 
IDSA Conference, Sept. 1996, USA 
64 Chemecology, April 1993: 3 
65 Ashton P 'Thinking design through', Design Theory, Volume 3, Design Education proceedings, 
'Design Interfaces', The European Academy ofDesign Conference, University of Salford, April 1995 66 Holland R, 'Engendering an entrepreneurial spirit through design and design management', "Higher 
Education and SMEs! ' Rennes International School ofBusiness, International Conference, March 1998 67 Angela Dumas and Allan Whitfield (1990) 'Why design is difficult to manage', 'Design 
Management', London Business School p 31 
69 Bruce K Roy R and Potter S, (1995) ' The Risks and Rewards of Design Investment', Design 
Innovation Group, Journal ofMarketing Management. 
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production engineers; market research; environmental specialist (advisor/counsultancy); 
financial resource manager; test quality assurance, and service personnel. It has also been 
pointed out that it is not always the designers that make design decisionS. 69 Design 
management is in a position to bridge the connections between corporate strategy policy; 
product formulation and implementation of project design. 
Design Management is not something new - in 1984, John Butcher, Parliamentary Under 
Secretary of State, Department of Trade and Industry, UK found design to perform a crucial 
factor in enabling any company to improve its market performance, but he states: 
'fior such an improvement to be realised, design must be managed as a corporate 
resource'. And, 'design should be integrated with marketiýlg and production in a 
, 00 planned and coherent strategy controlled at Board level . 
The 'Design Management' journal published by the Design Management Institute (DMI) 
since 1989, devotes articles and case studies exploring how design - in products, 
communication and environment - is an essential resource, a necessary component of 
organizations. BT (British Telecommunication) for example has a Design Management 
structure including on Environmental Design Management Group. BT state that: 
"in any successful and high profile organisation, design is managed 71 
in a co- 
ordinated way and as a strategic element of company policy and image ". 
Braun, the German producer of electric household appliances, in its mission statement focus 
on design and found "good design to be ecologically conscious" and "good design is 
minimal design ". Braun principles of good design is deeply rooted in the firm's core values. 
Writing on design, Dormer (1990) put the future of design in the context of a growing 
desire of people for the "diversity of nature to be maintained, and that they want to be 
healthier" as key fýctors in their demand for more substantial design solutions,. 72 It should 
likewise be appreciated that design takes place in a complex environment of business, 
economic, technological andpolitical influences. Understanding this external environment, 
or background, is crucial to strategic decision-makers. Cole (1994) suggests that design has 
to be taken into account alongside any assessment of an organisation's own internal 
environment. 73 Ecological orientated design should be managed internally by the producer 
69 Sarri E, (1995) 'Green Design: An approach to packaging'. MA Report (unpublished), School cf 
Design & Manufacture, De Montfort University, Leicester - in particular questionnaire analysis investigating designers attitudes to green design pp 23 30 
70 Wolff Olins Guide to Design Management (1984) Foreword. 
71 'Design Management in BV Policy and structure - personal correspondence, 1995 12 Dormer (1990) The meanings of modem design London, Thames and Hudson " Cole (1994) Strategic Management. Theory and practice. DP Publication Ltd, London p 33 
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company and closely related with companys' corporate and design philosophy. In addition 
employee external environmental auditors and consultancies can be employed for specific 
tasks. 
Peter Gorb (1990) describes design in relation to various types of design activity including 
"those people who are concerned ivill; sjutems of these things , 74 , and 
. that it is people that 
make design decisions and should be aware of the design process, requirements and potentials 
for exploring and managing the business of design. Alan Topalian briefly classified the 
management of design into two interrelated levels, namely 'the project design management 
level' which relates to short-term, relatively confined problems encountered during the 
administration of a design project, and 'the corporated design management level' which 
relates to long-term implication of the relationship between an organisation and its 
environment, and the contribution that design skills activities make to this relationsli ip. 75 
Mark Oak-ley (1984) also identified two levels of design management, 'design project' and 
'design policy' management and attempted to describe their characteristic details. 76 In 
relation to this study, Oakley's approach to design management relates the project design Cý 
such as packaging design with the design policy of the organisation. But there is no 
reference in the corporate policy to such an environmental policy. 
However, Chung's (1992) approach is more comprehensive as he presents three conceptual 
levels of design manargement: the corporate (strategic) level; the design organization 
77 
(tactical) level; and the design (operational) level. This approach applies to this study in 
building the models of environmental analysis, as it examines and recommends 
environmental methodology at corporate level related to the organisation design activities 
and with effects to the design operation - product level. In comparison to top to bottom 
approach to environmental policy, this study found the same approach in managing and 
auditing environmental design activities, with long effects on products environmental 
performance. Prof. Kyung Won Chung (1992) identifies three major categories of meaning 
of design management classified as follow. 
74 Gorb, P. (1990) Tesian as a Corporate Weapon', CI-IlCAGO, Spring, pp. 14 75 C) Topalian, A. (1984) op. Cit, p4 
76 Oakly, M. (1984) op. Cit, pp. 9-18 
77 Chung K (1992) 'Developing a Postgraduate Curriculum in Design Management for Korea', Journal of 
Art & Design Education, Vol. 11, No 1, March, pp 89 - 103 
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Management of Corporate Design 
Management of Product Design 
I Management of Industrial Design I 
Table 2.1 Classification of Three Major Categories of Design ManagemenF8 
Chung placed the management of corporate design as a broader category that includes the 
management of product design and industrial design as well, while industrial design is under 
the spectrum of product design. For packaging design, design managers should consider the 
aspects of corporate design as packaging carries brand values in consumer markets and 
product design in the forrnulation of the package itself - while industrial and engineering 
design applies in packaging (313 structural packaging) in the sense of material choice and 
standard shapes available in the market. 
Deanne Richardson has defined the characteristics of corporated design strategy as follows Z7 
"by transforming business ideas into tangible artefacts, the corporated design 
strategy demonstrates how the product / marketing offering will communicate the 
company's desired strategic positioning in the perception of the customer. Thus 
give management a window through -which the company's 
business agenda for the 
future can be visualised in the present. "" 
These characteristics of corporate design strategy are the key to success when, applied to 
the use of product environmental information to communicate the environmental values of 
a companys' strategy. 
Kotler and Roth (1984) have argued about the interrelation of design benefits and design 
management. They found that while quality design offers a company several benefits, design CP 
management can "lead to heightened visual impact, greater information efficiency, and 
considerable consumer satisfaction 
The design approach in formulating tlýe product development philosophy can be achieved 
by a well co-ordinated team of designers with different design specialities. In this vein, a 
79 Source: Kyung Won Chunk, 'The Meaning of Design Management and its Strategic Value', '4th 
International Design Management'Researcb and Education Forum', Design Management Institute, April 
1992, London 
'9 Richardson, D. (1989) Design Leadership in British Business: The Role of Non - Executive Directors 
and Corporated Design Consultants, paper presented at a seminar organised under the auspices of the 
Confederation ofBritish Industry Marketing 
, 
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corporate design group -internal (or external, but well aware of companys' philosophy) or a 
design consultant firm and, if it is possible, a specialised environmental advisor can be ideal 
for the combined design approach. An ideal symbiotic relationship should affect each stage 
of a products' life cycle. The management of design process should touch upon business 
philosophy and apply at the very early stage of product formulation. Lynne McPeake, the 
graphic design partner of Boxton Wall McPeake a Manchester based design consulting firm, 
stressed that often the graphic designer could present something much better to the client 
than the product designer could, but there was often three dimensional input from the 
product people into the structural pack. " 
Oak-ley (1990: 327) talks about competence in project management and found that 'the 
best designers in the world will be unable to produce good results if they are working on 
poorly administrated projects". 82 The design strategy providts a comprehensive 
framework in which the firm's design activities can be integrated with the total efforts of 
the company. The design manager takes responsibilities about how to set up the system, 
how to monitor it, disseminate responsibilities for the efficient operation of the project and 
consider accountability during implementation. 
The strategic approach that the design management offers on product design are 
improvements in: cost; leadership, market niches and differentiation. Ray Holland sees: 
"the potential of design as a corporate resource and design management as a 
problem solving tool is greatly under-valued as a means of achieving competitive 
advantage". 93 
The essential role of design management as a tool for success in packaging business is 
outlined in figure 2.1 gives the relationship of design management with company's 
environmental policy/design policy; design strategy and design process and touches upon the 
contribution of design management as a competitive advantage for companies, through 
differentiation in packaging design. In addition to managing differentiation on 
environmental orientated packaging design, there is a need to be innovative and creative, it 
needs to be pioneering compared to existing pack-aging design. 
'0 Kotler and Roth (I 984)'Design a powerful but neglected strategic tool', journal of Business Strategy, 
vol. 5, No 2, Fall, pp 16 -21 " McPeak, L. (1988) Quoted by Buttery, H. In 'Partners in Creation', Design (London), 470, Feb. pp 
4445 
Oakley, M. (1990) Design Management -A handbook of issues & methods, Basil Blackw1l Ltd, UK, 
327 
3 Holland 1; ý 'Engendering an entrepreneurial spirit through design and design mwiagemenl', "Higher 
Education and SMEs" Rennes International School of Business, International Conference, March 1999 
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The existing legislation on packaging and packagi ng waste puts targets on business for 
recycling and recovering of the waste that they produced. Although not enough indicators 
are given for businesses on how to achieve these targets. And, certainly there are no 
standards or direction for companies on how to design such packaging products that 
minimises the amount of waste disposed of in landfills. 
There are expectations from technology in ten-ns of improving the use of materials and 
machinery (lightweight for example and less polluting processing of recycled paper). But 
managing and investing in design innovation and creativity might weH be a key to success 
for the packaging business. 
Dr. Bill Hollins (1996) offers considerations on innovation in connection with managing, 
formulating, designing or re-designing a product in terms of: 
"innovation, it takes more time, it is more expensive and it is more risky. But being 
an innovation, if it is successful, it should be profitable". 84 
Long term profitability by patenting a unique product is one motivation for packaging 
businesses to deal with environmental issues and packaging design. On the other band as 
Hollins (1996) noticed that: 
"investors must accept a slight reduction on their fast return of investment to 
finance future design ". 85 
And, packaging businesses can avoid future liabilities by not be able to meet recycling and 
recovery targets. What is regulatory at present, might being more - strict - mandatory 
controlled in the future. For packaging businesses investing in packaging innovation- could 
be better positioned in the future in terms of profitability, competitors and future liabilities. 
This study sees the corporate design management as an inter-relationship with long term 
implications, between an organisations production activities and its natural environment, 
and the design skills and perfonnance as a contribution to improve this relationship. 
2.11 Specific research inquiries 
The study suggests that a design management approach to the formulation of 
environmental concepts on products and packaging related with the environmental policy, 
94 Hollins W, 'Are current management practices damaging long-term design management effectiveness? ' 
'8th International Forum on Design Management Research and Education', Barcelona, Nov. 1996 
85 Ibid. 
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corporate philosophy and design strategy, may lead in optimisation of environmental 
products' characteristics. 
A survey on consumers environmental behaviour in 1996, carried out by the UK 
Ecolabelling Board in conjunction with the Department of the Environment and the 
National Consumer Council found that: 
"the combination of the ecolabel (EU) with on-pack information from the 
manufacturer is much more powerful in its effect than a simple addition of the two 
86 taken separately" . 
The UK Ecolabelling Board (Newsletter No. 7, April 1997) comments that at this time 
(that the EU ecolabelling is not so familiar to consumers), there is this consumer demand 
for reassurance on both elements. While consumers preference is not towards the use of a 
simple ecolabel but towards a label accompanied with environmental information on the 
pack about the manufacturer, that imply responsibilities in managing the environmental 
impact of products and packaging related with the corporate policy and manufacturer 
process. 
The role of designers in the development of ecolabelled goods, given by The Smallpiece 
Trust (1989) in terms of that: 
"designers can be rep nsible for specifying up to 75% of resources used to 
manufacture products . 
870 
However, according to Goggin (1994), 
44a voluntary market orientated approach (means ecolabelling schemes) is not 
necessarily ideal in ten-ns of long-term environmental solutions or promoting 
environmental sensi6ve design", 88 
he also comment that "ecolabelling criteria 
describe a design solution space ". 
Goggin (1994: 462) defined the problem that emphasis from ecolabelling schemes is based 
at present on product configuration and performance and not on delivering a functional 
outcome. He suggests other measures such as minimum environmental standards or tax 
incentives as more effective ways of promoting innovative and functional outcomes for 
assessing the environmental impact of products. 
The plethora of existing labels and the diversity of criteria for their awarding them make 
difficulties especially for multinational corporations. As environmental labels operate in a 
number of countries (according to EPA Report, 1993,22 countries have ecolabel programs 
26 'A studý, on conmimers behmjoiff ', UK Ecolabelling Board Newsletter, No 11, April 1997 97 The Smallpiece Trust, Designfor Production, Seminar notes, Leamington Spa, UK (1989) 
Goggin P, (Oct. 1994), 'An appraisal of ecolabellingftom a design perspective, Design Studies, Vol. 
15, No 4, p. 459 and 462 
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with many more considering them) they serve the need for dissemination and use of 
environmental infon-nation and are not going to disappear. They will continue to be 
developed, but a hari-nonisation systern for these programmes could incorporate criteria at 
an international level (as ISO 14000). 
At a stage of industrial ecology when life-cycle assessment methods are still relatively 
unfamiliar, labelling programs offer the promise of rapidly implementing LCA 
methodologies. Graedel (1995) pointed that a potential disadvantage of the labelling 
programs is that unless their criteria are carefully chosen, environmentally suboptimal 
performance might be encouraged. 
There is a research need to establish standardised allocation procedures which 
identify and quantify the inputs fi-orn the environment and the outputs to the 
environment of the product systems investigated. It is a research need to establish 
practical rulesfor LCA inventory, which have a general applicability in ecolabelling 
studies, and procedures for dealing with impact categories for which equivalency 
factors are unavailable. (Group des Sages, Leiden, May 1994) 
The PRO CARTON a pan-European association of cardboard and carton manufacturers, 
supports the concept of Life Cycle Analysis as a ývelcome and important tool to help design 
packaging policies in Europe, and is ready to co-operate in developing proper LCA 
principles. 
It also believes that: "although many LCA today give valuable information on 
enViTom-nental performances of products or processes, the current state of LCA 
development is limited and any LCA should not yet be used as a decision tool to 
compare competing products". (PRO CARTON: 1995) 
The response of the British Retail Consortium to the Consultation Paper on Producer 
Responsibility for Packaging Waste is that : 
"The biggest problern facing both the UK and Europe in pursuing producer 
responsibility law for packaging waste is the lack of quantitative data and the 
potential costs of collecting it". (Packaging Today : 1995) 
Environmental Management Systems assess the environmental performance of a company 
rather than the product. Typically, those companies certified or verified are allowed to use 
a logo on corporate publicity material but not on their products and packag g. But, even if gin 
EMS do not certify/verify products and packaging, product and packagging remain Zý 
interconnected component of business activities. 
EMS are a 'necessary' part of business activities towards good management and good 
housekeeping and are giving reputations and credibility in business environmental 
performance. Barrett (1995) gives an example that one leading fissue products 
manufacturer in the UK has been told by a major retailer client that they will be expected to 
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have a certified environmental management system. " Both Confederation of European 
Paper Industries (CEPI) and the European Tissue Symposium (ETS) propose this approach 
as an alternative to eco-labelling. 
According to CEPI (1995), the advantages of EMAS is that, unlike eco-labelling, it takes 
account of different national starting points in the regulatory field and focuses on 
environmental, improvement. 90 However, the International Institute for Environment and 
Development (IIED, 1996) find that because of this very aspect of EMAS is likely to make 
it unacceptable as an alternative to eco-labelling, as it potentially allows all producers to be 
certified even if they vary considerably in tenns of performance. 91 
This gives an indicator that environmental performance should probably be addressed in 
different levels of environmental commitments. Based on this recommendation, some 
points to be considered include: 
1. The effects of environmental packaging legislation is a 'push' for companies to 
radically rethink their environmentally responsibilities. - 
2. The - lack of reliable environmental information (such as standards and LCA 
methodologies) and quantitative data, supporting 'sustainable' development for paper 
packaging companies; 
3. The role of voluntary bodies such as the EU Ecolabel scheme on the way to give the 
basis for a total environmental analysis and ecological assessment - establishing the 
ground for companies to be under one roof sharing the same standards and 
measurements, common environmental initiatives and responsibilities in the market 
place; 
4. The significant contribution of design and design management towards achieving higher 
environmental credentials on products (such as packaging) while securing acceptable 
environmental performance for big enterprises. 
5. The need for the development of a systematic approach to measure and evaluate 
products environmental claims as a marketing tool, relevant to and, co-ordinated with a 
set of targets delivered from the companys" policy. 
89 Barrett, 1. (1995), European Policy -Makers Soften Command and Control Approach, in 'Pulp and 
Paper International', June issue, pp. 74-77 
90 CEPI (1995), Miscellaneous Press Releases on Eco-Labelling, Confederation of European Paper 
Industries, Brussels, Belgium 
91 IIED (1996) 'Towards a Sustainable Paper Cycle', International Institute for Envirom-nent and 
Development 
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2.11.1 Establish research directions 
Currently, there is a need by the EU manufacturers to set definitions, types of claims that 
can be made for paper packaging products and procedures for substantiation. The following 
matters require further consideration: 
1. Attention to be given to alternative approaches to eco-labelling in particular for paper 
packaging products. 
2. The need for ecolabelling schemes to become more flexible and to take account of 
different environmental priorities as a way to avoid discriminatory trade effects. 
3. The environmental labelling schemes need to explore performance standards, i. e. 
environmental management systems, while considering the environmental impact of 
the product and the design process on a "cradle-to-grave" basis. 
Companies should act in an ethical manner towards the consumer by taking their 
environmental initiatives seriously in the form of a total environmental assessment and 
cost benefit analysis, to be able to assess the environmental impact of their products and 
services. They should adopt a proactive environmental marketing strategy which has to be 
transparent, true and open. They should control their environmental performance by 
compliance with acceptable environmental standards (i. e. BS, ISO, or Eco Management and 
Audit Scheme) and legislation (e. g. EU Directive on Packaging and Packaging Waste). 
It is suggested that manufacturers need adequate support to formulate methods of assessing 
the environmental impact of their products systematically. In more analytical format, 
, ing, paper production: there 
is research needed in the area of packag 
=: > To establish the review to be carried out and the way in which the environmental 
analysis (LCA) could be conducted. 
To create and test a model that enable managers and designers to assess and measure the 
environmental qualities of paper packaging products. 
To develop and examine specific criteria (rating scales; labels; ) which could be adopted 
for paper packaging products. 
Figure 2.2 'The format of the hypothesis, describes the purpose of the study as a reference 
source for those conducting evaluating and measuring environmental impact assessment for 
paper packaging products. 
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Figure 2.2 emphasised that the study refers to the managerial decision making process and 
works to develop a generic model for informing the manner in which companies and 
packaging product designers are able to meet ecological assessment criteria. 
2.12 Summary 
Having examined the conceptual framework of business green communication, the potential 
of environmental labelling systems in awarding credentials on environmental products 
performance, the contribution of LCAs, auditing methodologies, and EMSs as an instrument 
'for environmental improvements. The role of design management as a combined approach 
to support performance requirements and products/packaging environmental qualities is also 
examined. Conclusionsn drawn and the main findings, to be considered at the next stage of 
the research (chapter 4. ), are as follows: 
=: ý Environmental labelling schemes provide a "cradle-to-grave", however there is some 
concern about organisations overall eco-performance. 
==> Ideally, if an organization has integrated green marketing into its strategic focus, it 
wouldhave adopted an environmental corporate culture. 
=*. The importance of an environmental policy is as a basis for setting objectives and the 
fact that the policy should cover all aspects of operation. 
=* The environmental management system (EMS) ýstandards such as BS 7750 EMAS and 
the ISO 14000 series promote the practical role of environmental policies. 
What requires more attention is the relationship of the policy to the product itself - 
Not many studies have been undertaken to support the greening ofproducts. 
=> More important is to establish an environmental policy with long term corporate 
environmental and ethical investment rather than produce products claiming to be green 
without any standing on ethical and environmental grounds. 
=> Today the greening of enterprizes is implemented through an environmental 
management system, an eco-audit or the use of a certification of environmental products 
claims. - But ivitat is dtfflcult for todays' corporation is holv to proceed in the efficient 
implementation of their environmental policy. 
=> Sustainability and growth at the same time in business are not only possible but also 
necessary conditions for each other. 
For 'sustainable consumption, consumers need, to properly informed about the impact 
of their purchases through trustworthy on product and packaging information 
=> Packaging represents the whole philosophy of the company's green marketing 
programme. Packaging is a reason for consumer to avoid or buy certain products, thus is in 
the centre of marketing communication 
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=; > The way that environmental information arc presented on packaging creates the 
information gap where not enough information available. And, the credibility gap by 
products misleading environmental liabilities and uncontrolled environmental claims. , 
=; > LCA methodologies arc in a developing stage and relatively unfamiliar. - The main 
purpose of an LCA is to identify iphere improvements can be made to reduce environmental 
damage. 
=> LCA is viewed by'this research study as a concept and a methodology which provides 
data for environmental impact analysis and evaluates the environmental effects of a 
product or activity. holistically, by analysing the entire life cycle of a particular material, 
process, product, technology, service or activity. 
=: > Eco-audits is what is required to compare and assess different available options towards 
environmental improvements. 
=> Combining LCA findings in a broader evaluation system related to the organisations' 
environmental performance and activities, such analysis provided by the ecological audit. 
=> In Europe it is under development at National European Government levels, the 'eco-. 
audit' and 'eco-labelling' regulations, potential land reclamation liability, suppliers audit, the 
BS7750 and ISO 14001 on environmental management, compatible with the ECs Eco - 
Management and Audit Scheme, (EMAS). 
=> Design audits (in general) serve much the same purpose as financial audit. - Design audits 
suffer from the same problems as any other audit that is, how does one define the 
boundaries of a design audit, what are the criteria for assessment, how should it be 
implemented and by whom. 
=> The design profession must embrace the 'communication audit' - as related to 
corporate identifies. - to understand the corporate philosophy and strategy; secondly, to 
understand how the company operates, and finally, to understand how it communicates and 
to whom. 
There is need for marketers to assess corporate design sensitivity and measure design 
management effectiveness. - 
=* There are emerging pressures for packaging design to be audited - as decisions affecting 
the environmental impact of a packaging are taken during its design and development stage 
An investigation should be carried out into the environmental mechanisms at 
companys' level with effects to and considerations of the final product and packaging. - 
'Environmental mechanisms' includes environmental management and environmental 
audit. 
=> BS 7750 does not set out environmental performance guidelines, since it recognises that 
every business is different, - BS 7750 requires from business to have: a preparatory review; 
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an environmental policy; clearly defined responsibility; up-to-date records of relevant 
legislation relating with business activities; a 'register of significant effects'. ISO adds 
another dimension to the field of EMS - internationalisation. - EMAS and Standards are not 
competitive but complementary approaches to the same end. 
=> The EU packaging and packaging waste Directive "took the view that evaluation 
techniques as eco - audits,.. did not at this stage generally make it possible to justify a 
more specific order, of precedence". 
Legislation tends to define and ban environmentally unacceptable products, rather than 
promoting 'clean products' or introducing new products with best environmental attributes. 
Instead of looking at environmental constraints as limitations for design, it should be 
looked at in terms of an objective of the design process. 
=: t> Designers also are not always addressing the right problems - design manager exists 
within the company, design projects are more likely to be structured similarly to other 
projects - design manager favour design operating as a profit centre 
=> Studies prove that design can contribute to their business performance and 
competitiveness - studies have also shown that design is only likely to have a long term 
impact, if the company has an understanding of how to effectively manage the design 
resource 
=* Design management is in the position to bridge the connections between corporate 4P 
strategy policy; product formulation and implementation of project design. And, Design 
management should be addressed as a strategic element of company. 
A methodological approach to the research problem is the subject of the next chapter. This 
approach suggests that in examining environmental auditing methodology for the design of 
paper packaging, the body of knowledge in the field of environmental issues affecting 
packaging and methodology on assessing products environmental information should be 
examined along with the development of the EMSs. The aim is to bring together and 
support the business envirom-nental profile in the packaging business sector. Based on this 
suggestion a framework for the development of the model of environmental analysis for 
paper packaging products is proposed in terms of its effectiveness in use, user understanding 
and evaluation. 
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters the research problem has been identified and the hypotheses paths 
to be examined have been stated. Following this chapter is a proposed framework to 
proceed in solving the research problem and achieve the recommended solution., the model 
of environmental analysis for paper based packaging. It starts by presenting the stages of 
the research activities. Next, it discusses the approach of the current research by 
determining the appropriate research methodology. This approach consists of the critical 
perspective orientation paradigm applicable in environmental research (proposed by 
Welford, 1997) and the hard system approach (proposed by Waring, 1989). The research 
design described and the research methods used in the different stages of the process of the 
research are discussed. The employed methodology mainly occupies the stages followed by 
descriptive research proposed by Allison (1993). The data collection techniques include 
surveys, interviews, attitudes questionnaires, performance and acceptance tests. The data 
analysis methods include statistical analysis and interview protocol analysis. Within this 
context the validity and reliability of the methods, the techniques and procedures of data 
gathering and analysis are examined. 
3.2 The Proposed Research Framework 
The literature review (see Chapter 2. ) found a respectable amount of research in the field of 
environmental management and much more recent research (dated in the 1990s) regarding 
environmental product design. However the literature sources did not reveal much insight 
related with the formulation of environmental product design as a result of companies' 
policy. In addition, much of what exists about LCA methodology for ecological assessment 
is not directly related with packaging design and, as LCA methodology is in a developing 
stage, some information is anecdotal and cannot be verified. Some studies produced by 
individuals in many cases cannot be substantiated by a third party, on the basis of the source 
of the information provided. 
There is a lack of in-depth research into environmental strategies applicable in product 
design, such as packaging towards awarding an independent certificate for product 
environmental qualities (draft standards ISO 14001 working in this direction). 
Based on these recommendations a framework has been designed dividing the research 
activities into the five stages outlined as follow: 
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1) Formulation Stage - ConcepWal framework (analytical and theoretical approach). 29 
Groundwork (Field research) established on initial thinking and understanding about: 
==:,, the different environmental labelling systems; LCA methodologies; eco-audifing 
and investigate attitudes, perceptions and understanding on these issues from parties 
involved (designers, companies, governmental bodies and organisations). 
consumer behaviour with regard to green marketing, perception and 
understanding about products environmental labelling. 
=* review of information relating to companies' environmental policies and 
strategic management systems. 
=: > cross-examination of the information and * developments regarding 
environmental issues and the effects on packaging design. 
2) Explanatory Stage - Critical review (Classified data). In this stage evaluation of the 
information from the stage above is used to formulate different hypotheses paths that are 
explored during the preliminary study. This stage is devised in two phases but, they are 
examined together because several activities occurred simultaneously to generate 
specification for inclusion on the model of environmental analysis, formulated at the next 
stage. I 
Explanatory Stage Phase A. The work at this stage concentrates on: 
==:, - acquisition of senior executives, researchers and others interested in the 
packaging business sector through the first survey aimed at determining causal 
relationships and contradictions in the use of environmental management systems 
and on packaging products environmental information. 
Explanatory Stage Phase B. The work at this stage concentrates on: 
examination of different hypotheses paths, through semi-structured interviews 0 
with interested parties about methodology for environmental labelling and 
environmental auditing with regards to paper packaging products. 
3) Investigation Stage - Critical review (Classified data). The starting point in this stage 
was the evaluation of the observations from the previous stage of the research activities 
that enable the researcher to formulate different formats of models that assess the 
environmental performance of products and packaging related with companys' 
environmental policy. The progress of the research was reported in relevant international 
business and design events and each format of the model presented, aiming to gain feedback 
in terms of gendrated questions for improvements in the format of the models. Then each 
model was presented in a number of interviews with people involved in the packaging 
business sector -a number of questions addressed and recommendations made for 
improvements and evaluation. These recommendations were taken forward to the second 
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survey conducted to generate specifications in auditing methodology for inclusion in the 
final model. 
Investigation Stage Phase A. The work at this stage concentrated on: 
participating in workshops/ seminars and other similar events, joining a team of 
industrialists, academics, researchers presenting formally and reporting the 
progress of the research in order to gain feedback on the different stages of the 
development of the model. And further to generate questions for explanatory 
study, in relation to the methodology for products environmental auditing and 
business operation. 
evaluation of the different formats of the model by parties involved through 
structured and semi-structured interviews 
Investigation Stage Phase B. 
principal investigation second survey. The second survey piloted word-wide, but 
the representative sample of the survey conducted in UK packaging businesses. 
4) Testing and Evaluation Stage - Transformation of the Data (Final synthesis). The 
work at this stage concentrates on: 
development of the final model of environmental analysis for paper based 
packaging, based on the results and recommendations from the stage -3 3. 
testing and evaluation 'of the final model through structured interviews. 
Recommendations arise and modifications are made. 
5) Future Development stage - used to demonstrate possible method for 
implementation proposals of the model for practical applications - experimental case 
studies. 
3.3 The Approach 
In the book 'Hijacking Environmentalism' published in 1997, by Richard Welford 
Professor of Business Economics at the University of Huddersfield, UK Director of the 
Centre for Corporate Environmental Management and editor of the Business Strategy and 
the Environment academic journal comments that up-to-date research into the links 
between business activity, the environment and sustainable development has been 
inadequate in terms of both quantity and quality'. There has been too much concentration 
on environmental research and a fixation by trying to prove that eco-cfficiency will 
improve the economic performance of the firm. 
Welford suggests that these approaches are flawed because they are liiýnited and have, in 
general, not added significantly to the debate over sustainable development. He identified 
1 Welford R. (1997) Hijacking Environmentalism. Earthscan. p 228-234 
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the need for a much more critical perspective which stresses both knowledge and action. 
According to Welford: 
"there is a need to see much more normative research which challenges business to 
do things differently and lays out an agenda for change" (Welford, 1996: 229). 
The research approach therefore aimed to grasp the need for change amongst policy 
makers and decision-makers. This research it is not only about eco-efficiency and 
environmental product design, or not merely about integrating ecology with economy and it 
is not about putting an existing environmental management system in place. The research 
approach constructively criticises, examines and identifies the contradictions and tensions 
which exist between business environment its stakeholders and the implications of business 
activities within product design on the context surrounding the natural and social 
environment. 
Approaches to business related research are represented in Figure 3.1 the first cluster gives 
the objective - order paradigms thus research stresses the use of scientific method with an 
emphasis on statistical techniques. It can be considered as positivism based on determining 
causal relationships between variables and then using this information to manipulate and 
control the social world. But this approach is sterile with little vision and no underlying ends 
being identified (Welford 1997: 232). The research approach with the subject - order 
orientation (cluster 2) has enriched our understanding of the modem business enterprise and 
its activities, but much of this research has been very descriptive and is often not easily 
generalizable. According to Welford this sort of research provides little basis on which to 
interpret events in society as a whole. 
Objective 
Cluster 
M) (positivis 
Cluster 
3 
Conflict (critical Order 
theory) 
Cluster 
2 
(inter- 
pretivism) 
Subjective 
Figure 3.1 Comparative Approaches to Research (derivedfromMurray and Ozanne, 1991) 
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The critical theory represented in the third cluster stresses both the objective and subjective 
approaches to research but sees the product of its research as aiming to create changes. 
Critical theory stresses the need for a political and moral social science, designed to change 
society for the better (Fuhrman 1979). The research approach on a critical ground 
separating the facts (existing knowledge) from how it is used (interests) is an approach that 
challenges the existing system and status differently from interpretivists and positivists that 
they simply reinforce and replicate existing structure and functions on business and 
environment research. Critical theorists, on the other hand according to Welford (1997: 
230-235) believe that science is an activity not far removed from practical and moral 
action 
The critical approach adopting by this research study aims to generate questions and accept 
facts after considerable thinking about their validity based on the grounds that are 
reinforced or generated. This approach is suitable for the study, because even if there is 
research in the area (on environmental management systems; and product design) the 
format that the facts (secondary research findings) are presented sometimes represent 
individual interest, i. e. research conducted by a private organisation for a particular 
company; or for a public sector under the umbrella of its own interests and limitations; 
The research about environmental labelling and product design (such as packaging) needs to 
be more open, honest and reliable. Labelling systems used as a marketing tool promoting 
products with less impact on the environment, but on the other hand products such as 
packaging have their own specific characteristics, formulation and product stewardship 
making it difficult to participate in a broad orientated labelling system (such as the EU). 
Alternatives approaches to ecolabelling suggested by the study under a critical perspective 
orientation which examines the situation and the availability of the current data (see 
Chapter 2. ) and the position of the parties affected (see Chapter 4. ). 
This research study challenges an agenda for change by incorporating a critical analysis 
in a system based approach2 research methodology. The evaluation of the data (research 
findings) on different stages of the research backed up by the critical theory, but the model 
of environmental analysis is built up following the methodology of hard systems approach. 
Waring (1989) who defined hard systems as: 
2 The system approach is the term given to the analysis of change situations which are based on a system 
view ofthe problem (see McCalman and Paton 1992: p 49). 1 
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"Hard systems have characteristics such as clear structures and well defined 
processes that are readily measurable. Such quantiflable attributes enable a system's 
behaviour to be predicted, monitored and controlled. The world-views of people 
who own or operate hard systems must be taken into account but are not considered 
to be of central importance. The use of hard systems ideas implies a particular view 
to the nature of problems". 3 
Ecos 
I 
stem 
IBusiness Environmen7t 
Company 
r. Environmental folig! 
I Product 
Humans! !: Nature 
-Figure3l. -A rod uct as a subsystem of the ecosystem p 
The generic scientific perspective taken by this research on hard systems attempts to 
formulate the model of environmental analysis, appears' in three ways, as show-n in figure 
3.2. Firstly, a company is seen as a subsystem of the business environment which is a part 
of society. This is part of human and natural environment which, in turn is a subsystem of 
the ecosystem. Secondly, environmental management forms a part of company 
management. Business environment effects company management and its environmental 
management, but according to Child (1984) managers can also affect some of the business 
environmental factors in order to reach the goals of their company. Managers should use 
environmental management to serve the companys' goals that are usually defined in terms 
of high profits, growth, stability and long term survival. Thirdly, the environmental policy 
that is adopted by the company and the environmental targets on product design and 
packaging is a subsystem of strategic environmental management. The environmental 
policy formulated is based on the companYs' strategic goals and environmental 
management principles. Since the development of product design and packaging assists the 
company to meet these goals, product design should be viewed as a result of companys' 
environmental policy. 
3 Waring A., (1989) Systems Methods for Managers. A Practical Guide, Blackwell Scientific 
Publications, Oýdbrd, p. 52 
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3.4 The Methodology 
Methodology can be defined according to Bogdan and Taylor (1975: 1) as, "the process, 
principles, and procedures by which we approach problems and seek answers ". Based on 
this definition 'methodological question' Are generated for this research study. Such 
questions grasp the 'theory' of business environmental practices related with the 
methodology applies for developing 'hypotheses' on environmentally orientated product 
optimisation. The format that the research questions are placed, applied basically on the 
principles of descriptive research. 
I 
"Descriptive research sets out to seek accurate and adequate descriptions of 
activities, objects, processes and persons. Whenever possible and appropriate, such 
descriptions are rendered quantitatively as this enable statistical analysis to be made. 
( .... ) It was stressed that research was not only concerned with description but also 
explanation. Descriptive research, therefore, is not only concerned with fact 
gathering but also identifying and predict relationships in and betýveen variables. " 
(Allison B.; et al., 1996, Research Skills for Students, Kogan Page, UK, p. 14) 
The stages in descriptive research provided by Allison (1996, pp. 14-15) are: 
1. Examine the problematic situation. 
2. Define the problem and state hypotheses. 
3. List assumptions upon which the hypotheses and procedures are based. 
4. Select appropriate subjects and source materials. 
5. Select or construct techniques for gathering data. 
6. Establish categories for classifying data - these needs to be unambiguous, 
appropriate and capable similarities and differences. 
7. Validate data gathering techniques. 
8. Make discriminating objective observations. 
9. Describe, analyse and interpret findings in clear and precise terms, 
The first two stages of descriptive research as listed above are covered in Chapter 2. while 
the techniques, procedures and validation of data gathering are described in this chapter. 
The following stages used for each category of descriptive research adopted by the study. In 
each research stage questions generated to test the hypotheses and bring evidence that is 
used to support the formulation of the model of environmental analysis. The research 
approach and the expected outcomes are outlined in each stage. There are many different 
forms of descriptive research and these fall into a number of categories, categorised by 
Allison (1996, pp. 15 -17), as follows: 
1) Surveys are concerned with collecting data about , 
the occurrence or incidence 
of events or instances in varying situations and circumstances. 
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2) Case Studies are studies of particular events, circumstances or situations which 
offer the prospect of revealing understanding of a kind Case studies, 
particularly if chosen to represent instances which are different in degree 
although not in kind, tend to generate conclusions from the particular which 
may or may not be applicable to the general. 
3) Casual - comparative studies set to determine the relationships which exist 
between factors, variables or dimensions in order to explain either their 
coincidence or their interdependence. 
4) Correlation studies are pursued on the same premise as casual-comparative 
studies but are dependent upon two or more variables being present as 
dimensions of the same phenomenon. 
5) Developmental studies and 6) Trend Studies both study the changes of a 
phenomenon over time. 
The current research used all these categories of descriptive research, except developmental 
studies and trend studies as they are not applicable. The preliminary survey and casual- 
comparative studies were used at the explanatory stage of this research to investigate 
attitudes about environmental labelling in relation to environmental impact of packaging 
products. During casual -comparative studies conducted through interviews with packaging 
companies, the environmental performance of paper packaging product was considered as 
the dependent variable and the environmental management system and policy used by the 
businesses that produce such products as the independent variable 
To study environmental analysis methodologies and ecological auditing descriptive research 
was used in the format of the second survey and correlation studies to assist in determining 
the interrelationships between business environmental activities and product design 
(packaging), to identify areas of 'weakness' and to create variables related to attitudes and 
inter-relationships at corporate level. Mini case studies were used to propose specification 
of the practical application of the model of environmental analysis. 
The analysis of the findings from the surveys and interviews are presented in' the following 
chapters, while each stage underpins the research process towards the creation of the model. 
The use of descriptive research techniques for this research study bring appropriate subject 
and source materials; assist to establish categories for classifying data and interpreting 
findings for observation that included in the creation of the final model. The' final model 
development, implementation and testing used the hard system approach protocol described 
in a following section. The formulation of the model is closed with action research that 
defined as a particular kind of intervention in a situation, with many of the characteristics 
of experimental research. Experimental research characteristically is the deliberate 
manipulation of certain factors under highly controlled conditions to ascertain how and why 
a particular event or condition occurs. Action research is invariably a collaborative venture, 
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critical issues relating to such matters as the formulation of hypothesis, identification of 
variables and the nature of the innovation or intervention are part of the ongoing 
discussion and negotiation with the other participants as the research progresses within the 
real life situation. 4 Action research conducted in the final part of this research project 
formulates the model of environmental analysis for auditing design and design management 
related activities and testedfor feedback in a number of interviews. -The important role of 
the action research stressed by Allison is that the researcher takes some specific action to 
improve practice and feedback outcomes from the enquiry as it goes along and thus 
becomes able to influence practices in a formative way (also referred in chapter 7. as 
evolutionary prototyping). 
Before discussing how each method of data gathering used in the current research, it is 
important to examine terminology used for questionnaires on surveys and interviews that 
are constantly usedthroughout this thesis. 
For questionnaires, the word item is used in preference to question because the request for 
information is often not phrased as a question (Allison et al, 1996). In general, the items 
involved in research questionnaires can be fixed alternative or open-ended. In fixed 
alternative items, the respondent is required to choose from four or more predetermined 
alternatives for example from agree to disagree or from always to never. Often a scale 
fonnat, which allows the respondent to register degrees of agreement or disagreement in an 
item, is used in such a type. The main advantages of this type of items include that they are 
easily coded for statistical computational analysis, they produce greater uniformity and 
inferentially greater reliability because respondents are forced to select one of the responses 
available. A disadvantage can be considered as when none of the alternatives given appear 
to match the respondent's view. This may result in inappropriate, inaccurate or misleading 
responses. In such cases the. word 'other' used as a solution to ease this problem, by allowing 
the respondents to add in the scale values given. Open-ended items on the other hand, 
allow the respondents to take the initiative in expressing their opinions or feelings to a 
given question without this being forced into categories or options. A major drawback of 
such type of items is that it is often difficult to record adequately the responses and to code 
or to attach a numerical value to them (Allison et al, 1996). 
The study used interviews that are structured and semi-siructured based on an interview 
schedule (checklist). Structured interviews are conducted according to a pre-arranged plan, 
helping researcher to control the pace, structure and content. Semi-structured interviews 
4See Brian Allison, An Introduction to Researck 1993 30-35 
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f 
where there are pre-arranged questions, but the researcher deliberately leaves some freedom 
to the respondent to change the pace, structure and content of the interview. Interview 
schedule is a series of questions, along with supplementary notes, devised before an 
interview, to remind the researcher of the questions to be asked (Oliver, 1997: 187). For 
model testing the sampling approach for interviews include elite interviews in which those 
interviewees selected are individuals who are assumed to have special insights into, and 
knowledge of, the topic concerned, such respondents are called key informants! 
The intervieiv schedules includes a questionnaire form with open items when the interviewee 
is required to give the answer in whatever form the subject wishes and closed items for which 
the interviewee is required to select from a range of presented answers (Allison, 1994). 
Most frequent closed items are relevant with the respondent expertise, year of experience, 
companies' activities or when is easy to pre-determined the options that answers may 
include for example: Do you have an environmental policy? (scale alternatives from alivays 
to never) or Do you have an environmental manager in place? (YeslNo) Data were pre- 
coded where it has been decided in advance the categories and concepts that are included in 
the questionnaire and post-coded where the categories and concepts are suggested by the 
subject, and the researcher builds upon them (Oliver, 1997: 129). 
3.4.1 Surveys 
Two surveys were conducted during the progress of the research, aiming to collect"a variety 
of data by means of a single questionnaire from a representative sample of the. target 
population. 
The first survey was conducted during the preliminary study with the aim of identifying 
attitudes towards environmental management systems and environmental cl related 
with packaging. design. The basic intention of the first survey was to identify issues where 
more research was required and to generate specific questions for further researching. The 
survey consists of one page self-completion questionnaire distributed by hand. The items 
included in this questionnaire were fixed alternative, with five-point scale format for 
example from 'Strongly agree! to 'Disagree strongly' including mid-point. Subjects' 
responses to the ýcaled fixed alternatives were easily transformed into quantitative data for 
computerised statistical analysis. 
Oliver P., 1997, Research for business marketing and education, Hodder & Soughton Ltd, London, p. 
120 
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Investigation Stage Data collection 
Formulation of the hypothesis Qualitative research 
Choice of contacts 
the survey: 
1. Computer Web Page, 
publicise the survey in 
design magazines 
2. Telephone & Postal 
'ropics of interest 
Population of interest 
Considerations regarding the 
conclusions, the tinic a%ailable and 
sufficienc% of the data 
Designing the questionnaire Plan of Tabulation L*3 Lý 
II 
Decide the level of' generality of' topics and the 
number of responses required for qualitative 
analvsis of the result.,, 
Ordering of topics I Format of the topic 
Forniatting and defining the items to be Included. Questionnaire 
Consistency of results as a part of building the Lavout 
final moctel. Decide direct/indirect items. 
Open/closed items. Pre-coding. (see appendix IV) 
Piloting the questionnaire Testing- Probability 6 
Piloting the questionnaire in different stages with 
Random Population 
the aim to rearrange the format and the type of (feedback- froin 
the items in order to confirm validity a,., o, d environmental 
mistakes and ensure the use the appropriate items consultancies, clesioners 
that would bring useful results for the study. and companies worldwide 
Factor analysis. 6 Optimise the quality of the Modifications-77] 
information contents the order 
Evaluate the and the efficiency of the 
findings -I questions. 
Conducted it through the mernbers of the Institute 
of Packaging (Membership category: Consultants, 
Packaging designers; Paper packaping compani ies, 
Paper suppliers; ) Total sample population 64. 
For a complete analý sis see appendi\ V Second Sur\ c-, 
Quantitative 
research 
Cluster analysis 2 
Factor analysis examines correlations between variables across respondents , Cluster analysis looks for correlations between respondents across the segmentation variables. (Crimp 
Mý 1985, pI IS) 
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The second survey presented under the heading of 'principal investigation' anning to test 
theories related to auditing methodology for packaging. In addition the second survey was 
expected to reveal new insights, knowledge and understanding in the area of environmental 
management systerns within product design (packaging). The survey was piloted through a 
web page design in design and environmental consultancles, environmental organisations, 
environmental and design researchers and packaging companies. A self-completion 
questionnaire was used, that consisted of four sections which covered from personal views 
on business environmental debate to issues related with the corporate environmental profile 
and environmental management approach. The main survey conducted in UK packaging 
companies, suppliers and design consultancies, distributed by e-rnail or by post a cover letter 
included and a SAE was supplied where applicable. 
The items included in this questionnaire were fixed alterriative, vvith vary point scale format 
including a rnid-point and open-ended items. The responses to the scaled fixed alternatives 
items were transformed into quantitative data and analysed by a statistical computer 
programme. The results fi-orn the open-ended items analysed by employed content analysis. 
7 The Table 3.1 illustrates the development stages of the second survey . 
3.4.2 Interviews 
According to Oliver (1996: 111) oil e of the most si Lin ificant aspects of the interview is th at 
, 
ficuli to ac 'it Produces data qfa detail and richness iNuch it is dij -quire in any other irav'. 
To support the structure of the research process three phases of interviews were conducted 
as shown in the table below, 
Aim Research Stage 
1. Explanatory Stage 
Phase B. 
2. Investigation Stage: 
Phase A. 
Model Testing and 
Evaluation Staue 
I ype 
Evaluating methodology for environmental Senii-structured 
labelling and environmental auditing 
with regards to packaging design 
I 
Evaluation of the five different prototype formats Structured 
of the model of environmental analysi 
I 
Evolutionary prototyping and evaluation of the Structured and 
final format of the nuxlel of environmental Specific 
analysis Interviews 
The following up activity of field research at the 
. 
1brinultWon stage of this research was to 
Ii UK d EL-, ' and so ei conduct all relevant private and governmental organisations u an in in 
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USA involved in packaging and environment; environmental issues and design and all 
environmental labelling bodies worldwide. A letter was sent which addressed specific 
research questions and a page with the project description was included. The observation and 
evaluation of data collected from this stage of the research generated different hypotheses 
paths to be explored in a more detailed study at the next research stage. 
During the stage of the explanatory study the first round of the interviews conducted aimed 
to identify knowledge and understanding related to environmental management systems; 
environmental labelling, and environmental product design. The additional aim of that 
phase was to formulate specific research directions enable the researcher to prototype 
different options (models) that addressed and assessed the environmental performance of 
paper based packaging. Packaging companies and environmental and design consultancies 
were selected to be interviewed at this stage. 
At the investigation research stage the second round of interviews aimed to give answers to 
specific research questions and test the progress of the development of the model. Five 
different formats of models of environmental analysis were presented accompanied with a 
pre-planned questionnaire. Such questionnaires (called by the researcher attitudes 
questionnaire) aimed to identify attitudes towards addressing different methods of 
environmental analysis. The same interview schedule was used for the five different formats 
of the model. This group of interviews was conducted in UK packaging companies, 
environmental and design consultancies and environmental and packaging private and 
governmental organisations in UK and Europe. 
The third round of interviewees were chosen for a more detailed study and testing the final 
format of the model of environmental analysis and to validate some of the research 
outcomes within a specialised audience. In that phase some of the interviews were team 
interviews where more than one interviewee was presented during the session. The third 
phase of interviews include testing the model in UK packaging companies that have 
identified from the second survey as 'environmentally active'; that means held an 
environmental policy and/or applied environmental principles to their product design. Also 
interviews were conducted with relevant environmental bodies in UK. The interviews were 
achieved through participant observation, the researcher was an 'observer as a participant', 
i. e., a spectator in an overt research (see Gill & Johnson 1991: 112 and Hammersley & 
Atkinson 1993: 88-104). 
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The interviews were structured and open, semi-structured, 7 this mean that apart from the 
free discussions, checklists were used to guarantee that all relevant information was 
collected. At the end of the interview respondents were given the opportunity of 
elaborating and adding to their views. Interviews were conducted by face-to-face or by 
telephone. Face-to-face interviews were supported by subsequent informal discussion, 
telephone conversations and correspondence, which gave the interviewees, a chance to 
supplement the information they had provided earlier and go in detail to those areas they 
found most import ant. 
The study found interviews as an essential source of information material and in order to 
collect a good number of interviewees most of the interviews conducted by phone. The 
costs for travel expenses and time limitation to complete the project considered as 
additional reasons to conduct interviews by phone. Also, some of the people contacted with 
the request to arrange a face-to-face interview said that they did not have the time available 
to arrange it, but they were willing to offer some ' 
of their time to be interviewed on the 
phone. Filder (1994) found telephone interviewing appears to have a great deal of potential 
for research in particular, he states: 
"The advantages of quicker results and a higher response rate compared to postal 
questionnaires, and lower costs, lower interviewer bias and improved geographical 
coverage compared to face-to-face interviews, make telephone interviews worthy 
of consideration. "s 
Telephone interview lies on a spectrum of data collection methods between postal survey 
and face-to-face interviews. Filder (1994: 284) sees telephone interviewees lies between the 
two in terms of (a) cost and (b) response rate. He identifies an important advantage to be 
the 'speed'in obtaining results. On the issue of data quality, there has been a reappraisal of 
the value of telephone compared to conventional interviews. Cannell (1985) comments 
that: "while we think our enthusiasm for telephone was in the first place mainly financial, 
we are now coming to the conclusion that this may be an inherently better way of collecting 
data". 9 Indeed, Lavrakas (1987) argues that one of the biggest advantages of telephone 
interviewing is the ability to control quality throughout the process: "when properly 
7 See: Oliver, 1997: 111-121, Allison et al., 1996: 27-43 and 100-101; Mantwill at al., 1995: 68-69; 
Filder, 1994: 283-289; Wragg, 1994: 267- 282; Patton, 1990: 10; Strauss & Cobin, 1990,18; Yin: 
1989: 19; Cohen: 1989: 7; Bryman 1989: 149 
8 Filder, B. (1994) Telephone Interviewing. in Beed T. W. and Stimson R. J. (eds) Survey interviewing: 
theory and techniques. Sydney, NSW: Geo Allen & Unwin. p. 288 
' His comments are based upon comparisons of large-scale studies in the USA on telephone interviews 
versus interviews on medical matters which showed great similarity in the findings. See: Cannel, C. F. 
(1985) Interviewing in telephone surveys, in Beed T. W. and Stimson R. J. (eds) Survey interviewing., 
theory and techniques. Sydney, NSW: Geo Allen & Unwin. p. 70 
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organised, interviewing done by telephoning most closely approaches the level of unbiased 
standardisation that is the goal of all good surveys ". 10 
Summansing a number of writers much of the success of telephone interviews depends on 
three norms provided by Frey (1989) which states that when a call is made, each respondent 
feels: 1) an obligation to answer; 2) an obligation to negotiate termination; and 3) a 
pressure to carry on an active conversation. " Telephone interviews followed an'interview 
schedule and a pre-arranged plan with minimum deviations. The potential interviewee was 
contacted by phone from, a mailing list (produced by the researcher for each stage of the 
interviews) and asked if he/she wants to participate in the research and arrange a time and 
day that the researcher will call back to interview bim/her. The aims of the research were 
explained and the promise of a summary results of the main research findings in relation to 
the request was given in order to prompt the interviewer to participate. -Then, a project 
description send it to him/her with the interview questions and a covering letter remind 
him/fier of the date and time of the interview. 
The main disadvantage of telephone interviewee is that communication is limited to verbal 
and paralingual utterances. Sykes and Hoinville (1985) recommends that complex questions 
can be aided by posting copies of visual aids before telephoning. Although, they stated that 
evidence on the acceptance degree of question complexity without visual aids is reassuring. 12 
For model testing the interviewee received in addition of the questionnaire, copies of the 
different models to be tested. When the time given from the interviewer was not adequate 
enough to cover all the aspects that the research intended to do, the interviewer requested 
to send back written comments or/and the questionnaire completed; a SAE was proýrided on 
such occasions. 
To help the analysis all face-to-face interviews and some of the telephone interviews were 
tape recorded. Hand notes also, held during the session by the researcher and for telephone 
interviews a questionnaire used that completed by the researcher during the session or by the 
interviewer in a later stage (by post). The length of face-to-face interviews were from one 
hour to'one and half hour approximately in some occasions this extend to two hours or 
more. Telephone interviews occurred in- an average time of thirty minutes (from twenty 
minutes minimum to forty five or fifty minutes maximum). 
'0 Lavrakas, P. J. (1987) Telephone survey methods: sampling, selection, and supervision. Newbury Park, 
Cal: Sage p. 12 
" Frey, J. H. (1989) Survey research hy telephone (2nd ed. ), Newbury Park, Cal: Sage 
12 Quoted from Fidler, B. (1994) Telephone Interviewing. Chapter 9. in Bennett, N. et. al., (eds) 0 ImprovitigEýducaliotialMatiagemetit 1hrough Research and Consullancy. The Open University. p. 285 
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3.4.3 Model Formulation and Testing 
The methodology used to formulate and test the model of environmental analysis followed 
the stereotype approach of hard systems methods. Waring found that: "hard systems 
methods share a common approach to problem solving that has evolved through cross- 
fertilisation of ideas and practice". This approach comprises the following nine stages 
(Waring, 1989, pp. 56-61): 
1) Groundwork - identifying the problem set and its world-view. 
2) Awareness - gaining awareness and understanding of the problem. 
3) Goals and objectives - establishing overall goal and set objective (the position 
to be reached; constraints to be contended with). 13 
4) Measures 
*- 
finding ways to reach objectives (creative, divergent thinking 
followed by structural focusing on a range of practical possibilities). 
5) Models - test possible options against measures of performance. 
6) Evaluation - assessing the likely outcomes of each option under a range of 
possible conditions; testing credibililry with client set. 
7) Making a choice - selecting the route that best meets the objectives given the 
constraints and prevalent world-view. 
8) Implementation - putting the solution into effect; may required further systems 
design work. 
The formulation of the model of environmental analysis followed the stages described 
above. The firs. t survey and the first phase of interviews Erom the explanatory stage of this 
research study, establish the goaWobjectives and measures and enable the researcher to 
formulate the first format of the model that evolved through interviews within a specialised 
audience. The evaluatiori of the findings from interviewees formulated the second format of 
the model and evaluated again through interviewees with experts. Five formats of models of 
environmental analysis were formulated in the same way. For reliability reasons each 
format of the model was presented at international design and business events, before being, 
tested within the specialised audience. It was found necessary to report the work in progress 
as a part of the observation methodology. 14 In that way the researcher became able to test 
out themes; make modification of the model and improve the quality of the research. To 
enable the researcher to collect data across the target population, for inclusion in the final 
" Note: according to Waring in hard systems approach 'goal' represents the overall target, whereas 
objective' is a measurable contribution to the goal. 
14 Observation is an essential part contributing in the methodology of action research. According to 
Seashore observation methods include the empirical clarification of concepts, techniques for obtaining data 
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model the second survey was conducted and presented under the heading of 'principal 
investigation'. 
Observafions require explanation but equally according to Vaus (1996/1985: 11,17) their 
explanations need to be tested against the facts. Vaus believes that it Is not enough simply 
to collect facts, nor is it sufficient simply to develop explanations without testing thern 
against the facts. Vaus also comments that the development of a good explanation involves 
two related processes theory construclion and Meoty testing. The data collected and the 
observations in every phase of model fori-nulation - each phase represents the five different 
prototype formats of the model - enable one to construct a theory against further testing as 
required. 
The model developed in different phases is based on the information and material collected 
i-namly from interviewees and the second survey. The collected information has been 
evaluated, categonsed, modified: forl-natted (model sta-ges). piloted. and tested. The study, 
found as a more appropnate method of testing (repetitively) the different formats on tile 
development of the model the use of interviews. This testing, is a part of the action research 
that has a critical evaluative element and is most often undertaken in collaboration with 
others (Allison. 1994: 35). The participants include: environmental consultancies, design 
III iness sector; consultancies, design managers, environmental managers in packaging busi 
environmental governmental and private bodies, design and environmental organisations 
and researchers frorn industry and educational environnient. 
Evaluated Objectives I Evaluation Method I Data Type 
Performance 
Effectiveness in use (apply in 
different model formats) 
Multiple-choice questionnaire 
used in Interviewees sessions 
Second Survey 
Quantitative 
Quantitative 
Acceptance 
(apply to the final model) 
Attitude Questionnaire 
Structure and Elife Interview's 
Qu a] itati ve/Qu antitati ve 
Qualitative 
Table 3.3 Evaluation toolkit for model testing 
The evaluation of the different formats of the model was conducted through the use of 
muliiple-choice queslionnaires and the second suri, ey. The final format of the model was 
evaluated through the use of aintude questionnaire disseminated by telephone interviewees 
J' across the target population and by the use of interviewees with kely in Ormanis. The 
evaluated objectives of the different formats of the model were to discover the 
and testing their conceptual and relational properties, development of standard instruments and 
procedures, and recordin, g methods, (See Clark, 1076: 112.103-117) 
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performance in terms of understanding of the qualities of the model and the effectiveness of 
its use and for implementatiow of the final model the evaluation objective was targeted 
acceptance in terms of a working model. 
3.4.4 Experimental Case Studies 
According to Yin (1991: 16-20) the case study method is an empirical research which 
examines a contemporary phenomenon in its real life context when the boundaries between 
the phenomenon and the context are not clear, and when several sources of information 
are used. Yin recommend the case study method as particularly suitable in situation when 
'how' and 'why' questions are asked about contemporary events over which the 
researcher has no control. Case studies used by this research in the final part when the 
model has been formulated with the aim to demonstrate the potential practical role of the 
model in a real situation, preparing the ground for future research. 
Bell (1993: 8-10) suggest the case study is suitable with concerns about the interaction of 
factors and events. She does not exclude any method for collecting information appropriate 
for the task, although she found observation and interviews in most use as case study 
method. She commented that even if the majority of the case studies. are carried out as 
free-standing exercises, the case study may be carried out to follow up and to put flesh on 
the bones of a survey. The second survey was used in this study not only as a means of 
identifying key issues to include in the formulation of the model, but also as a way to 
identify appropriate companies and products that it would be of a value to explore as case 
studies. 
The number of the case studies was decided as proof of the validity and reliability of the 
future recommendations. If just two case studies have been chosen it would not leave enough 
reassurance about the accessibility of the model as Mark John from the UKEB Ecolabelling 
Board comment on the interview (May 1997). The initial data was collected through 
interviews, discussions and observations as well as through the study of official and 
unofficial documents, all of which are the basic ways of gathering information for a case 
study (Yin 1991: 83-95). The three (mini) case studies are presented in detail in Chapter 8. 
3.5 The Validity of the Methods 
With the aim to improve the quality of the research special attention was given to 
construct internal validity, external validity and reliability. The internal validity refers to 
the possibility to establish a causal relationship between research constructs and touches 
upon issues of precision and significance of empirical, action research (Yin, 1984/1988: 40, 
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42-43; Weick, 1969/1979: 35-36; Thorrigate, 1976: 406). The external validity, 5 refers to 
the possibility to generalise findings on a researched population across other populations, 
ideally to populations as they can found in the real world. Issues related to the relevance of 
the research with pragmatic situation are touched upon (Coolican, 1990: 36; Yin: 
1984/1989: 4344). The reliability refers to the possibility that a study can be repeated by 
another researcher yielding the same results (Yin, 1984/1989: 41,45; Coolican, 1990: 34). 
Allison sees reliability as an instrument which continually produces the same result when 
applied in identical situations on different occasions. 
In order to strengthen the construct validity, three methods were utilised: multiple sources 
of evidence, key informants' reviews and chain of evidence. To manage internal validity 
the findings from different research activities are matched, compared, and contrasted. To 
increase external validity of the research, multiple sources and cross reference of the 
information material (research -findings) are used. While reviews and revisions of the key 
findings meant to be in the part of building a chain of evidence constructed the research 
outcomes. The use of multiple sources of evidence include human interaction and data type 
(literature sources). Several people have been contacted on the same topic confirmed some 
of the data collected as validated. Also in that way different views brought up for the same 
topic based on the persons' position and knowledge. Interviews and discussions were 
supplemented by unofficial and official documents which also both confirmed and 
questioned the data collected earlier. 
The valid information is that which describes the factors, plus the interrelationships, that 
create the problem for the client system. Ther e are several tests for checking the validity 
of the information. In increasing degrees of power they are public verifiability, valid 
prediction, and control over the phenomena (Argyris, 1970; see also, Campbell, 1970; 
Stanley, 1970; Rasmussen, 1990). To test validity (external, internal) and to improve the 
reliability of the research different forms used in the part of the descriptive research such as 
surveys; comparative studies; correlation studies; cross- sectional studies, case studies. And 
in the part of the action research interviews multiple-choice and attitudes questionnaires for 
model testing. 
The validity and reliability of this research are functions of the approach followed by the 
philosophical paradigm. The reconstructive paradigm cannot provide validity by technically 
checking whether the research instrument measures what it is supposed to measure as it 
15 The notion of "ecological validity" is a synonym for external validity. I 
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attempted within the positivist paradigm. The positivist idea of proving reliability ensures 
that measuring and testing provide the same results on different occasions. The chosen 
ways of improve validity and reliability of this research strive towards these goals. 
However, reconstructive paradigm has an* aspect that is not accepted in traditional 
paradigms. Reconstructive paradigm maintains that if reconstructive science is based on 
empirical evidence, and if that evidence changes through the results of further research, the 
claims of reconstructive science also have to change (Rasmussen, 1990; see also Habermas) 
The general criterion within the reconstructive paradigm is whether the researcher has 
gained full access to the knowledge and meanings of the informants (Ketola, 1996). 
Habermas sees the element of reconstruction paradigm, that maintain changes in the 
research on the basis of new evidence, as an opportunity to develop his ideas, rather than a 
threat to reliability. This aspect of reconstruction paradigm considers the model building 
(chapter 7 and 8) and conclusions (chapter 9). 
The data has been categorised (based on the information contents) under the label of 
information material contributing to the creation of the final model, that formulated after 
repetitively testing on specialised audience. The information -material presented in the 
different chapters and conclusion appear at the end of each chapter related to the 
observations and evaluation of the findings. 
3.6 Process analysis and evaluation of the results 
Data collected from different sources and cross reference system used to avoid replication 
of the information. Accounts of the procedures, size of samples, method of selection, 
choice of variables selected can be distinguished as a quantitative approach that draws on 
techniques such as experiments, surveys, histories, analysis of archival information and a 
qualitative approach that utilises techniques such as observation, open interviews, etc. (see 
Patton 1980/1990: 14,36-39,162-166; Yin 1984/1989: 17-22; Bogdan& Taylor 1975: 3- 
7; Vinehall 1979: 108-115)16 
The labels 'quantitative' and 'qualitative' used by this research, are largely equivalent to the 
labels 'objective' and 'subjective' (distinguished by Burrel & Morgan, 1979: 1-8). Both the 
quantitative and the qualitative approaches are used to analyse and evaluate the data. 
Quantitative and qualitative studies acknowledge different trade-offs regarding validity, 
16 The quantitative approach tends to be related to logical positivism, the traditional empirical research 
paradigm of the natural science. The qualitative approach relates to a phenomenological, hermeneutic 
research tradition that originated in the social sciences (Day & Castleberry, 1986: 94-95; Bodgan & 
Taylor, 1975: 2,14) 
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external validity and reliability. ' 3 Quantitative methods through their strict control and 
manipulation of the research environment tend to have an edge over qualitative methods 
with regards to internal validity and reliability (Stoecker, 1991: 91; Cohen, 1989: 13). 
However according to Coolican (1990: 237) external validity is likely to be higher in 
quantitative research since the context and the phenomenon under investigation are not 
artificially separated (see also Cohen, 1989: 13). 
The qualitative approach that it is taken by this study examines methodological issues 
relating to how and from whom data is collected. It deals with the selection and evaluation 
of data collection techniques, its application to research on environmental management 
systems within product design and how to sample interviewees; conduct the surveys; and 
select the event for research presentation and the experience of the interviewers to whom 
each format of the model is presented to secure external validity and reliability. While case 
studies selected as a method of re-informing internal validity and reliability. 
To analyse qualitative data Easterby et al (1994: 334-335) introduce two ways, the 
dcontent analysis', where the researcher 'goes by numbers' and 'frequency' and, secondly 
the 'grounded theory' where the researcher goes by feel and intuition, aiming to produce 
cornmon or contradictory themes and patterns from the data which can be used as a basis 
for interpretation. The research usedboth methods for analysing data content analysis used 
for example in analysing open-ended items from surveys and interviews where grounded 
theory is used to produced observations combining the results from different research 
activities. 
3.7 Summary 
This chapter has explained the framework and methodology adopted for this research in 
order to achieve the new model for environmental analysis. The next four chapters explain 
the logical application and outcomes of the stages set out in section 3.2. 
See Stoecker, 1991: 92-93; Coolican, 1990: 34-38; Patton, 1990: 14, Bruner, 1979: 2-3; Weick, 1979: 
35-36 
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CHAPTER 4. EXPLANATORY STAGE Evaluating methodology 
for environmental labelling and auditing with regards to paper 
packaging products 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the activities and the results which occurred at the explanatory stage 
of this research study and includes the first survey investigating the use of environmental 
auditing and LCA for packaging. Also, findings from semi-structured interviews 
investigating the methodology for environmental labelling and auditing with regard to paper 
packaging products are discussed. The evaluation of the findings from this research stage 
generate specific research directions that aim to be explored in the next stage of the 
research. 
4.2 Explanatory Stage PhaseA.: Preliminary Survey 
During the explanatory stage of this study a survey was conducted with the aims of 
identifying attitudes towards 'misleading' environmental claims and testing respondents 
opinions about the use of Eco-labelling award schemes and assessing methodology in the use 
of environmental auditing for the packaging business. Furthermore the survey aims to 
gather relevant information regarding a particular enquiry, that is - if the development of 
Life-Cycle Analysis and Eco-Assessment as a part of Eco-label schemes for paper 
packaging products will assistpackaging businesses. 
Formulation I 
The survey was conducted among the participants of two events, following' formal 
presentation of the research study and the aim of the survey. 
1. '1995 -'East Midlands Region Environmental Conference', The Nottingham Trent 
University, 12th July 1995 
2. 'Eco-Design Seminar', The Manchester University, 20th October 1995 
The establishment of the survey was organised in three stages. Firstly permission was asked 
from the organisers of the events to conduct the survey, and to allocate a minimum of ten 
minutes presentation so the researcher has the opportunity to explain the intentions of the 
research project and the aim of the survey. The second stage was to distribute the self- 
completion questionnaire by hand to the participants and thirdly discussion and questions 
about the research topic took place. 
Participants 
Sixty professionals took part in this investigation. The subjects' respondents were from 
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design and business schools - such as lecturers (eighteen) and postoraduate rescarch students C-1 -- 
(four) - and also from the business environment related to packalging (twenty), 
environmental consultancies (two), and professional researchers (sixteen). 
Figure 4.1 Business activities of respondents in first survey 
The audience of the two events above were selected because there are specific questions in 
the survey aiming to investigate current attitudes in the development of LCA and auditing 
methodology for packaging. These questions apply both to business and educational Cý Z-- 
environment, for reasons such as: 
1. To investigate attitudes in packaging business about environmental activities ill 
practical applications. The interviews at the second phase of explanatory study target 
specifically packaging business. 
2. To select opinions from academic environment and professional researchers 
- academics and postgraduate students were mainly from design schools, acadernics were also 
from business and management schools subject related with business environmental 
perforuiance. Professional researchers were frorn the area of eco-design. Those subjects' 
respondent were in a position to provide inforl-nation about current affairs and research in 
the area of LCA; eco-auditing and packaging relate to their work and experience. V 
As there is no previous survey specifically conducted for such an audience, thell- opinions 
were considered valuable. There is a good number of consumer surveys investigating 
attitudes towards environmental claims on products (for example Eurobarometer consumer 
research 1994; MORIS research 1995; National Consurner Council research 1996). The 
interviews which follow in this chapter were conducted with packaging design 
environmental practitioners and their answers compare and contrast with the findings from 
the preliminary survey. 
Instrument 
The instrument used in this investigation was a self-completion questionnaire (see Appendix 
1). The questionnaire consisted of six iteins with four or five-point scaled alternatiNes. In 
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addition the first item include a provisional item placed as request asking the participants to 
provide an example'of misleading environmental claims and comment on it aiming to 
enable the researcher to collect examples of the use of misleading claims. 
The items included are as follows: 
1. Do you find the different environmental claims which appear on packaging 
'misleading'? 
2. Do you believe that the Eco-label award scheme will bring liability, in the market place 
for the product groups on which studies are undertaken? 
3. Do you believe that packaging companies incorporate an environmental audit 
programme? 
4. A) Does your company hold an 6udit programme from the. production stage through to 
disposal? - explained in presentation that this item should completed lvhere applicable 
(i. e. companies) or if the participants feel that. they are in a position to express an 
opinion i. e. on behaýf of their clients or based on their knoWedge and research 
B) Do you believe that the implementation of this audit is under proper control? 
5. Do you think that the development of specific criteria for Life Cycle Analysis and Eco- 
assessment as part of Eco-label scheme for paper packaging products will assist 
packaging business? 
The instruments use in this survey include three acetates that have been prepared for the 
ten minute presentation of the research and the aims of the survey and, a handout that was 
given to the participants describing the research project and giving the contact address of 
the researcher to maintain further communication as requested at the end of the session. 
4.2.1 Results 
In order to analyse the responses of five and four scale items selected values were assigned 
to each of the answers, starting from the value 'I' where the agreement or sequence was 
strongly or often equivalent, to value '5' where the respondent disagreed or the event 
described on the item never occurred, the value V was assigned to describe the non- 
respondents. The complete analysis is presented in Appendix I: Index First Survey - Data 
and Slatislics. 
Professionals (including designers), researchers and educationalists in the area of 
environmental issues and packaging design and manufacture found environmental claims 
appearing in packaging misleading most of the time (38 subjects' respondents). A further 
one fifth of the respondents indicated they found the claims misleading half of the time. 
From a sample of 60 responses none indicated they did not feel 'mislead' to some degree. - 
Among other comments on the first item about the 'misleading' content of environmental 
information on packaging products subjects' respondents said : "too many to mention 
'biodegradable', 'environmentally friendly', etc. very vague" (Researcher, University of 
Nottingham); "100% recycled paper is not always post consumer waste. The public don't 
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understand this"' (Research Assistant, Crandfield University) "Products (e. g. washina 
powder) claim not to contain a chemical which Iliq nei, er contain anYway" (Lecturer, De 
Montfort University) "doesn't conlain phosphales, the procluct nei, er did" (Ecodesign 
Researcher, The Open University), "thepackaging ojien clainis to be recyclable with no 
clue as to how they do it e. g. plastics or say retyclable when it means made ftom recj, cled 
materials "(Environmental Officer, Nottingham), to whoin or 
whal? what does it mean"" (Engineer), "ITse of reCj? CIiI7g logo to inean recYclable" 
(Desiv 
, ner). 
25 percent 
of the time 
No reply 
79,6 
50 percent 
of the time 
20% 
Nexly Always 
I 
75 percent 
n of the time 
46% 
Figure 4.2 Frequency of 'misleading' environmental claims 
- Stibjects're., vpondents in thefirs-t survel, 
Frequency of Avirihution 
The findings based on the frequency of replies in each itern, give the following results: 
==> Most of the respondents (on itern 1. ) believe that environmental claims appear in 
packaging are misleading (84 percent) and a 53 percent believe that the Eco-label award 
scheme will bring credibility in the market place for the product groups on which studies are 
undertaken (subjects' respondents on itein 2). 
=> Only a5 percent (3 subjects' respondents on itern 3) believe that packaging companies 
incorporate an environmental audit prograrm-ne nearýv aliiw, vs, while the biggest percentage 
of 36 respondents (60%) believe they sel(loin carry out all audit. 
=* Subjects' respondents on the scale item 4a) believe that packaging companies hold an 
environmental audit programme that reviews tile LCA stages of a product with 14 percent 
believed fi-equently and 15 percent hat-XY ei, er. In addition, 33 percent believe that the such 
audit is 'hardly ever' under proper control (subjects' on itern 4b. ) The no reply answer on 
both iterns (27 subjects' respondents) considered as not applicable. The percentage of those 
1 He wants to say that 100, o recycled paper might be made fi-oni mill broke and not post consumer waste. 
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that they did not reply is mainly because the question was not applicable to them Le. 
'students' and 'teaching'. 
==> 65 percent of the respondents 'tend to agree' with the itern 5. that the development of 
specific criteria for LCA and eco-assessinent as part of eco-label scheme for paper 
packaging products will assist packaging business (see figure 4.3). 
Disagree 
Tend to disagree strongly 
7% 00/0 No reply 
I 3? /o 
Strongly agree 
Tend to agree 11 iI 150/0 
6S% 
Figure 4.3 Percentage believing development of LCA will assist packaging 
business -, Viibject. v're. vpondent. vonji-rvt,, siirv, el, 
Subjects' to the scale itern 'Ientl to agree' commented that: the (levelopt?, elit of Ij ý, 4 ,. ill 
assist packaging business "onh, i simplyietl to be quick aml ejlýcltve to use (Research 
Assistant) and, "LCA in orcler to indicate areas ofenvi . ronmenial impact but ha%., e cloubts 
about the usefiilness qJ'a veiy in-depth LCA for 'visual' people like clesigners. (; ootl to 
imlicale particular stralegyJor the company - (Eco-design Researcher). 
In general ternis any product that is not supported by independent scientific verification 
may be challenged by government or consurner groups for the truthfulness of each claim. 
Correlation studies 
The main findings from cluster analysis of the correlation between the category and items 
(see Table 1.9. on appendix 1) bring the following conclusions: 
There is no relation between business activities and replies. 
There is a high correlation between itern 1. regarding the 'i-nisleading' use of 
environmental clairns on packaging, and itern 2. about liability in the market for products 
that carry the Eco-label, thus identifying those people who believed those there is a high 
ti-equency on 'misleading' environmental claims on packaging and also tend to believe that 
the use of Eco-labelfing award scheme will bring credibility the market place. 
There is also a cot-relation between item I and item 5. Subjects' respondents who 
believed that there is a high fi-equency on 'misleading' environmental claims oil packaging I- 
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tend also to believe that the development of Life-Cycle analysis and Eco-assessment for 
paper packaging products as a part of Eco-label scheme win assist packaging businesses. 
=> There is a high correlation between question 2 and question 5. Participants who believe 
in the use of Eco-label as a legal binder for environmental claims in packaging also believe 
in the development of LCA for paper packaging products under the Eco-label scheme. 
=* There is a correlation between item 3 and items 4a and 4b. That shows that the 
respondents believe that the packaging companies do not incorporate an environmental 
audit on a regular basis; and from those where their companies have an audit in place that it 
is most often not under control 
Observations 
It is interesting to note that the participants in the second event at Manchester University 
indicated that they did not know a great deal about the EU Eco-labelling scheme and they 
were not familiar with its logo. However some were aware of other eco-labelling schemes in 
existence mostly with the German Blue Angel and the American. Green Sea] and also with 
packaging recycling/recyclable and reusable symbols that are common in use (see EU 
Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive OJ No C137/65). The same finding came from 
the analysis of interviews with packaging companies which follows - comments indicated 
that literally many respondents have never come across the EU Eco-label flower logo. 
Surveys conducted with consumers by the EU Competent Eco-labelling Body in UK 
(Newsletter 1996) came up with the same results. While the National Consumer Council 
(1996) found consumers unaware and confused by plethora of on products environmental 
claims including labelling. 
Another remarkable observation is that even if subjects' respondents in the survey were not 
all business people but researchers and academics one may suppose correctly that they may 
not be in the position to know if packaging companies incorporate or holds audits - directly 
at least - although they might know indirectly as they deal with issues surrounding business 
environmental performance, design and packaging by teaching or researching - and cross- 
examination with findings from interviews (see explanatory stage: Phase B. ) brings the 
same results. 
Finally, even though the questionnaires were collected by the researcher at the end of the 
sessions, participants responded to the request for sending information and materials such as 
official, unofficial documents from their companies and recommendations for further 
contacts have been made. 
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4.3 Explanatory Stage Phase B.: Evaluating methodology for environmental 
labelling with regards to paper packaging products 
Phase B. of the explanatory stage of the study includes research interviews associated with 
packaging companies' environmental activities. Those interviews were divided into two 
inter-related stages: first current attitudes about the use of environmental labelling for paper 
packaging products, , and second (in 4.4. ) the methodology for environmental auditing for 
paper packaging products is examined. 
A summary of the aims of the first stage of interviews is presented below: 
Ist Evaluate methodology for environmental labelling with regards to paper pack-aging a 
products. 
2nd Generate hypotheses paths about environmental labelling for paper packaging 
products that can be examined and evaluated at the second stage interviews. 
3rd Create considerations for the new model of environmental analysis. 
Formulation 
The interview schedule includes three sections firstly, the introduction where the aims of 
the research project and the interview are explained to the participant. The second section 
asked the respondent to specify the business activity and the size of their corporation for 
the purpose of the analysis. Thirdly, the questionnaire includes nine open-ended items. The 
interview schedule follows a semi-structured format as it allows respondents to express 
themselves at some length, but has enough shape to prevent aimless rambling. 
The sample selected firom The Institute of Packaging Directory and Review 95196 and, 
Design Business Association 'Directory of members 1995196. The sampling method can be 
classified as stratified by dividing the target population into homogenous groups based on 
their business activities such as a) Paper/Board Suppliers, b) Paper products and packing 
Manufacturer, c) Packaging Retailer Contract Manufacturing and, d) Consultants Packaging 
Design. The sample aimed mainly for groups a., b. and, c. from where the biggest number of 
population come from. 
Participants 
Eighty four subjects took part in this investigation. From the eighty four respondents 
seventy were interviewed by phone out of the total of one-hundred and thirty contacted to 
be interviewed and, fourteen face-to-face. From the seventy interviewed by phone, thirty 
four were Packaging Designers, thirteen Packaging Engineer/ýechnologists,, nine Packaging 
Development Managers/Directors, five Packaging Quality/Assurance/ Control Managers, 
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eight Packaging Commercial Managers and, one Packaging Environmental Consultant. The 
sample was from UK based companies, with thirty two having 50 to 90 number of 
employees, twelve I to 49, twelve with 100 to 249 followed by six with 250 to 499 and six 
with 1000 plus. The majority had turnover. from 16 to 110 million (twenty two), sixteen 
had between 151 to 1100 million, fourteen from L26 to 150 million, followed by seven 
with over ;E 100 million, five from II to L5 million, four with III to L25 million and two 
with under; El million (see Table ILI in Appendix 11). 
From the fourteen subjects' interviewed face-to-face three were Design Consultants, four 
Heads of Design, four Environmental Consultancy/Advisors and, three Professional 
Researchers involved in design and environmental research. The subjects were from UK 
based companies, the vast majority had number of employees from I to 49 while, the 
turnover of their com panies varies with six having 16 to 110 million, four 126 to 150 
million, two 11 to 15 million and, one under one mill ion pounds (see Table 11.3 in 
Appendix II). 
Instruments 
The instrument used in this investigation was a questionnaire consisting of nine open-ended 
items. The items included are as follows: 
1) Do you have an environmental policy? 
2) Do you market your products through 'green' labelling'? (If positive Go to: 2a. ) 
2 a) If you use an environmental claim on your packaging product: What type of 
logo/label you are using? and, How do you obtain/award the label? 
3) Do you find the different environmental claims which appear on packaging misleading? 
4) Do you believe that the different manufacturers claims for environmentally acceptable 
products are difficult to evaluate and compare? (For agreement Go to: 5., For disagreement 
skip to 6. ) 
5) Ifyou agree with the above statement, could you please state reasons or/and cases in 
support of the argument that environmental claims on products and packaging are difficult 
to evaluate and compare. 
6) The aim of the eco-lab6lling award schemes is to give a 'seal of approval' for products 
that are less harmful to the environment than other products in their class. Do you believe 
that the eco-labels award schemes bring liability in the market place for the product groups 
on which studies are undertaken? 
7) Hoiv do you see the role ofEC Eco-labelling regulations (1992). - Do you believe that 
the EC eco-labelling scheme is a useful marketing tool that helps manufacturers and retailers 
to promote products with minimum environmental impact among EU market? 
8) Do you think that the EU Eco-label is appropriate for paper based packaging products? 
(If the answer is positive Go to: 9., If the answer is negative or uncertain Go to. 8a. ) 
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8a) If the answer is negative or uncertain - Could you please suggest an alternative for 
environmental awarding of paper based packaging? 
9) If you feel that you would like to add any comment in relation to the interview or about 
the research project it will be very welcome 
4.3.1 Results 
A content analysis was performed in order to analyse the data from the open-ended items 
(see Table IIA. in Appendix II). The majority of subjects claimed that their company have 
an environmental policy with forty three said always and twenty six most of the time, nine 
claimed that their companies hardly ever co-ordinate a policy and only three said that there 
is not at all any environmental policy activities within their companies. Thirty seven also 
claimed that they always market their products through 'green' labelling and thirty on*e 
most of time. Only two said hardly ever and two others said never. Subjects' stated that the 
most common environmental labelling they used on packaging indicated in the priority of 
the most common answered were as follows 
Recycling symbol from EU or Repak. Indication of the percentage of recycled pulp, 
content ofpost consumer waste. 
Recyclable symbol from the EU Directive on Packaging and Packaging Waste 
Manufacturers/ Retailers own labels. 
Biodegradable. 
Management forest Certification. 
Litter logo obtained from Britain Tidy Group 
Recovery/ Recoverable symbol from the EU Directive on Packaging and Packaging 
Waste 
Green Dot eco-label. 
Reusable EU. 
Furthermore the data gathered revealed subjects' found environmental claims which appear 
in packaging misleading with forty three stated always and thirty six most of the time and, 
five did not express any preference. Moreover subjects' felt that the different 
manufacturers claims for environmental product acceptability are difficult to evaluate and 
compare precisely, sixty respondents said always, twenty two said often and, two did not 
express any preference. 
In addition when subjects were asked to state reasons or/and cases in support of their 
agreement on the statement that environmental claims on products and packaging are 
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difficult to evaluate and compare. They stated the following reasons in a priority order 
based on the frequency of similar answers provided. 
Because there is not a common standardisation system to control the use of 
environmental claims on products and packaging. Likewise more legislation is required 
to control the use of environmental claims on products and packaging. 
" There is also, a need for development of codes of practice that includes technological 
specifications, visibility, legibility issues and more information to be provided about the 
efficient use of labels. 
" There are not clear LCA and assessment methodologies to evaluate the efficient use of 
environmental claims. 
" The existence of so many different labelling systems resulting in confusion and 
cynicism. 
" Elaborate in differentiation of products environmental impact, probably by using a 
standardised rating scale from one to ten had been recommended. 
" Recommended that more research is required investing in technology and management. 
" Irrelevant, misleading, confusing environmental claims made them difficult to evaluate 
and compare. 
When subjects' asked if they believed that the eco-labels award schemes bring liability in the 
market place for the product groups on which studies are undertaken, their opinions were 
divided. Thirty one tend to believe in the above statement and thirty six tend to disbelieve 
while only four believed strongly and six disbelieved strongly. Similarly when subjeýts' asked 
if they believed that the EC eco-labeffing scheme is a useful marketing tool that helps 
manufacturers and retailers to promote products with minimum environmental impact 
among the EU market their views were uncertain, Thirty six were not sure and twenty two 
felt probably: Four were totally supportive and eleven were completely against the use of 
EC eco-labelling scheme as a useful marketing tool to promote environmental qualities of 
products. 
Further, forty three subjects' disapproved the use of the EU Eco-label 
Ito award 
environmental credentials for paper based packaging products, twenty were uncertain while 
only three were definitely approved and, seventeen did not express any opinion. Also, 
subjects' that were opposed to the use of the EU Eco-label for paper based packaging 
products were asked to suggest an alternative. Based on the respondents suggestions in the 
order of their preferences, alternatives for environmental awarding of paper based 
packaging were reconunended as follows. 
0 Single environmental attribution label. A label awarded for each area of environmental 
consideration of products' life-cycle e. g. for the use of energy; recycling content; or 
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packaging biodegradability; The same description for awarding a label also called: 
Performance label. and, Packaging performance environmental values label. 
9 Eco-rating system. A standardised rating system on a scale of one to ten. - Explained as 
a scale of importance that differentiate products environmental performance. 
EMAS/ BS/ISO environmental certification. Environmental award for the product in 
relation to environmental management system and companys' environmental policy. 
Other options suggested include: One environmental label for the companys' 
performance and another for the product. or, A different' label for the manufacturing 
process and another for the material used. or, A designer label for the construction of the 
packaging, easy assemble and disassemble, lightweight. or, Establishment of a packaging 
body (private or governmental) that 'awards and controls manufacturers environmental 
labels - standardised packaging products environmental performance. 
Observations 
The research interviews found the majority of subjects' to express interest in 
environmental issues related to packaging with most of the respondents companies to have 
environmental policy activities including marketing their products through green labelling. 
Although, it should be acknowledged that information on packaging products is often the 
first medium that consumers come across with regard to manufacturers in the retail arena. 
According' to - Marketing Intelligence's Product Scan, direct information about green 
packaging continues to proliferate in the marketplace and it immediately conveys to 
consumer how green the company is, although on a superficial level. 
In relation to this, subjects' admitted thai the use of environmental claims in packaging are 
misleading. Their comments included that consumers are exploited through misperception 
of environmental information on packaging and, that much environmental information is 
associated with spurious or inaccurate claims, e. g. as excessive, multiple or meaningless 
claims or claims which are not explained well. ' 
Subjects' confessed that the plethora of environmental claims used by manufacturers are 
difficult to evaluate and compare. A report recently published by the National Consumer 
Council (NCC) concludes that: 
'Green' claims on many household products, such as 'recyclable' and 
-'environmenially 
friendly' are misleading or false, leaving consumers cynical and 
confused .... and, as a result of the evidence we collected, we 
have come to the 
conclusion that regulation of on-product environmental claims needs, to be. 
substantially improved. " (National Consumer Council, 1996: 4) 
Similarly when respondents were asked to offer their views in support of the statement that 
environmental claims are difficult to evaluate and compare, the most common reasons 
' See also 2.4 for misleading green marketing cWms. 
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indicated that environmental claims were not mandatory legislative controlled neither, is 
there a code of practice or a standardised system to regulate them. For example, concerning 
criteria for packaging material, the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation does not have 
any criteria for packaging materials in the criteria for submitting the eco-label Bra 
Miljoval. 2 Furthermore, the EU Ecolabel (like other eco-labelling schemes see 2.5) gives an 
independent environmental certificate for the approved environmental performance of the 
product as a whole. And, even if it has the intention to develop eco-label for packaging 
material from the Competent body in Italy the studies have stopped because between other 
reasons, it was then, difficult to separate the packaging from the product and as a result 
could be misleading to award a label for the packaging and not the content at the same 
3 time. 
Although respondents opinions are divided on the usefiilness of the eco-labelling schemes in 
terms of bringing liability and promoting products in the market that carry it, there is an 
obvious tendency of disagreement in terms of the use of the EU eco-labelling for paper 
based packaging. Their preference was towards a single attribution label, an eco-rating 
system and EMAS and BS or ISO environmental certification. In support of these 
preferences Doug Martin environment advisor at Arjo Wiggins Fine Papers, says that: 
"The industry could work harder at communicating its message and clearing the 
confusion surrounding the various types of environment friendliness. " He concludes 
by saying that while a Europe wide label is some way ofý he recognises that some 
sort of eco-rating system would be welcome, he says that: "Stan dardisation would 
be in evetyone's best interest. " 
Martin Jaques of Jaques Russell paper company believes that: "an eco rating scale would be 
a giftfrom the heaven for most designers. " Jaques' (1996) says that on the problematic 
situation facing packaging businesses regarding the accreditation of their- environmental 
performance is: "there is so much - technical data to digest and so much, disagreement that 
you'd need a PhD to make sense of it all. " And, 
"a slandardised rating on a scale of one to ten would make the choice a 
s1raightfonvard decision. " 
Daniel Rhodes of Rhodes Design, preferred the choice of a numbered scale. He added that 
"Manufacturers would do themselves a huge favour if they produced clear information 
pack -I had to collect together some information for one client, hut it was impenetrable, 
unbelievably technical. " 
2 Personal communication with Helena Andersson. Project Co-ordinator. Bra Milioval, April 1996. 
' Personal communication with EU Ecolabelling Board, March 1996. 
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4.4 Explanatory Stage Phase B.: Evaluating methodology for environmental 
auditing with regards to paper packaging products 
Based on the findings from the previous stage of interviews, the second stage Of research 
interviews aim to: 
Ist Evaluate metbodologies for environmental auditing witb regards to paper packaging 
products. 
2nd Evaluate hypotheses about methodologies for environmental labelling with regards 
to paper packaging products generated from the first stage interviews. 
3rd Generate recommendations about specifications for the model of environmental 
analysis to be explored at the investigation stage. 
Formulation 
The interview schedule followed the same format as the first stage interviews. It* divided 
agai n into three sections: 1) the introduction where the aims of the research project and 
the interview are explained to the participant. 2) the personal details section where the 
respondent is asked to supply information about his/her position and the size of the 
corporation for the purpose of the analysis. . 3) the questionnaire - interview checklist - that 
includes nine open-ended items. The interview schedule is assembled in a semi-structured 
format that means apart from the initial checklist, free discussion took place followed by 
probes to allow the respondents to express themselves at some length but without 
misguidingthe purpose of the interview. 
The sample was similarly selected from The Institute of Packaging Directory and ReWeiv 
9.5/96, Design Business Association 'Directory of members 1995196' and, - The 
Environmental Industries Commission Guide to the UK Environmental Industry 1996. The 
sampling method can be classified as straftfled by dividing the target population into 
homogenous groups based on their business activities such as: a) Consultants Packaging 
Design, b) Environmental Consultants Packaging, c) Packaging Retailer Contract 
Manufacturingd) Case/Cartons/Pulp Converters, e) Paper/board suppliers and, D Paper & 
packing Manufacturer. 
Participants 
One hundred thirty one subjects' took part in this investigation. From 
, 
those one-hundred 
seventeen were interviewed by phone out of the total of two-hundred and fifty contacted to 
be interviewed and, fourteen face-to-face. The professions of those interviewed by phone, 
were sixty-one Packaging Designers /Managers, fifteen Packaging Engineers/ Technologists, 
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nine in the -position of Packaging Development Manager/ Director, eight Packaging 
Quality/ Assurance/ Control or Operation Managers, eight Packaging Marketing or 
Commercial Manager and, ten Packaging Environmental Affairs Director/Advisor. 
The sample was from UK based companies, with thirty three having 100 to 249 number of 
employees, the same number as weH had between 50 to 90 employees. Twenty three 
between I to 49 followed by nine with ; 50 to 499 and one with 1000 plus. The majority 
had turnover from L26 to M million (thirty two), twenty seven from 111 to 125 million, 
eighteen from 151 to LIOO million, thirteen between 16 to 110 n-fillion, eleven with 11 to 
15 million, seven over 1100 million and two under a million (see Table 11.1 in Appendix 
II). 
From the fourteen subjects' that were interviewed face-to-face three were Design 
Consultancy, four Head of Design, four Environmental Consultancy/Advisors and, three 
Professional Researchers involved in design and environmental research. The subjects were 
from UK based companies, the majority (twelve) had nurnber of employees from I to 49 
while, the turnover of their companies varies with six having 16 to 110 minion, four 126 to 
150 million, two 11 to 15 million and, one under one million pounds. (see Table 11.3 in 
Appendix 11) 
Instruments 
The instrument used in this investigation was a questionnaire consisting of nine open-ended 
items, as follows: 
1) Do you believe that UK pack-aging companies are aware of environmental issues 
affecting their production? (If positive reply Go to: Ia., for negative/unsure Go to 2. ) 
1 a) If the answer is positive, please indicate what are the major environmental concerns 
for todays' paper packaging businesses? 
2) Do you believe that packaging companies identify the need to address the 
environmental friendliness of their products on a 'cradle-to-grave' basis? 
3) Do you believe that the plethora of different environmental claims on packaging for 
products with minimum environmental impact are difficult to evaluate and compare? 
4) Do you find appropriate for packaging products to be awarded with a single attribution 
label for each environmental merit for example one. label for packagings' recycling content 
and another for the efficient use of energy during manufacturing on a scale from one 
minimum to ten maximum? 
5) Do you find it appropriate for packaging products to be awarded a label that addresses 
the environmental impact of the product in all life-cycle stages (using LCA methodology) 
on a scale of importance that differentiate products environmental impact starts from zero 
equivalent to 'non-green' products' for products that are not considered of any 
environmental impact areas during LCA stages to 'dark-green' applying to products that 
considered every single aspect of their LCA stages? 
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6) Do you find it appropriate for packaging products to carry an environmental award 
(label) that applies on considerations about products' environmental impact in-relation with 
and with effects about companys' environmental profile - coMpanys environmental policy 
and activities? 
7) Do you believe that when a packaging product carries an environmental award (label) 
for its environmental qualifies in conjunction with companys' environmental activities, it 
should be as a result of environmental auditing methodology? 
8) Do you believe that UK packaging companies incorporate an environmental audit 
programme review? (for positive answer Go to:, 8a. , otherwise Go directly to: 9) 8a) If the answer is positive - Could you please give information about what the audit 
involves? 
9) If you feel that you want to make any suggestion or offer any comment in relation to 
the current state of environmental auditing and LCA with regards to paper packaging 
products, please do so? 
4.3.1 Results 
A content analysis was performed in order to analyse the data from the open-ended items 
(see Table 11.5. in Appendix 11). The majority of the respondents (seventy-nine) felt that 
UK packaging companies are aware of environmental issues affecting their production 
while, thirty-six believed most of the time, four tend to disbelieve and in contradiction 
twelve disbelieved strongly. ' The responses on the item about the major environmental 
concerns for todays' paper packaging business include the following answers as indicated in a 
priority order of most often stated preference. 
" Environmental legislation. e. g. EU Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive, Air 
water and ground pollution, Waste minimisation, and Suppliers legislation. 
" Producer obligations and penalties. e. g. Duty of Care obligation, Litter and Waste 
transportation penalties. 
" Codes ofpractice. e. g. EMAS. / BS 7750. / ISO 9000,14001 
" Suppliers environmental audit and Forestry certification. 
" Environmental Technology. e. g. ECF, TCF and totally closed mills. / Materials 
innovation. Lightweight. Biodegradability 
" Green marketing. i. e. Consumer demands pressures. 
" Environmental profit. Investment in clean technology 
" Ethical investmentl responsibilities. Investors/Shareholders pressures. 
The opinions of subjects' varies considerably when they were asked if they believed that 
packaging companies identify the need to address the environmental fiiendlincss of their 
products on a 'cradle-to-grave' basis. Most of the respondents (46) tend to disbelieve, 
followed by thirty-two that indicated never (disbelieved strongly), twenty-four believed 
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always. Seventeen tend to believe that most of -the time their companies conducted a 
'cradle-to-grave' analysis of the environmental performance on their products' and, twelve 
didnot indicate any preference. However, when subjects asked if they believed that the 
plethora of different environmental claims on packaging for products with minimum 
environmental impact are difficult to evaluate and compare, the majority (92) felt always, 
twenty-nine felt most of the time only six felt hardly ever and four did not comment. 
Based on the findings from the previous stage of the research interviewees three 
alternatives hypotheses were formulated for environmental awarding of packaging. Most 
popular preference was for packaging products to carry an environmental award (label) that 
applies to considerations about products' environmental impact in relation with and with 
effects to a companys' environmental profile - companys' environmental policy and 
activities - with 48 agreed strongly, 57 tend to agreed and, 19 tend to disagreed. 
Second given preference was for packaging products to be awarded a label that address the 
environmental impact of the product in all life-cycle stages (using LCA methodology) on a 
scale of importance that differentiate products environmental impact starts from zero 
equivalent to 'non-green' products' for products that are not considered to have any 
environmental impact areas during LCA stages to 'dark-green' apply on products that 
considered every single aspects of their LCA stages - 37 agreed strongly, 45 tend to agreed, 
21 tend to disagreed and, 17 disagreed strongly as they found this method very complicated. 
Respondents third preference was the award of a single attribution label for each 
environmental merit for packaging products, for example one label for packagings' 
recycling content and another for the efficient use of energy during manufacturing on a 
scale from one minimum to ten maximum - the numbers are 20 agreed strongly, 27 tend to 
agreed, 45. tend to disagree and, 03 ) disagreed strongly. 
In addition, other alternatives suggested on environmental awarding of paper based 
pack aging included EMAS/ ISO certification, Environmental cards, Forest certification and 
stated that the use of LCA and impact assignment should be considered for environmental 
awarding of paper based packaging. 
There was a tendency to agreement on the statement that when a packaging product carries 
an environmental award (label) for its environmental qualities in conjunction with a 
companys' environmental activities, it should be as a result of environmental auditing 
methodology, with 34 believed strongly, 72 tend to believe; in opposition 13 tend to 
disbelieve and, 12 did not expressed any preference. 
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Furthermore, most of subjects' believed that UK packaging companies did not incorporate 
an environmental audit programme review, witli 32 disbelieved strongly, 46 tend to 
disbelieve and in opposition 24 felt absolutely positive and 17 tend to believe, 12 did not 
state any preference. Respondents with a positive answer were asked to give information 
about what the audit might involved. Their answers were as follows stated in a'sequence of 
the most common auditing activity conducted. 
Compliance with legislation 
Control Environmental Impact 
Specific management aspect related with corporate policy e. g. BS 7750 
Particular area of the organisation operation e. g. energy and resources conservation 
Waste management audits 
Suppliers audit 
Quality control audits 
Verifying operation systems 
Cost saving audits 
Observations 
Respondents claimed that UK packaging companies were concerned about environmental 
issues related with their production moreover, conventionally in relation with the EU 
Directive on Packaging and Packaging Waste, agreed in December 1994 and, approved 
through regulations by Parliament in March 1997 that set specific targets for the recovery 
and recycling of used packaging. Particular areas of concern are: suppliers legislation and 
comformability with regulations covering air, water and ground pollution, packaging end- 
use, raw materials conservation, forestry certification. Also, public concerns on demands of 
environmental orientated products, environmental profit by investing in clean technology 
practices and inventors , 
interests on enhancing and maintaining an environmental and 
ethical profile for the company. 
Furthermore, there is a growing interest in developing of environmental management 
systems (EMSs). A Senior Packaging Technologist commented in an interview that EMSs 
are a 'necessary' part of business activities towards good management and good 
housekeeping and are giving reputations and credibility in business environmental 
performance. Barrett (1995) gives an example that one leading tissue products 
manufacturer in the UK has been told by a major retailer client that it will be expected to 
4 have a certified environmental management system. Both Confederation of European 
Barrett, J. (1995), European Policy -Makers Soften Cormnand and Control Approach, in 'Pulp and 
Paper International', June issue, pp. 74-77 
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Paper Industries (CEPI) and the European Tissue Symposium (ETS) propose this approach 
as an alternative to eco-labelling. 
According to CEPI (1995), the advantage of EMAS is that, unlike cco-labelling, it takes 
account of different national starting points in the regulatory field and focuses on 
environmental improvement. 5 However, the International Institute for Environment and 
Development (IIED, 1996) find that because of this very aspect of EMAS is likely to make 
it unacceptable as an alternative to eco-labelling, as it potentially allows all producers to be 
certified even if they vary considerably in terms of performance. 6 
However, it should be considered that Environmental Management Systems assess the 
environmental performance of a company rather 'than the product. Typically, those 
companies certified or verified are allowed to use a logo on corporate publicity material but 
not on their products and packaging. But, even if EMS do not certify/venify products and 
packaging, product and packaging remain an interconnected component - of business 
activities. 
In addition; even if it has been established tb at to award packaging under an eco-labelling 
scheme is not the most desirable option, there is an urgent need for packaging to have an 
assessment methodology for its environmental impact. Comparisons on respondents 
opinions from the first survey, the first stage of interviews with the second stage of the 
findings reveals that there is no corresponding difference in their beliefs about the existing 
use of various environmental claims on packaging. The majority of the subjects' (92) on 
the second stage of research interviews also found environmental claims on packaging to be 
difficult to evaluate and compare with 32 who disbelieved strongly and, 46 who tended to 
disbelieved (stated in response to the enquiry if their companies identify the need to address 
the environmental performance of their products on a cradle-to-grave basis). But cradle-to- 
grave LCAs and auditing methodologies are the basis to evaluate the environmental 
performance of a product and packaging in order to award an environmental certificate. 
Alternative approaches to eco-labels are evaluated in the section below. 
5 CEPI (1995), Mscellaneous Press Releases on Eco-Labelling, Confederation of European Paper 
Industries, Brussels, Belgium 
6 RED (1996) 'Towards a Sustainable Paper Cycle', International Institute for Environment and 
Development 
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4.5 ' Primary considerations on environmental awards for paper and board 
packaging 
At present, there is no environmental label to certify the environmental qualities of paper 
packaging products, for packaging retailers., constructors and manufacturing companies. 
Studies conducted about packaging material (defined as product category by the EU 
ecolabelling) by the Competent Body in Italy stopped because of the complexities of this 
product category (UK Ecolabelling Board, personal communication, March 1996). Most of 
the ecolabelling schemes which define the environmental impact of the packaging - always 
in relation to the product - mention only one environmental impact area of packaging. For 
example the EU Ecolabelling scheme when defining criteria for single-ended and double- 
ended light bulb - recommend cardboard packaging that must contain a minimum of 65 % 
recycled material (by weightf. Single-attribute-certification environmental labels awarding 
as well the recycling content on packaging products. And, the only environmental 
logos/symbols for packaging that are in existence are about recovery and recycling of 
packaging wastes. 
Another issue to be addressed is that during the second stage of interviews it was revealed 
that the UK and European packaging industry was not always interested in the use of eco- 
labelling. In relation to this point, the British Waste Paper Association commented that: 
'the European packaging industry is not interested in Eco-labelfing or life cycle analysis ". 
The same belief is shared by EC, Council Regulation on the Community Eco-libel award 
scheme, where the overall position of the European industry towards the development of 
the Community scheme has described in general as taking a very reserved vis-A-vis position. 
The EC found only the European Association of the Textile Industry and the European 
Confederation of Paint Manufacturers to have fully supported the implementation of the 
Community eco-label in their sector. In addition, EC comments that: 'many associations 
which are bound to represent the interests of the whole or at least the majority of their 
members, do notfavour this approach '10. 
'Ecolabel Criteria', UK Ecolabelling Board Factsheet, No. LB/1, May 1996 
For symbols for reusable; recoverable packaging, identification system for plastics; and percentage of 
recycled materials see: Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive, Official Journal of the European 
Communities, No C 285/1, ANNEX I, Marking 
9 Personal Communication with the Mr. Jones, G, National Secretary, British Waste Paper Association, 
2. August. 1995 
10 The approach ofthe EU ecolabel is related to its selective nature, as criteria established in such a way 
that only a number of products can qualify for the label. This approach introduces'competition between 
manufacturers on environmental ground and is the key difficulty of European industrial associations. - 
See EC, Council Regulation on the Community Eco-label award scheme, 2/12/96, p. 9 
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Summarising the comments offered during the second stage of interviews, corporations may 
consider the following in relation to environmental awarding of packaging. 
=> Implementation of LCA methodologies for the design and production of a particular 
product related to (and effecting) a company's environmental policy with vision and a 
strategic management plan in place. 
=> Feasibility studies that address a pragmatic approach to the comparison of 
environmental investment and cost benefit analysis. 
=> Comparative studies with products in the same product categoryll, to reveal potential 
areas of improvement and to address the environmental impact of the product in all 
life-cycle stages. 
Continuously improving with minimum award (label) period of up to two years - 
especially for products where technology changes rapidly. 
Avoiding the confusion or misperception when a product carries an environmental label 
(outside its country of origin) where the label is not validated (e. g. Green Dot used in 
products in the British market without any explanation to consumers). 
Competitive advantage to corporations coming from the use of an international label 
and system commonly accepted and recognised. 
Investing in research and development for future product innovation. Such products' 
may appear to carry exceptional or additional environmental benefits, outside the scope 
of ecolabelling. 
In addition to the above list, environmental labelling programmes should consider not just 
the setting of standards on existing products but standardising provision and guidelines for 
environmentilly responsible products in the future. Corporations should employ 
technology, design creativity, accounting and management science to create such products. 
Design management abilities are essential to co-ordinated such progress (see chap; er 2.10 
for the role of design management in establishing 'green' concepts on packaging products). 
To assess the environmental performance of paper and board packaging - based on the 
findings from the previous stage of interviews - three options are evaluated as follows: 
1. Performance Eco-Values (PEV) -Single environmental attribution Performance Eco- 
values credentials are used in awarding some environmental qualifies of the product. 
Each eco-values represents different environmental attributes of the product on a scale 
start from one - minimum to ten - maximum (e. g. a product could award 5 for its 
recycling context and 7 for the efficient use of energy during manufacture). This system 
'product group' and 'product category' is the same definition used by ecolabelling C, 
schemes to describe the particular products that are examined under the scheme, for 
example: detergents; washing machine; light bulbs etc. &ý IM 0 
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has similarities with the environmental cards, as it is giving a full description for each 
environmental attribute of the product. 
2. Eco-Rating Scale (Eco-S) - Assess the environmental Impact of the product in all life- 
cycle stages The Eco-Rating scale addresses the environmental impact of the product 
in all stages of the products life-cycle. Using LCA methodology products under this 
system are rated as 'Dark Greens' for superior environmental performance equivalent 
to products that considered every single aspect of their LCA; 'Green' for acceptable 
environmental performance applying to products that are considered less aspect of their 
LCA stages followed by, 'Liglit Greens' equivalent to products for considering less 
environmental requirements during their life-cycle and, 'Non - green' for not awarding 
any environmental merits. 
3. Environmental award and Eco-points - Assessing companys' environmental profile 
This study views the packaging product (the formulation and the design of the product) 
as a result of the companys' environmental policy. The intention of the study was to 
examine the product as a part of the holistic management and marketing; examining 
aspects related to industrial ecology and employing life-cycle-analysis to investigate 
the environmental impact of paper packaging products' from the selection of raw 
materials; to manufacturing; use; and final disposal. The 'Environmental award' is used 
-as a more comprehensive form of environmental analysis in assessing the 
environmental performance of the companys' with effect to the final product. 
The 'Environmental award' most 'popular preference is used in assessing the producer 
(manufacturer/ retailer) for their environmental performance (policy and initiatives) that 
are in place, while the use of eco-values awarded to a products' single contribution on the 
environment, and the Eco-S award products for their whole environmental. performance. 
Respondents preferences are towards the use of the Environmental award' and a rating scale 
like the Eco-S award. Those two options are explored and evaluated in more details on the 
phase A. of the investigation stage in the next chapter. 
The relationship of the 'Environmental award' with the Eco-values and the Eco-S is 
illustrated in the Figure 4.4 follows. 
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4.6 Summary 
The current situation in the use of environmental claims on products and packaging has 
been examined and furthermore. methodolo-gy for environmental labelling and auditing for 
paper based packaging has been assessed. L, 
Following this, the evaluation of the findings from the first survey, research interviews and, 
the observations made provide specifications and directions for fon-natting different 111odels 
of environmental analysis to examine and assess the environmental performance of 
packaging, presented at the next chapter. 
The main conclusion drawn frorn the explanatory stage of the study is that the model of 
environmental analysis should include three factors: environmental management systems 
(EMSs) principles, theory and methodology; LCA and auditing assessment methodologies Zý 
and, the differentiation of products and packaging environmental performance. 
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CHAPTER 5. EWESTIGATION STAGE: PRASE A. Initial Model 
Formulation and Development 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the methodology used for evaluating five prototype formats of the 
model of environmental analysis. In order to test the hypothesis described in chapter 2. and 
the development of the hypothesis suggested in chapter 4. a multi-faceted approach to 
evaluation is adopted from angles of both communication of the qualities that the model 
are posing and the understanding and effectiveness of its use by third parties. This approach 
consists of a set of data collection techniques and differing data analysis methods. The 
chapter discusses how each format of the model was formulated and presented in 
international business and design events and then evaluated in one-to-one evaluation. 
5.2 Models prototyping 
The Investigation Stage Phase A. deals with the development of different interpretation of 
models aiming to recommend a methodology for managing and assessing environmental 
issues related with companys' policy and products' requirements such as packaging. Prior to 
the interviews where each format of the model was tested with specific participants, the 
model(s) of environmental analysis were presented in international business and design 
events. The progress of the research study was also presented. 
Five prototype formats of the model of environmental analysis were developed and 
presented in five refereed papers reporting the research in progress and explaining how each 
model operates. Following this, based on the five different interpretations of the model, 
five different interview sessions took place for evaluating each prototype format of the 
model. Before examining how the models were evaluated (see 5.3.1), presented and -analysed 
(see 5.3.2) the development process has to be explained in chronological order. These 
process was as follows: 
The first prototype format of the model of environmental analysis was presented in March 
1996 at the International Conference 'Whose Values? - Ethics in the International Business 
Environment. The participants of this event were from businesses and academia also, 
researchers with background in business and management (not in design). This audience was 
appropriate to present the paper "Environmental Business Strategy. A new Model for 
Development? " that talks about the use of environmental information on products and 
packaging and emphasises the role and environmental responsibilities for businesses in the 
use of such information. The first model for environmental analysis figure 5.1 (see 5.3.2) 
observes the development of an ethical code of practice related to environmental issues 
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between the producer, verifier and consumer and, its' effects on product design and 
packaging. At the same event an evaluation was presented - in the format of a scale of 
importance - between ethical investment in the use of environmental information and their 
appearance (labelling) on products. 
The second prototype format of the model that deals with eco-design and design 
management found the most appropriate audience to be the Industrial Designers Society of 
America (IDSA) 'Alternatives Realities', Worldesign '96 Conference. The model illustrates 
the relationship of the 'quality of management' that considers 'environmental issues'; 
4environmental standards'; 'eco-design' - characteristics; 'sustainable development' 
indicators, ' and its' effect on the 'quality of life'. The main emphasis (see figure 5.2 in 
section 5.3.2) to come is that design needs the development of 'environmental standards' 
to progress and improve eco-design products and packaging, "hile avoiding pitfalls in terms 
oý for example, choosing materials or evaluating related ecodesign concepts. 
The evaluation of environmental information on products and packaging in a scale of 
importance, was an idea that gathered momentum and support during -the research 
interviews at the explanatory stage (see 4.5) an attempt was made in the IDSA conference 
to rate the outcomes of ecological assessment in this format. Eco-S stands for Eco- 
Scale/Eco-Systern (see figure 5.3 in 5.3.2) shows the concept of an eco-rating scale being 
developed to assist designers and design managers to cope with the complexity of eco- 
design, regarding the different levels of business environmental commitments. - 
At the 'Business Strategy and the Environment Conference' (1996) a third prototype 
format of the model was presented that spoke about auditing methodology and 
considerations regarding the environmental performance of business with effects on their 
products and services, as the audience was from business background (working on a business 
sector or teaching/resýarching about issues related with business and environmental 
performance). The auditing model described in Figure 5.4 (5.3.2) recommends the stages 
that the environmental auditing methodology should follow towards the development of an 
environmental management strategy. Also a comprehensive format of auditing 
considerations was presented. The model is shown in figure 5.5 (section 5.3.2) and gives an 
overview of the progress that an environmental action policy should consider to establish a 
management plan. 
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At the 'The 81h International Forum on Design Afanagement Research and Education' 
(1996) conference the first format of the Environmental Management Control System 
(EMCS) model presented and represented the fourth prototype format of models of 
environmental analysis. The EMCS model (see figure 5.6 in section 5.3.2) works to produce 
environmental sensitivity on products and services by introducing a plan of action for 
managers and design managers. The EMCS model emphasises the need for the adoption of 
enviromnental standards. 
At 'The European Academy. of Design' (1997) conference an overview of the research 
study was presented along with the fifth prototype format of the model called MEPA 
(Measuring Environmental Products Acceptability) Model that is more directly related to 
auditing design activities. The MEPA model illustrated in figure 5.7 (presented in 5.3.2) is a 
comprehensive format of the model of environmental analysis and auditing design activities 
which conceptualised the applicability and the requirements of an ecologically orientated 
design. 
The models are formulated to be adopted for a periodic and systematic approach to 
environmental auditing review and procedures in support of an environmental management 
system and differentiation of-products and packaging environmental qualities. 
5.2.1 Procedures 
The methodology used to formulate and test the five different prototype formats of the 
model of environmental analysis followed the hard systems approach as described in 
chapter 3.4.3. This approach consists of nine stages according to Waring (1989: 56-61) the 
first four stages covered in chapters 2 and 4, were: Ist Groundwork, 2nd Awareness, 3rd 
Goals and objectives and 4th Measures. The 5th Models - this stage is about testing possible 
options (different prototype formats of the model) against measures of performance, 
followed by 6th Evaluation - which is about assessing the likely outcomes of each option 
under a range of possible conditions; testing credibility with client set. Those two stages 
developed in the investigation stage phase A. of the research are presented in this chapter. 
Moreover the 7th Making a choice stage of hard system approach that deals with the 
choice of best solution (model) from the tested options (prototype formats of different 
models) and 8th Implementation stage aimed to be developed and explored in detail in the 
testing and evaluation stage of the research (presented in chapter 7). 
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The first prototype format of the model constructed was based on the observations made in 
the previous chapter (see 4.5), the interrelation of the data and links hypothesised to exist 
were based on observations made in chapter 2. Furthermore, the study includes within each 
prototype format of the model the three component parts of a system such as a) inputs - 
which provide the system with what it needs to be able to operate b) processes - that 
transforms an input into an output and, c) outputs - which are the results of the operation 
of a process! The thinking of prototyping each of the five different process model based 
on the definition provided by ICSA (1993: 202). 
Prototyping, potentially, is not so much a design technique but a whole new 
approach to the design and construction of systems. A prototype is a model of all 
or part of a system, built to show users early in the design process how it win 
appear. .... The user could make suggested amendments, which would 
be incorporated 
into the next model. 
The five models were pro totyped on the basis to be different experimental prototypes. The 
-scope wasto construct 
different prototype formats of environmental analysis models that 
differ in the way, the variety and the amount of the information presented in each model. 
However the same aim applied for each prototype format of the models and that was to 
structure a format that implemented environmental management systems practices 
compatible with the packaging design process. Furthermore what is aimed to be achieved 
from the construction and testing of different experimental prototypes was to select the 
most advantageous model in terms of performance, applicability in use and user 
understanding to be explored in an evolutionary prototyping approach (see 7.2) that 
constructed the final recommended model. 
The formulation of each prototype format of the model was viewed from diverse angles., 
The first format was closely related to business ' environmental practices and ethics about 
the use of environmental information on packaging products. The second format of model 
prototype emphasised the management approach in relation to sustainable development 
principles, environmental standards and with effects about eco-design development. , 
The 
third format examined the role of environmental auditing as a part of management strategy 
related to corporate and environmental policy. The fourth format presented the stages of 
environmental policy in relation to strategic management and auditing. Finally the fifth 
format was an interpretation of ecological designconsiderations. 
'Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators. QCSA, 1993) Study text. Pre-Professional 
Managing Information Syslem, BPP Publishing Limited, London, p. 85 
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Finally even if each prototype format synthesised under a different spectrum - the intention 
of the researcher was to interpret the information material presented in each model different 
to each other - the observations made during the testing of each prototype format 
considered in developing the next format of the model prototype and included 41 the 
formulation of the final solution. 
The conceptual thinking in modelling the different prototype formats of the models is 
defined as follows. 
Conceptual modelling aims to model the desired system precisely. The 
model is built on an abstract level, which means that no details concerning 
data representation or plans for systems implementation are included. The 
aim is to create a natural model, which means that the model corresponds 
on a one-to-one basis with user concepts of parts of the real world definition 
of their requirements (IqSA, 1993: 204). 
The prototype format that followed for conceptual modelling used three elements: a) the 
structure component _ consisting _ of entities, attributes and relationships, 
b) the rules 
component consisting of restrictions on the elements of the structured component and 
c) the process component consisting of all the processes which operate on elements of the 
structure component. 2 
Having examined the thinking in constructing the different prototype -formats of the 
models the following options have examined. Initially, the most desirable option for the 
study to test the different prototype formats of the modelwas to arrange a day and place 
(provided at De Montfort University facilities) for presentation, to select participants, 
giving them plenty of notice and invite them along to attend the presentation and give 
their feedback on the models. This option has been rejected mainly for reasons such as: the 
participants have to take a day off from their work to take part in the research exercise and 
evaluation. Also, people contacted for this purpose expressed the problem of the time 
available and some suggested it be sent'to them for evaluation. In addition, these 
presentations have to be repeated for all the different formats of the model. It should be 
noted however, that at that stage the researcher did not know how many formats the model 
will take and whether it will be practical or feasible to organise the many presentations 
required. 
The second option that has been found more applicable was to present the model and the 
process of the research in events that are recognised for their reputation in the design and 
Ibid. 
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business environment and, then test each different format of the model in one-to-one 
evaluation. 
The acceptance for presentation of the models in major referred conferences also provided 
credibility for the research study. In addition* there were benefits such as meeting different 
audience in different events thus providing a wide range of people with whom to discuss the 
research and the different prototype formats of the model. The researcher also acquired 
gained experience by attending presentations of other research projects in different stages, 
including completed research outcomes or research in progress. By publicising the progress 
of the ongoing research the work gained credentials and the paper that presented the model 
was widely disseminated for evaluation. 
Instruments used in presentations 
Each presentation was about twenty minutes to half an hour maximum, allowing ten to 
fifteen minutes approximately for discussion and questions depending on the schedule of the 
event. Overheads, slides and power point presentation material was used to illustrate the 
points. The time of the presentation was divided between to three to five minutes 
maximum for introduction of the subject of the paper and the aim of the research project, 
depending on the audience familiarity with the subject area. Next findings of the research in 
relation to the model creation was presented (five to ten minutes). Then the models of 
environmental analysis were presented and explanations given, allowing at the end two 
minutes approximately for conclusion and closing. The feedback of these presentations was 
useful and encouraging for the further development of the model (in different stages). The 
audiences were extremely positive and expressed enormous interested in the presented work. 
5.2.2 Observations 
The presentation of the research in conferences was considered as an opportunity to meet 
people and discuss ideas in the research area. This is in addition to the feedback obtained in 
one-to-one evaluation organised and achieved by following a structured research interview 
methodology with selected key people (see 5.3), attendance at suitable national and 
international conferences afforded on additional opportunity to receive less structured but 
nevertheless valuable commentary of the work in progress. 
The intention during informal discussion with the participants of the events after ý the 
presentation was to gain comments in the research work-, in particular to provide 
indications about strengths and weakness on the different formats of the models. Overall 
observations from the comments from informal discussions were as follow. 
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" the models provides a useful ground for conceptualise design requirements with 
company's environmental performance targets, 
" overall the different prototype formats of the model were found to be in a complex 
form with a lot of information on display and lots of directions to be followed, 
" suggestions for improvements include simplicity on the formulation of the model and, 
that deals with reducing the stages to be followed and the use of more direct, simplified 
and, existing terminology if possible, 
in general it was supported the idea of assessing the environmental performance of a 
company in relation to the product by the use of an eco rating scale (Eco/S), 
from the five formats of the model the EMCS model appeared to perceived more 
positively and, the one with more potentials to be explored. It was also, suggested that 
attention required to modified the model in more direct and communicative form. 
5.3 Interviews and Testing 
The presented models were evaluated after each event by interviews with individuals from 
packaging constructor and retailer companies, paper and packaging manufacturers and 
design and environmental consultancies. In the investigation stage phase A. five different 
formats of the model of environmental analysis were produced as described above (section 
5.2) and evaluated in five groups of interviews (see appendix III. Model protolyping 
Intervieivs Checklist). However, it should be noted that while the observations from each 
model testing considered the next format of the model, the interview plan and the 
evaluation questionnaire used remain the same for each different format of the model. In 
that way the analysis follows the same rigid formula avoiding mistakes to be made on 
duplication of data and allows comparisons to be made between the different formats of the 
model. 
The intentions of the model summarised as to establish a credible and straightforward way 
to monitor, control and assess the environmental performance of the company in relation 
to and with effects upon the final product and packaging. Furthermore, such way (instructed 
as model) aimed to be able to demonstrate the differentiation of packaging products' 
qualities with regards to differ environmental impact and performance. Outlined the aims of 
the models evaluation were as following: 
1st Understanding. To clarify any misconception on the fundamentals intentions of 
the model and estimate the level of understanding and communication of the qualities of the 
model. 
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2nd Performance. To check the degree of effectiveness of the model based on the 
practical background of the potential respondents. Test possible options against measures of 
performance. 
3rd Improvements. To accumulate recommendations for improvements to be considered 
for inclusion in the next format of the model. 
5.3.1 Methodology used in interviews and testing 
Each fonnat of the model prototype after presented in international business and/or design 
events assessed in one-to-one evaluation. The potential interviewee was contacted by 
phone with a request to participate in the research progress. The aims of the study and the 
interview were explained. When the contact was successful and the respondent offered a day 
to be interviewed arrangements were made for the interview according ýo the interview 
schedule. The interview schedule followed a pre-arranged structured fonnat described below, 
the selection of the participants and the instrument used are also discussed'in the followings 
sub-sections. 
InterviewMethod 
The structured format of the inlervieiv schedule aimed to provide consistency to the data 
gathering. That enabled the researcher to analyse the collected information and anticipate 
any recommendations for improvements made and, the changes required for developing the 
qualifies of the model. The duration of the interview based on the evaluation questionnaire 
usedwasabout twenty minutes apart from the free discussion that took place in response to 
the last item of the questionnaire. The interviews followed a pre-arranged plan supported by 
the use of a multiple-choice questionnaire informal discussion took place at the end of the 
interview questionnaire. In that way, respondents were given the opportunity to present 
their views associated with the research project and, to add any significant comment in 
relation to the model that might be missed out or not described adequately from the 
interview questionnaire. The length and the depth of the conversation varies depending on 
the availability of the participant to explore further the topic that was under investigation. 
Interview Participants 
The participants were selected from The Institute of Packaging Directory and Review 
95196, Design Business Association Directoty of members 1995196, the Chamber of 
Commerce Database and some participants from the explanatory stage of the research 
interviews. The sample method based on dimensional sampling that is a fiirther refinement 
of quota sampling _- thus 
described as the non-probability equivalent to stratified sampling. 
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Dimensional sampling defined by Cohen et. al., (1994: 1. '32)-l as identifying various factors 
of interest in a population and obtainin( ,, at least one respondent of every combination of Zý 
those factors. Thus, in the study the target population were those involved in creation of 
packaging apd distinction was made between the attitudes to the model of those who 
manufactured the packaging, those in papermaking (suppliers), those that were giving 
environmental advice for packaging and, those specialised in packaging design and 
consultancy. The sampling plan aimed to obtain minimum two responses from each 
predetermined group of professionals: a) packaging constructor/ manufacturer b) paper and 
board supplier c) environmental advisors and, d) design consultancies. 
Interview Instruments 
Respondents that agreed to be interviewed received copies of the model(s) by post or by 
fax, minimum a week in advance prior to the arranged day of the interview. A covering 
letter was posted to them describing the research project, explaining the aim of the 
interview, reminding the day and time that have been arranged for interview and 
acknowledged participants contribution on the progress of the research and the further 
development of the model. In addition the evaluation questionnaire included aiming to give 
subjects' plenty of time to think in advance about their replies and to prompt the discussion 
during the interview on the desirable track. 
The foHowing evaluation questionnaire consists of nine items, from those six supported by 
a second item that used dependants as the form of respondent reply, one has a group of 
items as a choice for the respondent, plus one item asking for more information. The item 
that asked for additional information were about the research project and the overall 
performance of the model, on some occasions complimentary models and tables were used 
in support to the evaluation of the model of environmental analysis the free discussion 
directed in assessing those features incorporated in the main model. Moreover, in relation 
to the final item of the questionnaire when subjects' offered comments about the study and 
the model such data is reported in the appendices and the most important evaluation 
included in the findings in section 5.3.2. and 5.4. The items presented on the evaluation 
questionnaire used for testing and the five different formats of the model(s) were as 
follows. 
1) Do you find the model to be effective in use by packaging constructor companies and 
paper manufacturers? 
3 Quoted by Bennett. N., et. al. (1994) Improving Educational Management through Research and 
Consultancy, The Open University, UK 
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la) If you have any reason to disapprove the effectiveness of the model, please feel 
free to state such reasons. 
2) Do you understand the directions and the links indicated by arrows from one stage to 
another? Ifnegative or uncertain ansiver. 2a) Please state if something is missing or 
not described adequately. 
3) Are you familiar with the terminology used? 
4) Does the terminology describe adequately well the stages indicated? 4a) If you feel that 
the terminology is not appropriate. - Please feel free to make any suggestions. 
5) Is the model self explanatory from one stage to another? 
If negative ansiver. 5a) Do you feel that more. instruction is needed? 
6) Do you think there is enough information and direction provided? 
If negative ansiver. 6a) Do you think that there is not enough of information/direction 
included? Please feel free to make any recommendations. 
7) Do you find the model to have a practical application for packaging businesses? 
Provided that the ansiver is negative or uncertain - 7a) Could you please state the 
reasons in support of the statement that the model has not a practical application for 
packaging businesses; 
8) Who do you believe could use the model? 
a) Environmental manager; b) Environmental Consultancý; c) Environmental auditor 
(internal or external); d) Head of Design/ Design Manager; e) Design Consultancy; 
0 Other. (Please specify) 
9) Do you have to add any comment in relation to the model(s) and the research project. 
At the day of the interview the response questionnaire was repeated to the subject - and 
notes have been kept. On some occasions the interviewee sent back the questionnaire with 
comments and complimentary information i. e. company's brochures, leaflets and other 
publications. 
5.3.2 Findings from interviews and testing 
The analysis of, the findings from the open-ended items of the evaluation questionnaire 
followed the standard format of content analysis although, cross-sectional analysW is used 
to identify regularities by making comparisons of variations across the sample. 
The same evaluation questionnaire was used for each of the, five formats of the model and 
can be found in Appendix Ill. 
' For cross-sectional analysis see Easterby-Smith. M., et al. (1994) The Philosophy of Research Design, 
as published in chapter 5., p. 77 in the book Improving Educational Management through Research and 
Consultancy, by the Open University, UK 
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Findingsfrom the Fintformat of model testing, 
For the evaluation of the first format of the model prototype nine subjects took part. The 
business activity of the respondents companies were three packaging constructor/ 
manufacturers, two paper and board suppliers, two environmental consultancies and two 
more design consultancies. The position of the subjects were three Head of Production or 
Managers, two Packaging Controllers or Specifiers, two Packaging Designers and two 
Environmental Advisors. 
The model pictured in Figure 5.1. was presented to the subjects for evaluation. The model 
indicates the relationships on environmental grounds between the 'Producer- responsible 
for implementing an acceptable environmental solution, the 'Purchaser- responsible for 
conceptualising the greening of business, in terms of demands for 'green' products and, the 
'Verfler'; responsible for controlling the 'greening' of business. Some indications are given 
of what the Producer should do, in relation to environmental policy - in tenns of a 
proactive policy and forward planning and about the organisational structure. The model 
emphasises that the environmental achievements should be reported both to Verifier for 
accreditation and general public thus enhancing the producer's environmentally responsible 
image. 
A content analysis (see Table 111.1. in Appendix 111) of the data collected from the one-to- 
one evaluation showed that subjects felt that the relationship between the producer, 
purchaser and verifier is very transparent and that the impact of environmental issues is 
described adequately well. Subjects also felt that the directions for the producer are precise. 
and that all the requirements for the consumer (purchaser) are included. 
With regard to the practical application of the model, subjects found the hierarchy of the 
producer activities in a good order. However, they indicated that more information is 
required about eco-design characteristics and requirements. In addition subjects felt that they 
needed more explanations and directions about legislative requirements affecting their 
production; likewise subjects needed additional information about methodology in 
conducting an environmental impact assessment. Subjects were dissatisfied with the use of 
the terminology. They reported that they required additional thinking to understand some 
unfamiliar terms, examples are the wordings 'ethical control system', and 'ethical 
investment initiatives'. 
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Considerations for improvement include subjects sug-gesti provide more specific on to 
directions for the producer, in particular how the environmental activities should be 
established and the environmental impact assessment and how the cost benefit analysis 
should be conducted. Subjects also su4-ested the use of an explanatory docurnent t1or the 
producer activities in support of the model. 
Free discussion took place in evaluating the first attempt at differentiating products 
environmental performance in the format of a scale of importance focusing on issues of' 
ethical investment in the use of environmental information and the appearance (labelling) 
of environmental information on products. The Table 5.1 pictures this relationship. The 
table deals with the significance of different levels of en vIron mental commitments starting 
from 'very weak-' when environmental clairris appear on products and packaging making 
assumptions about the actual quality of the provided infon-nation, to '%ery stron", X.. 'hen the L- 
company has conducted an environmental auditing analysis related to the environmental 
qualities of the labelled product and packaging, has also taken an official eco-label - if 
available - and also the company is able to provide environmental information about the 
labelled product/ packaging to consurner; while monitoring for continuous improvements. 
H 
Conducting 
Labelling eco-audtt . total 
Environmental envifortmental and 
information cost t)enetit 
analysis. 
Giving pfoducts 
Intels with officiai 
recognition 
A clopting PfoducTs Monltoringlr, 
officid recognition, continuously 
Contacting improvem4_. nts 
rroduc! Life Cycle Repxfing environ- 
Certify an Analysis mental infofmalion 
Environmental Scientific analysis on prcducýts quali- 
claim - Giving some and reporting on 
fles and companies 
Piesentirrig an explanation at products enviFon- envircnmenloý 
envifonmental claim- products environ- mental adverse activities 
A, ýsurnption of enviton- mental qualities L mental qualities, 
Very weak weak : E ................................. 
Strong i : I ................................... 
Very strong 
....................................... 
Relationship between environmental labelling and investment in 'ethical' imaoe 
Ethical 
investment 
Table 5.1 Testing aspects of the model of environmental analvsis - 
Piwiation of buvhwu eiii, irt)nmeiitalperji)rtmiitccý. Fir. vifi)rmai 
SI ow ce 'Etivironmental Business Strategy :A new model for development' rclerecd paper presented at 
conference Who. ýc Values' -I ýtlncs in the Internati, nal Business Enx ironnient. orLi; inised b% Thanies Vallcý 
Unlvcrsm . 
N/Larch 18-20 1996, Park Court I lotel, London 
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The responses of the four subjects who commented on the representation of the 
relationship between environmental labelling and investment in 'ethical' image were 
positive. Their comments included 'it is a good indication of how many products with 
various environmental performance can still claim environmental credentials'and that 'the 
table demonstrates a way of thinking about how to differentiate products environmental 
performance, and it will be helpful if it could have more information to assess and evaluate 
eývironmenlal products characteristics. 
Findings from the Secondformat of model testing . 
The second prototype of the model anticipated the following recommendations from the 
testing and evaluation of the first prototype format. 
More information required about eco-design characteristics and requirements. 
More explanations and directions required about legislative requirements affecting 
packaging production. 
Additional information 
_suggested 
to be included about methodology in conducting an 
environmental impact assessment. 
Attention required in the use of the terminology. 
For evaluation of the second format fourteen subjects participated. The business activity of 
respondents companies were five packaging constructors/ manufacturers, three paper and 
board suppliers, three environmental consultancies and three design consultancies. The 
position of the subjects' were five Managing Directors and Production Managers, four 
Packaging Specifier and Technologists, three Packaging Designers and two Environmental 
Advisors. 
A content analysis (see Table 111.2 in Appendix III) was performed to analyse the findings 
from one-to-one evaluation of the second format of the model pictured in Figure 5.2. The 
findings showed subjects to understand the message and the main points of the model. 
Subjects also understood the terminology used and the basic relations from one stage to 
another i. e. how considerations for environmental issues can lead in sustainable 
development. Whereas subjects felt confused about the directions provided on how to 
achieve these main points. And, they commented that the overall performance of the 
model was very descriptive resulting in making it overcomplicated. 
In the part of the practical application of the model subjects found that the model 
provoked an interesting concept for packaging business and that the network between the 
requirements for the 'quality of life' with the 'quality of management' was realistic and 
good interpretation. 
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However, subjects indicated a number of disadvantages for the effectiveness in use of the 
model including that the model carried a lot of data and the intermediate directions from 
one stage to another made it complicated. They also felt that it was difficult to use the 
instruction to be followed and that the links and directions indicated by arrows need to be 
more simplified. In addition subjects suggested that they required more precise directions 
about how to proceed from one stage to another Subjects also felt that they need more 
information about how to proceed in adopting environmental standards and performance 
requirements. Subjects suggestions are surnmarised into the following points. 
To be more direct and more easy to follow by simplifying links. 
To keep to the minimum amount of information. 
To think about re-constructing the model without using arrows. To examine the option 
to replace the arrows with directions to follow in rows step by step. 
Six 
-interviewers 
commented about the use of Eco/S illustrated in figure 5.3. The Eco-S that 
stands for Eco-Scale/ Eco-System is built on the requirements of an eco designed product, it 
provides a framework that rates the environmental performance of a product and packaging 
at five different levels of ecological considerations. Starting from the first level it applies a 
'primary ecological consideration' to the fifth level equivalent to 'deep ecological 
consideration'. The Eco-S tests the concept of an eco-rating scale being developed to assist 
designers and managers to cope with complexity of eco design and differentiate- products 
and packaging attributes on the environment. 
Subjects found this graphically representation of a rating system a good concept to iddresses 
the environmental impact of the product in all stages of the products life-cycle. They also 
felt that it had potential for evaluation of the environmental performance of the final 
product and packaging. However they. felt that the information on the boxes was 
complicated and hard to read. 
Findings from the Thirdformat of model teving 
Based on the recommendations for improvements from the testing of the second format of 
model prototyping the following modifications took place: 
0 the links has been restructured and simplified by presenting information in a tabular 
form, 
the arrows replaced with directions in rows to follow step by step, 
the directions about how to proceed from one stage of environmental analysis to 
another planned to prioritise efficiently the activities to be followed. 
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Twelve subjects took part for the evaluation of the third format of the model. The business 
activity of the subjects' companies were four packaging constructor/mantifacturers, three 
paper and board suppliers, four environmental consultancies and three design consultancies. 
The position of the subjects were three Managers and Production Directors, six Packaging 
Conti-oilers or Specialists or Engineers. two Environmental Advisors and three Designers 
and Project Leaders. 
Figure 5.4 displays the third format of the prototype of model testing. The model gives an 
overview of the progress of an environmental action policy through a well established 
management plan. The data collected from the one-to-one evaluation (see Table 111.3 in 
Appendix 111) reveals that subjects felt that tile inodel includes appropriate inana(Tenient 
principles and prioritises efficiently the activities to be followed. 
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The quality of information also found of a satisfactory level. However subjects felt thit the 
amount of data mcluded was more than required for the model to operate efficiently and for 
a siriall sample (four subjects) appeared to have problems in understanding the terminology. 
Moreover, subjects felt that the model presented too many stages to follow, they also felt 
that because of this reason it rriade the model difficult to be rnemorised and recalled the 
stages to be followed when required. In addition they found that the model follows a 
complex thinking and as a result it rnade it difficult for a practical application. 
Surnmarised suggestions for improvernents: L- t, 
To simplify the structure of the model by reducing the stages to be followed. 
To reduce the arnount of infori-nation included. 
In addition to the evaluation of the third format of the model the fonnulation of auditing 
considerations as pictured in figure 5.5 below also presented t1or evaluation. C, 
Corporate environmental Operational procedures 
0-- policies Collecting Data Market situation Investment programme 
review 
AuditTearn 
(internaLlexternal) Establishing Area covers/ needs anticipating 
Independent consultancy the Audit The Scope - Aims & Objectives (the vprifix) 81. 
operation 
Testing/ Verification 
Eunning 
the Audit -0 
Relevant Regulations and Standards 
Strategies P- Broad company participation 
evaluation techniques 
Identify 
Environmental Impact eporting Audit 
--*d Regular monitoring 
........ findings 
f 
Organisational Plan for Audit consideration 
Figure 5.5. Testing aspects of the model of environmental analysis -Audit 
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the Environment ' Cont'crence. 19-20 -Sept. 1996,1 jnnersitN of' Leeds, UK 
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The five subjects that cornmented on it, felt that the auditing considerations accompanied 
the model are in a good structure and the auditing procedures are clear. They also 
commented that the framework of the 'Organisational Plan for Audit consideration' felt 
that it was in a more simplified format than. the main model. 
It should be also mentioned that the additional comments offered by five subjects 
emphasised that the model had potential for practical application if it follows a more 
simplified structured. One subject indicated that where the model touched upon appropriate 
areas of environmental management system it has a similar base to BS and ISO. 
Findingsfrom the Fourthformat of model testing 
For constructing the fourth prototype format of the model the same management 
principles and priorities have been kept as in the previous model since it has been found 
that subjects were satisfied with these interpretations. However, recommendations made for 
improvements on the previous model for reducing the stages of environmental analysis to 
be followed and reducing the amount of information presented in the model are included in 
the latest version of the model. 
The fourth format of the model was evaluated with seventeen subjects. Their companies 
business activities were four packaging manufacturers/ constructors, four paper and board 
suppliers, five environmental consultancies and four design consultancies. Subjects' 
positions were four Heads of Production and Managers, two Packaging Specifiers and 
Specialists, seven Packaging Designers and Environmental Advisors and Researchers'. 
The figure 5.6 follows introduced the first format of the Environmental Management 
Control System model and, fourth format of model prototyping. The EMCS model 
identifies the process requirements from the corporate policy to environmental policy and 
achievements. The basic approach of the EMCS based on five methodological steps 1) 
Organise/Set Objectives - relevant to the companys' policy environmental legislation and 
guidelines, 2) Implementation - that includes the use of eco-auditing and involves principles 
in relation to Total Quality Management (TQM), 3) Operation/ Strategic Control - to 
ensure that the requirements of the specific plan are implemented and maintained, 4) 
Documentation/ Final Statement - reporting the findings and 5) Regular Monitoring - the 
feedback of the process should incorporated in programmes for continuously 
improvements. 
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Figure 5.6. Fourth format of the model of enNironmental anal3sis - The EMCS model. First Format 
Air operation process statement. Source: ' It"ilfing Fco-llertormanceý A strategic mý11agerrient plan refereed paper presented at 
Fhe 81h International Forum an Dcýign Management R-carA aiid Fduýalion. Nov 2023 1996. B3rcelotia. Spain 
A content analysis (see Table 111.4 in Appendix 111) of the data collected fi-om one-to-one 
evaluation showed that the level of user understanding of the model was satisfactory. 
Subjects indicated that they found clear the directions, good interpretation of the links 
between the presented data and useful the information material. In addition subjects felt that 
the format of the presented information was clear and easy to follow from one stage to 
another. They also pointed out that the model had a lot of potential for practical 
application. Furthermore subjects found the model to present an interesting concept with 
aspects close to the ISO standards on environmental management systems but, formatted 
very differently. 
Moreover subjects still felt that the amount of infor-niation included can be reduced. They 
found it difficult to mernorise and recall the presented information and the stages to be 
followed. Other points of subjects dissatisfaction included that it takes time to understand 
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the process and anticipate every single aspect of the model and there are not enough 
explanation about the impact of the use of strategic control to the environmental policy. 
Subjects found the model to be descriptive and they felt that the use of terminology 
complicated the process in some degree. Their suggestions for improvements are 
summarised as follows: 
" To reduce the amount of information to the minimum required to explain the point. 
" To explain better the auditing procedures. 
To use a different template for auditing activities. 
To use existing terminology where available, recommended terminology for use was 
from the ISO 1400 1. 
To simplify the links to make the model more easy to follow. 
A special emphasis in the subjects feedback was to redesign the model by keeping to the 
minimum amount of information required. They also suggested examining the option of 
using sub-models that explore the stages in conducting environmental activities. 
p Subjects indicated that reasons for introducing environmental management systems were as 
follows: 
=: > Cost savings - for example energy efficiency and waste minimisation - are two 
environmental areas in which cost savings are regularly achieved. 
=: > Market competitive advantages - profiling a good environmental performance for an 
organisation can give marketing opportunities arising from the 'green' consumers 
preferences. 
=> Reducing current and future environmental liabilities - complying with environmental 
legislation and standards. 
Positive response to public concern for business environmental commitments. 
Good environmental records provide good reputation for the company to attract 
investors and secure insurance costs. 
=: ý- Environmentally responsible corporate image - well managed environmental activities 
appeal positively to shareholders, employees, pressure groups and media. 
Findingsfrom the Fifthformat of model teWng 
For the fifth format of model prototyping twelve subjects took part. Their companies 
business activities were three packaging manufacture/ constructors, two paper and board 
suppliers, three environmental consultancies and four design consultancies. Subjects" 
positions were four Managers and Heads, three Packaging Specialists and Controllers, two 
Environmental Advisors and three Packaging Designers. The model designed for the fifth 
evaluation is pictured in figure 5.7 and called Measuring Environmental Products 
Acceptability (MEPA) model. 
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Figure 5.7. Fifth format of the model of environmental analysis. - NI EPA model - Measuring Environmental 
Productv A cceptability Source -I: n%ironmental audit ing and label I ing sý sic ins. An enwonmenta I idvntitý k)r products market acccptabi I itN ' 
refereed paper prescnied at The European Academ. N ot'Design 'Contextual Design Design in C(mitcxt' conference. 23-25 April 199'. Slcckholm. S%%cd%3i 
The idea for formulating the N/IEPA was to synthesise a model that eniphasised the design 
approach to products environmental requirements. In particular, the intention fo r 
producing this format of the model was to be included as a sub-model of the previous modei 
for design considerations - as Me aim oj'ihe research is-as to proehice a mociel ihai relaies 
eco-design specijicalions with companys' ent-ironniental management activities. The 
NIEPA model prototyped an overview of the process from the traditional design to eco- 
design. The model focuses on the development, leading towards the creation of products 
environmental specifications and aiming to generate considerations about environmental 
options for best environmental practice that should be part of every early stage in creating 
a product. 
The findings froin the content analysis (see Table 111.5 in Appendix 111) revealed that the 
design considerations were easy to understand and subjects found interesting the conceptual 
modelling of eco-design characteristics and good quality of the presented I- I ion. 
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Subjects also found appropriate the comparison of eco-design with traditional design and the 
effects for product design and packaging. In addition, subjects found the basic concept of the 
model 
* 
be brought out clearly with directions and links transparent and the terminology used 
easy to understand and precise. 
However subjects required more detailed explanations about how to proceed in achieving 
measurable results. And, the relationship of the company to the product is not very direct. 
The directions also need more detailed explanation about how to proceed. Furthermore the 
practical application of the model does not come across easily. Subjects were dissatisfied 
because they felt that the model was lacking in providing specific guidelines for the 
producer. 
It was recommended that the role of EMAS and environmental management systems needs 
to be emphasised and more explanation is required for a more realistic approach in 
improving quantifiable results. Also, considerations and indications should apply in the 
relationship of the company to the product. Finally, more explanations are required for the 
company on how to achieve performance standards. 
Based on the additional comments that subjects offered during the free discussion about their 
business environmental activities, packaging business sustainability was defined in the 
following terms: 
=> Reducing production cost. 
=C>, Using resources and energy more efficiently. 
=> Using reclaimed and renewable resources instead of finite ones. 
Reducing running costs. 
=> Reducing disposal cost at 'end-of-life'. 
=: > Minimising waste; managing waste and recycling. 
=> Better business management and loss control throughout the product life cycle. 
C heck supply chain on its environmental acfivitiýs regarding the material handling and 
process. 
=> Improving product qualifies/environmental differentiation. 
Increasing customer confidence and loyalty by environmental reporting and use of 
accuracy and honesty on product labelling. 
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5.4 Overall flindings 
The answers provided in response to the item asking the interviewee to specify by who he 
believed the model could be used, did not add anything of significant importance since all 
the answers indicated the same sequence and additional answer included comments such as by 
a governmental or standardisation body/verifier. For the EMCS model most of the answers 
were between the choice of an Environmental auditor internal or external, based on the 
preference of eight respondents and Environmental manager indicated by five respondents. 
Evaluation of the free discussion from interview sessions indicated some areas of 
consideration for the further development of the model. It came clearly out during the 
discussion that the first priority for business for commercial success is to maximise profit 
and minimise'cost in all stages of product life cycle - in that sense good environmental 
management is good management - as it can offer significant cost reduction. The Energy 
Efficient Office has estimated that most companies could save around 10% of their energy 
cost simply by good housekeeping and another 10% through simple measures paying back in 
under two or three years. ' These savings go straight to the bottom line. Any improvements 
in the efficiency with which processes use material resources, or in re-use or recycling, 
produces a double saving - first by reducing the amount of material purchased, or purchased 
at lower prices, and second by reducing the amount of waste which has to be disposed of. 
The cost of most waste disposal has already been increased by the tighter controls in the 
Environmental Protection Act 1990. 
In addition, environmental management (see chapter 2.8) could provide protection against 
future cost increase., Increases in taxes on energy, transport and waste disposal have been 
widely'proposed to combat global warming. Companies that are currently undertaking 
action to reduce energy, resources and waste production - protect themselves against likely 
future cost increases and improve their competitive position in the market. Better 
environmental performance also improves a company's market attractiveness (see green 
marketing in chapter 2.2), respond to the media, environmental groups pressure, EU 
environmental requirements and subsequently to its stakeholders demands for 
environmental commitments. Banks and insurance companies are beginning to take a close 
interest in the possible environmental liabilities of their companies clients. 
Less published but probably even more significant is the increase of environmental 
requirements imposed by large companies on their suppliers or contractors, through tender 
1 Personal communication with the Energy Efficient Office, March 1997. 
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specification. Environmental standards such as BS7750, ISO 14000 and the EC's Eco- 
Management and Audit scheme advocate this, so it is likely to increase rapidly as these 
standards are taken up by larger firms (like the quality assurance standards BS5750 and ISO 
9000) and then become standard good practice across entire industries. Considerations 
should also be made when a company targets overseas markets where strict environmental 
requirements are in existence. For example in Germany where is it necessary to be 
recyclable or reusable, this is creating problems for British exporters whose packaging 
suppliers have not kept up. The German rules have been criticised as barriers to trade (Local 
Agenda 21 UK, 1993: 14) 
Testing theories vs Generating theories 
The aim for creating different synthesis of environmental analysis models was to select the 
option with the most potentials for further developing. The evaluation of each format of 
the model generated specifications and considerations for inclusion in prototyping the next 
format of the model and so on. By testing theories it has possible to identify and interpret 
better the relationships within the systems that organisations operate. The boundaries of 
the system have been identifies in terms of the effects of the system operation in creating 
products and packaging that will be acceptable outside the system: that is the requirements 
from the user, buyer, specifier, verifier. 
The research exercise of model prototyping deals with testing theories with the scope to 
generate theories for further testing. Mainly because the EMCS model was received 
positively and, appeared to be the solution with the most potential to be used in practice. 
Although the MEPA model which followed provided design considerations for inclusion in 
the structured of the final model but, did not add anything significant in generating new 
theories for further testing. Instead what it found essential at that stage was to plan further 
exploration of the potential of the , 
EMCS model and test the suggested modifications for 
improvements (see chapter 7.2 follows). 
While the factors that each of the format of the models that did not work considered in 
assembling the ones follow, the overall recommendations for improvements and the 
advantages pointed for each prototype format considered in formatting the final model. 
It was noted that the format of the EMCS model prototype give a good description of the 
stages of environmental analysis to be followed, and in particular the EMCS was similar to 
the BS 7750 and ISO 1400 1. Recommendations were made for the EMCS model to appear 
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in more simplified direct format to make it easier to use. Recommendations were also made 
that the terminology should borrow terminology where existing, possibly from ISO; BS; and 
EMAS standards on environmental management systems to avoid confusion. 
Further it was recommended to improve the *connection from one stage of environmental 
analysis to the other, in a more direct format. The final formulation of the models should 
be concentrated on revealing and emphasising the main steps to be followed in the process 
of auditing the environmental impact of business operation and product design. 
These observations are used in the structure of the final model. 
5.5. Summary 
This chapter examined five different prototype formats of the model of environmental 
analysis that this study recommends on the way to control and assess the environmental 
impact of packaging products' in relation to company's environmental activities. Based on 
the findings from one-to-one evaluation the EMCS model was revealed as the most 
advantageous format for the model of environmental analysis because it had the most 
potential to be used in a practical application. However recommendations for 
improvements and modifications had been made, these recommendations were explored 
further in one-to-one evaluation and discrete interviews at the final stage of the research. 
Next is presented Phase B. (investigation research stage) the investigation conducted in the 
packaging business aiming to test theories relating to environmental auditing methodology 
and, to reveal new insights, knowledge and understanding about environmental activities and 
current practices in the packaging sector. In particular, the survey conducted in UK based 
packaging businesses aimed to identify areas of 'weakness' in the way that businesses 
conduct their environmental activities and where improvements in the operation and 
control system should be made. This material combined, with the findings of Phase A, 
aimed to provide specifications in the final formulation of the EMCS model. 
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CH, 4PTER 6. INVESTIGATION STAGE: PHASE B. PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATION Examination of Packaging - Environmental 
Management and Information Systems 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the second survey that deals with environmental effects on business 
management and information system. In particular the investigation is directed towards 
underpinning methods that businesses are using to control and manage their environmental 
activities, in paper packaging sector. This chapter presents the formulation of the survey 
including the pilot stage, the instruments used for this investigation and the profile and 
selection of the participants. The results present the outcomes from each item of the 
questionnaire and correlation between the findings. The results of the survey are considered 
in building the model of environmental analysis and exploring options for auditing 
packaging design activities as a part of companies' environmental action plan. 
6.2 Survey: 'Environ Info System' 
Building a 'green' culture for packaging businesses is not something new and there is a 
debate about packaging and packaging waste involving legislators as well as environmental 
groups and organisations. Methods to assess the environmental impact are emerging 
including LCAs at the material process, eco-labelling schemes at product level and the 
environmental audits and environmental impact assessment at company level. Packaging 
businesses have to deal with EMS standards and eco-auditing regulations (explained in 
previous chapters) in order to find a way_ to support, control and substantiate their 
environmental performance. But, what are the realities ofpackaging business commitments 
to sustainability? Do they employ environmental management systems approach? What are 
the main motivations for companies' response in the environmental agenda? and, How do 
the audit their environmental activities? What are the implications forpackaging design? Y 
The survey with the title "Environmental Effects on Business Management & Information 
System" - called on the website 'Environ Info System' - aims to invite answers to the above 
questions. The survey is also aimed to test theories related to environmental auditing 
methodology and to estimate packaging business activities towards environmental 
improvements and to compare proportions 
. 
about how often, for example different 
environmental activities take place and whether the business activities are directed towards 
environmental improvements based on the size of the company (turnover/ number of 
employees). In particular the survey investigated what environmental activities packaging 
companies carry out and, how they address their environmental achievements. Also to 
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identify areas of 'weakness' in particular, where more environmental investment should be 
made and, in relation to the organisational system of -business corporate activities to 
identify problems which have environmental implications in the operation and control 
system. 
6.2.1 The formulation of the survey 
The survey was conducted over a period of nine months from March 1997 to December 
1997 and formatted in three stages. The first version of the survey (table VA in appendix 
V) was piloted (see piloted of the survey below) the second fonnat piloted again and the 
third format of the survey was the final questionnaire that was sent out. 
The survey was piloted by face-to-face interviews and through a web page located at 
<http: //www. dmu. ac. uk/-esarri/Environ. html>. For the final format of the survey one 
hundred fifty members from the Institute of Packaging have been contacted by phone or by 
e-mail to check if they were willing to complete the questionnaire. The questionnaire was 
sent either by post with a covering letter and a stamp addressed envelope or by e-mail with 
reference to the web page address. 
Details of the survey have been published in a letter in Design Week (DW 2 May 1997) and 
in JDFORUM (14 Oct. 1997) presenting the survey and inviting the readers to participate, 
motivating them to reply by promising that the results of the survey will be sent to all of 
those indicating an interest in the questionnaire after the completion of the study. The 
same promise was given to those contacted by phone or by e-mail. 
On the web page design the answers were pre-coded, so when the respondent ticked -one box 
it was linked to the coded answer pre-determined. But in the postal format of the 
questionnaire the codes are not indicated. However all of the items allow the respondents to 
add their own views, marked as 'other'. For that reason the codes did not appear in the 
postal survey version, to leave an open option to add and to code more categories in each 
reply, 
Open items were used occasionally in the case where pre-determined answers cannot be 
given, to allow respondents to express their own views when they may have had no 
previous opportunity to do so - for example, 'what was the principal catalyst for the 
change of (environmental) policy? 'The reason for not using very often 'open' items was 
not merely because the analysis cannot be planned in advance. But mainly because open 
items in a questionnaire design slow down answering by causing respondents to search their 
memory in order to recall, rather than simply recognise, the responses. 
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Rothwell (1993: 2 1) found open items discouraged respondents from answering, especially if 
they are uncertain what to say or have a poor command with the language! Because of the 
extensive size of the questionnaire open items were minimised. However, to pick up 
interesting points not covered in closed-ended items, open items were placed towards the 
end of the provided list of stated choices inviting people to expand on their own views 
about how companies anticipate and plan for future trends on environmental product 
development. Also to invite information that might be missed out from the questionnaire 
design and to provide examples of best environmental practice. , 
For the development stages of the survey see Table 3.1 Development stages of the survey, 
in Chapter 3. Research Methodology. 
Participants 
To define the audience two questions were asked: isho is responsible Jbr packaging design? 
-and, ivho'is involved in packaging production? Packaging design could be offered by 
packaging manufacturers who have their own design studios, as a free service by independent 
freelance designers/ design consultancies often working direct with the manufacturer, and 
ftom advertising agencies. Pilditch (1976: 289), found that many designers, as well as 
manufacturers, like to think they know what people want. They have faith in intuition and 
experience. But seven out of ten products created on this basis fail. Even so the idea 
prevails. In a small local market this attitude is dangerous. As soon as wider areas are 
considered it becomes impossible. Research is necessary because the scale grows too big for 
anyone to believe that he can judge what customers want. It is needed not only to define 
markets, but also to determine and measure the function and form of prodUCtS. 2 
Do packaging companies get advice. from environmental standards and guidelines that are 
imposed. Do they use auditing Methodology to control their environmental process and 
marketing environmental claims on packaging products; and how do they deal with assessing 
and auditing the environmental performance of packaging; 
The survey was piloted world-wide. The first piloted format of the survey used simple 
random sampling from a specified list provided from the Chamber of Commerce Database 
the Environmental Industries Commission Guide to the UK Environmental Industry 1997, 
IDSA and DMI lists. For the re-piloting the sampling method used classified by Cohen et al. 
(1994: 132) as snoivball. In snowball sampling the researcher identifies a small number of 
individuals who have the characteristics that are required, these people are then used as 
Rothwell, A. (1993) 'Questionnaire design, B3 a Self-study pack series, De Montfort University, p 21 
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3 informants to identify others for inclusion and these, identify yet others. The participants 
for piloting the survey were obtained from contacts made during attendance of events and 
conferences those people recommend others and so on. 
For the main survey the participants were selected from The Institute of Packaging 
Directory and Review 96197. The sampling method used is classified as quota sampling 
based on the definition provided by Cohen et al (1994: 132 ). 4 One hundred fifty members 
of the Institute of Packaging u' nder the categories of paper packaging manufacturer, retailer, 
paper and board suppliers, design consultancy and environmental consultancies in packaging 
sector were contacted. 
The pilot of the survey 
Piloting was used for trying out the questionnaire on typical respondents and, on people 
specialising in the area of design and environmental issues within design even if in some 
cases the questionnaire did not apply to them directly. For this purpose people are of 
similar ability and background to the target population contacted. For example, the draft 
version of the survey was piloted with environmental consultancies and business 
environmental advisors from Universities researchers (academics - not included in the main 
survey), in addition environmental and business organisations and designers (industrial, 
product and packaging). The pilot stage of the survey took four months. Grou*p mailing 
were sent to design professionals; environmental consultancies and environmental 
organisations. E-mail and the web page design provided a world-wide sample in piloting the 
survey. 
The survey tested how long it takes recipients to complete and to check that all items in 
the questionnaire and instructions are clear. It aimed to collect comments in order to re- 
formulate and re-phrase the format of the questionnaire concisely and precisely to be 
understood and to check if there are any missing parts in the activities list provided. 
The survey has been located on the web site and a random two hundredemails have been 
sent to environmental consultancies, environmental managers and designers in different 
2 Pilditch, J. (1976), Talk about design, Barrie & Jenkins Ltd, London, p 289 
3 Cohen L., and Manion L., Surveys, presented at Chapter 9, in the book The Open University (1994) 
Improving Educational Management through research and consultancy, Paul Chapman Publishing Ltd, 
London, pp 127 - 134 4 Quota sampling has been described as the non-probability equivalent of stratified sampling. It attempts 
to obtain representatives of the various elements of the total population in the proportion in which they 
occur. Ibid. 
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countries for the first pilot stage. The first version of the survey (sample twenty 
respondents) was not separated into different sections and it was more confusing for the 
recipient to complete, it also took more time (about five minutes more) to fill the 
questionnaire. The first version of the questionnaire did not included any questions about 
the company size as the researcher knew this in advance. It' was nevertheless indicated that 
considerations about the size of the companies should be included in the analysis. Thus, the 
0 section changed to include questions that could provide precise information in the main 
survey about the company's size. Moreover it was pointed out that the list of 
considerations and/or activities which applied in some items should be expanded to include 
as many options as possible for the respondent to tick. In addition the background of the 
web page changed to require less time to load. 
The revised version was re-piloted (18 responses collected) by using a specified list of 
contacts produced during the research process. In. addition the piloting at that stage took 
place through interviews (for example with Chris Radway, Business Service Manager from 
Environ Leicester) and talk with experts, mainly academic environmental researchers and 
designers at the Chartered Society of Designers (CSD) forum for the re-launched CSD Green 
Committee (13 1h February 1997). People were asked to be critical noting any perceived 
ambiguity or lack of clarity for re-wording the questionnaire; change or adding parts. In the 
re-pilot of the survey it was indicated that the specified options offered in soine items 
should be further expanded to include all the existing considerations. Also, values should be 
pre-recorded and efforts should be made to reconsidered the values inputs to be more precise 
and descriptive. It was also suggested that the questionnaire should be sent by post in 
addition to the web page as people may found it inconvenient to load the web page. (see 
table V. I in appendix V for a copy of the survey and modification stages). 
In the piloted stage the web page design was tested for its efficiency and practicality in use. 
For example, buttons have changed so when the respondent clicked one answer it is not 
possible to indicate another answer in the same item. During 
-the 
pilot stage of the survey 
people complained that it takes time5 to load a page on the internet or that they are very 
busy to look immediately. And people contacted through the e7mail preferred to print out 
the questionnaire, complete and send it by post. So a copy of the questionnaire 
accompanied the text on the e-mail that informed people about the web page was used for 
the final survey. The replies collected in the piloting and re-piloting stage of the survey 
' Even if the design of the web page bear this in mind and is very efficient in the use of memory and 
background - load very quickly. 
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have been excluded from the final analysis. Mainly because according to Rothwell (1993: 3 8) 
methodological purity requires to exclude such responses from the final analysiS. 6 
Instrument 
The instrument used in this investigation was a self-completion questionnaire (see Appendix 
V). The questionnaire consisted of thirty items, both open-ended and six or four - point 
scaled items and it was divided in four sections: (a) Personal views on business 
environmental debate, (b) Corporate Environmental profile, (c) Environmental 
Management approach, and (d) Feedback sheet - Personal details. 
It was anticipated that the more structured a questionnaire is, the easier it will be to analyse. 
Youngman (1986) suggests the use of 'list' and 'scale' for a structured questionnaire. The 
'list' implies in a selection of items offered for ranking and appear in the survey as multiple 
choice items. The 'scale' gives different scaling devices. The study applied both methods to 
formulate the questionnaire. List of different options or activities given after literature 
review and consultation with experts in the part, of piloting and re-piloting the survey. The 
items also provided a scale of answers with wording at various points known as Likert scales 
after a prominent American management researcher who used them extensively (Likert, 
1961). 
The first section, personal views on business environmental debate, was concerned 'with 
personal interpretation by the respondents of the importance of environmental issues in 
packaging business operations. The purpose of this section was to seek opinions and 
motivations for companies to deal with environmental issues, sources of environmental 
information and how the respondents can define environmental practice. The' items 
included in this section are as follows. 
1) Do you believe that environmental issues are highly important in business 
operations? 
2) What do you believe are the main motivations for companies response in the 
environmental agenda? Provided answers for ranking included. Ethical investment/ 
responsibilities. - Environmental Legislation/penalties. - Consumer Pressure/Green 
marketing. - Codes of Practice, EMAS/ BS 7750/ ISO 9000,1400 1. - Competitive position 
from other business environmental initiatives. - Environmental Profit. - Other(please state 
your opinion). 
3) When did you first introduce environmental requirements on products and/ or 
services? 
4) What proportion of information about environmental implications for business 
activities did you learn from each of the following sources? Provided answer 
included: College, Studies. - Conference/Exhibition. - Joumal/Publications. - Clients 
requirements. - Other (please be more specific). 
'' Rothwell, A- (1993) 'Questionnaire design', B3a Self-study pack series, De Montfort University, p 38 
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5) Could you please explain what environmental practice means to you? Provided 
answers were: Adopting environmental legislation and standards. - Support community 
environmental relation programmes. - Encourage customers to consider in depth the 
environmental implication of your business activities. - Integrate environmental 
management in corporate level. - Recognise environmental risks as part of the normal 
checklist of risk assessment and management. Checking your suppliers approach to 
environmental standards/ official certificate. Giving environmental information to 
consumers in an ethical context. - Other (please state). 
The second section ý Corporate Environmental profile. conccrned with organisation 
environmental activities in particular about implementation of an environmental audit 
review. The scaled items included are as follows. 
1) When did your organisation start its initiatives to be environmental responsible? 
2) Does your organisation have an environmental policy? ( i. e. something in writing) 
2. a) When was the policy formally established? 
3) Could you please state what . sort of environmental commitments 
the particular 
policy implies ?, For example: Compliance with Legislation. - Specific management aspect 
related with corporate policy systems, e. g. BS 7750 Particular area of organisation 
., ___. 0peration, e. g. energy--and resource conservation. Particular area of organisation 
operation, e. g. energy and resource conservation. - Waste management audits. - Suppliers 
audits. - Quality control audits. - Verifying systems. - Other (please specify). 
4) Has your organisation changed its environmental policy over the last decade? 
4 a) Can you recall when it was? 
4 b) What was the principal catalyst for the change of policy? 
5) Which of the following describes best for you the term 'environmental audit'? Provided 
answers were: A management tool to control business environmental activities. - An 
environmental analysis process in corporate level. -A business commitment to safeguard 
compliance with environmental legislation and standards. -A way to talk and present 
companys' environmental performance. -A format to check business environmental 
impact. - Other (please state). 
6) Does your company hold environmental audits which address the impact of its 
whole operation? 
6a) Could you please state how frequently does your company have environmental 
audits? 
7) Does your company hold a particular audit for individual products or services? 
7a) Could you please state how frequently your company has environmental audits for 
products and/or services? If the answer is positive, please give an example: 
8) Which of the following difficulties do you most encounter when implementing an 
environmental audit review? For example: Difficulties to collect appropriate data. - 
Difficulties to control the whole proýess. - Difficulties to find the appropriate staff. - 
Difficulties to cope with resources and cost involved. - Clear guidelines not available. - 
Other (please state). 
The third section Environmental Management approach was concerned with the human 
resources used by the company to carry out environmental activities also the format and 
the sequence of which the company present (if it presents) its environmental activities and 
to what particular groups. The items included are as follows. 
1) How does your company carry out its environmental activities? Provide answers were: 
We employ an external environmental consultant. - We have an environmental 
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rnanaulernent team in place. - We collaborate Nvith external environmental auditors. - We 
collaýorate with independent governmental bodies/ verifiers. - Other (please state). 
2) Does your company present its environmental activities/ performance? 
2. a) if your company is presenting its environmental performance, could you please 
state to which of the following groups? Provide ansit-ers it-ere: Stakeholders. - Board of 
the Directors. - Employees. - Governmental Bodies. - Interested parties, - General public. - 
Other (please be more specific. ) 
3) Does your company publish an environmental review statement? 
4) What is the format of the presented information? Provide ansu-ers it-ere: Environmental 
Report. - Leaflet. - Fact sheet for individual products or particulars activities. - Other 
(please state). 
5) How often you report environmental acflvjt1es9 Proi, ulecl liro columns lable. 1, 'irsi 
column indicale(l the Sequence - e. g. Annual / Twice a year/ klontlil-v/ Weekly Secolill 
column indicaled the Fon-nat - In what publication fonnat? 
6) Is it possible to send rne [the address provided at the front page] a copy of your 
environmental report or other environmental statements publications, 
7) Your Own View: How can companies anticipate and plan for future trends on 
environmental product development) For this last open question you can give your 
opinion or provide examples of best practice. Please feel free to make any 
recommendation. 
8) Any additional comments are particular],,, welcome. 
The fourth section File: Feedhack sheet asked the respondents to complete their personal 
details company's activity and size. The respondent %vas also asked if they want to remain 
anonymous, if they are interested to co-operate again during the process of the research 
and if they wish to be informed about the results of the survey. 
A copy of the web page design, and a copy of the post type questionnaire placed in 
appendix IV. 
6.3 Analysis of the survey 
Sixty four subjects took part in this investigation. The business activity of the respondents 
presented in figure 6.1 were from the paper packaging sector. 
Business Activities 
Other 
Consultancy 
16% 
Manufacturer Design 
54% 16% 
Supplier 
3% 
Figure 6.1 Second Survey - Busine-vs activitý, oj'the subjects 
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The largest number of responses were received froin Paper and Pack-apno manufacturers 
(thirty five subjects equivalent to 54.69%) - the job title of respondents Business 
Manager, Environmental Health and Safety Executive, Research and Development 
Manager, Head of Design. Ten were Packaging designers (15.63%) - including in-house 
designers and design consultancles in paper and board packaging. Ten were Consultancy 
(15.633%) - this category select opinions from environmental consultancles in tile 
packaging business sector. Other (seven equivalent to 10.94%) - this category implies 
people that didnot complete the business activity on the question sheet or organisations 
that deals with the packaging retailers and/or environment. Two were Paper and board 
suppliers (3.13%) - including Environmental Advisor and Sales INI anager. 
The Figure 6.2 below presents the size of packaging business that responded to the survey L- I 
based on the number of employees and the turnover of their companies. 
Number of Employees 
30- 29.69% 2 3.4 4?, o 25- 
20- , x.: 12.5% 1 A 
10- 6.25% 3.13% 
One to 50 to 100to 250to 500- 1000+ No 
49 99 249 499 1000 answer 
Figure 6.2 Second Survty - Companies size hased on the number of employees 
Turnover of Companies 
50- 11 42.19% 
40- - 
30- ' Z 3.44?, o 
20 7.81070 6.25% 
10 0% 
Under fIf5 tu El I L26 E5 1 Over Nb 
Ll milion milion L2 5 L50 Ll 00 1100 znswer 
mdlion mýhon milion milion m4lion 
Figure 6.3 SeeondVurvg Companies size based on the turnover 
Figure 6.33 also indicates that the representative sample for small and big companies is well 
balanced and thus the findings are equally disseminated. 
The response level was good in the 'closed' scaled iterns. But the response to open-elided 
iterns was generally limited in level and quality, Seventeen out of the sixty-four respondents 
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provided supplementary documents, such as annual environmental reports. companys' 
newsletter and environmental leaflet. 
An attempt was made to identify any difference between big and small enterprises and 
different levels of environmental performance. Also. differences between business activities 
in the use of environmental auditing and methodology for environmental developments 
with regard to packaging design. 
The codes used to input data is for the purpose of stafistical arialvsis and listed in the 
appendix V. The answers to 'closed' items rating from 'F for the most powerfill answer - Cý 
4agree strongly' or 'very likely' - to '4* or V for the opposed answer. 
For iterns where a ranking was requested in a prionty scale. the most important keY dt-wer 
percentages are calculated fi-orn the total respondent numbers, not just frorn the number of 
respondents who answered that particular question. This calculation of percentages is 
presented in the next section 63.1 The resulls - I. 'requen(y of clistribution. In 63.2 The 
rcsidis - Correlation silitlies the most important dr-i-vers are compared and contrasted 
between thern or with are companies sizes and business activities. Packaging designers and 
environmental consultancles are asked to reply on the behalf of their clients about paper 
packaging companies environmental activities. C 
6.3.1 The results - frequency of distribution 
Seetion I. - Personal views on business environmental debate 
Packaging business interests on environmental issues 
Not Very Important 
Rather Important 
211/6 Not at All Important 22% 7//, 99/0 
1W, 
U, 
Vef y Important 
67% 
Figure 6.4 Level of importance about environmental issuesforpach-a,, ing businevs 2411 ý'. et 
The majority of subjects found environmental issues to have a high profile of importance in 
paper based packaging business (forty three said important'). VN"bile six found 
environmental issues to be 'not ai all onportaw' (see figure 6.4) A reason indicated bv a 
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Packaging Design Consultancy to be that: 'large companies are more interested on 
environmental issues while small companies do not express interest at the same level' 
From a specified list, respondents were asked to indicate the main motivations for 
companies response to the environmental agenda and rank choices in order of importance. 
The answer with the ranking as first preference was 'Environmental legislation/penalties' 
with thirty eight strongly agreed and the rest (twenty six) indicated the preference of 'tend 
to agree' proves that packaging businesses no matter vvhat size are very motivated about 
the implications of environmental legislation. ' 
The answers with more preference (ranking 2- 'tend Io believe) were 'green marketing' 
indicated by fifty-one respondents, followed closely by 'codes of practice EMAS/BS 
7750/ISO 9000,14001' pointed by fifty and 'competitive position from other business 
environmental initiatives' pointed by forty eight subjects'. That indicates paper packaging 
--businesses 
interest to enhance a corporate . -profile 
based on market preferences, EMSs and 
competitors initiatives. 
Bellow are the key findings: 
percentage of respondents who thought the selected motivation was the most 
important 
most popular ranking answer for the particular motivation 
Most important motivation Most popular ranking 
answer 
Ethical investment/ (9.38%) 2 (54.69%) 
responsibilities 
Environmental (59.38%) 1 (59 38%) legislation/penalties . 
Consumer pressure (12.50%) 2 (79.69%) 
- Green marketing 
Codes of practice - EMAS/ BS (10.94%) 2 (78.13%) 7750/ISO 9000,14001 
Competitive position from other (3.13%) 2 (75%) 
bus iness environmental 
initiatives 
r Environmental pro "t (12.50%) 2 (43.63%) 
Table 6.1 Environmental motivations jor packaging companies response in the 
environmental agenda 
In particular about EU packaging and packaging waste Directive and Producer Responsibility industry " r, Group targets - since the main survey conducted exclusive in paper packaging business based in UK. 
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Others include comments such as 'cukure pressure' coming from an Environmental 
Consultancy. 
Year of Introduction of Environmental Policy 
25 
20 
15 
10 9 
L380/0 
7.81 
2.5% 
20.31% 
10.94% 4.38% 
81 
10.94% 
5 4.69% V 4.69% 
01 
"0 
/1 
56% 
v U70 
1975 or 1976 to 1981 to 1985 to 1988 to 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 199 6- Nct y et No 
before 1980 1984 1987 1990 2mv er 
---Figure 6.5 Year of introduction of environmental requirements on products and services 
by packaging business 
In the item which asked when companies introduced environmental requirements on 
products and services the answers have big variations. The biggest percentage indicated in 
1994 (thirteen respondents equivalent to 20.31%), and a 9.34 percent indicated 1975 or 
before (six respondents), while 10.94 percent (seven 'respondents) stated 'not yet'. The 
complete picture of the answers illustrated on the figure 6.6 above. 
Moreover subjects have been asked to indicate the proportion of environmental 
information that they had accommodate from a list of sources provided. Most respondents 
indicated as the most important source of environmental information for business activities 
were the journals and publications, scored with a 51.63% (thirty-three respondents) while as 
second sources (75% of the time - ranking with 2) but not with very high score are 
exhibition (15.63% coming from the number of eighteen respondents) and client 
requirements (15.63% percentage of ten respondents). In addition, college studies is the 
highly rated score for not providing environmental information 40.63 percent (twenty six 
respondents) stated 'hardly ever' (ranking 5) and 28.13 percent (eighteen respondents) 
'never'(ranking 6). This is of interest if compared with the age group of the respondents, 
most of them were 30 to 36 years old (secondly 37 to 46 years old) and they, indicated that 
they have a first degree. 
Below are the key findings ordered in the following way: 
percentage of respondents who always (ranking 1) learn information about 
environmental implications for business activities from the source indicated. 
I 
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most popular ranking preference for the particular source of information. 
0 percentage of respondents who never (ranking 6) learn information about 
environmental implications for business activities from the source indicated. 
Most important 
'source 
Most popular 
ranking answer 
Least important 
source (rank to) 
College studies (1.56%) 5 (40.63%) (28.13%) 
Conference (1.56%) 3 (37.50%) (18.75%) 
Exhibition (0.00%) .5 (29.69%) (7.81%) 
Journal/ publications (10.94%) 
ý2 
(51.56%) (0.00%) 
Clients requirements (9.38%) 3 (39.06%) (6.25%) 
Table 6.2 Sources of environmental information for paper packaging businesses 
'Other' -included the comment: "Practical learning at ivork" Head of Environmental 
Affairs. The same comment was cited by five more respondents, all of them responsible to 
implement environmental issues within paper packa., ing products. 
The last item in this section requested the respondents to explain what environmental 
practice in paper packaging business sector means for them. To help them a list of options 
was provided. Environmental legislation and standards is the most highly rated answer 
(37.50% - twenty four subjects). 
Below are some comments in the relation to the open question, if the answer is positive in 
adopting environmental legislation and standards, which one is in place now in your 
company, answers were: 
"Satisfying our customers requirements. " Sales Department, Packaging Design 
"Lots of different environmental regulations. " Head of Environmental Affairs 
"Packaging waste legislation being implemented" Packaging Managerjoys Packaging, 
"ISO 9002. " Manager 
"Producer Responsibility Obligations (Packaging Waste) Regulations 1997. " Packaging 
Engineer 
"14001 " Manager, Packaging Manufacturer 
"Paper recycling. " Research Manager 
"Packaging Waste Directive. " Packaging Engineer, Paper Packaging 
ý'Priorilies in our customers requirements. " Packaging Design Innovation 
"Recycling legislation. " Manager, Packaging Manufacturer 
It is obvious from the above answers that packaging businesses are concerned about 
packaging and packaging waste legislation, which has direct effects on packaging design as 
well as in terms, for example, of reducing the amount of materials used in packaging and 
using recycled materials where possible. But the respondents also indicated concerns on 
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environmental management systems that it might imply an understanding of controlling 
their business activities at corporate level or it can indicate that an environmental 
certificate is good in support of their corporate image. 
The answers given in the above it9m are described in more details in the table 6.3 below. 
The key findings ordered in the following way: 
0 the first preference'percentage of respondents regarding environmental practice options 
0 the most popular stated preference for each option listed. 
Most important preference Most popular rankinig 
preference 
Adopting environmental (37.50%) 2 (59.67%) legislations and standards 
Support community (12.50%) 2 (59.38%) 
environmental relation 
programmes 
Encourage customers to (28.1 3 )%) 2 (50.00%) consider in depth the 
environmental implication of 
your business activities 
Integrate environmental (51.56%) 2 (37.50%) 
management in corporate level 
Recognise environmental risks (48.44%) 2 (51.56%) 
as part of the normal checklist 
of risk assessment and 
management 
Checking your suppliers (29.69%) 2 (53.13%) 
approach to environmental 
standards/official certificate 
Giving environmental (35.94%) 2 (43.75%) information to consumers in an 
ethical context 
- I I __j Table 6.3 Environmental practice indicators in paper packaging business 
'Other' included a number of comments related with environmental legislaiion and 
standards: 
"Governments take back legislation and zero packaging goal within the next couple of 
years is possible ifenough people do something about it Germany is a reasonable success 
at least as a start. We simply must start somewhere and workfrom there. " Environmental 
Researcher. Consultancy 
"Reducing your environmental impact. " Environmental Consultancy 
The complete analysis of section 1. is presented in table V. 2 in Appendix V. 
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Section 2- Corporate Environmental Profile 
The first itern in this section required the respondents to specif-', %Nhen their organisation 
started its initiatives to be environmentally aware. A list of options were provided. The 
biggest number of subjects fifteen (23.44'%) stated the 1994 as the year Ihat their 
organisation started environmental activities and twelve (18.75%) said in 1975 or before. 
All the answers are pictured in figure 6.6. 
Environmental Requirements Introduction 
2S - 23.44% 
20 j 18.75% 17.19% 
is - 
5.63% 
10 7.81% 
5 s6%0 ýý3.13% 1 -SGO/O 3.13% 
01--- 1 (4p; ,, --q; , 99ý ---I 
1975 1976 1981 1985 1988 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 No t Nlo 
or to to to to yet ans we r 
before 1980 1984 1987 1990 
Figure 6.6 The year that the respondents organisation start its environmental t9 
responsihilitics 
Moreover the maýjority of the subjects said that their organisation have an environmental 
policy with twenty nine stated aliva, vs and twenty said nearýv alivajs. The following chart 
(figure 6.7) gives the complete picture in response to the itern. 
Organisations with Environmental Policy 
Often Hardly ever Never No answer 
0% 
1ý qc/ý 
-- 
3% 2% 
hill$ Mways 31% 
45% 
Figure 6.7 Percentage of respondents whose organisation has an environmental poliq 
In the follow up question: when was the policy forinally established the answers were: 
More than four years ago (51.56%) - ihe higher score with thirty three subjects. 
D Three years ago (18.75%) - twelve subjects. 
El Lastyear(1996) (17.19%) - eleven subjects. 
This year (1997) (1.56%) - one subject. F, I 
No answer (10.94%) - seven subjects. 
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The following item asked the respondents to describe what sort of environmental 
commitments the policy of their businesses implies. A list of options was given and scale of 
commitment described starting with 'aIvvqys'(that coded as value I') to 'never' (coded as 
value V). The answer that scored the highest percentage (87.50% - fifty six subjects) are 
commitments regarding compliance with legislation, followed by control of environmental 
impact of business operation (46.88% - thirty subjects). 
The key findings are listed below. 
El percentage of respondents who stated the most important ('always') environmental 
commitment on their company's policy 
[I most popular given answer 
0 percentage of respondents who stated that the indicated environmental commitment 
never applies on their company's policy 
Most important Most popular Commitment that 
commitment ranking answer never considered 
Compliance with (87.50%) 1 (87.50%) (1.56%) 
legislation 
Control environmental (46.88%) 1 (46.88%) (1.56%) 
impact 
Specific management (25.00%) 2 (. 3) 4.3 8 %) (18.75%) 
aspect related with 
corporate policy 
systems 
Particular area of (28.13 )%) 1 (28.13%) (0%) 
organisation operation 
Waste management (20.31%) 5 (23.44%) (18.75%) 
audits 
Suppliers audits (37.50%) 
_1 
(-17.50%) 13%) 
Quality control audits (26.56%) 1 (26.56%) (4.69%) 
Verifying systems (18.75%) 3 (31.25%) (4.69%) 
Cost savings audits (17.19%) 3 (31.25%) (4.69%), 
Table 6.4 Environmental commitments that considers in paper packaging business 
environmental policy 
'Other' comment offered was: "Safe handling and application ofproducts. Disposal of 
empty containers. " Pack-aging Consultancy. 
The respondents were then asked if their organisation had changed its environmental policy 
over the last decade. The answers have some variation, while a considerable number of 
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twenty four subjects (37.50% said 'Yes ) were positive about the same number (twenty two) 
were not sure (34-38%) and eighteen subjects (28%) were negative. 
Furthermore respondents who replied positively were asked to recall when was the change in 
policy and also to explain what was the principal catalyst for the change of policy. Their 
answers are described as follows: 
Stated year for change of Reason for the change of Job Description Business 
policy policy Activity 
11991, Merger' Head of Environmental Affairs 
'6 years ago' (1991) 7he year of 'Moved the mamifacturer Business Manager, President 
, the survey conducted is 199 7. operation. ' Packaging Manufacturer Company 
four years ago' (1993) Yhe year 
of the survey conducted is 1997 
'Improved the manufacturing 
operation' 
Business Manager, Packaging 
Manufacturer 
1994 'Tofocus on Sustainable Business Fine Papers Environmental 
Development Better understanding Advisor 
of howfiture environmental 
pressures would affect business' 
'1996' 'Waste legislation. ' Packaging Manufacturer 
'1996' 'New legislation and lechnoloýy. Manager, Packaging Manufacturer 
'1996' 'ISO 14001! Packaging Construction 
In addition, stated 'A progress of 'Pending legislation in many Packaging Consultancy 
continuous improvement oiler the countries. 
ten years period. 
No year specified. 
Table 6.5 Respondents stated reasons and year of changing environmental policy in 
packaging business 
The introductory- item about environmental- auditing activities, -asked, -respondents to 
indicate from a specified list provided which terminology described best for them the term 
'environmental audit'. Most agreed descriptive option (34.38% - twenty two subjects) for 
the environmental audit as: 'a business commitment to safeguard compliance with 
environmental legislation and standards, In the second choice (tend to agree'- ranking 
with 2) a number of definitions highly scored, as illustrated in the list below. 
Below are the key -findings: * 
0 percentage of respondents who 'agreed strongly' 
C1 most popular ranking value - from 'agree strongly' value 1 to 'disagree strongly' that 
valued as 4. 
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Most important tendency Most popular ranking 
to agree preference 
A management tool to control 2 (51.69%) business environmental 
activities 
An environ mental process in (2 0.3 1 2 (43 751,, 0) corporate level . 
A business commitment to (3 4. -3) 8 2 (54.69'0) safeguard compliance with 
environmental legislation & 
standards 
A way to talk and present 
' 13%) 2 (53.13%) environmental companys 
performance 
A format to check business (28.13%) 2 (37.500, 'o) 
environmental impact 
Table 6.6 De-veriptive definitions of the term 'environmental audit' 
No other definition were stated. A comment offered about the definition 'a format to 
check business environmental jrnpact' is as follows: "Agree slrongýv -A complele anaývsis 
OJ'117e en0ronniental impact of all company consequences. i. e.: related to the products 
theysel/. " Environmental Researcher, Consultancy. 
However most of the subjects stated that their company does not hold environmental audits 
which address the impact of its whole operation with great fi-equency. Twenty sulýjects said 
'hardly ei-er' (3 1 %), while only twelve (19 percent) said 'ahrajs'. Fi-gure 6.8 presents all 
the findings of the above question. 
Participation of Environmental Audits 
for the whole operation 
Never 
Hardly ever 1 4q/o 
Always 
190/0 
25% of the tinw 
Nearly always 
19% 1 ie time 8% 
9% 
Figure 6.8 Percentages of 'environmental audits'that addressed the whole impact of 
pach-aging busine. vs operation 
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The 41ollow up llem asked the respondents to describe the Frequency of' environnicnial 
auditing activities held by their companies. The findings given in the figure 6.9 below. 
Frequency of Environmental Audits 
for the whole operation 
Figure 6.9 Frequency of 'environmental audit' activities that address the whole impact of 
packaging business operation 
'Other' included a number of comments as follows: 
"Aree Iiines year " Paper Mill Company. 
-I)epends on the legislation Chief Designer, Packaging Manufacturer. 
"One every three , vears. 
1'eriotlicalk insolne aspects qfopera tiol is. Never oil all overall 
basis. " Business Manager, Packaging Manufacturer Company. 
" -Jqfi) not available. " Packaging Engineer. 
" "Depends on the legislationl' periodicalýv. - stated by Fine Papers Environmental 
Advisor; Paper Company; Paper Environmental Advisor; Paper Company. 
0 "Audit firequenc ,v 
depends on the legislation " Chief Designer, Packaging; Packaging 
Designer, Packaging Manufacturer, Desion Manager, Paper Packaging Manufacturer-, Paper 
Packaging Manufacturer. 
"Perio(lically depends on 111C h'glSlatiOn. Manufacturer Pack- ag lilt-T. 
"Not enough in rinalion available. Packaging Designer. Tov Manufacturer-, . 
/b 
Packaging Engineer; Paper Packaging Manufacturer; Deslizner, Paper Packaging 
Nlanufacturer. 
in addition respondents were asked to specifý, ý1'117eir company held a particular audit for 
individual products or services. 
Participation of Environmental Audits 
for packaging products 
Never No answer 
43 06 
". ys 
1 7016 
IN 
"oddy always 
Hardly /50/0 of the tinie 
80/0 
1 91YO 12% 
Figure 6.10 Percentages of audits that addressed the environmental impact of products 
and services in packaging husiness sector 
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The highest score of respondents is again close to 'hardly e%cr' (1ý. 75% -IN% elve ., -u 
h' jects) 
wid 'never' (43.75% - twenty eight sub .. ects), 
for 'always' a perccritage of 15.01"i) (len 
sub jects) apply. The complete picture of the findings is pro\ ided in the figure 6.10 abo% e. 
The frequency of environmental auditing activities for individual products or scrviccs held 
by the sample of companies responding to the survey is given in the figure 6.11 below. 
Figure 6.11 Frequemýv of audits activities that address-ed the environmental impact of 
products and services in pach-aging husiness sector 
The selection of 'Other' in the above itern included a number of comments as follows: 
"Aree ijincs year" Paper \4111 Company 
" If lien we lazinch a new product, system. " Chief Designer, Packaging Manufacturer 
"Info not available. " Packaging Engineer 
-Appýv fior new product mtroduýlion. " Head of Design, Packaging Manufacturer, 
Packaging Designer, Packaging Manufacturer; President, Manufacturing Packaging; Head of 
Design, Paper Packaging Manufacturer. 
The final question in this section asked subjects to indicate whether they have difficulties 
when implementing an environmental audit review. A list , vith specified answers Nvas 
provided and options to add to the list given at the end. Difficulties to collect appropriate 
data when implementing an en% 1roninental audit iv. iew wasthe most popular wis,. %-er scored 
with 45.3 1 percent (twenty-nine subjects) for 'always', 
Bellow are the key findings ordered in the following way: percenta-ge of respondents who 
thought the selected monvation Nvas the most important 
the percentage of respondents who applies in the option 'alvvays' (valued with 1) in 
every difficulty specified in the list. 
most popular ranking answer for the particular difficulty 
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Most important difficulty Most popular ranking 
encounter iq implementing answer 
environmental audits 
activities 
Difficulties to collect data 
(45.31%) 1(45.31%) 
Difficulties to control the whole process 
(34.38%) 3(35.94%) 
Difficulties to find the appropriate staff 
(17.19%) 3+4 score (25.00%) 
Difficulties to cope with resources and 
costs involved (34.38%) 3(35.94%) 
Clear guidelines not available 
(17.19%) 4(32.81%) 
Table 6.7 Difficulties encounter when implementing environmental audit activities 
The selection of 'Other' in the above item included the following comments: 
0 "No real experience. " Packaging Manufacturer Company 
"No clear EI (Environmental Impact) comparisons for industry. We need a large order 
of magnitude more in research to assess what the EI of the actions and products we buy 
are. " Environmental Researcher 
. Section 3- Environmental Management approach 
The first item in this section asked the respondents to specify how their companies carry 
out their environmental activities. For this purpose a specified list with different value 
answers was provided. The ranking rate started from 'very likely' equalling 'I' to 'very 
unlikely' equalling W. Most of the subjects 37.50 percent (twenty-four respondents) stated 
that they collaborate with. 
-independent 
governmental bodies/ verifiers_(t4a_t_ applies in the 
use of EMSs) and a 35.94 percent (twenty-three respondents) indicated that they had an 
environmental management team in place. 
For a better description of the key findings the list below provides information ordered in 
the following way: 
0 percentage of respondents who 'very likely' carry in the way indicated on the left 
row their environmental activities. 
0 most popular ranking preference for the particular way that companies carry out 
their environmental activities 
0 percentage of respondents who very unlikely'carry in the way indicated on the right 
row their environmental activities.. 
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Very Likely Most popular Verv unlikeIN, 
ranking aimNer 
We employ an external 
environment al consultant (109-40o) 4 (40 03" o) (40 (, 311o 
We have an environmental leam 
in place (3 5.94' 0) 435 94' 0) 0)5,940 o) 
NN e collaborate with external 
environmental auditors (26.561 o) 2 (40 0311, ý) 12.5 0"0) 
We collaborate with 
independent governmental (3 7.5 09, 'o) 2 (43 75ýo) (18 75"0) 
bodies/verifiers 
Table 6.8 Human resources involved in implementing environmental auditing activities 
'The selection of 'Other' included the comment: -IVe are justfin-ming an environinewal 
management team. " Business Manager, President, Packaging Manufacturer Company 
In the itern following respondents were asked to specify whether their company presented 
its environmental activities/performance. 17.19 percent (eleven) of the respondents said 
that 'aht-a. vs' whether their counpany present its environmental activitles/perforniance, 25 
percent (sixteen) said 'hardýv ci, er' and 15.63 per cent (ten) said 'never'. The findings of 
this question illustrated in the figure 6.12 bellow. 
Presentation of Environmental Activities 
Never 
1 ý; O/n 
Hardly ever 
25% 
Often 
33% 
Always 
17% 
Nearly 
always 
9% 
Figure 6.12 Percentage of paper based packaging companies that present their 
environmental activities 
The follow up itern asked the respondents to specify when their company is presenting its 
environmental performance in what 'groups' the environmental performance was 
presented. The groups provided in a specified list. The most popular group that companies 
presented their environmental performance is the 'board of directors' with a 59.38 per cent 
(thirty-eight subjects) said 'always', followed by 40.63 per cent (twenty-six) indicated the 
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'stakeholders' group, while the 'general public' took the biggest percentage (26.56% 
equivalent to seventeen subjects) of not presenting businesses environmental activities. 
The list below provides the key findings ordered in the following way: 
0 percentage of respondents who 'aluwys' present their environmental activities in 
the 'group' indicated 
0 most popular ranking preference for the particular 'group'. The ranking are for 
6always'- 1; for '75% of the time'- 2; for '50% of the time' - 3; for '25% of the time' - 4; 
for 'hardly ever'- 5; and, for 'never'- 6. 
0 percentage of respondents who 'never " present their environmental activities in 
the 'group' indicated 
Environmental Most popular ranking Environmental 
Information presented answer Information never 
always presented 
Stakeholders 
(40.63%) 1 (40.63%) (1.550/. ) 
Board of Directors 
(59.38%) 1(59.38%) (1.55%) 
Employees 
(34.38%) 1(34.38%) (1.55%) 
Governmental Bodies 
(23.44%) 3(31.25%) (12.49%) 
Interested parties 
(15.63%) 5(23.44%) (6.25%) 
General public 1 
(21.88%) 6(26.56%) (26.56%) 
Table 6.9 Groups that pa_ckar,, ing bu,, vinessenvironmentalactii,, ities are presented 
However, subjects expressed very opposed preferences, in response of the item asking if the 
respondents company published an envirornmental review statement. While 32.81 per cent 
(twenty-one) of the respondent said always, in opposition a 40.63 percent (twenty-six) said 
never. A good description of the findings provided in figure 6.13. 
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Frequency of environmental review 
statement 
Never 
A (I 0/ý 
Hardly evei 
8% 
Always 
33% 
Figure 6.13 Frequenqv of publicised an environmental review statement by packaging 
businews 
The follow up itern asked from the respondents to indicate the format of the presented 
infori-nation, most common answer was the environmental report (32.8110 equivalent to 
twenty one subjects). 
Below are the key findings ordered in the following way: 
percentage of respondents who 'alivays 'present their environmental activifies in 
the fori-nat indicated on the left row 
most popular ranking preference 
percentage of non respondents 
Environment-0 Most popular Non- 
hiformation ranking answer respondents 
presented ahAays 
Environmental report (3) 2.8 1 %) I (32.819, o) (56.25'%) 
Leaflet (7.8 1 %) 3 (28.13%) (48.44%) 
Fact sheet for (0%) 2 (23.44%) (43.75%) 
individual products or 
particular activities 
Table 6.10 The format of presented environmental injorination in packaginc, husiness ?N 
6.3.2 The results - correlation studies 
it was be predicted that there will be relationships between various sets of data. The study 
examines the correlation between different sets of data with the aim to discover how strong 
the relationship is between the two sets. The correlation analysis does not guarantee that 
there is a direct relationship between one set of data and another, but does imply that there 
could be a relationship. The findings are as follows: 
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=* The first correlation analysis was, between whether the candidate thought that 
environmental issues were important in business 'and what they believed were the main 
motivations for companies response in the environmental agenda. There was no 
correlation between any of the answers. This implies that regardless of the candidates 
personal view on the importance of companies undertaking environmental activities there 
was no one answer for why the companies carried out these activities. 
=:,. The next correlation examined was between motivations for environmental response 
and turnover. This showed no correlation between the answers, with the exception of 
turnover and environmental legislation and penalties, where there was a small relationship. 
This correlation study also showed that there were relationships between motivations 
involving consumer pressure and codes of practice and the turnover of the companies, 
implying that these three factors combined affect a companies motivation to undertake 
environmental agendas. 
=> There was no relationship between turnover and the year that environmental 
requirements were introduced 
=> Correlation between where information about environmental implications was sourced 
showed that where information was obtained was completely random within the study. 
=*. When studying relationships between what environmental practice meant to the 
individual, there was correlation between the answer they gave regarding supporting 
community environmental relation programmes, checking suppliers approach to 
environmental practice and giving environmental information to consumers in an ethical 
way. This could mean that companies are again influenced by outside sources and, are 
conscious of how the public and suppliers regard them. 
=> Within section two it was shown that the turnover of an organisation had no 
relationship with when they had implemented their environmental policy. 
=* The next correlation was between environmental commitments of policy. It showed a 
relationship with compliance with legislation and controlling environmental impact. There 
is also a relationship between controlling environmental impact and particular areas of the 
organisations operations. When testing the verifybg of systems, there was shown high 
correlation to specific management aspects related to corporate policy systems, waste 
management audits, suppliers audits and quality control audits. In addition to this there was 
shown high correlations of cost savings audits to waste management, supplier, and quality 
control audits and verifying systems. 
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=* Following on from this it was shown that there was no relationship between how 
respondents viewed environmental audits with the "bxception of small positive relationship 
of the views of an environmental audit being an analysis process at corporate level and a 
business commitment to safeguard compliance with legislation. 
There is no relationship between the turnover of an organisation and how frequently 
they conduct their environmental audits. 
=> There is a strong positive relationship between whether a company holds audits for 
particular products and how often the audits take place. If the company holds an 
environmental audit, it tended to be one every year. 
=* Within section three it was shown that there is no relationship between the number of 
employees working, within an organisation, and how they carry out their environmental 
activities. 
The final correlation study showed a strong positive relationship between whether an 
organisation presents it's environmental activities and performance and whether they 
publish an environmental review statement. Neither of these factors are related to the 
tumover of the organisation. 
6.4 Observations 
Not many respondents added something of significant importance in the open-ended item 
indicated at the end of each list of questions. All the comments provided are very much 
related to or in support of the options given. That implies that the study has provided all 
the possible indications in the specified list of answers. Also it considers as a goodresponse 
that all the specified listed items were completed -a big number of 'no answer' items does 
not apply to the survey, that shows that the- questionnaire was easy to complete with 
straightforward items and with the similar context in every section. 
Surnmarising the most important of the findings gives the following indicators: 
Paper based packaging companies found environmental issues to be very important in 
business operation. 
Environmental activities are not closely related to the size of company or the business 
activities. 
=> Environmental legislation (in particular EU packaging and packaging waste Directive) is 
a matter of concern to companies regardless of size. 
But environmental legislation and penalties are of more concern to big companies. 
Also, big companies tend to express more, interest in codes of practice (Environmental 
Management Systems) and consumer pressures than smaller size companies. 
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=: > Most of the companies have an environmental policy and they are much more 
interested in complying with legislation. 
=> The term environmental audit emerged as 'a management tool to control business 
environmental activities' and as 'a business commitment to safeguard compliance with 
environmental legislation and standards'. 
=> Companies that support environmentally related programmes also are companies 
checking their suppliers environmental approach and providing environmental information 
to consumers. 
=* If the organisation presents its environmental activities performance these tend to be 
published. 
=: > If companies comply with environmental legislation they tend to hold environmental 
audits. 
Companies that are interested in being verified for their environmental activities 
indicated that they considered specific management aspects related to corporate policy 
systems; waste management audits; suppliers audits and quality control audits. 
=> Also, companies use cost saving audits relating to waste management, supplier and 
quality control audits. 
=> There is no indication that the size of the company influences how often an 
environmental audit is conducted. 
=> Paper packaging companies tend not to hold frequent environmental audits for the 
whol e company's operation, nor for particular products or services. 
=> But those companies that hold environmental audits for paper packaging products tend 
to have one every year. 
=: > The biggest difficulty in implementing an environmental audit review is to collect the 
appropriate data, followed by difficulties controlling the whole progress and difficulties to 
cope with the resources and cost involved. 
==> When companies present their environmental performance it tends to be most of time 
to the board of directors followed by the stakeholders group and the employees. Less often 
companies present their environmental performance to the general public. 
6.5 Summary 
This chapter examined the formulation of the survey 'Environ Info System'. The chapter 
presented and analysed the findings of the survey obtained from LIK based paper packaging 
businesses. It revealed current environmental practices in relation to the company's 
operation and with effects in the final product also ways of conducting environmental 
analysis and reporting environmental achievements. 
The next chapter is dealing with the formulation of the final model. In particular it 
presents specific interviews with experts in the field contacted to get the final feedback to 
test, refine and modify the final model presented. 
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CH, 4PTER 7. THE FINAL MODEL The Environmental 
Management Control System - EMCS model 
7.1 Introduction 
The final recommended solution of this research study is the 'Environmental Management 
Control System' EMCS model presented in this chapter, and sub-models that illustrate the 
factors to be included for applying environmental management systems on paper packaging 
products. Based_on the findings from the Investigation stage this chapter gives form to the 
Testing and Evaluation stage of the research. This stage includes the evolutionary 
prototyping and formative evaluation of the EMCS model. The EMCS model was tested 
and modified based on the findings from interviews with governmental/industrial bodies and 
packaging companies. 
7.2 Evolutionary prototyping: Model Testing 
At the Testing and Evaluation stage of the research the EMCS model assessed in two 
phases. Phase A. presents the evaluation of the revised format of the EMCS model that was 
initially presented in chapter 5. This evaluation was first to test the validity of the 
suggestions for improvements made at the Investigation stage and second to introduced and 
test possible modifications. The interviewees selected for this evaluation were key 
informants and all the different formats of model prototyping were bound together and 
presented to them. Based on their recommendations the EMCS model revised again and 
evaluated at Phase B. The format of the EMCS model that evaluated at Phase B. is very 
similar to the one presented in this thesis at a follow section. 
The methodology used for prototyping the EMCS model follows the hard system approach 
stages defined by Waring (1989: 6 1) specifically the stage Sth Implementation stage which 
is the final stage aimed to put the solution (model) recommended from the 8th stage 
(Making a choice) into effect by evaluation with the end users. Based on the findings from 
this evaluation further system design work is required and this is implemented into the 
design of a new modified format of the model, that format tested again and modified to 
provide the final solution. 
At this stage of the research the formulation of the model applies the thinking behind 
evolutionary prototyping which defined by Flynn as follows. 
Prototyping is often described as an evolutionary process. It is particular suited to 
being used in the evolutionary approach to systems development. In the 
evolutionary approach, a project is broken down into separate parts and each part 
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in turn is taken through the development process. The emphasis is on a learning 
process, whereby users and developers refine the requirements or learn more about 
the possibilities of the technology, from the experience of developing and testing a 
given part and then use this knowledge to shape the development of the next part. 1 
The final format of the EMCS model follows an evolutionary prototyping - process by 
providing a main model (see 7.3) for environmental analysis to be followed and sub-models 
(see 7.4) that are giving specifications and detailed explanations in support of the process 
of the main model. The sub-models are separated parts which contribute to the same end, 
thus they are the synthesis and operation of the main model. The main role of the sub- 
models is to allow the user to identify and develop requirements in support of their own 
companies specific needs. By following the steps provided in the sub-models the user gains 
knowledge, understanding and experience in the parts of the organisation operation that are 
under investigation. Following this, based on the experience obtained from the development 
and testing a given part, then this knowledge is applied to the development of the next 
part. Finally the findings and experience gained by the use of sub-models - considered as 
parts of the system that the organisation operates - allows the user to apply the findings in 
integrating the development of the whole process. 
The advantages and disadvantages of evolutionary prototyping have been considered. 
According to ICSA (1193:. 203) they are: 
(a) The task of project control becomes easier, as the tackling of individual parts is 
less complex than working on the whole. 
(b) It is not necessary to 'freeze' requirements for all parts at the outset. 
(c) Each part can be developed relatively quickly. 
(d) As with prototyping, users are able to see the effects of their 2 
decisions and the 
results of their requirements before the whole system is developed. 
The disadvantages to the evolutionary approach- includes the following considerations. 
(a) A mistake in an early part may significant affect later work. 
(b) A project is likely to take longer from inception - to completion than with 
traditional methods. 
(c) If risks phases are tackled early, the risk that changes may be necessitated by 3 
changing requirements will be increased . 
Advantages of evolutionary prototyping listed above have been applied to the models. To 
overcome the disadvantages the following steps have been taken. 
1 Flynn: Information systems requirements extract from ICSA (1993) Study text. Pre-Professional 
Yanaging Information System, BPP Publishing Limited, London, p. 203 - 204 2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
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(a) The steps of environmental analysis described in each sub-model illustrate 
clearly the process to be followed so mistakes can be avoided. In addition the 
process is described in detail in an accompanying document. 
(b) Efforts have been made to specified not the time that the businesses may 
required to use the process model but the period required to repeat the whole 
process. The aim is to maintain high level of improvement on environmental 
performance. 
(c) The final disadvantage of the evolutionary approach is not applicable because 
each sub-model is independent and thus lowers the risk. 
All the above considerations of the evolutionary prolotyping appFoach are included in the 
formulation of the modified format of the EMCS model presented for evaluation at phase 
B. of model testing. The following section examines the formulation and the findings from 
phase A. of model testing. Those findings are then taken forward to phase B. 
7.2.1 Method - EMCS model evaluation, Phase A. I 
The first phase of model evaluation at the Testing and Evaluation stage deals with the 
options suggested for improvements to the EMCS model and the other four models 
introduced during the Investigation Stage. The method used is one-to-one evaluation with 
experts and key informants. The synthesis of the testing, the selection of the participants 
and the instruments used on interviews is described as follows. 
Syn thesis of teWng 
The interviews followed a pre-arranged structure according to an inten, iew schedule. The 
potential respondent was contacted from a specified list (see below) with the request to 
offer a day and time to be interviewed. The interview schedule used an attitude 
questionnaire principally for evaluating the EMCS model but also facilitating free discussion 
close to the end of the interview of the other formats of model presented-Tbe --aim of the 
structured format of the interviews was to enable the researcher to analyse the collected 
information and anticipate any recommendations for improvements made and the changes 
required for developing the qualities of the EMCS model. The duration of the interview 
based on the evaluation questionnaire and materials for evaluation (copies of the models) 
used was about an hour and on some occasions this extended to an hour and a half or two 
hours including the free discussion. 
Tested Participants 
The participants selected from The Institute of Packaging Directory and Review 96197, and 
Technology partnership Guide to (JK environmental technology and services, participants 
under the heading of 'environmental consultancy service' and 'Eco, * Directory of 
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Environmental Databases in the United Kingdom 1992. The criterion for selection of the 
participants was to be in a managerial level and have a substantial understanding of 
environmental management systems. It also considered the availability of participants 
during the period of this investigation. The professional activities of respondents 
companies included environmental consultancy, design consultancy and packaging retailer 
manufacturer. The selection of the key informants was on the basis of the 
recommendations made during the previous stages of the research. 
Tested Instrument 
The prospective interviewee received by post in advance the following material: covering 
letter that summarised the aims of the interview and reminder the day and time of the 
interview, a one page project description, and a page with the evaluation questionnaire. It 
was acknowledged the participants willingness to co-operate with the research, promised 
them that confidentiality will kept and that the information provided will be used for 
academic purposes. Moreover, it promised to let the participants be informed about the 
research outcomes if they wished. 
The evaluation questionnaire used for models testing consists of nine items, from those 
four were grouped items, that means supported by a second or third item . or provided 
suggested options for selection. The reason for that was to provide more specific 
recommendation in the same item. The questionnaire which follows aimed to investigate 
attitudes in relation to EMCS model; however the other formats of the models were 
evaluate during the free discussion in response to the final item of the questionnaire. - 
1) Are you familiar with the terminology used? 
1a) Does the ten-ninology describe adequately the stages indicated? -- ----- 1b) Do you believe that the terminology should be borrowed from ISO 14000? 
2) Is the EMCS model self explanatory from one stage to another? 
2a) Do you understand the directions and the links provided? 
2b) Please state if something is missing or not described adequately. 
3) Do you think there is enough information and direction provided? 
3a) Do you believe* that additional information to explain ip details the process 
to be followed should included in the format of the model or should provided 
in a complimentary document? 
4) Do you believe that the final synthesis of the EMCS model should appear in a more 
simplified format? 
4a) How do you perceive the idea of using a main simple model accompanied 
by sub-models that explain in more detail the stages of environmental analysis 
to be followed? 
5) Please give your thoughts'on the use of the sub-models for internal and external 
communication? 
6) Do you find the EMCS model to have a practical application for packaging businesses? 
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7) Who do you believe could use the model? 
8) Do you find any of the elements from the previous formats of the model prototyping to 
be useful for inclusion at the final format of the EMCS model? 
9) Do you have any suggestions for inclusion on the final model? 
9a) Do you have any comments on the research project? 
Table VI. I in appendix VI. presents the Insirument used in Models Evaluation - Ist Phase. 
7.2.2 Results - EMCS model evaluation Phase A. 
Theformat of the model under evaluation 
The EMCS model was re-formatted based on the following recommendations made during 
the evaluation of the five prototype formats of the, model at the Investigation stage Phase 
A. 
Use a different template for auditing activities. 
Attempt to use sub-models about auditing; internal and external communication level. 
Provide additional directions about how to proceed in achieving environmental 
performance targets at internal and external level of companys' operation. 
=> Simplify the links. 
Furthermore, suggested modifications from the evaluation of the five prototype formats at 
the investigation stage that were not incorporated in the re-formatting form of the EMCS 
model are presented below. These suggested modifications are fiirbter examined during this 
evaluation in order, to find the structure and the method to consolidate those amenities into 
the revised version of the model. 
=> Reduce the amount of information to the minimum required to explain the point. 
==> Explain better the format for the auditing activities. 
=> Define the number of sub-models required to explain environmental management 
principles compatible with the packaging design process. 
=> Examine the potentials of the MEPA model (in terms of structure and present 
information) to be part of the main model for defining eco-design activities. 
Explore way to present the methods and requirements on how packaging companies can 
achieve environmental. performance standards. 
Investigate what more explanations can be provided about the impact of the use of 
strategic control to the environmental policy in the EMCS model (see figure 7.1). 
Borrow terminology where available from the ISO 14001. 
Simplify more the links and directions provided. 
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Thefindingsfrom model evaluation 
A content analysis was used to analyse the data obtained from the face-to-face interviews 
(see Table VI. 2 in appendix VI. ). Fourteen interviews were conducted in this investigation. 
The business activity of the interviewees were four packaging retailer/manufacturers, three 
environmental consultancies and four design consultancies. In addition the key informants 
were from the UKEB - UK Ecolabelling Board, Packaging Organisation and European 
Information Centre. From those the interview with the UKEB were group interview as two 
participants were present. The profession of the sub ects were eight Heads of Production/ j 
Managers, or Directors, two Packaging Specifiers, one Principal Scientist, two Packaging 
Designers (Head and Chief designer) and four Environmental Advisors. 
Subjects felt that the material presented on the models are of very good quality. Besides 
they found the EMCS model to be the best interpretation compared with the other 
__prototype 
Jormats of. models__=4 with the post potentials to work in practice. In 
particular, they found that the EMCS model provides clear directions, also the information 
included is useful and, the structure of the model, the links and the directions are of good 
interpretation. 
Sub ects were also positive in the use of sub-models in support of the main model. They 
suggested that the terminology should be borrowed from the ISO 14001 as the models 
follow the same environmental management principles but format very differently, In 
relation to this point subjects stated that they had never come across such interpretations 
of models of environmental analysis and that they found them useful and valuable and, 
very good the concept of interpreting environmental management principles related with 
and with effects to product design such as packaging. Subjects felt that the directions and 
links provided on the EMCS model are clear and easy to follow. However, they found that a 
lot of information was presented and they suggested that the information presented should 
be reduced to the minimum required for the model to describe efficiently the stages of 
environmental analysis that are recommended. Furthermore they suggested the use of an 
accompanying document that explains in detail the directions to be followed in support of 
the structure of the model. 
Recommendations for improvements in the format of the EMCS model were: 
replace the wording 'strategic management' with 'environmental management system' 
as the central component of the model and replace the wording 'audit' with 
'environmental audit' 
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" subtract the directions for 'resource requirements' and 'allocated personnel 
responsibilities' as information about these activities is described in the sub-models of 
internal and external communication. 
" about the auditing cycle it should be kept the indication that is a repetitive cycle, 
however the stages to be followed should be in more descriptive. 
" about the sub-models of internal and external communication the stages to be follow are 
described well but the information in each box needed rephrasing aiming to be more 
direct. In particular it suggested for the sub-model of external communication to keep 
only the information presented in the first two lines. 
" the sub-models should describe: the environmental auditing methodology; 
environmental responsibilities at internal and external level of business operation; and 
design activities related to the eco-design characteristics and design management 
process. 
-the 
information about eco-design activities and requirements presented in MEPA model 
can be kept and the model should be reconstructed and presented in a similar form like 
the EMCS model. 
The model was recommended for use by environmental managers, environmental auditors 
and design managers. In addition, subjects felt that the EMCS model can also be used by an 
accreditation body. On such. occasions the use of the model can be extended to* awarding 
credits for different levels of environmental concern. They also suggested the possibilities 
for environmental awarding on packaging products to those companies that used the model. 
The option of using 'eco-points' (suggested in chapter 4.5) for environmental awarding of 
packaging products was discussed with the participants. They felt that the use of an 
assessment matrix that examined environmental factors related with the' design process; 
manufacturing process; social, legal and performance issues is an applicable extension of the 
EMCS model. Subjects also felt that in such case a checklist with questions that specified the 
design of packaging should be supplied. Finally subjects suggested the use of three case 
studies to demonstrate the potential use of the matrix. 
Further observations 
The Environment Council recommend that Design for Environment (DfE) - also called 
Ecological Design (Eco-Design) - in practice should consider life cycle thinking in terms of 
the life cycle impact of product at key stages, before, during, and after the 
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conceptualisation of product design. " At each stage of tile packaging's life cycle, raw 
materials and energy enter the system whilst waste and spent energy exit to the 
environment (air, land and water). Initial considerations about packaging's life cycle start at 
the stage when the design brief is formulated, such considerations include the brief and 
requirernents from the client related as well with the product to be packed. I-lie first basic 
questions should include thinking about the use stage of packaging: Whal al*e cusloinel. 
requirements ftom the packaging? it-hat service the packaging it-ill pi-ovide io the packagetl 
product? What ex1ra values the packaging can ojftr? Vie brand" Pie iinagP ('an these be 
provided in a way which has less environmental impact? 
The thoughtful process for packaging design is represented in figure 7.4. Tile corporate 
design strategy reflects the image of the client (brand differentiation) arid it is directly 
related to the packaging desion strateav. When the design brief developed is at the early 
desion stage environmental considerations regarding existing options should be included. 
The decisions made at that stage lead to creating strict specifications I'Or packaging,. Design 
decisions are likely to affect the whole life c,, cle of the packaging. Because of' that, 
packaging specifications should include simplified LCA thinking which aim to mininlise the 
negative environmental impact dunna production (manufacturing), packaging use. 
altemative uses and disposal. 
' The Environment Council (1997) 'A manager's Introduction to product design and tile environment', 
Business and the Environment Programme, 
CK, pI 
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DM (Eco-Design) reinforces improvement in environmental management through better 
inventory control and better process control at the design stage. WE can reduce the 
environmental effects of a company's products and packaging, helping company to achieve 
environmental targets. ME can contribute to systematic data gathering for suppliers and 
customers audit (The Environment Council, 1997)., 
The Environment Council (1997) sees the use of environmental audits as guidance for 
generation ýf design requirements in the product strategy that 'highlight those parts of a 
company's operations with significant environmental impact'. 
The survey 'Environmental Effects on Business Management and Information System' 
conducted in 1997 (for analysis and evaluation see Chapter 6. ), reveals that only 15.63 per 
cent (ten subjects out of sample of 64) of UK based packaging businesses always hold an 
environmental audit for individual packaging products and such audits apply mainly for new 
jroduct 
- 
introdu 
- 
ction. 
* 
While an amazing 43.75 
_percent 
said that they 'never' conduct an 
audit for packaging and a 18.75 percent state 'hardly ever. That shows to some extent the 
use of environmental audit in creating specifications for packaging is currently 
underestimated. According to the survey findings about the particular difficulties in 
implementing an environmental audit review5, packaging companies, packaging designers 
and environmental consultancies in packaging found that most of the time 35.94 percent 
(17.19% 'always' and 18.75 % 'nearly always ) clear guidelines are available. This number 
compares with the number of 32.81 percent of the respondents who believed that 'hardly 
ever' clear guidelines are not available brings a contradiction. The reality is (based on the 
research findings) that there are guidelines available for EMS and general guidelines for 
packaging and environment. But these guidelines are suffering in the following terms: 
=:;. scientific data not easily understood by designers; 
=* environmental legislation (in particular the EC packaging and packaging waste 
Directive) states requirements and targets to be achieved for packaging without any 
specification given how these could be achieved in the design stage of packaging-, 
=: > EMS provided a good number of information for business environmental activities but is 
not so closely related to the product (such as packaging) itself, 
=> there is a need to bridge environmental management thinking orientated at company's 
level with the formulation of design process - what the Eco-Design and WE try to achieve. 
The respondents in the survey also indicated that they have 'always' difficulties to * collect 
the appropriate data (45.3 1%); also, a 70.32 per cent have difficulties to control the whole 
5 The question about which difficulties do you most encounter when implementing an environmental 
audit review; apply for individual packaging products, as well as a review that address the whole impact 
of packaging company's operation. 
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process (43.38% 'always'and 35.94% 'often ) and 70.32 per cent have difficulties to cope 
with resources and costs involved. These considerations are included in building up the 
model of environmental analysis particularly, in relation to the auditing sub-model so that 
the stages of environmental analysis to be followed to be more descriptive than the format 
of the auditing model presented in figure 7.1 (stage two). Specifically, while step-by-step 
directions on how to proceed in auditing activities are going to be provided in the revised 
format of the auditing model (see 7.6) and the terminology is going to use existing terms 
where applicable, the use of an accompanied document explaining in detail the auditing 
process is going to be written in a way that makes it possible to be understood by design 
managers and environmental managers. 
The Environment Council (1997) recognise that: DJE is a logicql extension of 
environmental management' because it helps companies to achieve environmental policy 
obje cti ves ,- and to. 
implement principles of good environmental management. The 
Confederation of the European Paper Industries (CEPI, 1996) supports EMAS, and 
estimates that a significant number of pulp and paper mills across EU are interested to be 
certified with EMAS by the end of 1996.6 Gash (1995) recommends for paper [including 
packaging paper products] companies that in order to participate in EMAS they must: 
adopt environmental policies requiring legal compliance and commitments aimed at the 
continuous improvement of environmental performance; 
establish an environmental management system, including preparation of an 
environmental effects register; 
=> conduct periodic auditing of the environmental management systems and compliance 
with the environmental policies and of environmental management system; and 
=> prepare public environmental statements noting significant 7 
environmental effects 
which must be checked and agreed to, by an independent verifier. 
It has bee n brought up (based on the findings from the previous investigations) that to 
implement EMAS or Environmental Management Standards in packaging business it is 
essential to use environmental auditing procedures that examine -and address the 
environmental impact of the whole company's operation. To achieve DfE and award on 
packaging products eco-design characteristics, it is necessary to conduct environmental 
audits for paiticular packaging products as part of the system as defined by the company's 
operation. The research paper 'Environmental Business Strategy: A new Model for 
Development? ' commented about environmental audit that it 'is an important'tool in the 
6CEPI (1996) personal communication, Confederation of European Paper Industries, Brussels, Belgium 
7 Gasch, M. 1995, 'EMAS and ISO: Will they be voluntaryT, PIMA Magazine, November 
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managerial level of a company as it examines the environmental impact of company's 
operation in different stages, evaluates the best environmental option based on a standards 
set of criteria and according to existing legislation and companys' particular needs. 
Furthermore by conducting environmental. analysis, eco-audiling makes environmental 
claims (on products) more meaningful. "s 
Packaging businesses that responded to the survey 'Environmental Effects on Business 
Management and Information System' were asked to describe what the term 
'environmental audit' means for them: all the indications provided in the specified list 
received a relatively high score and no additional descriptions were given. The results mean 
that most of the respondents 89.07 per cent (34.38%. 'agrec strongly' and 54.69% 'tend to 
agree') see the 'environmental audit' as 'a business commitment to safeguard with 
environmental legislation and standards'. 79.69 per cent (25% 'agree strongly' and 
54.69% 'tend to agree') stated that 'environmental audit' is 'a management tool to 
control -business environmental activities. 65.63 -percent (28.13% "agree strongly' and 
37.50% 'tend'to agree') of the respondents described the 'environmental audit' as 'a 
formal to check business environmental impact' while one of the respondents commented 
that this description closely related to the product and all company's environmental 
consequences. Finally 64.06% percent (20.31% 'agree strongly' and 43.75% 'tend to 
agree') stated that the 'environmental audit' is 'an environmental process in corporate 
level'. 
As the above statements in describing the 'environmental audit' scored highly from the 
respondents of the survey, the study considered all these activities in presenting the 
operation of the environmental auditing. This study views the environmental audit as 'a 
management tool to control business environmental activities'. Even if this was the second 
preference of the respondents (79.69%) it is the best way to describe an environmental 
audit for reasons as follow: 
==:,, the 89.07 percent who believed that the 'environmental audit' is 'a business 
commitment to safeguard with environmental legislation and standards, is because 
packaging business are 'terrified' (see evaluation of the findings from the explanatory stage 
presented in 4.4) of their obligations that the EU Packaging and packaging waste Directive 
placed on them (formally adopted in 1996) and the specific targets for the UK packaging 
business given by the Producer Responsibility Industry Group; that is why that option scored 
' Sarri, E. And Holland, R "Environmental Business Strategy: A new Model for Development? "- 
'Whose ValuesT - Ethics in the International Business Environment, organised by Thames Valley 
University, March 18-20 1996. Park Court Hotel, Bayswater Road, London, UK 
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highly. In, addition, the use of environmental audit in a management context should 
examine legislative compliance. 
==> in addition, 'business environmental activities' should include compliance with existing 
legislation and standards that affect their operation; 
=: > the use of environmental audit as a 'management tool' to control business 
environmental activities could bring improvements in business overall environmental 
performance not just legislative, regulatory compliance. It can further enhance innovation 
in the business context as it not only deals with current environmental problems and 
activities but can predict future environmental trends and recommend improvements. This 
ability of environmental auditing'should be closely* related with packaging design for 
forward planning. 
The findings from the survey and the findings from model evaluation at phase A. (see 
7.2.2) are included in assembling the final structure of the inodel that leads the way to 
creating and optimising an environmental solution in the business context for paper 
packaging products. 
Final Evaluation Implementation prqposalý 
This study produced the 'Environmental Management Control System' EMCS model which 
is a combined approach to the use of EMS and eco-labelling - in terms 'of LCA 
considerations 'and assessment methodology. The EMCS model is formulated interrelate 
environmental management standards that apply at company level with environmental 
requirements and eco-design specifications at product (paper packaging) level. The EMCS 
model uses the terminology provided by ISO series on EMS. Definitions are borrowed from 
ISO for the development of the EMCS, mainly because ISO are the most recent standards 
on EMS and are international in spec. Also, because during the testing of EMCS on 
different formats the participants found confusing the use of invented terminology. During 
the interview with the LTK Ecolabelling Competent Body Mr. Paul Jackson, Principal 
Scientis? (February 1997) indicated that there is no reason to invent new terminology 
when existing ones describe the same activities and they recommend ISO terminology - 
because of its international authority; and because the ISO series are more closely related to 
the product as they develop'LCA methodology and guidelines for eco-labelling. 
' Mr Jackson the Principal Scientist of the UK Ecolabelling, Board of Executives is responsible for the 
technical assessment of applications; compliance monitoring; and development of criteria. 
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The final model aims to be a generic model related to companys' environmental policy and 
targets affecting the environmental impact of product design. The final model is tested and 
evaluated, in order to demonstrate the validity of the method. 
7.2.3 Method - EMCS model evaluation Phase B. 
The final format of the ENICS model that includes the sub-models was further assessed in 
one-to-one evaluation. The evaluation followed a pre-arranged structured format according 
to an interview schedule. The aim of the structured format of the interviews was to provide 
consistency in the data gathering and analysis. 
Synthesis o testing 
The interview schedule used an evalualion questionnaire applied mainly for assessing the 
EMCS model and also an assessment matrix as an extension in the use of the model. The 
potential interviewees contacted from a specified list (see below) with the request to offer a 
day and time to be interviewed. The aims of the interview were explained. Subjects that 
agreed to participate in the model evaluation received in advance by post the evaluation 
questionnaire and copies of the model with documentation explaining how the model 
operates. The duration of the interview based on the evaluation questionnaire was about 
twenty minutes apart from the free discussion that took place at the end of the interview. 
Tested Participants 
The potential subjects for evaluating the final modified format of the EMCS model were 
subjects contacted at previous stages of the research. The selection ot the potential 
participants were un ' 
der five conditions: (1) all the subjects took part in this investigation 
were from those that contacted in a previous stage of the research and expressed an interest 
to conducted again later in the research, progress, (2) the companies of the subjects should 
have environmental activities and (3) the potential respondent should be partially involved 
or wholly responsible for such activities so they can be in the position to make substantial 
recommendations for alterations on the model, (4) it also included respondents that had 
previ ously indicated that their companies do not have environmental activities or they 
have* but not properly developed (that means they do not have an established 
environmental policy but take consideration for example, of the existing environmental 
legislation applying to their business) the aim was to test the level of understanding from 
those that were unaware or not very informed of environmental management principles, 
(5) considerations about the size of businesses are also included in order to get sample from 
businesses with all the levels of profit margins and turnover. 
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Tested Instrument 
The evaluation questionnaire used for testing the modified format of the EMCS model 
consists of nine items, from those three are supported by a second item or provide suggested 
options for selection. The reason for that was to provide more specific directions in the 
enquiry made. The questionnaire which follows aimed to investigate attitudes in relation to 
EMCS model however the aspect of the matrix also discussed. In more details the 
instrument used for the final format of the EMCS evaluation is presented in table VI. 3 in 
appendix VI. 
1) Do you believe that the use of terminology is appropriate? 
1 a) Does the terminology describe adequately the stages indicated? 
2) Are the EMCS model and the sub-models self explanatory from one stage to another? 
2a) Do you understand the directions and the links provided? 
2b) Please state if something is missing or not described adequately. 
3) Do you think there is enough information and direction provided? 
4) Do you find the model effective for use by packaging companies? 
5) If the packaging companies used the EMCS model how often do you believe they should 
repeat their activities? 
6) Do you think that the assessment matrix works well in conjunction with the EMCS 
model? 
7) Do you believe that the EMCS model and the matrix provide useful guidelines for 
packaging companies to manage and assess their environmental performance? 
8) Who do you believe could use the model? 
9) Do you have any suggestion for inclusion on the final model? 
7.2.4 Results - EMCS model evaluation Phase B. 
A content analysis is used to analyse the data obtained from the face-to-face interviews (see 
Table VI. 3 in appendix V1. ). Twenty two interviews were conducted in this investigation. 
The business activity of the interviewees were seven. packaging retailer/manufacturers, four 
paper and board suppliers, five environmental consultancies and six design consultancies. 
The profession of the subjects were seven Heads of Production/ Managers/ Directors, five 
Packaging Specialists/ Specifiers/ Engineers, five Packaging Designers (Head of Design/ 
Chief designers) and five Environmental Advisors. 
For this evaluation the modified format of the EMCS model was tested, this includes the 
main model and five sub-models about: environmental auditing activities; operation method 
for internal and external communication; operation at product level; and operation format 
for packaging design. In addition to the models a complementary document explained in 
detail the process models supplied to the participants for evaluation. The tested fonnat of 
the EMCS model that took part in this investigation was similar to the one presented in the 
following section 7.3. However, even if the format of the EMCS model presented in section 
7.3 is the final format of the model, there are differences with the format of the model 
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evaluated in this section. Those differences between the tested format in Phase B. and the 
one presented later in, this thesis (7.3) listed in the part of recommendations for 
improvements follow. 
Subjects felt that the modified format of the EMCS model was an extremely good 
interpretation of environmental management principles applicable for packaging design. 
Subjects found the model to have a practical application and potentials to be used by 
environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. In addition subjects 
felt that the model can also be used by an independent environmental auditor/ consultancy 
and design /consultancy as a problem solving techniques, so the companys' products may be 
able to meet assessment ecological criteria. Finally subjects believed that the model can also 
be used by an accreditation/ certification body on environmental management system. 
Moreover, subjects felt that the model provided clear and precise step-by-step direction on 
how to proceed in achieving environmental, performance initiatives. In addition, that the 
., y 
is easy to understood and the sub-models work well and explain the use of tenninolo, 
points in support of the main model. 
Recommendations for changes are presented below. All the recommendations are included 
in the modified format of the model presented in table 7.5,7.6,7.7,7.8,7.9 and 7.10 in 
the follow section. 
=> in the sub-model describing the auditing activities the wording, between establishing the 
audit and running the audit should be change from 'the scope' to 'define the scop*e' for a 
better description of the process. 
=::, in the sub-model of operation method at external communication, it has been 
recommended the wordings describing the activities to be followed in each stage should be 
used in a reverse order. That means for example, the first stage should be described as 
'identification approach' with the explanation 'market needsand, not 'market needs' with 
the explanation 'identification approach'as it was. In addition, wording at the stage seven 
suggested to change from 'feedback - informative approach' to 'informative approach - 
feedback; disseminate results'. 
=: > in the sub-model of operation method at internal cominunication, it has been 
recommended the wording at the stage four to change from 'evaluate options' to 'evaluate 
options for improvements' also, the wording at the stage seven to change from 'feedback - 
devising' to 'communicative the results -feedback devising the findings' and, wording at 
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the stage eight to change from 'future improvements - generating' to 'investing in future 
improvements - generating new enquiries. 
=* in the sub-model of operation at product level the wording 'eco-design characteristics' 
should be amended to 'eco-design considerations". 
=> in the sub-model of operation format for packaging design the 'environmental 
declaration, eco-labelfing" should be replaced by 'eco-points - environmental declaration' as 
this is the suggested option by the research to be used as an extension in the use of the 
model, also the word 'accreditation' could be added as this is in general the process described 
in that box. In addition in the column that stated the 'eco-design considerations' the 
environmental needs and market needs should presented together as are closely related and, 
the document explaining the use of the model should present what these considerations 
involve. 
For the period of registration suggested to be every three years however, there should be 
annual reviews to check that the operation runs efficiently. 
The concept of the assessment matrix presented in chapter 8. was also evaluated: subjects 
were very supportive of the use of the matrix as extension of the EMCS model. In 
particular subjects felt that the matrix provided valuable specifications for paper packaging 
as a part of the EMCS model to formulate decisions for packaging design. Subjects also 
found the use of the Eco-points appropriate for paper and board packaging. In addition, 
sub . ects found the use of the checklist for packaging design which accompanied the design 
fdctors of the matrix (see 8.3) to be very useful, in formulating decisions for packaging 
design and also for checking and controlling the packaging design process. 
Moreover, subjects found that if the matrix is going to be used by an accreditation body 
further work is required to specify the use and appearance of the eco-points on packaging 
products. Further research is needed to identify the period of registration. However, it was 
recommended that the period of registration can be for two years but this might vary 
depending on packaging specifications. For example, technological improvement that took 
place during this period of registration should be considered. 
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7.3 The Environmental Management Control System ENICS model 
The inodel of environmental analysis/assessment is a design managenient process model 
that assists companies in auditing and evaluating design activities related with packaging. I- 
The ENICS inottel attempts to account for the development of cornpanys' strategy which 
demonstrates a keen interest in taking the environment senously and adopting a proactive 
environmental marketing strategy which has to be honest, truthful and communicative. The C, -II 
Environmental Management Control System model (EMCS model) works as a strategic Z4 
management tool in the managerial decision making process for a company. 
The scope of the ENICS tnMel is to provide the foundation for manauernent mechanism 
for examining and audifing in a social and ethical context the companys" environmental 
initiatives whilst in the meantime safeauarding their products and packaging en%1ronmental 
acceptability in the market place. 
The ENICS inodel is based on the following five principals: 
I. Communication - builchng an OPCII C0111111107IL'ation sYstem. 
2. Corporation - involvement anciparticipation ai a broa(I corporate level. 
3. Compliance - revicir Io attopt anct anticipale existing legishmon anct stamlarcls. 3 
4. Auditing - inonitoring of environmental activities ancl process improvetnews. 
5. Statement - evaluating ancl presenung environtnewal process aml achievemews. 
Figure 7.5 The FNICS nzodel - An overview of the operation process 
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The operation process of the EMCS model is presented in Figure 7.5. It is clearly indicated 
that the environmental policy (1) is an extension of the organisation's corporate policy 
and influenced by considerations regarding the impact of the organisation on the 
environment in which its operation and the consumption of goods that the organisation 
produced take place. The environmental policy delivers environmental objectives (2) that 
. sets goals to 
be achieved. Further specific environmental targets (3) arise from the 
environmental objectives. These target(s) can apply to the operation of the organisation as 
a whole for example, minimising the overall energy consumed in the manufacturer facilities. 
Target(s) can also apply for a particular aspect for example reducing the emissions in water 
pollution from the bleaching process; or for a particular product for example, reducing the 
amount of paper packaging materials. Environmental targets specify in more detail how the 
objectives can be met. 
The environmental policy (1) including environmental aspects (4) based on the size of the 
packaging businesses, related with business activities and the packaging products that are 
produced. Environmental management system (0) reflects the organisational structure and 
components required to implement the environmental policy (for a specific definition see 
below). Environmental performance (5) estimates the efficiency operation of the 
components required to implement the environmental policy (for a specific definition see 
below). Environmental performance (5) estimates the efficiency operation of the 
environmental management system reflecting the efficient use of the envir onmental 
aspects and based on environmental policy, objective(s) and target(s). 
The terminology used to describe the stages of the EMCS model is borrowed from ISO, 
'Environmental management - Vocabulary', Draft International Standards, ISO/DIS 1450, 
1996. The defmitions are as follows: 
=> Environment is the surroundings in which an organization operates, including air, 
water, land, natural resources, flora, fauna, humans, and their interrelation. 
=> Organisation is a company, corporation, firm, enterprise, authority or institution, or 
part or combination thereof, whether incorporated or not public or private, that has its 
own functions and administration. 
=* Environmental Policy (L) is the statement by the organisation of its intentions and 
principles in relation to its environmental performance which provides a framework for 
action and for setting of its environmental objectives and targets. 
=: > Environmental objective (2. ) is the overall environmental goal, arising from the 
environmental policy (1), that an organisation sets itself to achieve, and which is quantified 
where practicable. 
=> Environmental target (3. ) is the detailed performance requirement, quantified where 
practicable, applicable to the organisation or parts thereof, that arises from the 
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environmental objectives (2) and that needs to be set and met. in order to achieve those 
objectives. 
=: > Environmental Aspects (4. ) is an element of an organisation's activities, products or 
services that can interact with the environment. 
Environmental Management System (0. ) is part of the overall management system 
that includes organizational structure, planning activities, responsibilities, practices, 
procedures, processes and resources for developing, implementing, achieving, reviewing and 
maintaining the environmental policy. 
=:: > Environmental Performance (5. ) is the measurable results of the environmental 
management system (0) related to an organisation's control of its environmental aspects 
(4), based on its environmental policy (I. ), objectives (2) and targets (3) 
=> Environmental 'Audit (6. ) is a systematic, documented verification process of 
objectively obtaining and evaluating audit evidence to determine whether specified 
environmental activities, events, conditions, management systems, or information about 
these matters conform with audit criteria and communicating the results of this process to 
the client. 
-*--Environmental -Management - System -Audit (7. ) -is the systematic, documented 
verification process of objectively obtaining and evaluating audit evidence to determine 
whether an organisation's environmental management system audit criteria, and 
communicating the results of this process to the client. 
The EMCS model aims to be flexible in order to make it possible to be adopted by 
organisation of any size. 
7.4 Sub-models: Recommendations for product environmental management 
The following sub-models give specific directions for packaging companies about: a) 
environmental auditing activities, b) the use of environmental management system to 
examine the internal and external operation level of a company, c) the operation of the 
EMCS at product level, and d) the operation of the EMCS for managing eco-design 
considerations for packaging design. 
EMCS model - Environmental auditing activities 
To implement an environmental management system, environmental audits are employed 
to control and provide measurements against specific tasks related with a company's 
environmental policy. Figure 7.6 describes the part of the EMCS model that deals with 
environmental auditinglo activities. 
The first stage of establishing an environmental audit is to set the audit criteria by the audit 
team that might exist in the company (or by employed an external environmental auditor). 
Audit criteria defined by ISO 1450: 1996 as the Policies, practices, procedures or 
10 For discussion about enviromnental auditing see chapter 2.7. 
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requirements agamst which the michlor compare. ý collected audif ei, itictice about the sublect 
maller. 'The audit criteria provides the scope of the em., iron mental audit. 
6, Environmental Audit 
---- ------ 
f 
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---------------------- ------------ 
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7. Environmental 
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Audit 
Figure 7.6 The EINICS model -Environmental auditing activities 
The audit starts with the audit evidence that are 'verifi(7ble inlor"umon, recortis or 
stafemenis offact'(ISO 1450: 1996). The audit team should gather rclevant information to 
access perforniance and evaluate best options for environmental investment in a cost 
effective way. The form of collecting inforniation could be through: surveys. site visits and 
interviews. An important part of the auditing operation II is the involvement of the staff, 
who need to be educated and motivated in environmental issues. Background baseline 
information about for example existing market situation, best environmental practice 
examples, environmental legislative requirements and competitors initiatives required to be 
collected. Review planning and examining the audit procedures are stages closely related as a 
part of the audit evidence. 
Important elements during auditing operation are regular i-nonitonng and control to 
facilitate the efficient auditing process and to ensure that it follows the agreed audit criteria. 
The auditing review exercise should be taken into account the different levels of 
understanding within the organisation. the suppliers and buyers. The results of the audit and 
the auditing process should be evaluated by the company's auditing or/and environmental 
management team. The audit firidings is tile 'resuli ofthe ei'aluation ofthe collected audil 
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evidence compared against the agreed audit criteria' (ISO 1450: 1996). The audit 
conclusion 'is the professional judgement or opinion expressed by an auditor about the 
subject matter of the audit, based on and limited to reasoning the auditor has applied to 
audit findings'(ISO 1450: 1996). 
The auditing conclusion could be presented for validation and verification (with EMS) to an 
independent verifýring body. In particular the EMAS requires that the audit itself must be 
verified by accredited environmental verifiers who are independent of the site auditors (for 
EMAS see Chapter 6.3.1). The documenting procedures for auditing should comply with the 
company's environmental policy and be approved by the executive Board of Directors, 
where the report and recommendations should be agreed. 
The auditing results should provide regular feedback to the management level supporting the 
environmental communication strategy and include methods to develop training 
programmes for continuous improvement. The feedback from the auditing process should 
incorporate a decision on approximate timing for the next audit and further contribution to 
the development of a corporate management strategy. 
The audit should be reported by presenting the strengths and weaknesses of environmental 
assessment in the light of findings, so that , 
the format of environmental reporting could 
work as a source of reference for other similar business activities. The documentation of the 
audit, Duty of Care (European Recycling Conference/Seminar Programme: 1995), is a 
mechanism which leads towards the development of an environmental management 
strategy. The final report should be disseminated to all parties concerned and should be 
formatted in such a way as to ensure accuracy and understanding at all levels. Also 
important is the way that the environmental information is presented and, according to a 
1996 study from the Department of the Environment the quality of environmental 
statements (ESs) has shown some improvement since 091. But over half ESs failed to 
meet all the legal requirements and only one-third met good practice standards. " 
EMCSmodel -Operation methodfor internal and external communication 
The use of an environmental management system to examine the internal and external 
operation is described in Figure 7.7 and 7.8 The External Communication Level (Figure 
Quality of environmental statements held back by poor 'Scooping', The Ends Report, No 256, May 
1996, Environmental Data Services Ltd 
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7.7, EMCS model - Operation method of external communication) include eight stages as 
follows: 
1) In the first stage the environmental manager (or management team), examined market 
needs about environmental requirements, knowledge and understanding. Efforts should made 
by the environmental manager to understand the market and anticipate market 
requirements for environmental products and services. In particular the environmental 
manager should identify markets trends and explore possible profitable opportunities for 
investment on 'green' products or services. 
2) The second stage required information to be collected about the markets requirements 
for environmental products and services indicated as good opportunities for investment on 
the above stage. Information could be regarding other similar existing products and services. 
Research could also take place on existing surveys and statistics. 
3) The evaluation of the findings could generate some more specific results about market 
environmental requirements for example, in the introduction of a new product. But if there 
are not enough answers collected it might be worth considering to estimate public needs and 
opinions by conducting a survey. 
4) The above information could bring a number of conclusions considered as 'messages' 
that the market gives in response to company's investigation. 
That is regarding for example the introduction of a new packaging productý the design brief 
that is coming from the marketing team of the company. 
5) The evaluation of the 'messages' bring different options and estimate possible solutions. 
6) The next stage examine the best possible solutions as a qualitative approach. 
7) If the solution is implemented, the achievement should be reported in the company's 
annual report for example (or on products information sheets or in the press 
magazines/journals etc. ) aiming to inform the public, investors, stakeholders, interested 
groups and any other party concerned aiming to generate feedback. 
8) The process should be repeated after specific period of time (determined by the 
environmental manager) with the aim to contribute in continuous improvements. 
The Internal Communication Level (Figure 7.8, EMCS model - Operation method of 
internal communication) addresses the business appreciation of environmental risks and 
assesses the targets for present and future achievements. The eight stages to be followed for 
internal communication improvements start with identiýring the problem that should'be 
dealt with for example, staff unaware of company's environmental policy or not well 
motivated to participate in good housekeeping - for example in the use of energy, materials 
or facilities within the organisation. 
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Figu re 7.7 The ENICS model - Operation method of external comm un icat ion 
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The management team should understand the facts that cause the problem, communicate 
with employees in the organisation and suggest solutions that reflect future improvements. 
Also this process of listening to the employees and considering their views, sug-gestions and CII 
recommendations could provide environmental improvements within the or-anisation or 
for a particular product or service. Records of the process should be made for internal use 
and reported to the Board of the Directors. 
The task for the executive is also to ensure support and commitment from different levels 
of the company's operation which includes making, staff well aware of the challenge and the 
targets of improvements. This could be managed by particular training prograinines to raise 
environmental awareness and commitments and also self mot", 'ation to participate in 
environmental actýivities. For small or rnedium size enterprizes that do not have an 
environmental manager or environmental team in place the-, - could facilitate the above 
operation by using an independent environmental consultancy. 
EMCS model - Operation at produ ct level 
Figure 7.9 EAICS model - Operation at product level, describes the relationship of' the 
environmental management with the product. 
I comp ý--1. im. I Product levei I 
Figure 7.9 The ETNICS model - Operation at product level 
The environmental policy that considers aspects of the corporate policy and design policy 
formulated to have effects at company IeNel and product leýel. To Implement the 
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environmental policy at product level design management needs to be eniployed as it can 
provide better understanding of how the policy can effect the product and how design 
abilities can support the company's environmental image. These abilifies of the design 
managernent reflect in the operation of the environmental management system. 
The design management at strategic level considers the characteristics of Eco-desi, -, n that 
are related with the product to be produced and auditing the design activities towards the 
final design solution. The environmental audit (6) can used to give infor-i-nation particularlý 
in relation to the manufactunn- process for example the environi-nental impact of a 
particular machinery that is going to be used for the manufacture ofthe product. 
EAICS model - Operation formatfor packaoinq daý, -n 
Figure 7.10 'The FjWCS model - OperatiO17 forinat fi)r packaMng devign, is based oil the 
figure 7.9 'Thc E,, VfCS model - Operalion at product level'. Figure 7.10 provides specific 
infor-mation for the Design Manager to manage the foriTiulation of packaging related with C---V, 
company's environmental policy and environmental management system. The role of 
strategic design management is emphasised in auditing and controlling the design activit' C, C Cý C, II ies 
for packaging design. 
A 
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Figure 7.10 The ENICS model -Operation format for packaging design 
The role of the Design Manager is described in terms of strategic design management that I-C, 
considers the eco-desi, -, n characteristics of packaging. 
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in particular, specific ecological design considerations are as follows. 
=*- Environmental and Market Needs considerations -include: Environmental conscious 
behaviour. - Environmental policy and companys' action plan. - Awareness of ethical 
environmental purchasing. - Open environmental information system. - Corporate 
responsibdity. - Pressure groups such as Consumer and Environmenialist. - Waste 
management. - Pollution prevention. - Culture change. 
=> Environmental Principals considerations include: Waste minimisation. - Recouping 
energy. - Reducing weight. - Reducing material usage. - Pollution control - Using recycling/ 
reusable/ returnable/ refillable/ closing the loop systems. - Designing for durability and 
sustainability. Investing on continuos innovative environmental improvements. 
=> Environmental Standards considerations include: Legislative, regulatory standards. 
- Governmental plants/ political parties influence. - Eco auditing regulations/ suppliers audit. 
- Eco-labelling regulations. - Pollutants control. - Developing sustainable standards. - 
implementation and control. - Re-examining and re-developing standards. 
=* Environmental Technology considerations include: Clean technology. - Operation 
control .- Alternative technology. - 
Energy conservation. - Industrial ecology concepts. - 
Environmental investment. - Scientific research and development. - Materials research e. g. 
biodegradability. - Minimising operation risks. - Elimination of toxic chemicals. - Control 
environmental impact. 
In auditing design activities the first issue to be decided is who is responsible for the different 
stages of the project development and what human resources are required. The brief for the 
packaging coming from the marketing department (or from the client in the case for 
example of design consultancies) should be discussed in detail to avoid confusion later in the 
project and interpreted in a design brief The design brief should be reviewed at the 
beginning of the project giving an opportunity for the design team to make sure that all 
fundamental assumptions and objectives are understood and agreed. The design team should 
be familiar with the thinking behind the brief The Design Manager should provide the 
understanding required about the organisation, problems, strategy, operational issues, 
financial objectives and budgetary constraints. 
The Design Manager then leads the planning of the project according to the decided brief 
giving guidelines, timetables and deadlines to be met. Research may be required at that stage 
(if there are not adequate information provided by the client/marketing department) about 
how to achieve specific characteristics for packaging that have been decided in the . brief 
review. The process of the design progress should be examined controlled and monitored at 
in different stages of the realisation design brief The evaluation of project at the final stage 
should bring a complete agreement between client and Design Manager about the objectives, 
constraints and scope of the work. The project implementation is the final design of the 
packaging. The company should present the final packaging product in the environmental 
publications produced, emphasising what is the contribution that the particular packaging 
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has in minimising its impact on the environment. This information should supplied as a 
part of the strategic management operation within the company. 
7.5 Requirements and specifications 
In implementing the model thefollowing limitations should be noted: 
Lox (1992) indicates that there are a number of reasons that can often distort the results or 
soften the reality of findings when conducting an environmental analysis at product level 
12 (regarding packaging). There are a number of considerations that might twist the results of 
the environmental analysis for paper packaging including: 
=: > The access to resources and the distance between mining and processing - these differ 
from one paper mill to another as well as from one country to another; 
The ways in which electricity and/or forms of mechanical energy are produced. 
---Electricity from water power is likely to be different from an environmental point of view 
than electricity from heat either produced by combustion of fuels or from nuclear fission 
reactions; 
=> The technology of processing. The extraction of sulphur, e. g. from fuels or the 
treatment of combustion gases to absorb sulphur dioxide enhances other waste-strearns and 
energy uses; 
=: > The description and the delineation of the system boundary considered can be different. 
The energy content of waste can be taken into account as a negative energy content. For 
example, energy which can be recovered as heat and/or as electricity [1/4 of heat]); 
recycling; re-use or reprocessing (e. g. remelting of plastic scrap or of collected post- 
consumer paper and board materials) are different. So the production processes of materials 
include waste disposal or recycling (from 'cradle-to-grave' or from 'conception to 
resurrection') 
The LCA depends upon the size of delivered product. 
Observations and Recommendations 
The final outcome of this research study is the EMCS model, a generic structural model that 
leads the way in assessing business environmental initiatives compatible with the packaging 
design process. The model is a response to the interest expressed by packaging businesses 
(see 1.2.1) to invest in Environmental Management Systems (EMS) rather than eco- 
Lox, F (1992) Packaging and Ecology, PIRA International, pp. 244-245 
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labelling. The findings from the second evaluation of the model showed that the model can 
be used by companies of any size. However, the model aims to be applicable more to large 
enterprises mainly for two reasons. Firstly because the findings from the second survey (see 
6.3.2) revealed that' big companies expressed more interest about EMS than smaller 
companies. Secondly changes in the organizational behaviour at big enterprizes could bring 
quantifiable changes in the system properties and can influence society as a whole. 
The model is designed for paper and packaging companies, to the managerial decision 
making process of the company and thus includes the design manager and environmental 
manager. The model can also be used by an independent environmental auditor, 
consultancy or advisor and design /consultancy as a problem solving technique, so the client 
companys' products are able to meet assessment ecological criteria. The model can also be 
used by an accreditation body in order to provide guidelines for business on how to proceed 
in conducting environmental analysis and further to use the model to control such process. 
7.6 Summary 
This chapter presents the evaluation of the EMCS model in two phases. Phase A. deals with 
the evaluation of the first format of the model and tests recommendations and 
considerations for improvements made at the previous research stage. In addition the other 
prototype formats of the model of environmental analysis are examined in interviews 
aiming to draw out considerations for inclusion in the final format of the EMCS model. 
Following this at phase B., the final format of the EMCS model is assembled following the 
evolutionary prototyping approach and tested again in one-to-one evaluation. The results 
of the evaluation confirmed the usefulness and practicality of the EMCS model as a 
strategic design management model that effectively demonstrates how to proceed in 
achieving and develop environmental initiatives - within packaging business. More 
specifically the EMCS model can effectively support environmental optimisation for 
packaging products related with and with effects to packaging companies environmental 
management systems when it is designed according to the proposed structure provided by 
the model and sub-models. 
Further recommendations for the use of the EMCS model is the theme of the next chapter 
where the use of an assessment matrix for paper packaging products is discussed as an 
option for rating the practical application of the model in measuring the different levels of 
environmental performance. Three mini case studies are used as examples to demonstrate 
the potential of the matrix. 
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IT CHAPTER 8. F RTHER RECONINIENDATIONS Usincy an 
assessment matrix for paper based packaging 
8.1 Introduction 
The EMCS model presented in the previous chapter recommended the methodology to be 
followed in order to audit, monitor and control environmental management systems 
compatible with the packaging design process. This chapter expands the use of the n7odel 
by suggesting a new protocol of 'assessment i-natrix' in order to differentiate paper 
packaging products environmental performance. The assessment matrix works as an 
extension for the use of the ENICS moclel and eniphasises the practical role of tile model. 
Three vigneue case studies are presented as examples of the use of the matrix. 
8.2 The concept of an assessment matrix 
The matrix assessment concept Is used to graphically represent the comparisons made 
between several responsible environmental options for product design and to determine 
their relative level of environmental nienit. Typically the use of' the matrix template 
consists of two components: (a) a matnx systein graphically and qualitadvely surninarising 
the status of a particular environmental option across the product life-cycle, and (b) an 
accompanying documentation package explaining in deta-il and quantifying where possible 
the information contained in the matrix cells. 
ASSESSMENT MATRIX 
PROIX U'LIFL, -CYCLE, 
Environment-if fields Pre-production Production Distribution 
(I nc I udi ng 
Packauing) 
Utilisation Disposal 
Waste rele,, ance. 
Soil pollution and 
- 
dearadation. 
_ Water contamination 
Air contamination 
Noi se. 
Consumption of energy. 
Consumption of natural resources, 
Effects on eco-system. 
Table 8.1 EU Ecolabel Assessment Matrix Source: Commission Inforniation on Eco-Labelling, 
Jan. 1993, 
The EU ecolabelling award scheme regulations contains a matrix to guide the assessment 
process, and this is reproduced as Table 8.1. The EU eco-labelling scheme's inatrix is one of 
the most common rnatrix in use. Under the EU scheme ecological criteria are defined for 
each product group on the basis of a "cradle-to-rave" assessment that analysed the 
environmental impact of the product group in a complete life-cycle starting with the 
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extraction of the raw materials, progressing through the production, distribution and use 
phases, and ending with disposal after use. At each phase, the effects on all environmental 
media are considered (qommission Information on Eco-Labelling, Jan 1993). 
8.3' EMCS model - Packaging specifications 
The new EMCS model provides direction for packaging businesses to conduct 
environmental management systems in relation to effects of product design and packaging. 
Based on recommendations made ' 
for the extensions in the use of the model at the Testing 
and Evaluation stage of the research, the first phase of ENICS model tests a matrix 
concept that examines a number of factors in relation to the design and manufacturing 
process, legal implications as well as social and environmental performance initiatives. The 
assessment matrix developed as a possible extension in the use of the model and aims to 
quantify those factors and measure them against the packaging products life-cycle stages. 
Bef6re Ihe matrix is presented step by step, considerations that apply to completion of the 
matrix are examined. 
Design considerationsfor paper based packaging 
Based on legislative and environmental requirements the challenges facing designers today 
are to re-evaluate whether there is a need for over-packaging, to examine -recycling 
concepts, explore how to use new materials (lightweight for example) and learn how to 
convert and process new technology into something that the consumers can use effectively. 
These new environmental restraints should not be limitations to the designer who must 
remain open to new ideas and use creativity to improve the packaging function. The 
designer is now in the position of helping businesses to improve their environmental 
performance by taking into account market environmental requirements and current 
environmental and legislative trends and using new technological environmental efficient 
concepts combining with eco-design skills to integrate products with minimum 
environmental impact. 
The following checklist is based on legislative regulatory requirements on packaging and 
packaging waste, and comments made during stage phase A. of the investigation about paper 
based packaging design specification. It was also presented for evaluation to twenty-two 
subjects who participated in the evaluation of the final format of the EMCS model and a 
few modifications took place. 
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To examine and inimmise the environmental impact when designing with paper and board 
material, specific questions should be addressed as follows. 
Checklist for Paper & Board Packaging Design FC he ýCklist L-1 201 L, 
Product and Graphic Design 
Does the design consider the environmental impact of the packaging fi-om 
'cradle-to-grave'l- from the extraction of raw matenals until the final disposal 
as waste? 
Is the product packaging designed to make it easy to separate the constituent 
materials? 
Does the combination of materials create problern for recycling? 
Is the packaging designed to mimmise the packaging weight? 
Is the packaging designed to minimise the packaging volume" t-- 
Does it apply to environmental legal liabilities" 
Does it use the least possible material? 
Is the packaging designed to utilise recycled materials wherever possible" 
Can concentrated products be developed, that tit into smaller packs9 
Does it have any extra environmental benefit? 
Does it carry honest and reliable environmental information for consurners? 
i. e. Does the in1brmation provided anti the overall appearance ofthe pack 
encourage the efticient use: re-use and disposal of the pack anti the its contenl) 
Are recycling instructions clearly printed on the packaging itselp. 
Is there a design management co-ordinator" - Is there enough in/brnialion 
collected to evaluate the most suitable environmental option for a packaging 
line? Does the whole design process operate efficientlv9 Is appropriate Iraining 
given to designers and marketers to understand eco-design concepts') 
Process Design 1, es No 
Does the design process consider the use ofthe maximum possible amount of 
recycled material rather than virgin material? 
4 Does the process utilise energy manag,, ernent approaches to minimise energy 
use? 
Does the process utilise the use of equipment to minimise usage energy? 
Has the impact on the environment in all life cycle stages been considered" 
Is there any system in place for checking and collating infon-nation about 
environmental implication of different materials and process? 
4 Has available information or other companies' environmental practices been 
reviewed and considered? 
Materials , %linimasition and Design Yes No 
is excess packaging material recycled rather than landfill or incinerated? 
Does packaging ensure the use of the more lightweight matenals available, 
' See chapter 2. for 'cradle-to-grave' and life-cycle anal,, Isls, assessment methodology 
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without compromising the protection and safety requirements of the packa, -, ed 
product? 
ý Has packaging materials entering the manufacturing facility been ininimised, 
and designed to use the fewest possible different materials" 
Design Considerations in Material Selection Yes No 
.1 
Has material reduction been considered" 
Has material substitution been thoroughly considered? 
Can a percentage of recycled materials over virgin materials be specified" 
Do any proposed materials come from sustainable management forest" 
Does any proposed material have potential disposal problems" 
Does the production of packaging materials have an adverse effect on the 
environment? 
Design for Recycling Yes No 
Does the product inininilse the number ot'diflerent materials that are used in 
its manufacture? 
Are recycling facilities provided ýýhere the product is consumed" 
Is information for recycling clearly displayed on the pack" 
Product Packaging and Transportation Yes No 
Can the products packa-Mg - secondary or tertiary packaging be elirmnateV 
Is transportation packaging design integrated with product packaging design to 
eliminate for example volume (unused space on the transportation packaging 
container); weight? 
Are alternative packaging systerns evaluated against one another in a 
structured way? 
Have efforts been made to use recyclable packaging materials", 
Have efforts been made to use refillable or reusable containers where 
appropriate" 4 Are arrangements made to take back product packaging for recycling or reuse? 
Table 8.2 Chech-listfor paper and board packaging dvvign 
The above checklist for paper and board packaging design is recommended to be used as part 
of the Assessment Nlatrix for paper based packaging 'Stage One: Design Factors' (table 
8.6). The considerations and desirable actions pertaining to each matrix element of the 
stage one are described by the above checklist and recommendations specific to the type of 
facility under evaluation. Design Managers should use the checklist by answering the 
questions provided when formulating the design brief for a paper packaging product. The 
answer to the question 'Yes' should be indicated by '+' cross mark, the answer 'No' should 
be indicated with '-' minus mark; and, if the question is not applicable by a slot mark 
The summary of the results should be used in table 8.6 of the assessment matrix. 
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Additional environmental considerations for packaging design include: 0 
=* Examining the suitability and the overall cost of the packaging aiming to meet all the 
product requirements at the minimum overall cost. 
=> Assessing the efficient use of energy requirements during production; transportation 
and distribution. 
=> Assessing the effective use of raw materials (minimise the use of material where 
appropriate; avoid overpackaging etc. ) and processing (using for example mono-material). 
Assessing the impact and the -use of waste arising at each stage of processing and 
distribution. 
==> Assessing the impact of post- consumer waste. 
=> Include design consideration that gives the packaging the ability to be re-used, recycled 
or incinerated. 
Avoid pigments containing toxic elements. 
identify materials to assist disposal, using approved symbols 
Specificationsfor paper based packaging 
Virtually all countries producing significant volumes of pulp and paper have set standards 
with respect to air and water pollution. In most countries approaches to standards setting 
predominate in the regulatory arrangements of technology based options. The actual 
regulations vary widely between countries, and in some cases between regions within 
countries. Increasingly, regulatory approaches place strong emphasis on source reduction 
and clean production methods. Many national and regional standards and parameters for the 
pulp and paper industry are well established, including biochemical and chemical oxygen 
demand (BOD and COD), total suspended solids (TSS), NOx and particulates, for air 
emissions; and controls on the movement and disposal of solid wastes. 
The International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED) commissioned the 
consulting firm Jaakko Poyry to estimate current world-wide emissions from the pulp and 
paper industry, in order to assess current environmental performance and the costs required 
for the global industry to reach a good level of environmental performance. Jaakko Poyry 
also compiled a set of discharge and emission standards which were representative of 
international guidelines for pulp and paper mills and the average standard of technology 
world-wide. These are listed below in tables 8.3 and 8.4. 
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Process TSS 
Toud suspended solids 
KgAtonneqfproehict 
COD - Biochemical 
oxN,, Qcn demand 
Kg. 1tonneqfpro(IucI 
BOD - Chcniicýil ox. % pen 
dernand 
AOX - 
otgmlo - halogens 
Bleached Kraft pulp 7(5) 70(25) 15(4) 20(0.8) 
Unbleached Kraft pulp 7(4) 40(10) 8(2) n/a 
Unbleached sulphite pulp 7 140 30 15 
Semi-mechanical pulp 7(4) 60(25) 15(5) n/a 
Mechanical pulp 7(3) 40(15) 10(4) n/a 
Non-wood pulp 7(3) 140 30 15 
Recycled fibre 5-10 20-50 10-20 n. 'a 
Paper 3(l) 10(l) 4(0 5) n/a 
Numbers in brackets indicate levels that can be reached by modern mills with primary and secondarv 
treatment. - Source IIED SUb-Studv No. 8 (1996) 'Towards a susunnai, ic pape, cNcV. Inten, at, onal Ins(amc for I'mironment and De%elornient 
I 
Table 8.4 Air Emission Guidelines for Pull) and Paper N,, Iills 
I 
I Pollutant I Emission Level kg/tonne of product 
I Solid particulates 1 <6 
SuIpur Dioxide (S02) <4 from process area <5 from energy generation 
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx as N02) <3 
Source 111: 1) Sub Stud%, No. 8( 19, )(, ) 'Towards a sustainable pal-wer cN-cle', International institute for himonment and 
Development 
According to the International Institute of Environment and Development (IIED, 1996: 
119) most mills should be able to meet the guideline levels either with extensive Internal 
measures or with adequate external effluent systems. Although many smaller mills are 
currently exceeding these guidelines. Mills with modem internal technology as well as 
primary and secondary effluent treatment systems should be able to reach the lower 
emission levels indicated in brackets. 
Flexo and gravure printing are used for paper and board packaging and both solvent and 
water based inks are in use (for environmental effects for paper based packai4ing see 
Chapter 2.9) The environmental advantages and disadvantages of alternative inks for paper 
pnnting compared by IIED (1996: 14 1). are presented in table 8,5. 
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ve inks 
Mineral Oil-Based Vegetable Oil- Based Water-Based UV-Cured 
Current use N-lost corninon tvpe of' ink I 1sed niainlý on nex% simper Widclý u., ed t'()r flew Used in rotat. \ Iclici for all wes at present and Lgra\ure inks. presses and greater tjw 
expected in nexo 
printing in the Ilittue 
VOC emissions Ernit highest proportion of' Mininial Mininial None VOCs of aný inks 
III 
Ease of Relativeh, easik remo-, ed POuch harder to remoN e but Less effeeti). e and more 
De-inking and do not affect can Iv renio%ed "ith costh %%ash remmal 
I 
recYclabilAN 
I 
peroxide. 
I 
pocess required 
Other 
advantages and 
disadvantages 
a -similar price when tised in 
colourcd inks compared to 
mineral oil-hased inks. 
Black inks are more costlý 
Water based gravure inks 
require greater energ), 
input to the tin ing 
process and give lo\%cr 
quilitv colour printing 
compared to comentional 
ink 
10 rell1oke 
Require gicalet clicip 
Itiput In lhC 11 \ In. v 
ploccý, 
. 
somceý 111: 1) (1 1996) lo%% ardS I SUSLIMAIC 1-411)eT Cý CIC', IlItCrilational histilule I"IT 1: 11% liolillicilt and I )eN C)"I'llicill, 1) 1 -t I 
The above information provides some quantifiable data to be considered by packaging 
companies and paper mills. The information presented on tables 8.3,8.4 and 8.5 prov'ding 
consideration for inclusion in the manufacturing factors assessment matrix (see table 8.7). 
The assessment matrices presented below includes consideration for the Design Manager 
regarding the life-cycle stages of paper based packaging. Emphasises should be given to the 
early stage of product development since the design decisions of the packaging affect the 
manufacturing process, distribution, consumer use and disposal. 
8.3.1 Assessment matrix for paper and board packaging ft tE, 
The assessment matrix suggested by this study follows the 11fe-cYcle stages indicated by the 
EU Ecolabel assessment matrix (see table 8.2) however emphasis has been given to 
considerations regarding design decisions. The Assessment Matrix for paper based 
packaging examines the product life-cycle stages against four factors that deten-nme product 
environmental impact. These factors include: the design factors, manufacturing factors, 
legal/social factors. and performance factors. Tables 8.6,8.7,8.8 and 8.9 present these 
factors to be considered for paper based packaging life cycle development stages. 
Each assessment matrix template for paper based packaging (see Tables 8.6,8.7,8.8 and 
8.9) has two axis, one presenting the life cycle stages of the packaging and the other 
consisting of issues categories bearing on the suitability of the option under evaluation. The 
, I)eSign P, aclors' matrix looks at the design considerations that should influence and 
detemilne the manufacturing process and the product in use. 
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Paper based packaging Life cycle stages 
Pre - Production Distribution Use 
After - -r Disposal 
Output% 
Production U %C 
Resource 
Consumption 
Material 
Availability 
Material 
Reduction 
Material 
Compa bi ty 
Components 
Compatibility 
Process 
Compatibility 
Energy 
Consumption 
Pollution 
Reduction 
Table 8.6 Stage One: Desian Factors - Assessment Matrix for paper based packaging 
Paper based packaging Life cycle stages 
Pre 
Production Distribution use 
After - Disposal 
Outputs 
Production Use Summag 
Factors 
Resource 
Consumption 
Material 
Compatibility 
Components 
Compatibility 
Process 
Compatibility 
Energy 
Consumption 
Water 
Contamination 
Air 
Contamination 
Manufacturing 
%N aste 
Table 8.7 Stage Two: Manufacturing Factors -Assessment Matrix for paper based packaging 
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Paper based packaging Life cycle stages 
D sposal 
Outputs 
Pr 
Pre - 
ion 
I 
Production Distribution Use 
After -i 
oduct Use Suntman, 
Forestry 
Certificate 
Comply with 
Legislative 
Regulatory V, 
requirements 
Suppliers 
Audit 
Considering 
Community Needs 
Motivate 
Employments 
Table 8.8 Stage three: Legal/Social Factors - Assessment Matrix for paper based packaging 
Paper based packaging Life cycle stages 
Pre - After - Outputs 
l 
Production Distribution Use Disposal 
O Producti n Use sum"Wly 
mzýý! Imm 
: 
Cost benefit 
analysis 
Competitors 
position 
Adopt EMS 
Communicate 
Environmental 
Activities 
Investment in 
Environmental 
Improvements 
Table 8.9 Stage Four: Performance Factors - Assessment Nlatrix for paper based pacLaging 
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The 'Manufacturing Factors'matrix focuses on the implications of each option in terms of 
the manufacturing activity itself The 'LegallSocial Factors' matrix looks at legislative/ 
regulatory issues affecting paper packaging production as well as social issues regarding the 
use of environmental information on packaging products (under the heading of 'community 
needs'). Finally, the 'Performance Factors' matrix includes considerations regarding the 
cost of the product packaging, and positioning of the company in the market in terms of 
competitors as well as designed to capture business activities related with environmental 
management systems (EMAS, BS 7750, ISO 14001 discussed in chapter 2). 
These assessment matrices for paper based packaging are simplified and a more 
comprehensive list could compile several factors (e. g. toxicity of materials) and options 
(for example in social factors about workers health and safety issues) under each factor for 
investigation. But the assessment matrix produced by the study assesses the main areas for 
environmental investigation toward reducing the environmental impact of packaging 
products and assessing the company - environmental profile that produces such products. 
This interpretation of the assessment matrix for paper based packaging allows the 
company to clearly indicate the level of its environmental commitments regarding 
packaging design, the manufacturing process, legal compliance, social image and company's 
environmental performance related to and with effects of the final packaging that is 
produced. This formulation of the Assessment Matrix gives the chance for the company to 
clearly indicate how the design decisions at the early stage of the product development 
influence the other products' life-cycle stages. . 
The assessment matrix for paper based packaging is a tool for design managers to create 
design briefs and assess design considering the environmental areas indicated in the 'design 
factors' by answering the questions provided in Table 8.2 Checklistfor Paper and Board 
packaging, Design. Also, Design Managers have to bear in mind the other factors of the 
assessment matrix for example, compliance with the EU packaging and packaging waste 
directive (indicated under the legal factors of the assessment matrix), cost benefit analysis 
and competitors position under the performance factors that should affect design- decisions. 
Recommended waysfor use 
The scope of the assessment matrix for paper packaging products is that the different 
stages are easy to understand by designers and design managers as well as by people 
responsible for packaging production such as technical staff in the manufacturing process, 
marketing department andaccounting. 
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it should further explain the concept of assessment matrix in scoring different levels of' 
'environmental concern'. The entries in the matrix system have four possibilities as levels 
of consideration 'no concern'- described with a white oval symbol, 'ininor concern'- 
illustrated with a light grey oval symbol ; 'motlerate concerti'- appear with a dark grey oval 
symbol; and, 'significant concerti' - with a black. oval symbol (see Figure 8.1 Matrix 
Symbols). Where a category is inapplicable to the option under consideration it is indicated 
by a straight line through the cell. 
Environmental Concern - Matrix symbols 
Concern ranking Output Considerations ranking 
<Z> No concem K::. -D 014 Negative Cotisidcration 
<Z> Minor Concem CD 25-. Nliriimwn Consideration 
CM> Nloderatu Conceni CD 13.75'. Xlinunum Cons. dýatiýý 
t» SigruricantConcem (Z> 12.5oo Minimum Cýýidentiý 
- Not applicahle <2D 6.2ýo n XlinLmum Con%idniti, ý 
(Z> 500/ý, Adequate Corisidention 
QD 
-', 7,5noAdcqu. ttc('ýýiticration 
CD 251'. Ad., 1.. t. Cmýidýum 
Ce 12. f"o. ýdcqwtcConýidýnti(, n 
gl> 1 ()0"., Positive Consideration 
C2! > 25'. Positi, cConsidtTation 
Score * 
0 
3 
1 
7 
L 
1! 
io 
9 
S%; ale from I to 12 Eco-fx)ints e(l, I I\ alen I 00'o to 100"o in rvTccnL'ILZC 'I e\c I' ofc on sideration 
FigureS. 1 Mat rix Sym hoh - Sývmbols to be used in the mainx cetis to indicate &Trees of environmental 
cotwern in Pack4Wing life cývcle stages and synihols to be usedfor thefinal output rating 
The degree of concern in each level of consideration is indicated by a percentage. For 
example, when it appears 75 per cent 'positive consicleration' in the 'Design Factors' 
assessment matnx regarding the 'components compatibility' means that the company 
examines the environmental issues related with the use of cardboard in the design process 
the compatibility of the material in the manufacturing process and product use and found 
the level of environmental impact in each stage of packaging life-cycle and make constant 
efforts to mimrnýise the impact, even if in one area the reduction of the environmental 
impact might has not been achieved one hundred percent based on the existing specification 
although the reducfion of the impact should be close to the spect fi cations. Upon completion 
of the each stage of the assessment matrix for paper based packaging each matrix is given 
an overall degree of environmental 'consideration' assessment. These grouped assessments 
are then transferred to a surru-nary matrix the 'Ecological Balance Sheet' (Figure 8.10) th at 
displays the results of the assessments of the indi,, idual rriatrix elements. 
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Paper based packaging Life cycle stages In 11-3 
Pre - Production Distribution Use 
After- 
Disposal 
Outputs 
Production Use Sulturfary 
Design 
Factors 
Manufacturing 
Factors 
Legal/social 
Factors 
Performance 
Factors 
Table 8.10 Ecological Balance Sheet - Summary matrix for paper based packaging 
The different levels of 'environinentcll CMICO-17 ' are treated as Eco-points. The scale of 
Eco-point is from 'I" minimum to '12' maximum. where '0' is for not any 'environnienicil 
concern'and indicated as 'Wgaave cons0eration '. Figure 1. Afairix S. vtnhols illustrates the 
concern ranking symbols, the outputs considers ranking that presents all the possible 
combination of ranking and the score is translated into Eco-points. How the Eco-points are 
awarded in the different stages of packaging product life cycle are explained (see 8.3.2). Z7 __ Zý 
Ev, aluation of the use of an assessment matrLv 
The Ecological Balance Sheet Assessment Matrix for paper packaging, products (Table 
8.10) gives specifications for paper packaging as an extension in the use of the ENICS Cý C7 
model to formulate decisions for packaging design. In particular the use of the Assessment C 
Matrix offers the following benefits for paper packaging businesses. 
==:,. give indication to measured agamst the environmental performance of paper packa-gin-gr 
products in different stages of products' LCA. 
ul consider the different levels of environmental commitments within paper packag n 
business, and 
==:, lead the way for an environmental declaration for paper packaging products. 
8.3.2 Methodology for recording, and evaluating outcomes 
The ranking. symbols indicate the different le%els of the environmental concern related %vith 
and as a result of business activities. The output considerations are illustrated in Figure S. I 
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Matrix Symbols give all the possibilities of different rankings. The score indicated in a scale 
starting from '0' Eco-points equivalent to none ' negative consideration' to '12' Eco- 
Points for 100 percent 'positive consideration. The Eco-points awarded for the 
environmental concern indicated, in the different stages of paper based packaging life-cycle 
are as follows: 
Pre-production'stage awarded with '5' Eco-points in consideration of. 
1. 'Product Brief delivered from the marketing department or the client score with ' I' 
Eco-points if it includes environmental considerations for packagings' life-cycle; 
2. 'Design Brief that formulated with environmental considerations about for example, 
the use of material; examine options for using recycled material; reducing the volume of 
packaging etc. Awardedwith '1' Eco-point. 
3. 'F Eco-point goes as well in the 'packaging compatibility with the packaged product' 
for example, a packaging that is designed to fit exactly the size/volume 6f goods without 
leaving any unused space for no reason. An Eco-point will not be awarded for excessive 
packaging that is used as promotional material for the packaged product; 
4. In the 'initial production' design solution will also awarded '1' Eco-Point if it succeeds 
to met the brief and implement the environmental considerations set as challenges for 
design; 
5. Because the use of material is of importance in terms of environmental considerations 
for paper based packaging '1' Eco-point awarded for the 'material selection'. 
Production - stage awarded with '1' Eco-point because if the above environmental 
considerations are'well delivered, providing a design solution for packaging with a minimum 
environmental impact then, the : process manufacturing' with up-dated machinery will 
operate efficiently. 
=: > Distribution - awarded '2' eco-points, one eco-point for the energy and pollution 
efficiency use of 'transportation' and one point for the 'tertiary packaging' used. 
=: > Use -consumer use also take 'I' point. 
=*. After-use - options (set by the EU legislation on packaging and packaging waste) that 
provide for reuse/recycling/ refill awarded with 'F Eco-point, if the packaging offers other 
alternative uses (e. g. insulation material or as 'animal food') that extends its life-cycle to 
end up as waste awarded with T' Eco-point. 
=:: ý Disposal - if waste management options are considered by the producer of the 
packaging one eco-point is awarded in this stage. 
Ile pre-production stage is awarded with the most eco-points since decisions in this stage 
influence all the other stages in the packaging product life-cycle. 
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Specificationsfor the use of the matrLx 
It is recommended the assessment matrix is completed by the environmental manager of 
the company (matrix on tables 8.6,8.7,8.8 and 8.9). Stage One, Design factors - 
assessment matrix for paper based packaging (table 8.2) should be completed by the Design 
Manager (chief designer, or head of design) of the company in collaboration with the 
environmental manager. The Eco-points should be awarded by an external environmental 
auditor (or auditing team) after a site inspection. 
Another use of assessment matrix in the reverse order, is each stage of the matrix - design 
factors; manufacturing factors; legallsocial factors; performance factors; - to be used to 
provide indication for areas of environmental concern for the company to take action 
regarding its operation, packaging products or activities. 
8.4 Implementation proposals and evaluation 
The 'Ecological balance sheet' (Table 8.10 Ecological balance sheet - Summary matrix fbr 
paper based packaging) is compatible with the EMCS model in three ways: 
The Assessment Matrix designed to be used in conjunction with the ENICS model. If a 
paper packaging company use the EMCS model to manage and control its 
environmental activities the use of the Assessment Matrix measures these activities. 
2. The ranking in each matrix are communicative information about a company's 
environmental activities, and could presented to the stakeholders, investors, public, 
interested groups and be could included in the annual report (as complimentary 
information). 
3. Each assessment matrix examines and rates design factors; manufacturing factors; 
legal/social factors; performance factors. So it is possible to use each of those 
assessment matrix areas of concern in a reverse order by indicating areas to be 
considered when formulating the EMCS model. 
Also it is important to support and explore environmental guidelines through feasibility 
studies and addressing the implications for standardization of development for products 
environmental acceptability. To make informed decisions about reducing the negative and 
enhancing the positive impact of packaging, it is essential to have a picture of the complete 
system and the physical nature of the product it is going to contain. By using the different 
assessment matrix templates for paper based packaging a list of factors provided to be 
examined. 
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8.4.1 Instruments used for vignette case studies 
In order to explore the practical application of the assessment matrix three case studies are 
used as examples in the use of the matrix - the number of case studies recommended during 
the interview with the UK Ecolabelling board (see 7.2.2) The stages for producing the case 
studies were: 
Ist The use of a questionnaire investigating paper and packaging businesses 
environmental activities (the questionnaire used in the survey presented in chapter 6). 
2nd The analysis of the findings from the questionnaire and the evaluation of companies 
environmental publications created specifications for formulating the case studies. 
3rd The use of the above materials to produce three case studies that present the 
environmental activities of the company under invest igation and the completed matrix. 
4th The evaluation of each case study with the company's officials. 
Sth The presentation of the case study based on the recommendations made from the 
previous stage. 
The format of the case studies is presented in the following section (8.4.2.8.4.3 and 8.4.4) 
but first, more details of the methodology used for the selection of the case studies and the 
evaluation methodology used for assessing the validity and reliability of the case studies is 
examined. 
The selection of vignette case studies 
The selection of the case studies is from those paper and packaging companies participating 
in the survey 'Environmental Effects on Business Management and Information System' 
(see Chapter 6). One item of the questionnaire asked the respondents to provide copies of 
their environmental publications. Seventeen out of the sixty four subjects have sent with 
their completed questionnaire their environmental report, in the form of annual 
environmental reports, company's newsletters and environmental leaflets about their 
products and services. The criteria for selection for the three case studies were as follows. 
The selected companies shoul d provide information about all their environmental 
activities, defte clearly the objectives and targets of their environmental policy, specify if 
possible their involvement with EMS (EMAS or ISO 14001 for example) and talk about 
legal and social implications of their environmental performance. 
=: > The companies should provide information about current -and future targets for their 
packaging design activities, emphasis is on a 'cradle-to-grave' approach. 
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The above information allows the researcher to complete the assessment matrix for paper 
based packaging. The three case studies are examples from companies that were 
conscientious about their environmental performance and activities, for the assessment 
matrix to be completed. 
Instruments used in the evaluation of vignette case studies 
For the evaluation of the case studies the companies that are presented in the case studies 
were contacted with the request to participate in assessing and confirming the credibility and 
reliability of the presented material. Each participant in the evaluation received by post a 
copy of the project description, the matrix tables and the document explaining how the 
matrix operates. Also, a copy of the EMCS model, the document explained how the model 
works and a copy of the case study for their company. In addition a covering letter was 
included and one page evaluation questionnaire. The evaluation questionnaike contained the 
following six items. 
1. Is it easy for you to understand the use of the assessment matrix that this study 
recommends? 
2. Do you find the information on the Case Study about (enter company name) 
Environmental profile give a good description of your companys' environmental activities? 
3. Do you find adequate enough the ranking scoring in each matrix for your company? 
Pleasefeelftee to suggest any changes. 
For this purpose a blank copy of the four stages of the matrix are provided. 
4. Do you think that the assessment matrix works well in conjunction with the EMCS 
model? 
5. Do you believe 'that the EMCS model and the matrix provide useful guidelines for 
packaging companies to manage and assess their environmental performance? 
6. If you like to offer any comment about the EMCS model/ the matrix or the research 
project it wouldbe considered extremely valuable. 
Resultsfrom the evaluation of vignette case studies 
The position of the subjects took part in this evaluation were Fine Papers Environmental 
Adviser, Ario Wiggins Fine Papers Lid, Engineer responsible for environmental issues from 
AssiDom, §n Packaging Manufacturer and Head of Design from Aston Packaging. The 
findings (see Table VII. 3 in Appendix VII) revealed a tendency of agreement in the way 
that the matrix was completed. However some modifications were suggested in the format 
of the case studies that includes that the information presented in the case study of the Arjo 
Wiggins Fine Papers obtained from two separated environmental reports that they 
marketed differently, and not two different versions of the same report as it was mentioned 
in the case study that was sent for evaluation. Moreover the subject from Aston Packaging 
offered additional information about his company environmental activities and he also 
commented that: 'the EMCS model provides a useful guideline and I believe the matrix 
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allows a good summarisation of the direct issues concerning companies' environmental 
responsibilities'. 
The suggestions for improvements included in the case studies presented in the following 
sections. 
8.4.2 Vignette Case Study On e Aston Packaging 
From Aston ýackaging a folder with information sheets about the company and on 
different products, and special information pack about 'The Aston Packaging Standard Box 
Re-use System'and some issues of its own Newsletter TorruLink' was received. 
Aston Packaging Ltd -Environmental Profile 
Aston Packaging is currently one of the leading packaging manufacturers in the UK and also 
operates in other countries around the world. Established in 1917, it has constantly refined 
and adapted its design and produ ction methods to ensure high quality effective products 
-which -are 
both' environmentally responsible and competitively -priced. Aston Packaging 
recycled its own corrugated paper waste off cuts which constitutes 30% of the material 
content of its moulded paper pulp products. Aston Packaging making significant energy 
cost savings by using low heat dehumidifier ovens that recycle warm air and produce distilled 
water as a by-product. 
Aston packaging Limited gives emphasis in design and packaging recyclability aspect, and 
ship. all products out on refurbished timber pallets. The information pack about 'The Aston 
Packaging Standard Box Re-use System 'presented specific environmental initiatives about 
paper based packaging. Such environmental initiatives include: 
" Boxes reused on average of three times (small size) and eight times largest sized boxes. 
" Aston packaging will pay up to 70% of the original cost for reusable returned boxes. 
" The standard box re-use system considered by Aston packaging as a good 'marketing 
tool' that may be used to offset recycling responsibilities (environmental packaging 
legislation). 
" Aston recycle the boxes collected. 
In addition to the box reuse system a similar timber pallet reuse system is in place. 
Aston Packaging Ltd- Assessment MatrLv 
Below is the evaluation of the scoring in each stage on the assessment matrix. The scoring 
is indicative as it is derived from the information provided. 
=* Aston Pack-aging Ltd - Stage One: Design Factors Assessment Matrix for paper based 
packaging. See Tab] e VII. 1.1 in Appendix VII for indicative 'consideraflon'ranking. 
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Aston Packaging - Stage Two: Alan ufactu rinq I Z5 , 
Factors Assavvinent AlatrLr for paper 
basedpackaging Not enough information provided. 
==:, Aston Packaging - 5ta,,, -e Three: LegallSocial Factors Assessment MatrLy for paper 
based packaging See Table VII. 1.1 in Appendix N/11 for indicative 'consideration'ranking. 6 61 
=> Aston Packaging - . 5tage Four: Performance Factors Assesstnent Afatrbc for paper 
based packa, -Iin,,,. See Table VII. 1.1 in Appendix VII for indicative 'consideration ' ranking. 
Paper based packaging Life cycle stages 
Pre - After - Outputs Production Distribution Use Disposal 
Production Use StImmary 
Design 4w 4w 
Factors 
Nlanufacturing 
Factors 
Legal/social 
4w 4w 
Factors 
Performance 
4w 4w 
Factors 
Table 8.11 Aston Packaging Ltd Ecological Balance Sheet - Summary matrLvforpqper basedpackaging tý ep ep 
1. ý:. *Not any information provided 
Aston Packa-ing - Ecological Balance Sheet Assessment MatrUjor paper based packagina 
The output considerations ranking are for 'Design [. actors'is 100% positive consideration; 
for 'Manufacturing Factors' not any information provided; 'LegaLlSocial Factors' 100% 
positive consideration. - wid. 'Perfor-iiiance Factors' 100% positive consideration, - The 
total output of the summary ranking is 100% positn, -e consideration the results scoring 
'12' Eco-Points for the three assessment factors - manufactuning factors not included. The 
Table 8.11 presents the summary evaluation matrix Ecological Balance Sheet for Aston 
Packaging. 
8.4.3 Vignette case study Two Arjo K7, -gins Fine Papers Ltd 
From the Arjo Wiggins Fine Papers Ltd received the 1994 environmental report and the 
1997 'Arjo Wiggins Fine Papers Environmental Report'. 
Arjo NN'iggins Fine Papers Ltd - Environmental Profile 
Arjo 'Xiggins Fine Papers Ltd is one of the five DIN Ision within Ago Wiggins Appleton p1c. 
it has four main production units in Europe, three of these are in the UK. The 
environmental policy of the Arjo NViggins Appleton p1c. (apply for the Arjo WIL-pris Fine 
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Papers Ltd division) is stated as follow in 'Arjo Wiggins Fine Papers Environmental Report 
(1997). 
1. Consideration of environmental issues and the prevention of pollution shall form an 
integral part of business decisions, activities and production processes. 
2. Management systems and audits are to be used regularly to monitor environmental 
issues. 
3. The selection of raw materials for the manufacture of products shall take into account 
their environmental impact. 
4. The use of energy and all emissions are to be monitored. continuously and reduced to 
the lowest reasonably achievable level. 
5. The company will constantly seek to reduce quantity of waste generated by business and 
production process; to find productive uses for that waste; and to dispose of any residues 
by means which have the least environmental impact that* can be reasonably be 
achieved. 
6. The company on request provide to its customers advice on environmental issues 
- relating to'its -products. 
7. All employees are required to take into account the protection of the environment in 
the conduct of the Company's business. 
8. The company will seek to encourage its suppliers, agents and contractors to have 
environmental policies similar to Arjo Wiggins Fine Papers. 
Arjo Wiggins Fine Papers to face the responsibilities of the EU packaging and packaging 
waste Directive made corrugated packaging from recycled material and support th6 concept 
to develop LCA for packaging working closely with ISO standard. 
Arjo Wiggins Fine Papers Ltd -Assessment Matrbc 
Below is the evaluation of the scoring in each stage on the assessment matrix. The scoring 
is indicative as it is derived from the information provided. 
=* Arjo Wiggins Fine Papers Ltd - Stage One: Design Factors Assessment Matrix for paper 
based packaging. See Table VII. 1.2 in Appendix VII for indicative 'consideration'ranking. 
==:, - Arjo Wiggins Fine Papers Lid - Stage Two: Manufacturing Factors Assessment Matrix 
for paper based . packaging 
See Table VII. 1.2 in Appendix VII for indicative 
'consideration'ranking. 
=: > Arjo Wiggins Fine Papers Ltd - Stage Three: LegallSocial Factors Assessment Matrix 
for paper based packaging. See Table VII. 1.2 in Appendix VII for indicative 
'consideration'ranking. 
=> Arjo Wqgins F-Ine Papers Ltd. - Stage Four: Performance Factors Assessment MatrU 
for paper based packaging. See Table VII. 1.2 in Appendix VII for indicative 
dconsideration'ranking. 
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Paper based packaging Life cycle stages 
Pre - Production Distribution Use 
After - Disposal 
Outputs 
Production Use Summary 
Design CIO Ob QO Qb IQUO . 160 Factors 
Manufacturing Qw Qb 46110 40-0 Factors 
Legal/social CIO Q10 400 Factors QED 
Performance 
Qlw 
<aD 
4w 40 
Factors ýQvlb 
Table 8.12 Arjo Wigognins Fine Papers Ltd 
Ecolooical Balance Sheet - Summary matrLrfor paper basedpacka-im, 
Arjo fViggins Fine Papers Ltd - Ecological Balance Sheet Assessment Matrix fior paper 
based packaging The output considerations ranking are for 'Design F41ctors' 75'o positi M, i ive 
consideration-, for 'Manu cluring Factors' 75% positive consideration, 'L eu a]. S oc I a] (0 111 
Factors' 75% positive consideration; and, 'Perfon-nance Factors' 1000,0 positive 
consideration; As most of the summary rankimg is 1009/o positive consideration the results t: ý 
scoring '12' Eco-Points. See Table 8.12 for the Ecological Balance Sheet). 
8.4.4 Vignette Case Study Three AssiDomin Packaging Manufacturer 
The AssiDoman 'Environmental Report 1996' and a prospectus titled 'A presentation oj' 
AssiDom, jn 1995'are the materials supplied by the Ass'Dom, ýn. Review of these materials 
provide information to complete the stages and the Ecobalance Sheet of the assessment 
matrix for paper based packaging, 
AssiDom, ý n- Environmental Profile 
AsslDom8n (operates in many countries in Europe) recognise that its operations have an 
environmental impact and accept responsibility to reduce this impact on the environment 
as far as it is ecologically and economically reasonable. For AssiDom8n commitment to 
long-term, sustainable development mearis to use as far as possible renewable resources to 
make products that are of maximum use with minimum consumption of resources. 
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AssiDoman states: 'protecting forests, water and air is crucial to the survival and 
development of our business. Our responsibility to the natural environment is the same that 
we oule to our customers, employees, shareholders and societ y in general. ' 
AssiDoman main environmental policy guidelines include: 
" To seek continuous improvement throughout of products full life cycle; 
" Sustainable forestry and protection of biological diversity; 
" Conservation of resources, by econornising on raw materials used, conserve energy and 
minimise the use of non-renewable materials and fuel; 
" To use technology which will increase closure of process circuits and treatment of 
emissions; 
" To reduce waste by recycling waste paper and use its own production waste to produce 
new products or energy. 
To encourage suppliers to meet the sarne standards of environmental awareness and 
_______. __openness 
that_ apply in AssiDoman environment; 
AssiDoman main environmental measures include: 
=> Management Systems - each AssiDoman business unit will have its own environmental 
policy that reflects the corporate policy , and its own systems for implementing 
environmental controls and audits. Employees will be given training and information to 
enable them to take responsibility for the environment in their daily tasks. 
=: > Environmental Planning and Annual Environmental Audit - Every year each 
AssiDoman business unit will establish improvement targets and a programme 6f action. 
The progress wfllreported in an annual environmental audit. 
=:: > Openness - The way that AssiDoman deals with environmental issues aims to inspire 
confidence among their customers, employees and general public. AssiDoman will seek 
broad scientific co-operation and open dialogue with authorities, environmental 
organisations and their customers. 
AssiDoman states in its Environmental Report (1996) that ýve will review the goals and 
methods regularly in the light of new infuriation. 
AssiDoman Packaging has 70 production centres making sack and Kraft paper, packaging 
board, corrugated packaging and sacks. 
AssiDoman -Assessment Matrix 
Below is the evaluation of the scoring in each stage on the assessment matrix. The scoring 
is indicative as it is derived from the information provided. 
=* AssiDoman - Stage One: Design Factors Assessment MatrL-c for paper based packaging 
See Table VII. 1.3 3 in Appendix VII for indicative 'considerationranking. 
AssiDomcIn (1996), Annual Report 
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AssiDomjn - Stage Two: Manufucturin, q Factors Assessment Matri-v for paper based 4ý1 Z5 
pacA-agin See Table VI 1.1.3 in Appendix NM for Indicative I consideration 'rank' Ift ing. 
=> AssiDomin - Stage Three: LegatlVocial Factors Assessment Afatrkr for paper hased 
packaoin- See Table VII. 1.3) in Appendix VII for indicative I consideration' rank in n *W* IIII 
==ý> AssiDom5n - Vage Four: Performance Factors Assessment MatrLC for paper based 
packaging. See Table V11.1.3) in Appendix VII for indicative I consideration'ranking. 
Paper based packaging Life cycle stages 5 ft 
Pre - Production Distribution Use 
After - Disposal 
Outputs 
Production Use Surnmary 
Design Clip Q10 (M> Q10 
Factors 
Manufacturing 
Factors 40 
Legal/social Qw 
Factors 4w 
Performance 4w 
Factors 
Table 8.13 AssiDoman Ecological Balance Sheet - Summary matrL-cforpaper hasedpackaginq 0 
AssiDom, j n- Ecological Balance Sheet AssessinentAf atrLy for paper based packaging The 
output considerations ranking are for 'Design I-Tactors ' is 75% positive conslderafioný for 
'Man ufaclu ring Factors' 100% positive consideration, 'Leaal/Social Factors' I OOQ'O 
positive consideration-, and. 'Performance Factors' 100% positive consideration., As most 
of the summary ranking is 100% positive consideration the results scoring '12* Eco-Points C 
See Table 8.133 for the Ecological Balance Sheet. 
CaseStudies Observations and Evaluation 
The presented cases studies are examples aiming to demonstrate how the assessment matrix 
for paper based packaging works, how it is completed and how the is score awarded. ýC 
The way that the companies are selected for the case studies make them score highly. The 
reason is that the three selected companies were from those companies supplied 
environmental publications when conducted during the survey 'EnOron InJO ývstem' (see 
chapter 6. ) and were those with immaculate qualivy, or at least the\- did not presem any 
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Gnegative' (below standarc4 for example do not consider the environmental legislation for 
packaging orpollution standards) environmental aspect of their operation. 
In addition, the choice of the above three case studies was because these companies 
provided their environmental activities in more detail and that enabled the researcher to 
complete the matrices stages comprehensively. Therefore, the above case studies are 
examples of companies that their environmental commitments and activities are of a high 
degree of concern and as a result awarded the highest score. However it should be 
acknowledged that the case will be different for companies that they will not touch upon all 
those areas of environmental concern and they will score on the assessment matrix 
significantly lower. 
8.5 Summary 
---This chapter 
has been examined and evaluates the possible option to be used as an extension 
in the use of the EMCS model for assessing the environmental performance of paper 
packaging products. This option is dealing with the formulation of an assessment matrix 
that examines four factors, these include: Design factors, Manufacturing factors, 
LegallSocial factors and Performance factors against packaging life cycle stages. The 
considerations on each factor surnmarised in the Ecological Balance Sheet - summary 
matrix and then translated into eco points with scoring between 'I' for minimum 'to twelve 
'12' maximum environmental consideration. To demonstrate the applicability of the 
matrix three case studies were used as examples. Whilst support for the principle of a 
matrix tool emerged during the testing and evaluation of the new EMCS model, it is 
acknowledged that this tool has only the status of a concept and is not to be regarded as a 
principal component of the new thinking. Its' purpose is simply to show one way to take 
the EMCS model forward to implementation stage but it is for individual companies to 
interpret and develop the EMCS model for their needs. 
In the next chapter the final appraisal of the research is presented along with 
recommendations for implementing further investigation based on the findings of the 
current research. 
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSIONS 
9.1 Introduction 
This last chapter' summarises the main achievements of the research, provides a critical 
evaluation of the current research, and proposes ways to extend the findings from the 
existing work through further research. 
9.2 Achievements 
The achievements of the research are addressed in three areas: (1) designing environmental 
management systems related to and with effects on packaging design, (2) development 
considerations for environmental labelling and LCA, (3) development and implementation 
of an environmental analysis model for design and environmental managers. 
The -interpretation of these achievements followed a rigorous research process. which firstly 
examined the use of environmental information on packaging and methodologies used in 
awarding environmental credentials for products and packaging, i. e. life cycle analysis and 
assessment methodologies (see chapters 2 and 4). Secondly, it suggested alternative methods 
to eco-labelling for paper based packaging and brought up the need to differentiate products 
and packaging environmental impact through a system based approach (seq chapter 4). 
Thirdly, five different models of environmental analysis, that encompass the 
recommendation made in the previous stage, were produced and tested (see chapter 5). 
Fourth, it investigated the current state of understanding on packaging businesses 
environmental philosophy, operation and control - with regardy to environmental 
management systems - (see chapter 6). Fifth, based on the findings from the previous 
investigations, the recommended solution was produced, tested and modified, dealing with 
the development methodology for environmental monitoring, controlling and auditing 
packaging design activities in relation to company's environmental policy (see chapter 7). 
As an extension of the use of the recommended solution (model), this understanding was 
expanded into how this affected the design process for paper based packaging in assessing 
the different levels of environmental performance. 
The main achievement of the research is the recommended solution in the form of 
Environmental Management Control System (EMCS) model that has been tested and 
modified (as outlined in 9.3). 
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The contribution of the model 
The EMCS is a generic, theoretical, structural model for design managers and 
environmental managers for formulating, examining, monitoring and controlling' 
environmental policy activities with regard to packaging design. The EMCS model 
simplifies the approach to auditing and controlling the environmental impact of paper 
based packaging products by providing clear step-by-step directions to be followed. To 
summarise, the contributions of the EMCS model are as follows: 
=> The EMCS model is applicable for paper packaging companies in order to control and 
further reduce the environmental impact of their operation. 
=> The model interpreted is a unique system that relates corporate environmental 
philosophy and design activities. 
=> The model indicates the value of design at the centre of business activities. 
=> The model provides clear, direct, step-by-step guidance on environmental analysis that 
are clear to design managers and environmental managers. 
==: ý- The model provides a feasible and precise framework that equips design manag ers and 
environmental managers with the knowledge to build the structure for companys' 
environmental initiatives. 
The model works as an instructional reference for those conducting and evaluating 
environmental impact assessment for paper packaging products 
=> The EMCS can be used by enterprises of any size. Preferably by big enterprises as they 
have greater human resources (specially trained staff such as environmental managers) and 
budgets available. However, the indications of environmental activities to be followed apply 
to smaller enterprises. 
=> Each sub-model works in support of the main model. In addition, each sub-model has 
the potential to be used independently in order to examine particular aspects of companys' 
operation. 
=* The EMCS is compatible with EMSs and in particular with the ISO 14001: 1996 on 
Environmental Management Systems. 
The originality of the solution 
The unique factor of the EMCS model is that it provides a methodology based on the 
philosophy of the EMSs (see chapter 2. ) related to and translated into design. This 
approach gives an indication for companies to appreciate design as a profitable resource 
towards environmental achievements. The EMCS model defines the use of design as a 
corporate environmental mission and, not only helps packaging companies to comply with 
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current legislative and environmental trends but also assists them with forward planning on 
product development and innovation. '- 
Assessment matrix the proposed extension in the use of the EMCS model 
The assessment matrix for paper based packaging has been suggested as an extension in the 
use of the EMCS model to provide an indication in rating the environmental achievements 
of businesses that use the model. The assessment matrix for paper based packaging is a 
multi - consideration matrix as it deals with four factors (Design Factors; Manufacturing 
Factors; Legallsocial Factors and Performance Factors) of environmental concern. The 
assessment matrix provides rating scales equivalent to Eco-points that differentiate the 
levels of environmental commitments. 
Both the EMCS and the assessment matrix point out the crucial role of the design 
management in participating in business success towards environmental improvements. 
Summary of achievements 
To surnmarise, the research presented in this thesis has achieved the following: 
1. It has proposed a framework for the development of a model of environmental analysis 
in relation to and with effects on packaging design. Moreover, it has confirmed the 
validity of the proposed framework through testing different formats of the models 
during the progress of the research by adopting a hard systems approach to the 
evaluation. 
2. It offers an up-to-date view of environmental management and packaging design 
considerations. In addition it offers a set of empirical considerations for interpreting 
environmental management principles compatible with the packaging design process. 
In summary, the considerations are as follows: the prototype of different models that 
interpreted the relationship and compatibility of environmental management systems 
with packaging design; the potential of an assessment matrix in examining LCA 
methodologies for packaging; the use of a rating system as a part of the assessment 
matrix and the final EMCS model for paper packaging products. 
3. It has developed a model (EMCS) for environmental analysis compatible with the 
packaging design process - which was the principal aim of the research. 
9.3 Final appraisal 
In the 1990s. environmental issues exert a far-reaching influence on the packaging business 
sector. New constraints on packaging products, manufacturers and business operation will be 
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imposed either by regulations to limit environmental damage and pollution, or by ensuring 
that market prices reflect the wider environmental costs of production. Business people 
should focus on a bigger picture defining their corporate structure and planning to respond 
to current and future environmental and market trends. 
Packaging businesses should invest in design and development and integrate environmental 
management thinking and action plans for continuous environmental improvements. The 
environmental implications of business operations should be seen within the organisation 
extending to the global system, and the design role and implications should be part of that 
cross - cultural development. 
It has been suggested by Welford et al., (1993) that there are two options for the 
environment, either to control your own destiny, or to have it controlled for youl. 
Legislation at present requires companies to address their environmental impact and to deal 
with their packaging waste. At present environmental managernent systems and eco- 
labelling are in voluntary basis but it may be regulatory or legislative in the future. Based on 
these recommendations companies should take their responsibilities in their own hands and 
be proactive and forward planning to control their own destiny. Strategies for marketing 
related to packaging, ecological auditing, EMS and LCAs must be at the core of any 
company that wants to be environmentally responsible, to comply with legislative/ 
regulatory frameworks and be profitable. 
To access the environmental friendliness of paper packaging products a system based 
approach should be integrated. This study sees the 'system based approach' as -a design 
management contribution to assessing the environmental impact and the design of products 
under the system that the organisation operates, related to its corporate mission, 
environmental policy and design policy. In addition, for packaging products environmental 
declaration efforts should be directed to monitoring the adoption of a 'cradle-to-grave' 
analysis and the process should be evaluated with regard to the system and the resources that 
the organisation operates. 
It should be also considered that what could be the best environmental benefit for the 
production of paper packaging for one company may not be for another. That relates, for 
example, to the location of the company with regard to the reusability of the product; or 
Welford R, and Gouldson A, (1993) 'Environmental Management and Business Strategy', Pitman 
Publishing, UK, p 147 
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the establishment of recycling facilities; or the cost to obtain recycled fibres, like post- 
consumer waste; 
This research project integrated environmental management thinking to design and by 
doing so it was necessary to investigate different inter-related areas as 'green' marketing 
and environmental claims, ecolabelling and LCAs, environmental aspects related with 
packaging design, environmental management systems and, ecological auditing and 
assessment methodology. The investigation directed in-these areas aimed to produced a 
solution in integrating EMS thinking into packaging design development. A review of what 
the recommended solution achieved follows. 
The development process of the new thinking 
The formulation of the EMCS model addressed four research stages: 
Ist Formulation Stage. Review of the literature sources about LCAs methodologies, 
ecolabelling, green marketing, environmental product development (Design for the 
Environment-WE); environmental management systems, and environmental issues related 
with paper based packaging. The literature review generated specific enquiries and a number 
of organisations were contacted (listed on the appendices IX) aiming to accumulate up-to- 
date experience in the area and collect unpublished information and recommendations for 
inclusions in the development of the project (presented in chapter 2). 
2nd Explanatory stage: At the explanatory stage Phase A. the first survey was 
conducted with the aim to cross reference findings from the above activities (for the 
analysis of the survey see chapter 4.2). Phase B. of the explanatory stage deals with two 
stages of interviews evaluating methodology for environmental labelling (stage one) and 
environmental auditing (stage two) with regard to paper packaging products (see 4.3 and 
4.4). The evaluation of the findings from this stage generated different hypotheses to be 
examined in the next research stage and specifications to be included in prototyping 
different versions of models of environmental analysis (see 4.5). 
3rd Investigation stage: At the investigation stage Phase A. five different formats of 
prototypes - Environmental analysis models - were formulated and tested with packaging 
companies and environmental organisations, the aim was to synthesised complex 
environmental issues to create a structural, fundamental model of practical value to 
environmental and design managers. In addition, the reason for formatting five different 
versions of the model was to assess and measure performance values between the different 
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prototypes in order to select the model with the most potential to be adopted by packaging 
business and explore it in detail at the next stage the research (testing and ei7aluation 
stage). The findings from the evaluation (see chapter 5) of each format of the model 
tested, generated specifications and considerations for inclusion in prototyping the next 
format of the model and so on. The process of formatting the different prototypes was as 
fovows: 
0 The first prototype format of the model constructed was based on the evaluation of 
the findings from the explanatory research stage (see chapter 4), the interrelation of the 
data and links hypothesised to exist were based on observations made in chapter 2. 
" The second prototype format of the model anticipated recommendations made ftom. 
the evaluation of the testing of the previous model. Such considerations were included as 
providing: more information about eco-design characteristics and requirements; more 
explanations and directions about legislative requirements affecting packaging production; 
more information about methodology in conducting an environmental impact assessment-, 
and, attention directed in the use of more communicative and effective terminology. 
o The third prototype format of the model, considered the following recommendations 
made from the evaluation of the testing of the second format of the model, include: the 
links restructured and simplified; the arrows replaced with directions in rows; and, the 
directions about how to proceed from one stage of environmental analysis to another 
planned to prioritise efficiently the activities to be followed. 
ý The fourth version of the model (first formal of the EMCS modeb considered the 
ollowing recommendations made from the evaluation of the testing of the third format, 
such as: the structure of the model simplified by reducing. the stages to be followed, and the 
amount of presented information reduced in order the model to be more communicative. 
; For the fifth prototype format of the model the emphasis is directed to provoke the 
esign approach to products environmental requirements. In particular, the intention for 
producing this format of the model was to generate design specifications to be included as a 
subsidiary model of the previous model for design considerations. 
The evaluation of the testing of the five prototype formats of the model revealed that the 
EMCS model Was the prototype with the most potential to be used in practical application, 
because it gives a good description of the stages of environmental analysis to be followed. 
Prior to the development of the final model the second survey was conducted (investigation 
stage Phase B. ) aiming to investigate current attitudes of environmental practising among 
paper' packaging businesses and develop specifications for inclusion in the evolutionary 
prototyping of the model (see chapter 6). In particular the survey aimed to test theories 
related to environmental auditing methodology and to reveal new insights, knowledge and 
understanding about environmental activities and current practices in the packaging sector. 
4th Testing and Evaluation Stage: The final stage of the research was the testing and 
evaluation stage where the recommended model (EMCS) from the previous stage of the 
research was developed in its final fon-nat based on hard systems thinking and according to 
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the evolutionary prototyping method. The findings and recommendations for 
improvements in the format of EMCS modelzýmade in the investigation stage were 
examined and evaluated in the testing and evaluation stage of the research in two phases. 
Phase A. evaluated the revised version of the EMCS (second format) that was designed 
based on the recommendations from the investigation stage. The evaluation of the findings 
from the testing at Phase A. were then encompassed in the third revised format of the 
model that was tested in Phase B. of the testing and evaluation stage. The evaluation of 
the findings from Phase B. produced the final model (see chapter 7. ). The model presents a 
framework of considerations of environmental management principles and assessment 
methodology in relation to packaging. The research has taken a series of inherently 
complex issues, analysed them and synthesised them down to a fundamental, structural 
model of new thinking which is fully supported by the target audience. 
Furthermore an extension of the use of the EMCS model is proposed by the use of an 
assessment matrix specifically designed to be adopted by paper packaging companies in 
order to measure and achieve environmental performance standards. Three vignette case 
studies were used to demonstrate the potential applicability of the matrix (chapter 8. ). 
The research methodology presented in Chapter 3. was followed step by step during the 
progress of the research, and where appropriate indicated in the other chapters. 
At the end of each chapter a conclusion about the presented information is given. The most 
important of them are as follows: 
=* the plethora of green claims on products make consumers sceptical and less receptive to 
green messages from companies, 
environmental management could recti y- this si - atio an -the i- f tu n and ch ge ma, (,,, e of 'green' 
products by using EMS and LCAs methodologies to control business activities and 
environmental products' development, 
=: > consumers need to haye a clear image about business activities and be informed about 
product's adverse impact on the environment through on product information, 
benchmarking, life-cycle analysis, ecolabelling, green accounting, reporting, and eco- 
audits are drivers to environmental improvements for products, 
=> design management is a tool for companies to integrate, control and monitor products' 
environmental improvements, 
=::, to assess the environmental performance of paper packaging products a system based 
approach should be adopted, 
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environmental improvement at design level should be related to and reflect a 
company's environmental policy, 
=: -, the strategic approach of design management can offer packaging products 
differentiation; market niches; innovation and creative products' performance towards 
environmental improvements; 
=:,. the involvement of independent third parties/verifiers, environmental groups and 
international business standards organisations is the way forward for environmental 
management to be developed and give credibility to products and production methods 
9.3.1 Evaluation of the research - Criticisms and Limitations 
One criticism of the research presented in this thesis is that it could have included a large 
sample of subjects participating in the testing and formulating of the model from other EU 
countries. The main considerations for not doing so is not only in relation to the time 
limitation to complete the project neither the limited fmancial resources for Ph. D. 
research. However, the main reasons are based on the following considerations. 
Firstly, the sample of UK packaging businesses interviewed is representative for the UK 
market (see sections in each chapter which refer to intenlew participants selection). 
Secondly, most of these companies were international or multinational and exported their 
goods or imported raw materials (such as recycled paper from Finland) to and from other 
countries so they were in the position to provide a complete picture of EU market 
rcquircmcnts. 
However, the most powerful reason is the example taken from the operation of the EU 
eco-labelling scheme to award the EU eco-label. Under the EU scheme the study undertaken 
for each product category can be led by the Commission or by a national competent body. 
Criteria proposed for a product group by a national competent body adopted after 
consultation with the Commission and applied in all the EU countries under the scheme. 
A final criticism, is that the matrix system that is proposed as an extension of the EMCS 
model in awarding environmental credenfials for paper packaging products required more 
development. It has becn included only as an indicative way forward and should be regarded 
as a guide for future research. It should be noted that the intention of this study was to 
produce methodology for environmental analysis based on a hard system approach for 
environmental managers, environmental , auditors and design managers to cope with 
conceptualisation of environmental orientated packaging development process compafible 
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with environmental management systems methodology that are preferred (compared with 
eco-labelling methods) by packaging businesses. 
9.3.2 Further research - Extensions of Current Research 
The issue of further research is twofold. First, it is concerned with elaboration of the 
existing research, and second with longer term research in order to extend the findings from 
the current research. 
Extensions of Current Research 
The EMCS model is a generic solution offered by the study. Therefore further research 
could be undertaken and some modifications could be made aiming: 
to create standardised procedures for paper pack-aging products 
to explore options for the Eco-points score to appear as a label on the packaging of the 
product. Such options include the following two suggestions: 
1. The use of the oval symbol with negative printed in the middle the number of the Eco- 
points awarded accompanied with the wording 'Eco-points aivard' or Environmental 
aivard'. The number of eco-points awarded may have three formats: 
a) when the output considerations ranking is below 25% Minimum Consideration 
(see figure 8.16 Matrix Symbols) included, the oval symbol will appear in fight grey 
with bold black typeface the number of the eco-points awardedý this apply from 'I' 
to W eco-points, 
b) when the output considerations ranking is on the range of up to 50% Adequate 
Consideration the oval symbol will appear in dark grey with negative typefaces, 
c) negative typeface will also be used in the oval black symbol applies in the range 
of Posilhv Consideration. The use of colour in different scales of green instead of 
grey scale could be considered. 
2. As the consumers will not be familiar with what eco-points mean and how they are 
related with the company's environmental activities and design, it is recommended in 
the beginning the above symbol accompanied with the summary matrix 'Ecological 
balance sheet'. 
In addition if the matrix is going to be used by an accreditation body fin-ther work and 
exploration should be directed to identify the period of registration - use of the Eco-points - 
recommendation for two years of the use of the matrix is made (model periodically when 
required sub-model main model every three years). Also areas of weakness and areas of 
improvements should be developed more for inclusion in each factor of the matrices. 
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9.4 Summary 
The final environmental analysis model is a generic" solution offered by this research study, 
in managing and auditing packaging design activities in accordance with corporate 
environmental policy. 
The findings from the current research and the formulation of the EMCS model have made 
a significant contribution to the area of environmental auditing and packaging design. The 
work has implications for the design of packaging and in the formulation of business 
environmental philosophy. 
in addition, the EMCS model provides the framework for ecological analysis, that can be 
used by an accreditation/ verification body on environmental management systems, in order 
to explore options and establish standardization procedures for products and their 
packaging. 
Finally, the main argument of this thesis is that the management of design process should be 
built to be compatible with the formulation of business environmental philosophy. The 
generic model offered by this study is a foundation for developing and understanding the 
links between organisational capabilities to manage their environmental performance and 
using design for competitive advantage. 
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Su rv-e y . 1111Y '95 
The following questionnaire is aimed at all those vho have relevant experience in tile fici(i 
of environmental management systems, in particular to senior executives. reseal-chers and 
others interested in the packaging business sector. 
Nearly Always J 75% of the time U 50% of the time J 25% of the time LI Hardly Ever U 
it would be helpful if you could provide an example and comment on it: .............................. 
............................................................................................................................................. 
2. Do you believe that the Eco-label award scheme will bring liability, in the 
market place for the product groups on which studies are undertaken? 
Strongly believe J Tend to believe J Tend to disbelieve :J Disbelieve strongly J 
3. Do you believe that packaging companies incorporate an environmental audit 
programme? 
Nearly Always J Often J Seldom IJ Hardly Ever U 
In case you are involved in the production of packaging, 
please complete section four, otherwise go to question five. 
4. A) Does your company hold an audit programme from the production 
stage through to disposal? 
Nearly Always J Often J Seldorn J Hardly Ever J 
4. B) Do you believe that the implementation of this audit is under proper 
control? 
Nearly Always U Often :1 Seldorn D Hardly Ever L) 
5. Do you think that the development of specific criteria for Life Cycle Analysis 
and Eco-assessment as part of Eco-label scheme for paper packaging products will 
assist packaging business? 
Strongly believe LJ Tend to believe U Tend to disbelieve U Disbelieve strongly U 
Thank you for your help. 
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Table M. Preliminary Survey - Business Activities of the participants 
Value Category Business Adiiity of Corporation Score Percentage 
Professional Researchers 16 27% 
2 Postgraduate Students 4 7% 
3 Teaching in Design and Business Schools 18 29% 
4 Environmental Consultancy 2 3% 
5 Manufacturing Sector 10 17% 
6 Service Sector 10 171/6 
Total sample: 60 respondents 
Date of survey: July and October 1995 Date of Analysis: December 1995 
Table 1.2. Statisdcs Item 1. Do you rind the different environmental claims which appear on 
packaging 'misleading'? 
Value Label Score Percentage 
I Nearly Always 10 17% 
2 75% of the time 29 46% 
3 50% of the time 12 20% 
4 25% of the time 6 100/0 
5 Hardly ever 0 0 01/0 
6 No reply 4 7% 
Additional comments: 
c> The packaging often claims to be recyclable with no clue as to how to do it e. g. recyclable or say 
recyclable when it means made from recycled materials. 
> 'Alien products e. g. washing powder claim not to contain a chemical which they never contained 
anyway. > Too many to mention "biodegradable", "environmentally friendly" etc. very vague' 
> Washing / cleaning materials. t> Use ofRecycling logo to mean "Recyclable'. 
C> Environmentally friendly - to Who/What/ What does it mean? 
> Doesn't contain phosphates; - the product never did. 
t> Recycled paper is not always post consumer waste. The public don't understand this. 
t> Biodegradability never designed in time spans. t> I haven't noticed it. 
C> Highly visible - psychological techniques for displaying information - use percentage etc. 
Table 1.3. Statistics Item 2. Do you believe that the Eco - label award scheme will bring liability, 
in the market place for the product groups on which studies are undertaken? 
Value Label Score Percentage 
Strongly believe 6 1 CP/G 
2 Tend to believe 26 43% 
3 Tend to disbelieve 22 37% 
4 Disbelieve strongly 2 
5 No reply 4 7% 
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Table 1.4. Statistics Item 3. Do you believe that packaging companies incorporate an 
environmental audit programme? 
Value Label Score Percentage 
Nearly always 3 5% 
2 Often 10 17% 
3 Seldom 36 60% 
4 Hardly ever 8 13% 
5 No reply 3 5% 
Table 1.5. Statistics Item 4 a) Does your company hold an audit programme from the production 
stage through to disposal? 
Value Label Score Percentage 
I Nearly always 4 71/o 
2 Often 4 7% 
3 Seldom 9 15% 
4 Hardly ever 16 271/o 
5 No reply 27 45% 
Table 1.6. Statistics Item 4 b) Do you believe that the implementation of this audit is under proper 
control? 
Val Label Score Percentage 
I Nearly always 2 3% 
2 Often 6 100/0 
3 Seldom 6 100/0 
4 Hardly ever 20 33% 
5 No reply 26 43% 
Tabl e 1.7. Statistics Item 5. Do you think that the development of specific criteria for Life Cycle 
Analysis and Eco-assessment in the part of Eco-label scheme for paper packaging products will 
assist packaging business? - 
Value Label Score Percentage 
1 Strongly believe 9 15% 
2 Tend to believe 39 65% 
3 Tend to disbelieve 4 7% 
4 Disbelieve strongly I 0 00/0 
5 No reply 8 13% 
Additional comments: 
t> Tend to agree, only if simplified to be quick and effectiveto use. 
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t> iend lo qglve - LCA in order to indicate areas ofenvironniental impact bUt ha%e doubts ý&OLJI 111C 
usefulness of a very in-depth LCA for'visual' people like designers Good to i indicate particular stiategN, 
for compan\ 
Table 1.8. Preliminary Survey Data Results 
Candidate 11 21 31 4 5 161 71 N 91 10 11 12 1 13 1 14 16 1 17 IN 1 19 211 21 
Caiegoq 411 11 613351 
.1iiIII- 
Item 1. 2222433322261211111 
Item 2. 122213223 .12542321232 
Item 3. 33424321323533233313 
Item 4 a) 4541452533555555454i 
Item 4 b) 454145255i5454i 
Item . 5. 1122222215221 
Candidate 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 1 32 33 34 35 36 37 
Category 13131621516 
Item 1. 3324624-122121 .11 
Item 2. 22233312212131 31 15 
Item 3. 33321312223245331 
Item 4 a) 55i1241332334553s 
Item 4 b) 5is1442 -1 -1 
2444554 
Item '-s. 2221121221212252 
candid te 41 42 43 44 4, -', 46 47 48 49 1541 . 1% 1 5Z 54 -i(, S7 
-T -57 S9 60 
Category I116163611 
Item 1. 4262232232223 
Item 2. 2i223422 
Item 3. 31 444433 
Item 4 a) 54544454ii 4444 
Item 4 b) 54544i45434i44422 
Item 5- 2222222252252 
Table 1.9. Pearson's correlation coefficient between data sets for category and different items 
Item I Itclil Itclil -1a) Itcni 4b) Item 5 
C"teý: orý 
............................... . II .................................. ... ............................ ... ....... ...................... . ................................ .................................. ................................ 
..... ..................... Item 1. ..... ................................ . .. 0 12111 ........ . ..................... I 
.............. ....... tem 2. ..... ................................ .. 0,12399 ..................... . ........ .. 0.180246 ........................... I 
........................... Item 3. ..... .............. . ............................... . 0.174823 j: ............................... .. 0-501439 .............................. 1 
........................... Item 4a) ..... ................................ . 0.20574 ............................... . 0.24109 1 . ............................. ... 0.475768 .............................. ................................. I 0.641158 
......... . ................ Item 4b) ..... 
& ................................ 2. 
- 0.16004 :: 
............................... *:. 0.166667 f 
............................... : .. 
OA3,83,13 :' 
.............................. i ................................ i ................................ I 0,57i9O9 : 0.881392 i 
.................. . ....... Item i. ..... ................................ .. -0 12965 
:: ........................ . ..... . 033,6933 :: ............................... .. 0.620417 1 .............................. ............................. 0 351617 . .... *i ý3 Wý 
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L- Preliminary Study Interviews Checklist 
The phase B. at the preliminary study are interviewees associated with packaging companies. Those 
interviews were conducted in two stages, investigating the following: 
=; > FIRST STAGE Interview aim: evaluating methodology for environmental labelling 
with regards to paper packaging products. 
=> SECOND STAGE Interview aim: evaluating methodology for environmental auditing 
with regards to paper pack aging products. 
For both 'stages above the interview schedule devised in three sections. 
SECTION 1. Introduction 
" SECTION 2. Personal Details 
" SECTION 3. Interview questionnaire diýfersfor FIRST STAGE + SECOND STAGE 
The first two sections are common for the two stages of interviews the third section differs based on the 
aim ofthe interview. 
SECTION 1. Introduction At the beginning I introduced myself and described what the Ph. D. research 
project was about. Then explained the reasons of the interview and emphasised how helpful it will be for 
the progress ofthe research to have the opinions of subjects'. It also explained - in particular at telephone 
interviews- that if at any moment the interviewer feels uncomfortable with the questionnaire and the time 
available to complete the interview he can skip any item of the questionnaire or terminate the interview. 
To make the interviewee feel comfortable was promised that confidentiality will kept and that the 
information provided will be used for academic purposes. To motivate the interviewers to participate. 
I promised to let them know about the research outcomes if it is of interest to them. 
.............. 
SECTION 2. Personal Details - Confidential 
Name: .................................................................................................................................... Occupation: ............................................................................................................................ Address: ................................................................................................................................. Tel.: .............................................. 
Fax.: ...................................... E-mail: ................................. 
Business activity 
U Design Consultancy Packaging CI Environmental Consultancy Packaging Q Paper & board supplier 
0 Paper & packing manufacturer 0 Packaging Retailer/ contract manufacturer 
For statistical purpose couldyou please let me lbiow some information about your compaq. 
Number of employees 
0 149 C) 50-99 C3 100-249 C) 250499 C3 500-1000 0 1000+ 0 No answer (include: Do not know) 
Turnover 
0 Under fl. million Q 11-15 million Q L6-110 million 0 111425 million 
U 126450 million 0 L51-LI00 million 0 Over 1100 million 0 No answer (i. e. Do 
not Mow; or Caintot say, ) 
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............................ -- ................................................................. ..................................... ............. ..... . ....... ................. ................................ --- ....................... 
FIRST STAGE Evaluating inethodotog,, ji, for environmental labelling with regarils 
to paperpacktiging 1moduc6 
............................ I ......................... - ............... .................... I ........... I .......... ...... .................. I .......... ................................ 
Do you have an environmental policy" 
U Yes J No J Not sure/ Not always 
2) Do you market your products through 'green labelling'? 
U Always (Go to 2a. ) U Some of the products (Go to 2a. ) J Never U Unsure 
2 a) ýf jou use wi envii-mintelual c1cam mi. vour I)ackaging In-oduct: What type of logo/label you are 
using? and, How do you obtain/award the label? ............ ....................................................... . 
.................. I ........................................... I ..................................... .............. 
3) Do you find the different environmental claims which appear on packaging misleading? 
L) Always U Most of the time/Often U Never U Do not know/ Can not say. 
.................... -I-1.1 ................. II...................... .......................... I .... .............. I.. ý ...... 1 1. ... 
4) Do you believe that the different manufacturers claims for environmentally acceptable products are 
difficult to evaluate and compare? 
U Yes (Go to 5. ) U Not sure U No U Do not know (Go to 6. ) 
.. I................ I ............ I .............. ................ .............. I ...... I ........... I ........... - 1.1.1 ........ II....... 
5) Ifj, ou agree wah the above sialentent, could you please state reasons or/and cases In support of the 
argument that environmental claims on products and packaging are difficult to evaluate and compare. 
................... I .... I ... ..... .......... -I................. I ..... .... ............... I .... I ... I. - I ....... ý.. ýI... ... 
6) The aim of the eco-labelfing award schemes is to give a 'sea] of approval' for products that are less 
harmful to the environment than other products in their class. Do you believe that the eco-labels award 
schemes bring liability in the market place for the product groups on which studies are undertaken9 
U Always J Most of the time D Never U Do not know 
.............. I ... I ............. .................. ý-... I. I ........ ....... 
%.............................................. I... 
7) How do you see the role (? f EC E-co-laheffing reguhifiotIs (1992). - Do vou believe that the EC eco- 
labelling scheme is a useful marketing tool that helps manufacturers and retailers to promote products 
\. %, Ith minimum environmental Impact among EU niarket9 
. ..................... .......... I .... -I-ý............................... I ............ I .............................. 
8) Do you think that the EU Eco-label is appropriate for paper based packaging products? 
,J Yes (Go to 9. ) J No (Go to 8a. ) j Not sure (Go to 8a. ) 
......................... I ................ I ....................... ..... -. 1 ............. ........... I ..... I .......... Iý........ 8a) If the answer is negative or uncertain - Could you please suggest an alternative for environmental 
awarding of paper based packaging? .................. I ............................... I ........................................... 
......... I ............................................ I .............................. I ..................................... I ........... 
9) if you feel that you would like to add any comment in relation to the interýiew or about the research 
project it will be very welcorne. 
............................................................. I ............................................................. 
Thankyou veýý- much for your linte and help. 
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.............. .................... * .......... - .......................... * .................... * ........................................ * ..................... *"* .......... . ..... .... ..... 
SECTIoN 3. SECOND STAGE Evalmiting me1hm1o1qgj,. fi)r environmental auiliting with regar(ls 
to paper pticktiging produen. 
.................... I. ......................... .......... I ........... I ............ I .......... I ................. - ............ I... ........................ I .................... ......... .- 
I) Do you believe that UK packaging companies are aware of environmental issues affecting their 
production? 
LJ Always (Go to Ia. ) J Most of the wrie (Go to Ia ) Ll No (Go to 2) Ll Not sure (Go to 2 
I a) Ifthe answer is positive, please indicate what are the major environmental concerns flor todays' 
paper packaging businesses) .. ý............ I ..... II........... ...... ...... 11 - .. .-... I ........ 
2) Do you believe that packaging companies identify the need to address the environmental friendliness 
of their products on a 'cradle-to-grave' bast s" J Yes J No J Not sure 
3) Do you believe that the plethora of different environmental claims on packaging for products \vith 3 
minimum environmental impact are difficult to evaluate and compare? 
ZI Yes :1 No U Not sure U Do not know 
.......................... I ............................................................ I ........... I........................ 
4) Do you find it appropriate for packaging products to be awarded with a single attribution label for 
each environmental merit for example one label for packagings' recycling context and another for the 
efficient use of energy dufing nianufactufing on a scale from one minimum to tell maximurn" 
J Yes U No j No preference/ Do not know LI Other 
5) Do you find it appropriate for packaging products to be awarded a label that addresses the 
environmental impact of the product in all life-cycle stages (Lisil I no LCA methodology) on a scale of 
importance that differentiate products environmental impact starts from zero equivalent to 'notmýreen' 
products' for products that are not considered of any environmental impact areas during LCA stages to 
Wcn-k-gTeen' applying to products that considered every single aspect oftheir LCA stages" 
:1 Yes U No preference J No U Other 
6) Do you find it appropriate for packaging products to carry an environmental award (label) that applies 
oil considerations about products' environmental impact in relation xvith and with effects about 
companys' environmental profile - companys environmental policy and activities? 
J Yes ZI No preference/ Do not know J No J Other 
7) Do you beheNe that when a packaging product carries an environmental a\ýaid (label) for its 
environmental qualities in conjunction with companys' environmental activities, it should be as a result 
ofenvironmental auditing methodology9 
I ........... I ..... I ......... - ..... ................ ...................... .-...... Ill. - ........................ 
8) Do you believe that UK packaging companies incorporate an environmental audit programme 
review? 
J Yes (Go to 8a. ) U No (Go to 9. ) J Not sure (Go to Q. ), ýJ Do not know (Go to 9. ) 
8a) the an. swci- is posilive - Could you please give information about \vhat the audit involves" 
................... .................... ............. - ..... ......... .......... ... ........... 
9) if you feel that you want to make any suggestion or offer any comment in relation to the current state 
of environmental auditing and LCA w&ith regards to paper packaging products, please do so" 
lhankyou ven, much. foryour time atid help. 
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L Preliminary Study Interviews Content analysis 
The total number of interviews in thi s stage were 201 of those 187 were contacted by phone, and 14 fice- 
to-face. For the analysis most of the interviews were tape recorded and/or hand notes kept during the 
session by the researcher. The first stage of interviews collected opinions from 70 companies out of the 
total of 13 0 contacted, at the second stage 250 companies contacted and 117 responded to be interviewed. 
Face-to-face interviews interviewers asked the questions on both stages. The period ofthe interviews were 
over four months from November 1995 to February 1996. 
For the purpose of contents analysis the subjects' respondents from the first round of interviews stage one 
has been classified as 'A' before the numerical value respond to the number of candidates, the candidates 
in the second stage have been classified V and from face-to-faceinterviews classified as ' C'. 
"A applies to 70 subjects respondents from thefirst stage of interviews. 
"B applies to 117 subjects respondents from the second stage of interviews. 
"C applies to 14 subjects respondents from both first+ second stages of interviews. 
Table 11.1.: First Stage Interviews analysis - Demographics of the Subjects 
FIRSTSTAGE EnWronmental labelling with regards to paper packagingproducts 
Candidate - Occupation Geographical area Business acti-wity Number of employee Turnover 
At. Director of Design Staffordshire Paper/Board Suppliers 1-49 16-L 10 mill ion 
A2. Manager/Design London Paper/Board Suppliers No answer I 145 million 
A3. Design Manager Kent Paper/Board Suppliers 50-99 L6410million 
A4 Packaging Designer Northampton Papcr/Board Suppliers 100-249 L5 1 -L 100 million 
A5. Managing Director Berl-shire Paper/Board Suppliers 1000+ Over I 100 million 
A6. Quality Assurance Officer Halifax Paper/Board Suppliers 50-99 L64 10 million 
A7. Managing Director Hertz Paper/Board Suppliers 50-99 L6-11 0 million 
A8. Quality Assurance Manager North Yorkshire Paper/Board Suppliers No answer 0-110 million 
A9. Customer Service Manager Lancashire Paper/Board Suppliers 1-49 L 145 million 
A10. Packaging Engineer Gwent Paper/Board Suppliers 100-249 L514100million 
All. Sales & Marketing Director Kent Paper/Board Suppliers 250-499 15 14 100 million 
A12. Packaging Buyer Lancashire Paper/Board Suppliers 50-99 L5 14 100 million 
A13. Director Environm. Affairs Lanes. Paper/Board Suppliers 50-99 L6410 million 
A14. Packaging Engineer Lanes. Paper/Board Suppliers 250-499 151-LIOO million 
A15. Marketing Manager Lanes. PapeT/Board Suppliers 50-99 f6-110million 
A16. Quality Assurance Supervisor Lines. Paper/Board Suppliers 50-99 L6410 miHion 
A17, Product Area Manager North Yorkshire Paper/Board Suppliers 50-99 04 10 tniUion 
A18. Mill Manager North York-shire Paper/Board Suppliers 1-49 L6410 million 
A19. Project Manager Manchester Paper/Board Suppliers 50-99 L6410 million 
A20. Commercial Manager Gloucestershire Paper/Board Suppliers 50-99 0410 miUion 
A2 1. Senior Packaging Technologist Nottingham Paper/Board Suppliers 100-249 014100million 
A22. National Account Manager Berks. Paper/Board Suppliers 1-49 16-110million 
A23. Packag. Technologist Surrey Paper products Manufact. 50-99 L514100malion 
A24. Packaging Specialist London Paper products Manufact. 100-249 L5 14 100 million 
A25. Packaging Services Manager Nottingham Paper products Manufact. 50-99 0410 million, 
A26. Packaging Designer Bim-drigharn Paper products Manufact. 50-99 16-LIO million 
A27. Materials Development Officer Hampshire Paper products Manufact. 1-49 L6410 million 
A28. Production Manager Cambridge Paper products Manufact. 100-249 L51-1100million 
A29. Account Manager Manchester Paper products Manufact, 50-99 15 14 100 million 
A30. Chief Designer Hampshire Paper products Manufact. 1-49 16-110 miRion 
A3 1. Design Manager Birmingham Paper products Manufact. 250-499 Over L100 mil. 
A32. Packaging Develop. Swindon Paper & packing Manufact. ' 50-99 L26450 million 
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A33. Senior Graphic Controller Middlesex Paper & packing Manufact. 50-99 L 11425 mWion 
A34. Packaging Designer Middx Paper & packing Manufact. 100-249 L51-LIOO million 
A35. Assurance and Control Manager Middx Paper & packing Manufact. 50-99 L26450 million 
A36. European Packaging Manager West Thurrock Packaging Retailer 1-49 Over 1100 mil. 
A37. Packaging Technologist Nottingham Packaging Retailer 50-99 126-LSO million 
A38. Packing Manager Middlesex Packaging Retailer 50-99 126450 million 
A39. Production Development Worcs. Packaging Retailer 50-99 LI 1425 million 
Manager ContractVIanufacturing 
A40. Packaging Manager South York-shire Packaging Retailer 1000+ Over LIOO mil. 
A41. Packaging Manager Buckinghamshire Packaging Retailer 100-249 01 -1100 million 
A42. Packaging Technician Nottingham Packaging Retailer 100-249 Over L 100 mil. 
A43. Development Manager Norfolk Pack-aging Retailer 250-499 L26450 million 
A44. Packaging & Planning Services London Packaging Retader 50-99 126450 miUion 
A45. Group Project Leader Nottingham Packaging Retailer 50-99 Over flOO mil. 
A46. Global Packaging Controller Middlesex Packaging Retailer 100-249 L26450 million 
A47. Packaging Technologist Surrey Packaging Retailer 50-99 Over LIOO mil. 
A48. Packaging Manager Leeds Pack-aging Retailer 50-99 L26-00 million 
A49. Packaging Controller Bedford Packaging Retailer 100-249 L5 I-000 million 
A50. European Packaging Middlesex Packaging Retailer 50-99 L26450 million 
Development -Lead Engineer Contract 11, anufacturing 
A51. Packaging Project Manager East Surrey Packaging Retailer 50-99 0 14100 million 
A52. Head of Packaging Surrey Packaging Retailer 100-249 L26450 million 
A53. Graphics Development Manager Manchester Packaging Retailer 50-99 X 11425 million 
A54. Packaging Development Manchester Packaging Retailer 50-99 L26450 million 
Manager Contract Manufacturing 
A55. Packaging Design Manager West York-shire Packaging Retailer No answer L6410 million 
A56. Packaging Co-ordinator Hants Packaging Retailer 50-99 L26450 million 
A57. Packaging Development London Packaging Retailer 50-99 0-110million 
Manager Contract Ifanufacturing 
A58. Packaging Technologist London Packaging Retailer 250499 LS I-LIOO million 
A59. Package Designer Norfolk Packaging Retailer 100-249 L26450 million 
A60. Packaging Co-ordinator Cheshire Packaging Retailer No answer 11-15 million 
A61. Production Manager Oxon. Packaging Retailer 50-99 L 11-125 million 
A62. Packaging Technologist Dorset Packaging Retailer No answer L 145 million 
A63. Packaging Co-ordinator Southampton Packaging Retailer 50-99 126450 mWion 
A64. Package Designer Birmingham Packaging Retailer 250499 1514100million 
A65. Package Designer Somerset Packaging Retailer No answer L6410 million 
A66. Design Consultant Oxon. Consultants Pack. Design 149 Under 11 million 
A67. European Packaging Director Oxon. Consultants Packag. Design 149 1145 million 
A68. Principal Packaging Consultant London Consultants Packag. Design 149 L6410 million 
A69. Senior Project Manager Milton Keynes Consultants Packag-Design 1-49 16-LIO mi1on 
A70. Production Director London Consultants Packag. Design 1-49 Under II miUion 
Occupation Geographical Business activity Number of Turnover 
area employees 
Packaging Design= 34 Paper/Board Suppliers-- 22 149-12 Under LI mil L-2 
Packaging Engineer/ UK based sites Paper products & packing 50-99-32 045 million -5 
Technologist - 13 Manufacturer = 13 100-249-12 L6410 mill. - 22 
Packaging Development Packaging Retailer 250499 =6 L 11425 milll. -4 
Manager/ Director -9 Contrad 1000+-2 L26450 mill. - 14 
Packaging Quality/ Assurance Manufacturing - 29 No ansher--6 E51-LIOO mil. - 16 
/Control Manager -5 Consultants Packaging Over L100 mil. - 7 
Packaging Commercial Design =4 
Manager -8 
En% ironmental Consultancy -I 
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Table 11.2.: Second Stage. Interviews analysis - Demographics of the Subjects 
SECOND STAGE Environmental audifing with regards to paper packagingproducts 
Candidate -Occupation Geographical area Business activity Number of employee Turnover 
BI. Design Manager Hants. Consultants Packag. Design. 149 L 145 million 
B2. Principal Consultant London Consultants Packag. Design 100-249 L51-LIOO million 
B3. Print & Packaging Consultant Durham Consultants PackagDesign 100-249 L26450 million 
B4 Packaging Consultant Midlands Consultants Packag. Design 50-99 111425 million 
B5. Production Director London Consultants Package. Design 149 LI 1425 million 
B6. Packaging Consultant Lines. Consultants Pack-ag. Design 149 LI 1425 million 
B7. Company Director Berkshire Consultants Packag. Design 149 1145 million 
B& Associate Director Cambridge Consultants Packag. Design 50-99 126-LSO million 
B9. - Managing Director 
Bristol Consultants Pack-ag. Design 149 L1 -0 million 
B10. Project Manager Milton Keynes Consultants Packag. Design 1-49 0410 million 
B1 1. Packaging Consultant Leicestershire Consultants Packag. Design 149 L5 14100 mill. 
B12. Packaging Consultant London Consultants Packag. Design 100-249 Over L100 million 
B13. Pack-aging Consultant Cambs. Consultants Packag. Design 149 Ll 1425 million 
B14. Packaging Consultant Nottingham Consultants Puckag. Design 50-99 L5 14100 mill. 
B15. Packaging Consultant London Consultants Packag. Design 50-99 111-125 million 
B16. Principal Consultant Surrey Consultants Packag. Design 50-99 L6410million 
B17. Design Manager Berk-shire Consultants Packag. Design 149 1145 million 
BI& Packaging Develop. Co-ordinator Surrey Consultants Packaging Design 50-99 LI 1425 million 
B19. Principal Consultant Cheshire Consultants Pack-ag. Design 149 0-110 million 
B20. Production Supervisor Somerset Consultants Pack-aging Design 149 L 145 million 
B21. Consultant, Packaging & Print Kent Consultants Packaging Design 50-99 L26-LSO million 
B27_ Principal Designer London Consultants Packag. Design 50-99 L26450 million 
B23. Head of Design Surrey Consultants Packag. Design 50-99 LI 1425 million 
B24. Production Manager East Sussex Consultants Packag. Design No answer LI 4_5 million 
B25. Principal Consultant Nottinghamshire Consultants Packag Design 50-99 L 11425 million 
B26. Packaging Projects Manager Middlesex Consultants Packaging Design 149 L6410million 
B27. Packaging Consultant Bucks Consultants Packag. Design 149 Under LI mill. 
B28. Packaging Systems Engineer Oxford Consultants Packaging Design 149 16-110 million 
B29. Packaging Consultant Berk-shire Consultants Packag. Design No answer L145 million 
B30. Packaging Consultant Kent Consultants Packag. Design 149 Under II mill. 
1331. Production Manager Huddersfield Consultants Packag. Design 50-99 L6410 million 
B32. Packaging Technologist London Enironmental Consultants 50-99 No answer 
Packaging 
B33. Packaging Advisor London Environmental Consultants 100-249 L514100 mill. 
Packaging 
B34. Environmental Advisor Hampshire Paper Association No answer 1145 million 
B35. Pack. Environmental Advisor Milton Keynes Ewironmental Consultants 50-99 LI 1425 million 
Charity 
B36. Pack. Environmental Advisor Kent Environmental Consultants 149 045 million 
Charity 
B37. Head of Enviromn. Affairs London Packaging Retailer 100-249 L26-LSO million 
B38. Packaging Technician Hertfordshire Pack-aging Retailer 100-249 L514100million 
B39. Packaging Designer London Packaging Retailer 149 126450 million 
B40. Packaging Specialist Leeds Pack-aging Retailer 100-249 L5 I-LIOO million 
B41. Chief Designer Packaging Manchester Packaging Retailer No answer 0-110 million 
B42. Packaging Co-ordinatror Kent Packaging Retailer No answer 16-L 10 million 
B43. Quality Manager East Midlands Packaging Retailer 50-99 f 11425 million 
B44. Packaging Designer Nottingham Packaging Retailer 100-249 126450 million 
B45. Design Manager Kent Packaging Retailer 100-249 L26450 million 
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B46. Packaging Designer Berk-shire Packaging Retailer No answer f 11425 million 
B47. Packaging Engineer Herts. Packaging Retailer 1-49 L6410 million 
B48. Project Manager Cheshire Pack-aging Retailer No answer L 145 million 
B49. Marketing & Sales Director Surrey Packaging Retailer 50-99 LI 1423 million 
B50. Consultant Packag. Management Cambridge Packaging Retailer 100-249 L26-150 million 
B51. Packag. Designer Swindon Toys Manufacturer 100-249 L26450 million 
B52. Pack. Development Kent Toys Manufacturer 1-49 LI 1425 million 
B53. Head of Manufacturing Swindon Toys Manufacturer Pack. 1-49 LI 1425 million 
B54. Senior Graphic Controller Middlesex Toys Manufacturer Pack. 50-99 E26-LSO million 
B5& Packaging Controller Middx. Toys Manufacturer Pack. 50-99 126450 million 
B56. Product Manager Surrey Consumers Durables Retailer No answer LI 1425 million 
Constructor 
B57. Packag. and Point of Sale London Consumers Durables Retailer 100-249 L26-LSO million 
Executive Consirrictor 
B58. Pack-ag. Design Engineer Durham Consumers Durables Retailer 250499 L5 I -L 100 million Constructor 
B59. Chief Designer W Yorks. Consumers Durables Retailer 100-249 126-150 million 
B60. Product Manager Hampshire Consumers Durables Retailer 100ý249 L26-LSO million 
Constructor 
B61. Packag. Devclopm. Manager Liverpool Consumers Durables Retailer 100-249 L5 1 -1100 mill. Constntclor 
B62. Packaging Engineer Northants Mail Order Packaging 250499 L26-LSO million 
Manufacturer 
B63. Materials Specification Manager Northamptonshire Mail Order Packaging 50-99 LI 1425 million 
Afanufacturer 
B64. Group Packaging Leader Lancashire Mail Order Packaging No answer LI 1425 million 
Manufacturer 
B6& Packaging Manager West York-shire Mail Order Packaging 50-99 111425 million 
Al, anufacturer 
B66. Packaging Specialist Manchester Mail Order Packaging 50-99 LI 1425 million 
Alanufacturer 
B67. Packaging Specialist Middlesex Mail Order Packaging 50-99 LI 1425 million 
Manufacturer 
B68. Developm. Manager Newport Pulp container converters 149 No answer 
B69. Group Project Leader Bristol Carton Converters 100-249 i26450 million 
1370. Packaging Manager Lines. Carton Converters 149 L26-00 million 
B71. Production Director Leeds Carton Converters 100-249 16410million 
1372. Pack. Consultant Berkshire Carton Converters No answer L 145 million 
1373. Systems Engineer Kent Carton Converters 100-249 L514100mill. 
B74. Packag. Systems Consultant Deeside Carton Converters 50-99 L26450 million 
B75. Studio Manager Leicestershire Carton Converters 250499 01-1100mill. 
B76. Quality Manager Beds Carton Converters 100-249 L26450 million 
1377. Design IýIanager Hants Case Converters 100-249 Over L100 mill. 
B7& Commercial Director Cambs. Case Converters 250499 014100mill. 
1379. Chief Designer Cambs. Case Converters 149 L26450 mill. 
B80- Developm. Manager Derbyshire Case Converters 1000+ OverI100mill. 
B81. Design Manager Cambs. Case Converters 50-99 L26450 mill. 
1382. Packaging Specialist Oxford Case Converters 100-249 Over L 100 mill. 
B83. Customer Service Executive Bristol Case Converters 250499 L26450 million 
B84. operation Manager S Humberside Case Converters 50-99 LI 1425 million 
B84. Global packaging controller West Yorkshire General user company 100-249 L26-150 million 
B85. Packaging and Planning Service London General user company 100-249 Over L 100 mill. 
B86. Packaging Manager Leeds General user company 100-249 L26-150 million 
B87. Artwork & Packag. Co-ordinator Cheshire General user company 50-99 fI 1425 million 
B88. Business Develop. Manager , 
Newport Paper/lx)ard suppliers 250499 151-1100 mill. 
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B89. Principal Paper Technologist Hertfordshire Paperlboard suppliers No ansvýcr 16-L 10 mill ion 
B90. Senior Packaging Technologist Nottingham Paper/board suppliers No answer Ll 1425 million 
Irl. Commercial Manager Gloucestershire Paperlboard suppliers 100-249 L26450 million 
1392. Quality Assurance Manager Yorkshire Paperlboard suppliers 100-249 L51-LIOO mill. 
B93. Director Envirorim. Affairs Kent Paper/board suppliers 100-249 No answer 
B94. Sales & Marketing Director Lancashire Paper/board suppliers 50-99 16-L 10 million 
B95. Director Envirorim. Affairs Lancs. Paper/board suppliers 250-499 014100mill. 
B96. Marketing Manager Lancs. Paper/board suppliers 100-249 L51-floomill. 
B97. Marketing Manager Manchester Paper/board suppliers 50-99 L26450 million 
B98. Exports Manager Lancashire Paper/board suppliers 100-249 No answer 
B99. Project Manager Cheshire Paper/board suppliers 250-499 01 -1100 mill. 
B100. Director Erivironni. Affairs Cambs. Paper & packing Manufact. 100-249 Over LIOO mill. 
B101. Technical Manager Surrey Paper & packing Manufact. 50-99 LI 1425 million 
B102. Quality Assurance Manager Essex Paper 4 packing Wnufact. 50-99 f 11425 million 
B103. Pack-ag. Technologist Nottingham Paper & packing Manufact. 100-249 Over 1100 mill. 
B104. Packaging Designer Nottingham Paper & packing lvbnufact. 50-99 L26-150 million 
13105. Head of Packaging Development Northumberland Paper & packing Manufact. 50-99 L26450 million 
B106. Technical Manager SurTey Paper & packing Manufact. 100-249 L51-LIOO mill. 
B107. Package Developm. Engineer Northampton Paper & packing Manufact. No answer No answcr 
B107. Packag. Technologist Surrey Paper & packing Manufact. No answer L. 26450 million 
BI08- Quality Assurance Inspector Northampton Paper & packing Manufact. 50-99 LI 1425 million 
B109. Packag. Technologist Surrey Paper & packing Manufact. 100-249 Over LIOO mill. 
BI 10. Packaging Designer London Paper & packing Manufact. No answer L6410 million 
Bill. Materials Technology Manager Hants Paper & packing Manufact. No answer No answer 
B112. Packag. Specialist Surrey Paper & packing Manufact. No answer II 1425 million 
13113. Pack. Co-ordinator London Paper & packing Manufact. 100-249 Over f 100 mill. 
B114. Chief Designer N. Humberside Paper & packing Manufact. 50-99 L26450 million 
BI 15. He ad of Design Middlesex Paper & packing Manufact. 250499 L5 14 100 mill. 
B116. Pack. Manager Nottingham Paper & packing Manufact. No answer No answer 
B117. Packag. Co-ordinator Nottinghamshire Paper & packing Manufact. 50-99 L26450 million 
Occupation Geographical Business acti-, ity Number of Turnover 
area employees 
Packaging Design/ Manager 61 
Packagaging Engineer/ UK based sites 
Consultants Packaging 
Design - 33 
149 = 23 
50-99-33 
Under LI 
million -2 
Technologist = 15 Environmental Consultants 100 - 249 = 33 L I-L5 mill. =II 
Packaging Development Packaging -3 250499 =9 L6410 mill. 13 
Manager/ Director =9 Packaging Retailer Contract 1000+ =1 111425 mil. 27 
Packaging Quality/ Assurance/ Manufacturing - 35 No answer L26450 mil. 32 . Control/Operatijn/ Manager =8 Case/Carton&Wlp (Do not L514100 n-dL=lg 
Packaging Marketing/ Commercial Converters = 17 know) - is OverLI00 
Manager =8 Paperlboard suppliers= 11 million =7 
Packaging Environmental Affairs Paper & packing No answer -7 
Director/Advisor - 10 Manufacturer = IS 
Table 11.3.: First and Second Stage Interviews analysis - Demographics of the Subjects 
Candidate Occupation Geographical area Business activity Number of Turnover 
employees 
Cl. Design Consultancy Derby Packaging Design 1-49 L6410 million 
C2. Head of Design London Packaging & Graphics 1-49 L6410 million 
C3. En-viromnental Leicester Enviromnental Consultancy 149 L1 -0 million 
Ad%isor Packaging - Charity 
C4 Environmental East Midlands Packaging Manufacturer 250499 L26450 mýillion 
Consultancy z. 
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CS. Head of Design Leicester Packaging Design 149 f 145 million 
C6. Prof Researcher Nottingham Environmental Issues and 149 Under fI million 
Design 
C7. Head Packaging London Research & Development 149 L26450 million 
Design Dept. 
CS. Environmental London Marketing & Promotion 50-99 L26-LSO million 
Advisor 
C9. Head of Design London Packaging & Graphics 1-49 L26450 million 
C10. Prof. Researcher London Research & Development 1-49 L6410 million 
Dept. 
C1 1. Prof. Researcher Leicester Design Research 1-49 Do not know 
C12. Environmental London Paper & packing 1-49 0-00 million 
Advisor Manufacturer 
C13. Design Consultancy Leicester Marketing & Promotion 1-49 L6410 million 
C14. Design Consultancy Nottingham Packaging Development 1-49 0410million 
Occupation Geographical area Business activity Number of Turnover 
employees 
Design Consultancy- 3 London -6 Packaging Design and 149- 12 Under II million -1 
Head of Design -4 Leicester/ East Graphics =5 50-99- 1 fl-E5 million -2 
Environ. Consultancy/ MlAnds -5 Packaging Marketing and 250499-1 L6410 million -6 
Environ. Ad-, Isor= 4 Nottingham =2 Promotion =2 L26450 million -4 
PrA Researcher =3 Derby -I Packaging Research and Do not know -I 
Development -5 
Paper and packing 
Manufacturer -2 
Note: In the tables of content analysis the meaning of the symbols used are: 
for item of the questionnaire that not asked 
foritern ofthe questionnaire that not answered 
+ for item. ofthe questionnaire that is not applicable for the potential responde 
Table IIA.: Content Analysis of open-ended Items of First Stage of Interviews 
FIRST STAGE Evaluafing mediodologyforenvironmental labellingwidt regards to paper pack-agingproducu 
1) Do you have an environmental policy? 
2) Do you market your products through 'green labelling'? 
2 a) If you use an environmental claim on your packaging product: What type of logo/label 
you are using? and, How do you obtain/award the label? 
Candidate Item 1. Item L Item 2a. 
Al. Yes Yes Use of paper recycling symbol 
A2. Most of the time. Yes 
A3. In most of the production lines. Yes 
A4. Yes Yes 
A5. Yes Yes 
A6. Always, Yes 
A7. Yes Yes 
A8. Yes Yes 
A9. No 
AIO. Always 
Do not know 
Yes 
accepted by the EU. 
Percentage of recycling content. 
Recycling symbols. 
Sustainable Forest Management 
certification. 
recycling logo 
Yes. Repak recycling symbol 
Recycling/Recyclable logos 
Recycling logo and litter logo -Tidy 
Britain Group 
paper recycling symbols. 
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All. Definitely Yes Recyclable/Recycling symbols. 
A12. Yes Yes Recyclable/Recycling symbols/ waste 
management certification 
A13. Always a lot Recovery, recycling symbols. 
A14. Hardly ever Not to my knowledge 
A15. Frequently for most of the products a variety 
A16. Yes Yes recycling logos 
AM often Yes Yes 
AlS. Yes, always. often recycling/ recyclable logos 
A19. often various recyclable, recycling, percentage of 
recycling pulp. 
A20. always always forest certification, recycling 
percentage 
A21. Yes for most of the product lines recyclable. forest certification- waste 
management/ EMAS certification 
A22. Yes. based on the existing frequently Waste management certificationt 
legislation REPAK recycling logo 
A23. Hardly ever sometimes 
A24. regularly Not often 
A25. Definitely Yes paper recycling/recyclable logos 
A26. in general terms depends percentage of recycling paper/ 
recyclable/ tidy Britain group logo 
A27. Most of the time Yes Percentage of recycled paper/ 
biodegradable 
A28. Always Yes Recycling logos 
A29. Not very often Do not know 
A30. Hardly ever Not sure 
A3 1. Often Yes Recyclable, Recycled pulp content. 
A32. Always Frequently Waste management certification/ 
recycled content 
A33. Always a variety recyclable/ recycling/ litter 
A34. Not very often Not sure 
A35. always for different production A number of symbols. Biodegradable/ REPAK recycling 
areas logo/ EU recovery, recycling symbols 
A36. Not sure depends on product requirements 
A37. Always Yes EU rccyclinghecyclable logos plus 
own labels. 
A38. Hardly ever a variety Recyclable/ recycling and own labels. 
A39. Almost Never Not sure. 
A40. Always lots biodegradable/ recyclable/ litter/ 
recycling content/ EMAS certification 
and waste management forest 
certification 
A41. Often based on products requirements own labels 
A42. Not sure Probably. 
A43. Yes a good number Recycling/Recyclable/ Biodegradable 
A44. Not sure I can not say. 
A45. Always lots Recyclable/Biodegmdable/ recycled 
content - own label. 
A46. Yes Of course. German Green Dot. own labels 
A47. Yes, Always. all recyclinLz/recyclable/biodegradableAin 
it-litter 
A48. Never Not sure 
A49. Most of the time Can not say. 
ASO. Always definit0v own labels - paper/board recycled 
content 
AS 1. Often Depends on products Own labels 
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requirements. 
A52. Yes, always. Yes. Recyclable/ recycling percentages/ 
recoverable. 
A53. Yes, to my knowledge. often Recycling/ biodegradable. 
Often probably 
ASS. Never NO 
A56. Yes. a variety 
A57. Yes, always. a number of logos recyclable/ recycled content etc. 
ASS. Often. most of the time own labels 
A59. Hardly ever depends on products 
requirements 
A60. Yes, always. often 
A61. Most of the time. Yes Own labels. Packaging recycled 
content 
A62. Hardly ever. sometimes :t 
A63. Most of the times. a number of labels Recycled/biodegradablc/ management 
forest 
A64. in most occasions Yes. recyclable/rccyjClingAitter 
A65. Always often recycling 
A66. Sometimes based on clients requirements 
A67. Yes, speaking on behalf of my Yes Green Dot. REPAK recycling symbol. 
clients Recyclable/recyclingJricoverable 
recommended by the EU Packaging & 
Packaging Waste Directive 
A68. Most of the time. yes percentage of recycled pulp 
A69. Often. most of the time recycling/ recyclable 
A70. Hardly ever. frequently reusablelrecycling/recoverable 
packaging. 
C1. Often based on the given brief from the recycled content usually 
client 
C2. Always varies dependent on the client Manufacturer/Retailcr own label 
e. g. Sainsbury's/ Recycled content/ 
packaging recyclability. German 
Green Dot. 
C3. Yes. + + 
C4 Always Yes Recycling logos/ management forest 
label. 
C5. Sometimes yes recycling symbols 
C6. Yes + + 
C7. Yes from 1972 always Recommended logos/labels e. g. EU 
recycling logo 
C8. Yes. frequently percentage of recycled paper/ 
retailers own labels 
C9. Most of the time whatever the customer wants retailers environmental labels/ 
recycled paper content 
CIO. Yes. + + 
CIL Yes fundamentally + + 
C12. Always yes percentage recycled content/ 
sustainable management forest/ 
biodegradable/recyclable ' 
C13. Often. yes percentage of recycled paper 
C14. The majority of the companies. most of the time recycled/ recyclable 
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Item 1. Item 2. Item 2a) Frequency of similar words/phrases 
Always 43 Always 37 Recycling symbol EU/ Repak /Percentage of 
recycled pulp -post consumerwasle. 
57 
Most of the 
time/ Often 
26 most of the time/ 
For most of the product 
31 Recyclable symbol EU Directive on Packaging and Packaging Waste 
24 
Hardly ever 9 'Hardly ever 2 Manufacturer, Retailer own label II 
Never 3 Never 2 Biodegradable 9 
No preference. 
Kof sure 
3 No preference. 
Do not know. 
8 Management forest Certificate 7 
Not applicable 4 Other. Include: Yes, but not stated, iVaste management. EAUS certification 
7 
Litter logo - Britain Tidy Group 6 
Recovery. Recoverable symbol 5 
Green Dot eco-label 
Reusable EU I 
3) Do you rind the different environmental claims which appear on packaging misleading? 
4) Do you believe that the different manu facturers cl aims for environmentally acceptable 
products are difficult to evaluate and compare? 
5) If you agree with the above statement, could you please state reasons or/and cases in 
support of the argument that environmental cla ims on products and packaging are difficult to 
evaluate and compare. 
Candidate Item 3. Item 4. Item 5. 
Al. Most of the time as consumer are not always most Because, there is not a common gtandardisation 
aware about the meaning of different labels. probably. system in place. 
A2. Can not say. 
A3. Probably, there are so many different Yes. LCA methodology is not standardised. 
environmental claims on products. 
A4. Definitely, need more work to be done about Yes. There are so many labelling systems and 
environmental. labelling. environmental symbols. 
A5. Very oftm so many vague claims are made. Yes. There is not a common standardisation system. 
A6. Nearly always, more attention is required. Probably. There is not a clear methodology to follow. 
A7. Very often, a common standardisation system Definitely There are so many different international and 
will be very desirable. impossible to assorted manufacturers claims that are difficult 
compare to compare. 
thern. 
AS. Yes, claims are not always be able to Yes. there are so many claims 
substantiated them. 
A9. Quite often. - for example about Yes, very For example LqA methodology. 
biodegradability. complicated. 
AIO- Yes. for example recyclable and recycled might Yes, more A standardised rating scale of one to ten would 
perceived the same by the consumers. comparisons make the difference. 
are required 
All. It might happening. Environmental claims need Not sure. 
better controlling. 
A12. Yes. There are cases that claims used Yes. Sometimes companies place on packaging 
unnecessary for example there is no meaning environmental claims that apply in the 
behind the words 'environmental friendly' - the companys' environmental policy and are not 
environmental merit of the product should related with the product. 
clearly stated. 
AM Definitely, there are cases that claims are used Yes. More legislation is required - for what it should 
without any technical/ legislative backing. be used and what it should be avoided. 
A14. I can not really say. Perhaps. 
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AIS. Yes, so many environmental claims are made Derinitcly 
that is difficult to see the wood fro the trees 
A16. Very often. There are so many different Yes. 
wordings that claim the same thing. 
A17. Yes. There are a lot of complains on the press. Yes. 
AIS. Maybe. There are so many different Yes. 
envirom-nentat claims saying the same thing e. g. 
retailers labels 
A19. I haven't notice. 
A20. Yes. There are lots of cases of consumers miss- 
information. 
A21. Quite often - there are so many different claims 
that do not have any reason for existence e. g. 
ozone friendly, CFC free etc. 
A22. Quite possible. So many claims in existence. 
A23. Yes. a better classification system is required. 
A24. Probably. There are a number of complains 
made for example lightweight - without enough 
specifications 
A25. Definitely. e. g. 'environmental friendly pulp' - 
so what does it means? 
A26. Probably. Environmental information are not 
always visible for consumers. 
A27. 
A28. 
A29. 
A30. 
A31. 
A32. 
A33. 
A34. 
A35. 
A36. 
A37. 
A38. 
A39. 
A40. 
Yes. 
A standardised system should be recommended. 
A code of practice is required. 
There are companies that used miU broke and 
state that percentage as post -consumer waste. LCA methodologies should be explored. 
Difficult to evaluate and compare. I have to do 
some recommendations for client and I found 
difficult to collect information. 
Development of Life cycle analysis and Life 
cycle inventory methodologies. 
Environmental claims need mandatory control. 
Yes. More comparisons and specifications are 
required. 
Yes. For the same reason I already said. 
Yes. probably differentiation of products with different 
environmental impacts on a scale of importance. 
Yes. LCA and assessment methodologies should be 
developed. 
Yes, I found it difficult. 
± 
Probably. Most probably. 
Maybe the use of different wordings in the same Yes. 
packaging that are claiming the same thing. 
I haven't noticed. 
Yes. In cases that environmental claims are used 
as a marketing tool without any really benefits 
on the environment, e. g. environmental friendly-, 
green; caring for the environment; designed for 
a better environment; 
Probably. Measurements need to be taken so 
misleading claims can be avoided. 
Yes. A good example is a phosphate free claim 
by some washing-up liquids while not washing- 
up liquid contains phosphates. 
Yes. The use of so many logos and labels in a 
short space given. 
I am not aware. 
It can be the claim 'biodegradable' as it needs 
more research on the material before freely 
used. 
Probably the case of multiply claims saying the 
same thing. 
Probably. Paper packaging products indicate 
together the percentage of pre and post- 
consumer waste used. 
Often. There is a lot of talk about consumer 
confusion with the wordings 'recyclable' and 
recycled' that are not synonymous. 
Yes. Maybe because there is not a common 
labelling system. 
Yes in some occasions - efforts need to be made 
by the producer to mean what it claims to be on 
the product. z. 
Investment in product differentiation and LCAs 
required. 
Yes. I found it The EU ecolabelling scheme is of some way 
complicate off, but a standardised labelling system is 
myself required. Such system should be easily 
understood by consumers. 
Yes, as a Clear information on the pack should be 
result of so controlled. 
many claims 
about. 
Probably. Some claims are difficult to evaluate and 
compare %rith the existing technology. 
Yes. Visibility issues and wordings needed more 
control. 
I can not say. 
Yes. Differentiation of products environmental 
impact should be emphasised. 
Yes. More codes and information shouId provided. 
Yes very Investment in environmental technology and 
complicated. management is going to change the situation. 
Probably. For example claims that imply more than it 
actually covers. 
Yes. More research needed. 
Yes, in some I believe environmental labelling is in a 
respect. developing stage and more works need to be 
done. 
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A4 1. Probably about legibility issues. Often. 
A42. Yes. As companies telling what consumers want Yes. For example, 'this product uses less electricity' 
to listen and not what the product it really is. or less energy but, without mentioned the 
percentage of less energy used than the 
previous model. 
A43. Occasionally - mainly because most companies Yes. So many retailers labels. 
do not follow the same labelling system. 
A44. Probably. I feel this should be the case. 
A45. In some occasions where assumptions about the Yes. Labels should use a rating system to award 
real environmental benefit can be questioned, products' environmental benefits. 
e. g. ozone safe 
A46. Yes. there are complains from consumers in Definitely. Standards and marketing codes of practice 
Europe. should be available. 
A47. Environmental claims about materials, recycled Yes. More precise labelling system is required. 
content should be very precise and honest. 
A48. Maybe. Most probably. 
A49. Perhaps in cases that claims can not be easily Yes. 
justifiable. 
ASO. Often, as environmental claims are not Yes. Legislative backing is required. 
mandatory legislative. 
A51. Probably - consumers needs to be more Probably. More information is required. 
educated on environmental and ethical issues. 
A52. Yes. as some products claim environmental Yes. Environmental claims should be simplified and 
benefits that are not exist. standardised. 
A53. Often. attention needs to be given in the use of Yes. It is interesting how many different 
environmental claims. manufacturers' claims claim the same thing. 
A54. Definitely. There arc occasions that No doubt. More control over environmental claims is 
environmental claims appear to be woolly, essential. 
vague and meanin&l. 
A55. Sometimes, I believe. I presume. 
A56. Most of the time, there is a lot of confusion in the Yes, there is a Probably because of the absence of 
paper industry about the use of environmental confusion. comparisons and evaluation of oq products 
claims. environmental information. 
A57. Yes. The existing environmental claims are not Unquestionably Attention should be given to alternatives 
good enough to differentiate products approaches to eco-labelling. For example the 
environmental qualities, that's why retailers use development of rating scales. 
their own labels. 
A58- I believe there are cases of products miss- Most likely. 
information. 
A59. Yes, sorry I can not recall at the moment. I tend to believe. 
A60. Yes, there are cases of overwhelming Yes. More information should be provided for 
consumers with green messages that ends to be consumers and users. 
confusing. 
A61. Yes, with so many environmental labels/symbols Sure. Legislation should be in place. 
for the same reasons it is confusing. 
A62. Most of the time, as environmental claims are Yes. Apparently LCA and assessment methodologies 
not mandatory controlled. should developed in support of labelling 
schemes. 
A63. Yes, there are cases of excessive, multiple or Yes to my Clear specifications are essential. 
meaningless claims. understanding 
A64. Frequently. e. g. 'environmental friendly' Presumable. 
A65. Probably. I assume so. 
A66. Yes, for example 'ozone friendly', recycled I believe so. More technical standards. 
when it means recyclable. 
A67. Yes, as retailers introduced their own labels and Yes. More mandatory control should be in place. 
there is not any legal bounding. 
A68. Yes, with so many logos in place. Yes It should be one system in place. 
A69. Yes, because of unethical market competition. Yes. Product should promoted on an ethical base. 
A70. Yes, environmental information are not Yes, more guidelines and codes or practice required 
displayed properly on the pack. Logos or 
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wordings can be illegible, repetitive etc. 
C1. Often as some environmental claims aTe difficult Yes. 
to substantiatedL 
C2. Yes, Supermarkets overload products with 
unreliable environmental claims e. g. the outer 
carton in which toothpaste tubes sold is complete 
unnecessary but the product claims to be 
environmental friendly; 
C3. Def'initely. There is not a common accepted 
code of practice for awarding environmental 
credentials on packaging products. 
C4 Probably, manufacture claims whatever they 
want sometimes, only to make more sales. . 
CS. Yes, e. g. products carry the German Green Dot 
label and sold in the UK market where the label 
does not apply. 
C6. Much environmental information is associated 
with spurious or inaccurate claims, e. g. as 
excessive, multiple or meaningless claims or 
claims which are not explained well 
C7. Probably. 
CS. " Very often. Lots of meaningless claims. 
C9. Yes. Recycling and recyclable are not 
synonymous as people tend to believe. 
CIO. Yes Today consumer exploited through miss- 
perception of environmental information on 
packaging. 
CIL Yes. Companies exploiting consumer awareness 
and concerns over green issues by claiming 
environmental benefits on their products that are 
not exist. 
C12. Yes, environmental information on products 
(packaging) are often unreliable and not always 
specific with regard to environmental claims that 
are made. 
C13. Yes, e. g. ozone safe, CFC free outrageous 
C14. Excessive claims are made to attract green 
consumers. 
Item 3. Item 4. 
Yes 
Yes. 
Assessment methodologies need to be explored. 
Claims that imply more amt it actually covers. 
There is not always technical or legislative 
backing for claims that are made. 
Very likely. Not nomis, standards and specifications for the 
producer. 
Yes. There are not enough guidelines and 
specifications for the producer in the use of 
labelling. 
Yes. More comparisons, LCAs and specifications 
should be in place. 
Quite possible. 
Yes. More control over them. 
probably. LCA and ecological assessment are in a 
developing stage. 
Yes, that's why there are so many misleading claims. 
More specification and control - misleading 
claims should be bound. 
Yes. Better differentiation of products' impact, a we 
of rating scale or different point labels should 
be considered. 
Yes very However, specific guidelines are not provided, 
difficult. neither is a common standardisation system to 
specifý- and substantiate environmental claims 
for pulp paper and board packaging materials 
Yes Environmental claims should provide 
information about the environmental factors 
that are considering. 
Possible. 
Item 5. Frequency of similar words/phrases 
Always 43 Always 60 There is not a common Standardisation 20 
system. More legislation required 
Most of the 36 Most of the 22 Codes of practice to be developed. 15 
time Often. 1 time Ofien Include: Technological specifications, visibiliV, legibility 
Frobably issues ivtd more information to be provided 
Nopreference 5 No preference 2 There are not clear LCA and assessment 12 
Do not know. Xotsure methodologies. 
So many labelling systems - Confusing. 6 
A standardised rating scaleftom one to len 7 
recommended. / Differentiation oftroducts 
environmental impact. 
More research required investment in 5 
technology and management. 
Irrelevant, misleading, confusing 
environmental claims 
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6) The aim of the eco-labelling award schemes is to give a 'seal of approval' for products 
that are less harmful to the environment than other products in their class. Do you believe that 
the eco-labels award schemes bring liability in the market place for the product groups on which 
studies are undertaken? 
7) How do you see the role or EC Eco-labelling regulations (1992). - Do you believe that the 
EC eco-labelling scheme is a useful marketing tool that helps manufacturers and retailers to 
promote products with minimum environmental impact among EU market? 
Item 6. Frequency of similar words/phrases 
Strongly believe 4 
Tend to believe -Probably 31 
Tend to disbelieve -Not sure 36 
Disbelieve strongly 6 
No preferences -I do not know. 1 No answer 7 
Item 7. Frequency of similar words/phrases 
Strongly believe 4 
Tend to believe -Probably 22 
Tend to disbelieve -Not sure 36 
Disbelieve strongly 11. 
No preferences -I do not know. 1 No answer 11 
8) Do you think that the EU Eco-label is appropriate for paper based packaging products? 0 aý 
8a) If the ansiver is negative or uncertain - Could you please suggest an alternative for 
environmental awarding of paper based packaging? 
Item 8. Item 8a. Frequency of similar words/phrases 
Yes 3 
Probably- 21 
Not sure. 
No 43 
Nopreference 17 
No answer. 1 
Do not know 
Single environmental attribution label. 
A label awarded for each area of cri%ironmental consideration of products' 
life-cycle e. g. use of energy; recycling content, packaging biodegradability; 14 
etc. / also called: Performance label. and, Packaging performance 
environmental values label. 
Eco-rating system. 23 
A standardised rating system on a scale of one to ten. - Explained as a scale of importance that differentiate products environmental performance. 
EMAS/ BSASO environmental certification. 18 
Environmental award for the product in relation to enviroranental management 
system and companys' environmental policy. 
Other. One environmental label for the companys' performance and another 
for the product +A different label for the manufacturing process and another 
for the material used. +A designer label for the construction of the packaging, 7 
easy asiemble and disassemble, lightweight. + Establishment of a packaging 
body (private or governmental) that award and control manufacturers 
environmental labels - standardised packaging products environmental 
performance. 
No preference. No suggestion/ Do not knowJ No answer provided. 2 
9) If you feel that you would like to add any comment in relation to the interview or about 
the research project it will be very welcome. 
Al. Environmental labelling schemes should take more considerations of the design process and 
requirements. 
A6. Environmental information on products needs to communicate clearly and efficiently the company's 
environmental values along with corollary benefits and basic product information. 
A13. The preferences of packaging industry is towards the EMAS certification and not the use of cco- 
labelling. But, Environmental Management Systems assess the environmental performance of a company rather 
than the product and packaging. Typically, those companies certified or verified are allowed to use a logo on 
corporate publicity material but not on their products and packaging. 
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A21. EMS are a'necessary' part ofbusincss activities towards good management and good housekeeping 
and are giving reputations and credibility in business environmental performance. Suppliers often demand 
EMAS certification. For that reason, packaging business are in'support of Environmental Management Systems 
rather than labelling. 
A36. Packaging companies are interested on EMAS certification because, EMAS is that, unlike cco- 
labelling, it considers different regulations and legislations and targets on environmental improvement. 
A39. BS on environmental management systems and ISO on quality and environmental management should 
be explored by packaging business. 
A46. For packaging products it should be merits in combining process and performance standards 
approaches in a labelling scheme. 
A36. Environmental claims on packaging should be legal, truthful, honest, decent and relevant with 
existing environmental and recycling legislation. 
C3. Manufacturers claims should not manipulate consumers by providing false and misleading claims. 
C6. Guidance is urgently needed to control unverified environmental claims on packaging products. 
C12. The use of environmental information on packaging should be honest and accurate, assisting 
consumers in their purchasing 6cisions and in support of the operation ofrecycling and reclamation facilities. 
Table 11.5.: Content Analysis of open-ended Items of Second Stage of Interviews 
SECO, VD VAGE Evaluating merhod6logyfor environmental auditing with regards to paper pack-aging prochicts 
1) Do you believe that UK packaging companies are aware of environmental issues affecting 
their production? 
1a) If the answer is positive, please indicate what are the major environmental concerns for 
todays' paper packaging businesses? 
Item 1. Frequency of similar words/phrases Item la. Frequency of similar words/phrases 
Strongly believe 79 
Tend to believe - 
Most of the finte 
36 
Tend to disbelieve 4 
Disbelieve strongly 12 
Environmental legislation. EU Pack-aging and Packaging 112 
Waste Directive. 1 Air water and ground pollutionl 
Recycling, the legislative use of recycled fibresl 
Waste minimisationlSuppliers legislation 
Producer obligations/ penalties. Duty of Care 80 
obligation. lLitter. Waste transportation penalties 
Codes of practice. EMAS. 1 BS 7750.1 ISO 9000,14001 76 
Suppliers environmental audit. Forestry certi/Ication 76 
Environmental Technology. ECF, TCF and totally closed 45 
mills. I. Alaterials innovation. Lightweight. Biodegradabiliv 
Consumer demands pressures, Green marketing 34 
Envirom-nental profit. Investment in clean technology 27 
Inves ors/Shareholders pressures - Ethical investmentl 14 
responsibilities. II 
2) Do you believe that packaging companies identify the need to address the environmental 
friendliness of their products on a 'cradle-to-grave' basis? 
3) Do you believe that the plethora of different environmental claims on packaging for 
products with minimum environmental impact are difficult to evaluate and compare? 
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Item 2. Frequency of similar words/phrases Item 3. Frequency of similar words/phrases 
Strongly believe Always 24 
Tend to believe Most of the time. Often. 17 
Tend, to disbelieve. Not very oftenl Hardly ever 46 
Disbelieve strongly Never 32 
No preference - Not sureJ Do not know. 1 1 can not say. 
12 
Strongly believe Always 92 
Tend to believe Most of the time. Often. 29 
Tend to disbelieve - Hardly ever 6 
Disbefieve strongly Never 
No preference - Not sure. 1 Do not know. 1 I can not say. 
4 
Comments: 
B8. For the development of environmental labelling systems for pýper packaging should be considered 
'cradle-to-grave' analysis of products' lifc-cyclc. In addition, feasibility studies that address a pragmatic 
approach to the comparison ofenviromncntal investment and cost benefit analysis. 
B35. 
i 
To evaluate the credibility of environmental claims need proper development and implenictitation of 
LCA and assessment methodologies for the desip and production that qualified and quantified the inputs and 
the outputs on the system and effects on the environment. 
B37. The disadvantage of the existing state of environmental labelling is that they provide criteria for 
products with minimum environmental impact without considering the impact of other products in the market 
that they have a reduced impact that those awarded the label. 
B67. Corporations get competitive advantages by using an international label and kystem commonly 
accepted and rccognised. 
B82. LCAs and cradle-to-gravc analysis should be used as tools in investing in future products innovation 
abilities. 
B95. Research and development required in die area of LCA and cradle-to-gravc analysis for future product 
innovation. Such products' may appear to carry exceptional or additional environmental bcncfits, outside the 
scope ofecolabelling. 
4) Do you find , it appropriate for packaging products to be awarded with a single 
attribution label for each environmental merit for exanple one label for packagin s' recycling 
content and another for the efficient use of energy during manufacturing on a sca e from one 
minimum to ten maximum? 
Do you rind it appropriate for packagin roducts to be awarded a label that addresses te 
environmental impact of the product in all 
Ue-cycle 
stages (using LCA methodology) on a 
scale of importance that differentiate products environmental impact starts from zero equivalent to 
dnon-green products' for products that are not considered any environmental impact areas 
du i LCA sta es to 'dark-green' applying to products that considered every single aspect or 
theýilrnfCA stagesi 
Do you rind it appropriate for packaging products to carr 
.y 
an environmental award 
(Tabel) that applies on considerations about products' environmental impact in relation with and 
with effects about companys' environmental profile - companys environmental policy and 
activities? 
Item 4. Frequency of similar wordslphrases Item 5. 
Agree Strongly 20 
Tend to agree. Possible 27 
Tend to disagree. 45 
I found it complicated. 1 
Not very clearlProbably not. 
Disagree strongly Ifound it 33 
very complicated. 1 Alot easy to 
used. 
Nopreference 6 
Do not know. 1I can not say. 
Agree Strongly 37 
Tend to agree. Possible 45 
Tend to disagree 21 
I found it complicatedl 
Not very clear. lProbably not. 
Disagree strongly Ifound it 17 
very complicated. 1 Xot easy to 
used 
Nopreference II 
Do not knowJ I can not sqv. 
Item 6. 
Agree Strongly 48 
Tend to agree. Possible 57 
Tend to disacyree 0 19 I found it complicatedl 
Probabiv not. 
Disagree strongly ifound 
it very complicatedl Not easy 
to used. 
No preference 7 
Do not know. 11 cem notsay. 
Other, alternatives suggested on environmental awarding of paper based packaging include: 
> EMAS/ ISO certification. 
> The use of LCA and impact assignment to be considered. 
> Environmental cards. 
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Forest certification. 
7) Do you believe that when a packaging product carries an environmental award (label) for 
its environmental qualities in 'conjunction with companys' environmental activities, it should be 
as a result of environmental auditing methodology? 
Ttým 7- IP'rpnvipnrv inf dmilnr wnrd,. t/nhrntp. Q 
Strongly believe Definitely. 34 
Tend to believe Most likely. Ipresume so.. 72 
Tend to disbelieve. Not very easy. 1 Hardly ever 13 
Disbelieve strongly Never 
No preference - Not sure. 1 Do not know.. 12 
Comments: 
Yes, I found it very interesting. 
> Not easily to achieve, the use ofenviroamcntal auditing methodology might be complicated. 
Yes, I think it is similar with what ISO 14001 tries to achieve. 
Yes, this is a good approach to talk about cnvironmental improvcmcnts. 
> Yes, it gives another dimension in the application of environmental management systems for packaging 
business. 
> Yes, but lots of considerations should take place about NNhat the audit might involve; how it will be 
audited; monitored and controlled. It should be taken into account that every company is different in size, 
market position, production methods, and environmental performance. 
> Probably, if it is achievable it will be very useful for companies. Investors and the public will appreciate. 
> Yes, if it works out an auditing model it will be a useful contribution in the area of environmental 
managementfor packaging business. 
> Yes, is what multi-national companies should work out. 
Yes, auditing considerations could offer'short and long terms improvements for companies and products. 
Possible, if the audit is not very expensive to run. 
8) Do you believe that UK packaging companies incorporate an environmental audit 
programme review? 
l1t. m 2- rrsbnvvi-nrv nf'cim; lnr wnrdq/nhraqex 
Strongly believe Always 24 
Tend to believe Most of the time. Often. 17 
Tend to disbelieve. Not very oftenl Hardly ever 46 
Disbelieve strongly Never 32 
No preference - Not sure. 1 Do not know. 12 
8a) if the answer is positive - Could you please give information about what the audit might 
involves? 
B2. Auditing the life-cycle stages of packaging. Packaging is a comparatively simple item made of few 
materials. 
BS. Considerations about %%hat primary material should be used and, the amount of encrgv required by the 
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system. 
B17. Investigate the use of raw material; the energy used and the emission to air and water from the 
industrial process. 
B19. Compliance with environmental legislation and standards. 
B24. Considering what primary material should be used, the amount of energy required by the system. Also, 
the output of this process that gives emissions to air and water as well as pre-consumcr waste which can be 
used again by the paper mill - and returned to the system. 
B28. Audit to investigate compliance with legislation the use of raw material; the energy used and the 
emission to air and water from the industrial process. 
B37- The inputs in this system are energy and materials and the outputs give again emissions and waste. 
BA Compliance with existing legislation, control the environmental impact from the industrial activities 
and ensure that management aspect related with corporate policy arc met. 
B35. The best option for a more efficient operation is resource management involve reduction in the use of 
raw materials in the production manufacturing stage - niinimising the energy requirements and raw materials 
used up in the distribution, product use and disposal - leaving less packaging waste to deal with. 
B. 36. 
_ 
Audit as a part of the organisation committed to improve its environmental performance. Used to 
ensures internal conformity to company policies and external level compliance with environmental regulations 
and standards. Conducting the audit also highlights the use of rqw material, energy and waste generated from 
the company operations. In the long term the audit has financial implications, for example cost saving by the use 
of recycling materials, or alternative methods in production and operation. 
B37. The audit could work to increase savings for the company in the future as it can estimate present costs 
regarding environmental pollution and consequent liabilities and suggest waýys in conforming with 
legislation for example or waste savings during the manufacture process. 
B43. Auditing the efficient operation of the client system, the use of legislation and the organisation 
commitment to improve its environmental performance. 
B45. The audit examines options about recycling, reuse, refill and ways to control the environmental impact 
related with energy consumed for the collection of the containers and recycling infrastructure facility plus 
emissions to water e. g. de-ink-ing. 
B47. Audits carried out to safeguard compliance with legislation, to improve energy and the use of 
resources and, waste management audits for reduction or efficiency operation of the recycling process. 
B50. Suppliers audits. 
B52. Audited used for quality control and suppliers environmental performance. 
B56. Compliance with legislation and standards, quality control and certification by BS7750. 
B58. Audits contacted to measure suppliers environmental performance, safety audits and compliance with 
environmental legislation and standards. 
1360. Auditing the efficient use of resources and emission to air and water pollution. Also compliance with 
legislation and certified by BS 7750. 
B61. BS 7750 verification. 
B62. Quality control and safety audits. Waste management audits and compliance with legislation. 
B63. Control the environmental impact in the use of raw material, energy used and the emission to air and 
water from the industrial process. 
B66. The audit examines suppliers performance and BS 7750 certification. 
B67. Auditing compliance with legislation and impact areas. 
B76. Quality and performance measurements. 
B84, Examine compliance with legislation and corporate performance. 
B92. The process deals with controlling the impact areas of our production - investigate the use of raw 
materials, energy and the emission to air and water on the industrial site. 
B93. Examining suppliers environmental performance to meet our requirements and confront with 
legislation and policy targets. 
B95. Auditing the manufacturing process and emissions to water. Waste management audits for reduction 
on the amount of waste produced, compliance audits with environmental legislation and, check management 
aspects related with corporate policy and targets. 
BIOO. Compliance legislation audits. Audits to check the environmental policy is properly implemented and 
controlled, BS 7750 certification. 
B102. Responsible to control the impact areas of our production and compliance with the existing 
legislation. 
BIOS. The audit examines and controls the environmental impact areas, management practices and legislation 
compliance. 
B109. Waste management and legislation compliance audits. 
Bill. Liabilities of present legislation, auditing environmental impact areas corporate policy targets. 
Cl. The scope of a recent audit involved re-designing primary and secondary packaging to fit as exactly as 
possible into transport containers' In this way there is a reduction in quantities of packaging materials needed, 
there is also a reduction in the transportation vehicles and in extension in the number of transportations - that 
have a significant environmental advance in energy saving and pollution from the vehicles. 
ges and evaluates C2. The audit examines the environmental 
impact of company's operation in different stig 
the best environmental option according to existing legislation and company's policy. 
C3. The cco-audit confirms that the corporation complieswith existing environmental legislation. 
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C4. Auditing activities veriN, that the examined site conform with existing legislation and, explore 
options for future investments and profit for the company. 
C5. Environmental audits include audits which carried out to verify whether the company it is complying 
with existing environmental legislation and environmental performance standards. 
CS. Compliance with environme 
I 
ntal legislation and check adaptability with management aspect related 
with corporate policy, BS 7750. 
C12. - Auditing should examine the different types of paper based packaging for example regarding its 
weight - as a result of market research and suppliers audits. Environmental auditing can give considerations 
about the construction of the packaging, such attention should be in three areas: the product to use the 
minimum space that satisfy product protection and safety criteria; eliminate cut - unused paper and, during 
distribution - in relation to transport of bulk quantities. 
Item 8a. - Frequency of similar words/phrases 
Compliance with legislation 24 
Control Environmental Impact 15 
Specific management aspect related with corporate policy e. g. RS 7750 . 14 
Particular area of the organisation operation e. g. enerSy and resources conservation 6 
Waste management audits 6 
Suppliers audit 5 
Quality control audits 5 
Verifying operation systems 2 
[Cost saving audits 3 
9) If you feel that you want to make any suggestion or offer any comment in relation to the 
current state of environmental auditing and LCA with regards to paper packaging. products, 
please do so? 
B2. The benefits of LCA and auditing methodologies is that is assist benchmark- in the current levels of 0 
environmental performance and support companies in complying with current environmental legislation and 
standards. 
B7. Ile eco auditing offers Teal benefits to the organisation committed to improve its environmental 
performance, because it ensures internal conformity to company policies and external level compliance with 
environmental regulations and standards. 
BS. LCA and eco-auditing support business to identi4- their strengths and weakness in the operation and 
control system - and indicates areas where there are opportunities for improvements. 
B17. Auditing needs to work on improvements in the efficiency of handling and distribution system. 
BIS . For companys' in the 1990s a major challenge is to re-cxamine products portfolios by developing LCA methodologies integrated into the wider enviroruncntal objectives and management systems of the 
company. 
B32. Auditing methodologies and LCAs should be used in improvements in the use of materials. 
B33. Conducting the audit should highlights the use of raw material, energy and waste generated from the 
company operations. In the long term the audit has financial implications, for example cost saving by the use of 
recycling materials, or alternative methods in production and operation. 
BA There are a lot of parametres to be considered in developing proper LCA methodologies, including the 
location of the company with regards to the reusability of the product, or the establishment of recycling 
facilities, or the cost to obtain recycled fibres, like post-consumer waste; 
B35. LCA and auditing studies recommended to evaluate the cost of sourcing the raw material, the potential 
reduction in the use of material during the manufacture process, the potentials of designing for reuse the product 
or part of it. 
B37. Assessment methodologies provide evaluation of the production/ use/ disposal and should be 
reported in a format that evaluate the whole process and closely monitors possible future improvernents. 
B40. The auditing process should formulated as a long term investment in raising the need for developing 
sustainable standards. 
B43. Feasibility studies that address a pragmatic approach to the comparison of environmental investment 
and cost bcncrit analysis. 
B45. Environmental design audits should provide comparisons and recommendations about the best 
environmental friendly option in 66 use of material and construction of the packaging. 
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B47. LCAs in the use of materials are urgently required. 
B49. The development of LCA methodologies for packaging can make environmental claim more meaningful. 
W3. Publicised comparative studies with products in the same product category will reveal potential areas 
of improvement. 
13S5. LCAs address the environmental impact of the product in A life-cycle stages 
B59. Implementation of LCA methodologies for the design and production of a particular product related 
with company's environmental policy has potentials in the developing area of strategic environmental 
management. 
B63. LCA and eco-auditing methodology supply guidance for business in selecting environmentally 
preferred materials and manufacturing process - assist business in specifying requirements to their suppliers. 
B69. The conducting of LCAs and auditing give potential for improvements on the environmental 
performance of packaging but, better guidelines in conducting auditing required. 
B71. LCA and auditing might offer long terms benefits on the organisation commitment to improve its 
environmental pcrforznance but tend to be expensive and time consuming to run. 
B84. ý Such methodologies could provide for business a way to back up marketing environmental claims by present the scicritific results of such techniques. 
B91. Environmental auditing methodologies could help companies financially in long terms as many 
investors are demanding better environmental accounting. 
B93. At present there is a growing body of environmental standards being developed almost exclusively by 
the global business community. In Europe companies have adopted eco-auditing methodology to identify areas 
where they can become environmentally sound and also reduce waste and increase productivity. 
B94. LCA and auditing increase market share for businesses by enable them to demonstiate a proactive 
approach towards the environment. 
B95. There is an emerging need for organisation's to take into consideration the impact of their business 
activities on society and earth resources and make an effort to assess and reduce such impact. LCA and auditing 
are tools on hand for such purposes. 
B96. - Industrial ecology and total quality management arc mostly used for the greening of todays' business 
auditing methodologies should be developed in the same level. 
B102. Probably auditing the industrial process is a useful indicator for packaging business but, auditing 
activities tend to be cxpensive to run. 
BI 17. The global marketplace is demanding a new vision of management and product development. 
Ironically, there are more laws regulating environmental compliance across the world - than there are standards 
to understand the elusive concepts of sustainability and Total Quality Environmental Management (TQEM). 
C1. It would be desirable the results of LCA methodologies or other feasibility studies for paper 
packaging products must be evaluated with regards to the system that the whole company operates. 
C2. LCA process should formulated as a long term investment in raising the need for developing 
sustainable standards and indicators about the design of products and methodology to increase accuracy and 
control in the provision of environmental information and claims. 
C3. The development of LCA and auditing for packaging could assist the development of an international 
eco-labelling system commonly accepted and recogniscd. 
C4. Environmental policies and programs as the most important non-financial information investors need 
when they examine the corporate profile of a company. Eco-auditing assist in the efflcicnt operation of policy. 
C8. The auditing results should address the environmental impact of the product in all stages from extract 
of raw material/ production/ use/ disposal and should be reported for external evaluation. 
C10. Investing in LCA research and development for future product innovation. 
C1 1. Auditing methodology should monitor in continuously improvements especially for products where 
technology changes rapidly e. g. packaging material; biodegradability. 
C12. 'Me use of LCA and auditing for packaging lead in creating innovative, environancrital benign 
products. Such products' may appear to carry exceptional or additional environmental benefits, outside the 
scope of ecolabclling. 
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Model Prototyping Interviews Checklist 
At Investigation Stage Phase A. each format of the model was evaluated during interview'sessions. 
Based on the five different formats of the models development the interviews that took place grouped in 
five different stages apply for each model evaluation. The number ofinterviews are as follow: 
I) Evaluation offirstformat of the model Condu cted to be interviewed 25 companies/organisations. - 
Interviewed 9. 
2) Evaluation of secondformat of the model. Conducted to be interviewed 20 companies/organisations. 
- Interviewed 14. 
3) Evaluation of thirdformal of the model, Conducted to be interviewed 40 companies/organisations. - 
Interviewed 12. 
4) Evaluation offourthformat of the model. Conducted to be interviewed 40 companies/organisations. 
- Interviewed 17. 
5) Evaluation offifthformat of the model, Conducted to be interviewed 35 companieslorganisations. - 
Interviewed 12. 
Total Interviews Investigation Slage Phase A.: Model Prolotjping = 
The following section presents the materials and the interview check-liSt applying for each model stagge. 
......... ............. 
SECTION I -Introduction The aims of the 
Ph. D. research and the scope of the interview explained to the 
potential respondent. Prior to the interview copies of the model(s) and the evaluation questionnaire sent 
by post or by fax to the potential respondent. The materials were accompanied with a covering letter that 
summarised the aims ofthe project and the interview. It also, acknowledged the participants willingness 
to co-operate with the research, promised them that confidentiality will kept at any time and that the 
information provided will be used for academic purposes. In addition, to motivate the interviewers to 
participate it promised to let them know about the research outcomes if it was of their interest, - 
SECTION 2. Personal Details - Confidential 
Name: Occupation: 
Address: 
Tel.: Fax.: E-mail: 
Business aciiiity: 0 Design Consultancy Packaging 0 Environmental Consultancy Packaging 
0 Paper & board supplier Q Paper & packing manufacturer 0 Packaging Retailer 
For statistical purpose couldyou please let me knw some information about your compwDý,. 
Number of employees C3 1-49 13 50-99 C3 100-249 U 250499 0 500-1000 0 1000+ 
Turnover 0 Under 11 million U 11-15 million CI 16-110 million 
U 111-125 million C3 126450 million 0 151-1100 million C3 Over 1100 million 
SECTION-3 Model Prototyping - Evaluation Questionnaire 
The model I have sent you aims to be used by paper and packaging companies on the way to address and 
evaluate their environmental activities and performance. At present, the model is in a development stage 
and any recommendations for improvements will considered extremely valuable. The evaluation 
questionnaire I am sending you prior to the interview consists of nine items, provided below. Please feel 
freeto make any additional comments and indicate any disagreement or misunderstanding in the format cf 
the model. 
Do you'find the model to be effective in use by packaging constructor companies and paper 
manufacturers? 
0 Very effective (Go to 2. ) 0 Rather effective (Go to I a. ) U Not very effective (Go to I a. ) 
C] Not at all effective (Go to Ia. ) Q No preference 
I a) If you have any reason to disapprove the effectiveness of the model, please feel free to state such 
reasons: ............................................................................................................................. 
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2) Do you understand the directions and the links indicated by arrows from one stage to another? 
C3 Always (Go to 3. ) CI Most of the time (Go to 2a. ) 0 Hardly ever (Go to 2a. ) 0 Never (Go to 2a. ) 
0 No preference 
2a) Please state if something is missing or not described adequately . ........................................... 
3) Are you familiar with the terminology used? 0 Always 0 Most of the time U Hardly ever 0 Never 
IZI No preference 
4) Does the terminology describe adequately well the stages indicated? 0 Always (Go to 5. ) 
0 Most of the time (Go to 4a. ) 0 Hardly ever (Go to 4a. ) 0 Never (Go to 4a. ) C3 No preference 
4a) Ifyouftel that the tenninoloSy is not appropriate. - Please feel free to make any suggestions. 
........................................................................................... I ........................................... 
5) Is the model self explanatory from one stage to another? 
C3 Always (Go to 6. ) 0 Most of the time (Go to Sa. ) 0 Hardly ever (Go to 5a. ) 0 Never (Go to 5a. ) 
C3 No preference (Go to 6. ) 
5a) Do you feel that more instruction is needed? .......................................... : ........................... 
6) Do you think there is enough information and direction provided? 
0 Strongly agree (Go to 7. ) 0 Tend to agree (Go to 6a. ) 0 Tend to disagree (Go to 6a. ) 0 0 Disagree strongly (Go to 6a. ) El No preference (Go to 7. ) 
6a) Do you think that there is not enough of information/direction included? Please feel free to make 
any recommendations ......................................................................................................... 
Do you find the model to have a practical application for packaging businesses? 
El Always (Go to S. ) C3 Most of the time (Go to 8. ) 0 Hardly ever (Go to 7a. ) 0 Never (Go to 7a. ) 
U No preference (Go to 8. ) 
5a) Provided that the answer is negative or uncertain - Could you please state the reasons in support 
of the statement that the model has not a practical application for packaging businesses; 
................................. I ..................................................................................................... 
8) Who do you believe could use the model? 
a) Environmental manager withitz the compwiy 
13 AJways 0 Most of the time C3 Hardly ever 0 Never 
b) Environmental Consultancy extenzal 0 Always 0 Most of the time 0 Hardly ever 0 Never 
c) Environmental auditor (internal or external) 0 Always 13 Most of the time 0 Hardly ever 0 Never 
d) Head of Design/ Design Manager 
0 Always 0 Most of the time 0 Hardly ever U Never 
e) Design Consultancy 0 Always 0 Most of the time LI Hardly ever 0 Never 
f) Other. (Please specify) ..................................................................................................... U Always 0 Most of the time 0 Hardly ever 0 Never 
9) Do you have to add any comments in relation to the model(s) and the research project. 
Additional Comments ....................................................................................................... 
Thank you for your valuable help and co-operation. 
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Table III. I.: Content analysis of data collected from one-to-one evaluation 
Alodehurotoh, pin, a - First format 
COMMUNICATION - USER UNDERSTANDING 
The relationship of producer, purchaser and verifier* is very transparent. 
+ The directions for the producer are precise. 
All the requirements of the consumer/purchaser included. 
The impact of environmental issues described adequately well. 
Unfamiliar terminolog gy e. g. ethical investment initiatives, ethical control system etc. that 
required additional thinking to understood. 
PERFORMANCE - EFFECTIVENESS IN USE/ PRACTICALM 
Good hierarchy of producer activities. Appropriate use of the links from one stage to another. 
More information required about eco-design characteristics and requirements. 
More explanation and directions about the legislative requirements and how to conduct an 
--. 
environmental impact assessment. 
L- 
OTHER LACKING DETAILS 
More specific directions should provided for the producer for example, how the environmental activities 
should established and how the environmental impact assessment and cost benefit analysis should be 
conducted. 
I An explanatory document for the producer activities should accompanied the model. I 
Q 1. Do you find the model to be effective in use by packaging constructor companies andpaper 
manufacturers? Q Ia. If you have any reason to disapprove the effectiveness of the model, pleasefeel 
free to state such reason& 
Al. The concept is rather effective, but more explanations required. 
A2. Rather effective, the producer activities are prioritise relatively well. 
A3. Not very effective too much information are included. 
A4. I feel that it is over complicated. 
A5. Rather effective, it is a good attempt in addressing the relationship of the environmental effects with 
the producer, verifier and purchaser. All the requirements of the purchaser/ consumer are included but for 
a practical application more information for the producer required. 
A6. I do not think that is effective to used as it is but on the other hand as identify reasonable well basic 
relationships it has potentials for improvements. 
A7. Rather effective but obviously more thinking required about how the model wiU operate in practice. 
An accompanied explanatory document about the use of the model might be useful material to be 
provided. 
A8. Not very effective more explanation about design activities should be provided. 
A9. I think it is too complicated, with so many considerations in small prints. 
Q2. Do you understand the directions and the links indicated by arrows from one stage to another? 
Q2a. Please state if something is missing or not described adequately. 
Al. Yes, easy to follow. 
A2. The diagramme illustrates clearly the relations from one stage to another. 
A3. I do not think there is any problem to follow the links. 
A4. Yes, the link are clear even if the diagramme is overload with information. 
AS. I do not see any problem%krith the links, the diagramme flows nicely from one stage to another. 
A6. Yes, very easily. 
A7. The directions illustrate well enough the relations. What it makes it complicate is the use of too 
much information. 
A8. The links are probably ok, what is required is reducing the amount of data or probably simplify the 
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design by emphasising the most important activities. 
A9. The links are clear, think about reducing the information. 
Q3. Areyoufamiliar with the terminology used? 
Q4. Does the terminology describe adequately well the stages indicated? 
Q4a. If you feel that the terminology is not appropriate. - Pleasefeelfree to make any suggestions. 
Al. I found the terminology a little be complicated because I need to think for some time to understand 
what exactly the model tries to say. 
A2. I believe most of the wordings are self explanatory but I have to say I have never come across with 
such terminology. 
A3. I think that the terminology is not very clear. Even if I found the model as a good concept with lots 
of potentials I feel that the terminology should be more direct, simple and communicative. 
A4. Not very clear. I have to admit that the interpretation of the model is good but the use of some 
wordings like ethical investment initiatives, ethical control system need more explanation. 
A5. Basically it is ok but more considerations required. 
A6. Most of terms are ok but some are extremely complicated and need more thinking or more 
information to be provided or even to be re-phrased for example ethical control system- what does it 
include - could instead be production control on ethical and environmental considerations orjust 
controlling; 
A7. I feel that the terminology used is a bit exaggerated instead it should follow rules of simplicity and 
be more communicative. 
AS. I believe that the useof the terminology required more attention. 
A9. I can understand most of it, some wordings are a bit complicated e. g. ethical control system needs 
more explanations. 
Q5. Is the model seTe--cplanatoryfrom one stage to another? 
Q5a. Do you feel that more instruction is needed? 
Q 6. Do you think there is enough information and direction provided? 
Q6a. Do you think that there is not enough of information1direction included? Pleasefeelfree to 
make any recommendations. 
Al. I feel that the stages are relatively well presented but more directions for the producer is required. 
A2. I believe that more instructions required but without making the model more complicated than 
already is. 
A3. The basic principles of the model is easy to be understood, the producer activities are in a good 
priority form, I feel that more information are required about how to proceed probably is a good idea the 
use of an accompanied document so the model is not over complicated. 
A4. I do not think that the model is very easy to follow more instruction needed for the producer in order 
to use the model. 
A5. I feel that it is relatively self explanatory but it has definitely potentials for improvements. 
A6. Relatively easy to follow the basic concept, but more information required for the producer and the 
legal bindings of his actions. 
A7. The model is easy to follow from one stage to another. More information are required about 
legislative requirements and about how to proceed in conducting an environmental impact assessment. 
A8. Basically is easy to follow the main points but more information are required for the producer about 
how to proceed in achieving the desirable results. 
A9. I believe that the model is relatively self explanatory from one stage to another. More information 
required about eco-design requirements and characteristics. 
Q 7. Do you find the model to have a practical application for packaging businesses? 
Q7a. Novided that the answer is negative or uncertain - Couldyou please state the reasons in 
support of the statement that the model has not a practical application for packaging businesses; 
Al. Not sure, more specific directions required. 
A2. Probably if it provides more directions for the producer. 
A3. The idea of modelling environmental activities in this form is interesting but I feel that it requires 
more work in order to have a practical application. 
A4. If the model is more simplified and more direct it could work on a practical application. 
A5. More information about suppliers audit considerations in establishing environmental activities and 
about conducted an environmental impact assessment should be provided. 
A6. It is a good graphical interpretation but for a practical application more considerations required. 
A7. It has potentials to have a practical application if it provides more clear and precise specifications for 
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the producer. 
A8. Not sure. I feel that might need more improvements. 
A9. It is an interesting interpretation of the relation between purchaser, producer and verifier but it 
remains complicated in the other parts and needs more directions about how to proceed. 
8. no do you believe could use the model? 
Al. Environmental manager A2. Environmental auditor 
A3. Environmental manager A4. Environmental Consultancy(external) 
A5. Environmental auditor A6. Environmental Consultancy(external) 
A7. Environmental manager AS. Do not know. 
A9. Probably by a governmental bodylVerifler. 
Q 9. Additional Comments 
Al. I found interesting the table that shows the relationship between environmental labelling and 
investment in 'ethical' image. I believe that developing products which qualify for the Ecolabel or carry 
an environmental award will be further demonstration of commitment to environmental improvement 
A5. I found useful the representation between environmental labelling and investment in 'ethical' image. 
It describes and categorise well the variation of businesses environmental performance. 
A6. I think that the table represents the relationship between environmental labelling and investment in 
'ethical' image, is a good indication of how many products with various environmental performance can 
still claim environmental credentials. 
A7. The table represents the relationship between environmental labelling and investment in 'ethical' 
image, demonstrate a way of thinking about how to differentiate products environmental performance. It 
will be helpful if it could have more information to assess and evaluate environmental products 
characteristics. 
FIRST Format of the model Interviews analysis - Demographics of the Subjects 
Candidate Occupation Geographical area Business acth'ity Number of employees Turnover 
At. Head of Production Leeds Packaging Constructor 250499 E26450 million 
A2. Managing Director Northampton Packaging Constructor 250499 Do not know 
A3. Packaging Controller Middlesex Packaging Manufacturer 250499 L26450 million 
A4 Specifier East Midlands Paper & board Suppliers 250499 014100million 
A5. Mill Manager Leicester Paper & board Suppliers 250-499 15 1-1100 million 
A6. EnvironrmAdvisor Nottingham Enironmental Consultancy 149 1145 million 
A7. Manager London En%ironmental Consultancy 50-99 126450 million 
AS. Head of Design London Design Consultancy 50-99 L6410 million 
A9. Chief Designer London Design Consultancy 1-49 L26450 million 
Occupation Geographical area Businessacthitv Number of employees Turnover 
Head of Production/ UK based Packagina Constructor 1-49- 2 LI -L5 nullion. =I 
Manager -3 companies /Manufacturer -3 50-99 =2 E6-1 10 million -I 
Packaging Controller/ Paper & board Suppliers 2 250-499 =5 L26-00 million -4 
Specifier -2 Environm. Consultancy 2 151-1100niillion=2 
Packaging Design -2 Design Consultancy -2 Do not know =I 
Environmental Advisor -2 
Table 111.2.: Content analYsis of data collected from one-to-one evaluation 
Model Prototvpin2 - Second format 
romMUNICATION - USER UNDERSTANDING 
+ Easy to understand the main points. 
Easy to understand the basic relations from one stage to another. 
Easy to understand the terminology. 
Complicated directions/ links about how to achieve the main points. 
Very descriptive make it overcomplicated. 
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PERFORMANCE - EFFECTIVENESS IN USE/ PRACTICALITY 
+ Interesting concept. 
Good realistic network of requirements for quality of fife with quality of management 
Too many information included. 
Not very direct the format from one stage to another. 
More precise directions about how to proceed appear to be necessary. 
OTHER LACKING DETAIFLS 
Complicated links and directions. 
Difficult to follow the sub-sections from one stage to another. 
More information about how to proceed in adopting environmental standards and performance 
requirements should be included. 
It should re-formatted to be more direct and more easy to follow - by simplifying the links. 
The minimum amount of information should be kept. 
More considerations about the use of the terminology required. 
Considerations should be directed in re-constructed the model without using arrows. And, the option to 
replace the arrows with directions in rows step hy step lofollow have to he examined. 
Q 1. Do you find the model to he effective in use by packaging constructor companies andpaper 
manufacturers? QIa. If you have any reason to disapprove the effectiveness of the model, pleasefeel 
free to state such reasons. 
Al. I feel that the model have potentials to be used by packaging business it is a good concept but needs 
more work to be more effective and direct model. 
A2. I believe that it is a realistic model as it includes current considerations for eco-design. It offers a 
good interpretation of the areas of concern but needs more improvements to be made in ; rder to be a 
working model. 
A3. it is a good prototype to start with, considering in simplifying it in order to work in practice. 
A4. I feel that it is an instruction model that anticipates current difficulties facing packaging companies in 
creating an eco-design brief It provokes the need for standardised system in place which should give 
directions about how to proceed but I am afraid the model itself it is over complicated to give clear 
directions and have a practical application. 
A5. I have to appreciate that the model includes a good number of considerations for eco-design but it is 
a bit complicated to used in practice. 
A6. I feel that the model should include more considerations in the use of materials but without being 
more complicated than it is. 
A7. The basic concept is interesting but when I am coming in the details about how to do things I found 
it complicated. 
A8. It is an interesting concept but I feel that it is not a working prototype. 
A9. The basic message is clear the information about how to proceed are very complicated. 
A10. The model is capable to be adopted but needs more simplification on the stages to be followed. 
A 11.1 believe that the model touch upon so many areas of concern for environmental orientated 
packaging but needs more directions about how to proceed. 
A12. Interesting interpretation of the relation of the design with the quality of life and quality of 
management - probably ISO 9000, what is not spell very well is how to move from theory in practice. 
A13. How can one define sustainability there are so many considerations to be included, I feel an effort 
ought to be made to keep the minimum requirements of sustainable development and build on that for 
future improvements. 
A14. I feel that the model made an interesting approach for ecological design. It provokes the need for a 
standardised design progress. 
Q2. Do you understand the directions and the links indicated by arroipsfrom one stage to another? 
Q2a. Please state if something is missing or not described adequately. 
Al. The basic steps from environmental issues to sustainable development spell out clearly the 
intermediate steps are complicatM. 
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A2. I found myself overwhelmed with so many directions. 
A3. I feel that is disturbing the use of so many links and arrows. 
A4. Think about reducing the directions to the minimum. " 
A5. The directions and links appear to be a little be confusing. 
A6. Too much material to anticipate. 
A7. I believe that you have a good basic concept but the format of the directions make it complicated. 
A8. Think about replacing the arrows with directions in rows step by step to follow. 
A9. Include the minimum required information that can be self explanatory to follow. 
A10. Even if I found useful the material included in the model the way that the links works with so 
many arrows and directions end to be confusing. 
Al L It has so many directions and finks that it makes it difficult to come across the message even if the 
considerations are in the right track. 
A12. Too much information and sub-sections about how to proceed keep the basics. 
A13. The directions are a bit to compficated. 
A14. I feel that you have to simplify the links. 
Q 3. Are you familiar with the terminology used? 
Q4. Does the terminology describe adequately well the stages indicated? 
Q4a. Ifyoufeel that the terminology is not appropriate. - Pleasefeelfree to make any suggestions. 
Al. Considering to use the minimum amount of terminology. 
A2. The terminology is a bit repetitive. 
A3. More clarification required in some points. 
A4. The basic concept it come across but when you are coming in details about how to achieve things 
the terminology does not help a great deal. 
A5. I can understand easily the terminology. Think more carefully of the use of more precise definitions 
for example 'targeting' say what it involves. 
A6. The terminology generaUy speaking is acceptable but I found it a bit repetitive and the directions 
complicated. 
A7. The use of the terminology is ok. Give more explanations in some points for example pragmatic 
situation say what is about probably use complimentary information to make more clear the point. 
A8. I feel that sustainability is not defined well in general and, I appreciate your attempt to make 
sustainable options more measurable considering simplicity and keep the minimum directions required. 
A9. I found the use of the terminology well defmed. 
A10. The terminology is generally ok. Eco-assessment needs more explanations about what it might 
involves. 
All. Yes, I can understand the terminology. The use of terminology should give more indications about 
the stages that it describes for example give more explanations about what review activities deal with in 
the production stage. 
A12. I appreciate that it does not exist design terminology for environmental orientated design but I stiu 
feel it is a little bit over descriptive the way that the terminology used in the model. ' 
A13. It is a good effort to describe design considerations but it might required further work. 
A14. More specifications required and, more simplified terminology should be used. 
Q5. Is the model self explanatotyfrom one stage to another? 
Q5a. Do you feel that more instruction is needed? 
Q 6. Do you think there is enough information and direction provided? 
Q 6a. Do you think that there is not enough of information1direction included? Pleasefeelfree to 
make any recommendation& 
Al. I believe that more clear instructions is what it needed. 
A2. The basic intentions of the model come out quite clear the stages to follow appear to be complicated. 
A3. I feel that the model has a logical base but the amount of the information include are a lot. 
A4. The fundamentals intentions of the model are clear but there are too many information and 
complicated directions to follow. 
A5. Explicitly in the use of information should apply better in the formulation of the model. 
A6. More clear instructions required with less information presented. 
A7. It appears that there is a good concept but more thinking is essential in presenting the instructions 
more clear and direct. 
A8. I found myself distracting with so much directions to follow. 
A9. It is a good effort in addressing so many issues try to keep the minimum information that are 
essential for the whole process. 
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A10. The model provides a good ground for developing standards for eco-design products but more clear 
specifications required. 
A 11. Think about reducing the amount of information presented. 
A12. It address so many thinks that it makes it difficult to follow. 
A13. I definitely believe that you need more clear instructions - too much information. 
A14. I anticipate that there are so many considerations for ecological optin-dsation of products and 
packaging that it appears to be complicated to instruct them in one model, try to simplify it. 
Q 7. Do you find the model to have a practical application for packaging businesses? 
Q7a. Provided that the ansiver is negative or uncertain - Could you please state the reasons in 
support of the statement that the model has not a practical application for pack-aging businesses, 
Al. I feel that the model has potentials for practical application if modifications are going to be made in 
the use of terminology and the stages to follow are described in more simplicity format. 
A2. I can not really say because I have never come across with something Eke this. 
A3. More improvements required to be a working model. 
A4. If the directions appeared more clear then it can be used in practice. 
A5. I think it is an interesting concept but there is clearly space for improvements. 
A6. I feel impress of the idea of modelling the activities to be followed for eco-optimised design 
requirements, but a revised version of the model required to succeed in this approach. . A7. The model needs to present more measurable requirements if it is going to work in practice. 
A8. Think about giving more clear direction for the producer for a practical application of the model. 
A9. I found it a good concept with interesting graphical represented relations but improvements should be 
made to be more practical approachable. 
AlO. There potentials for practical application if it use a more direct format. 
All. I found the model to be a good instruction model but for a working model more considerations 
required including the use of the terminology and the directions from one stage to another. 
A12. I think that it is an interesting concept that needs to be explored further. 
A13. I think that it is a useful model in support of environmental improvements and specifications for 
packaging but alterations required in the use of directions from one stage to another so it will allow a 
practical use. 
A14. I think it is useful design model but needs more improvements in the part of the directions 
provided. 
Q S. H%o do you believe could use the model? 
Al. Environmental auditor 
A3. Environmental auditor 
A5. Environmental auditor 
A7. Governmental standardisation body 
A9. Environmental Consultancy 
All. Governmental standardisation body 
A13. Independent design advisor e. g. 
ftom a design society 
A2. Environmental Consultancy 
A4. Environmental auditor 
A6. Environmental auditor 
A8. Environmental auditor 
A10. Environmental Consultancy 
A12. Environmental auditor 
A14. Environmental auditor 
Q9. Additional Comments 
A2. I found the Eco-Rating scale a good concept to addresses the environmental impact of the product in 
all stages of the products life-cycle. But I think is complicated all the information on the boxes and can 
not be read clearly. 
A3. I think the Eco-S is a good graphical representation of the different levels of environmental concern 
and environmental performance it can well apply in a rating system. 
A2. I think that the eco-s has potentials for evaluation of the environmental performance of the final 
product and packaging. 
A6. I think the Eco-S is a good graphical representation of the different levels of environmental concern 
and environmental performance it can well apply in a rating system. 
A8. I like the modelling of environmental performance on different levels of concern. 
A9. I found the Eco scale a good material to assess the different level of environmental performance. 
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SECOND Format of the model Interviews analysis - Demographics of the Subjects 
Candidate Occupation Geographical area Business activity Number of employees Turnover 
Al. Managing Director Lancashire Packaging Constructor 250-499 L26450 million 
A2. Packaging Specifier Beds Packaging Constructor 250-499 014100million 
A3. Packag. Technologist Manchester Packaging Manufacturer 250-499 L26450 million 
A4 Chief Designer Chesbire Packaging Manufacturer 250-499 L26450 million 
A5. Mill Manager Manchester Packaging Manufacturer 250499 L26450 million 
A6. Production Manager Nottingham Paper & board Suppliers 250499 0 14100 million 
A7. Production Specialist London Paper & board Suppliers 250499 L51-1100million 
AS. Material London Paper & board Suppliers 250499 Do not know 
Technologist 
A9. Environni. Advisor Surrey Enviromnental Consultancy 50-99 L26-LSO million 
A10* En%irown. Advisor Middlesex Envirommental Consultancy 149 f 145 million 
All. Managing Director Manchester Enviromnental Consultancy 50-99 Do not know 
A12. Head of Design East Midlands Design Coasultancy 250499 L26450 miffion 
A13. Senior Designer S Humberside Design Consultancy 50-99 Do not know 
A14. Manager London Design Consultancy 1-49 L26450 miHion 
Occupation Geographical area Business activity Number of employees Turnover 
Managing Director/ UK based Packaging Constructor 149 =2 LI -L5 nuffion -II 
Production Manager -5 companies /Manufacturer -5 50-99-3 L26450 miffion -7 
Packaging Specifier/ Paper & board Suppliers 3 250499-9 0 I-L 100 million- 3 
Technologist -4 Environm. Consultancy 3 Do not know -3 
Designer -3 Design Consultancy -3 
EnvironmAdvisor -2 
Table 111.3: Content analysis of data collected from one-to-one evaluation 
Model protooýping - Thirdformat . ........... ...... __ . ..... 
COM UNICATION - USER UNDERSTANDING 
+ Reliable plan of activities. 
Overload with information. 
Unknown terminology (indicated by four subjects) 
'Prl2FnRMANrr, - FFFFrTTVFNF. 4; 4; lrN TTSIF/ PRArTirAT. ITV 
It includes appropriate environmental management principles. 
+ Efficient priority of activities. 
Satisfactory quality of information. 
Too many stages to follow. - Make it probably difficult to have a practical application. 
OTHER LACKING DETAILS 
Complex thinking process. 
Difficult to memorise and recall the stages to be followed when is required. 
SUMMARY OF SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS 
Simplify the structure. Reduce the stages to be followed. - it more communicative and easy to 
follow. Reduce the amount of information -siniplicit),. 
Q 1. Do youfind the model to be effective in use by pack-aging constructor companies andpaper 
manufacturers? QIa. If you have any reason to disapprove the effectiveness of the model, please feel free 
to state such reasons. 
Al. I feel that the model has far too much information on display. 
A2. I think you have to reduce the amount of information to the minimum required to bring the message 
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across. 
A3. I think alterations required to make the model appear to be more direct and communicative. 
A4. I think that the model should be simplified. 
AS. I found difficult to memorise and recall the stages to be followed when required. 
A6. I rather prefer the use of existing terminology and simplified the link. 
A7. I think that the model follows a complex thinking process. 
A8. I feel that the model present lots of information. 
A9. I think that the model presents appropriate environmental management principles. 
A10. I found satisfactory quality of information 
All. I think that the model prioritise efficient the activities to be followed but, I believe that the 
presented information should be reduced. 
A12. I think that the plan of activities is well established but the amount of information makes it a bit 
confusing. 
Q2. Do you understand the directions and the links indicated by arroirsfrom one stage to another? 
Q2a. Please state if something is missing or not described adequately. 
Al. I found the links clear enough. 
A2. I do not have any problems with the directions and links about how to proceed. 
A3. I believe that the links are fine. 
A4. I can easily understand the links from one stage to another. 
AS. I think the links use a very simplify format. 
A6. I prefermore simplified links and directions. 
A7. I think that the directions are planed very well. 
A8. I do not have any problem with the links. 
A9. I think the planning of the model and the directions are ok. 
A 10.1 found directions easy to understand. 
All. I think the layout of the model is clear. 
A12. I do not have any problem to follow the links. 
Q 3. Are you familiar with the terminology used? 
Q4. Does the terminology describe adequately well the stages indicated? 
Q4a. Ifyou feel that the terminology is not appropriate- - Pleasefeelfree to make any suggestions. 
-Al. I feel that the terminology used is ok. 
A2. I think the terminology used needs revision. 
A3. I believe that the terminology used describes well the stages to be follow but, where existing 
terminology describes the same stages the one that it used should be replaced. 
A4. I feel that the terminology is ok. 
A5. I do not see any problem with the use of terms. 
A6. I rather prefer the use of existing terminology and simplified the link. 
A7. I am not very familiar with the use of that terminology. 
A8. I feel that the use of terminology requires additional considerations. 
A9. I think that the terms used describe the stages to be follow precisely but more thinking required to 
replace some terms with existing ones. I feel that you invent your own terms and even if they are right to 
describe what it meant to - that makes the model complicated. 
A10. I found the use of terms interesting. 
A 11.1 feel that the terms describe adequately well the stages to be followed but the model is overloaded 
with information and that it makes it complicate. 
A12. I found the use of terminology difficult to understand. 
Q5. Is the model seyexplanatoryfrom one stage to another? 
Q5 a. Do you fed that more instruction is needed? 
Q 6. Do you think there is enough information and direction provided? 
Q6a. Do you think that there is not enough of information1direction included? Pleasefeelfree to 
make any recommendations. 
Al. I feel that the model is easy to understand. 
A2. I think that the model is self explanatory and direction provided are clear the big number of stages to 
be followed makes it complicated. 
A3. I think that the model requires less material on display and instruction about how to proceed can be 
supplied in an accompanied document. 
A4. I feel that the instructions ai6 clear but on the other hand very descriptive. 
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AS. I found difficult to remember the stages to be followed and I think this is a problem of planning the 
format of the model. 
A6. I think that the model is self explanatory in some degree but it has far too much information to 
understand. 
A7. I think that the model requires to minimise the amount of presented information. 
AS. I feel that the model is a good approach in dealing with environmental management and strategic 
planning but I would prefer it more direct so it can be easy to understand from people that are not 
working in the area of environmental management and consultancy. 
A9. I like the format of the model and I can say that it is a good concept. I also feel that needs to use less 
information to make the point. 
A10. I found satisfactory the use of information and the level of understanding is good, 
All. I can understand the thinking behind the model but I need some time to think about planning the 
activities indicated. 
A12. I think that it requires less information on display. 
Q7. DoyoufInd the model to have apractical application for packaging businesses? 
Q7a. Pýovided that the answer is negative or uncertain - Couldyou please state the reasons in 
support of the statement that the model has not a practical application for packaging businesses, 
Al. I &I that the model has potentials for practical use but needs some modifications to be made in 
relation to the amount of information required to be direct and more effective, 
A2. I think that the model as it is, is complicated for a practical application reducing the amount of 
information and improve the use of terminology will make much more applicable. 
A3. I think alterations required for a practical application I found complicated at present the amount of 
information and the stages to be followed. 
A4. I think that the model use efficient priority of activities but is complex for a practical application. 
AS. I think is difficult to have a practical application in this format improvements need to be made in 
order to simplify the stages to be followed. 
A6. I recommend the use of terms need alterations for a practical use of the model. 
A7. I believe that the model underpins a good thinking in a complex form. 
AS. I feel that the model has too many information on display for a practical application. 
A9. I think that the model touch upon appropriate areas of environmental management system and I have 
to say I have never see something similar from BS or ISO in this format. But, I am afraid such' 
environmental management model should use more simply structure. 
A10. I feel that the model has potentials for a practical application. 
All. I think that the quality of presented information is of high standards. I believe that it is a good 
theoretical model with potentials for use. 
A12. I think considerations should be directed in minimising the amount of data for a practical 
application. 
Q 8. W%o do you believe could use the model? 
Al. Environmental auditor A2. Environmental manager A3. Governmental Body 
A4. Environmental auditor AS. Environmental Consultancy A6. Governmental Body 
A7. Environmental auditor AS. Design Consultancy A9. Environmental manager 
A10. Governmental Body Al L Environmental auditor A12. Design Consultancy 
Q9. Additional Comments 
Al. I like the concept of the model and the auditing activities provided in the figure (Organisational 
Planfor Audit consideration) accompanied - that touch upon the basic frame of auditing procedures and I 
feet that it is in a more simplified format than the main model. 
-A9. I think that the model touch upon appropriate area on environmental management system and I have 
to say I have never* see something similar from BS or ISO in this format. But, I am afraid such 
environmental management model should use more simplify structure. 
A10. I feel that the model has potentials for a practical application and the auditing considerations 
accompanied the model are in a good structure. 
A 11.1 think that the quality of presented information are of high standards. I believe that it is a good 
theoretical model with potentials for use. 
A12. I think considerations should be directed in minimising the amount of data for a practical 
application of the model. I found the auditing considerations to be very applicable. 
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THIRD Forniat of the model Interviews analysis - Demographics of the Subjects 
Candidate Occupation Geographical area Business activity Number of employees Turnover 
Al. Pack-ag. Controller Middlescx Packaging Constructor 250499 L26-LSO million 
A2. Studio Manager Leeds Packaging Constructor 500-1000 Over LIOO rnil. 
A3. Project Leader Berl-shire Packaging Manufacturer 500-1000 15 1- L 100 million 
A4 Production Director Hants Packaging Manufacturer 250499 0 l-JElOO million 
A5. Systems Engineer Bristol Paper & board Suppliers 500-1000 Over LIOO rnil. 
A6. Packaging Specialist Cambs. Paper & board Suppliers 500-1000 Do not know 
A7. Advisor Oxford Environmental Consultancy 1-49 L26450 million 
AS. Envirorim. Officer London Environmental Consultancy 250-499 L145 million 
A9. Advisor Manager Cambs. Environmental Consultancy 250-499 Do not know 
A10. Pack. Consultancy Derbyshire Design Consultancy 50-99 f 145 million 
All. Chief Designer Cambs. Design Consultancy 50-99 15 1- L100 million 
A12. Technical Advisor Nottingliain Design Consultancy 50-99 L26 - L50 million 
Occupation Geographical area Business activity Number of employees Turnover 
Manage r/Productio n Director -3 UK based Packaging Constructor 1-49 =I L 145 million -2 
Packaging Controtler/ companies /Manufacture -4 50-99-3 L26450 million -3 
SpecialisttEngincer -6 
Environm. Advisor -2 
Paper & board Suppliers -3 
Envirorim. Consultancy -4 
250-499-4 
500-1000-4 
L5 I-f 100 million=3 
Over L 100 rnifl. -2 
Designer/ Project Leader -3 Design Consultancy -3 Do not knoxv -2 
Table 111.4: Content analysis of data collected from one-to-one evaluation 
Model nrototvnIn2 - Fourth format 
TTQlPlD ITTATnIPIDQIrAlVT'iT*Kr. 
Clear directions provided. 
Good interpretation of the links between the presented data. 
Useful information material. 
Too much information included. (indicated by six subjects) 
Not easy to memorised and recalled the presented information and the stages to be followed 
when is required. (indicated by three subjects) 
iiwDrnD%4A%Trr. - rrrFrTIVFNr.. Q4Z IN ITIM PuArTIrAT. rrV 
Clear format of the presented information. 
+ Easy to follow from one stage to another. It has a lot of potential for practical application. 
Interesting concept with aspects close to the ISO standards on environmental management 
systems but, formatted very differently. 
Takes tim to understand the process and anticipate every single aspect of the model. 
Not enough explanation about the impact of the use of strategic control to the environmental 
policy. 
II Rather descriptive - makes it less communicative. I 
Reduce the amount of information to the minimum required to explain the point. 
Explain better the auditing procedures. 
Use a different template for auditing activities. 
Use existing terminology where available, recommended terminology for use is from the ISO 14001. 
Simplify links make it more easy to follow 
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Redesign the model keeping the minimum amount of information required. 
Examine the option of using sub-models that illustrate additional speculations of parts in conducting 
environmental activities. 
1. Do you find the model to he effective in use by packaging constructor companies and paper 
manufacturers? QIa. Ifyou have any reason to disapprove the effectiveness of the model, pleasefeel 
free to state such reasons; 
Al. I feel that the model has potentials for use by packaging companies. 
A2. I like the concept but I feel the less material that includes the better. 
A3. I feel that it is a good conceptual model. 
A4. I believe that it is very interesting and closely related with the ISO and BS on environmental 
management systems. 
A5. I like the idea that the model try to bring across. 
A6. I think it has potentials to be effective if the terms are understood better. 
A7. I feel that it is a bit complicated to be very effective. 
A8. I think it is a good instruction model. 
A9. I found the model to have potentials but more work probably required to make it more 
communicative and direct. 
A10. I like the idea of this model but I am not sure how effective it can be. I feel that if it gives more 
specifications for the producer it will be more effective. 
A 11.1 think that the model is effective in some degree think about minus alterations in the use of 
information and the terminology. 
A 12.1 found the model to describe well the auditing process but I feel it is another level of activities that 
should be presented separately. 
A13. I like the idea of this model, I like how it called what it is a little bit confusing is the terminology 
used that I have not come across before. 
A14. I am pleased with this model. I think it is a good prototype to be explored more. 
A15. I feel it is relatively effective more planning required in the use of the data in order to subtract the 
most important. 
A16. I think it is ok but, you need to spend some time to understand the whole process. 
A17. I think it is a good prototype but needs more work to be more effective. 
Q 2. Do you understand the directions and the links indicated by arrows from one stage to another? 
Q2a. Please state if something is missing or not described adequately. 
Al. I feel that the directions are clear enough. 
A2. I feel that the indications are clear. 
A3. I do not have any problem with the directions. 
A4. I feel that the directions are ok. 
A5. I feel that the format of the direction is clear. 
A6. I feel that the directions stated very obviously. 
A7. I do not see any problem with the directions. 
A8. I think the links stated sufficient clear. 
A9. I believe that the directions and the links are clear - especially in the auditing cycle. 
A10. I feel the directions on the model are clear and easy to understand. 
A 11.1 feel the stages and directions are very transparent. 
A12. The links are not complicated. 
A 13.1 feel that the links are working. 
A14. The indications ftom the arrows are easy to followed. 
A15. I think that the directions are easy to follow. 
A 16.1 can easily understand the directions. 
A 17.1 feel. that the directions are bring the relation from one stage to another quite well. 
Q 3. Are you familiar with the terminology used? 
Q4. Does the terminoloXv describe adequately well the stages indicated? 
Q4a. Ifyoufeelthat the terminology is not appropriate. - Pleasefeelfree to make any suggestions. 
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,y requires additional 
thinking. Al. I feet that the terminolog 
A2. I feel that the use of terminology should be improved, probably is better to replaced with e. xisting 
terminology where applicable. 
A3. I am not very familiar with the terminology and as a result I need more time to understand the 
process. 
A4. I feel that the terminology needs more thinking. 
A5. I believe that the terminology could improved. 
A6. I feel that the terminology is something that needs to be considered for further improvements. 
A7. I am able to understand the terminology. 
A8. I think some terms need more explanations for example 'revise effects', is better to be as precise as 
possible. 
A9. I do not have any particular problem to understand the terms but I feet that need more considerations. 
A10. I think that is an interesting terminology but I feel that because is invented by the research makes it 
difficult to communicate effectively. 
All. I feel that the terminology should be borrowed from the ISO 14001 on environmental management 
systems. 
A12. I like how the model called but I do not have any problem to understand the terminology. 
A13. I feel there is some space for improvements in the use of terms - be more precise. 
A14. I think that the terminology is ok. 
A15. I think that the terms need additional explanations. 
A16. I feel that the terminology is relatively ok -I found very appeal to me. 
A 17.1 think that the terminology is overal ok, but I feel that need some more explanations in some terms 
e. g. 'revise effects'. 
Q5. Is the model setf ewplanatoryfrom one stage to another? 
Q5a. Do you feel that more instruction is needed? 
Q6. Do you think there is enough information and direction provided? 
Q6a. Doyou think that there is not enough of information1direction included? Pleasefeelfree to 
make any recommendations, 
Al. I feel that the model is relatively self explanatory. 
A2. I feel that the indications are clear but the amount of information can be reduced. 
A3. I feel there are quite a lot of information. 
A4. I think that the information are ok. 
A5. If the information can reduced the model will be more communicative and easy to understood. 
A6. I think there are good relations indicated but if the information reduced to the minimum the model 
will be more effective. Think about the use of a complimentary document that provides details 
information about how to proceed. 
A7. I believe that the information are a lot I do not feel really confused with it but I do not know how 
essentials are all the information provided. 
A8. I think the relations from one stage to another will be more clear and direct if less material will 
included. 
A9. I think that the auditing cycle could stand alone in separate model as a part of the main model 
EMCS. 
A10. I feel that the presented information are ok. 
All. I think that the lesser information used the better. 
A12. I found myself a bit confused with so many material included even if the directions/connections from 
one stage to another is clear and precise. 
A 13.1 feel that the amount of information included in the model requires more considerations in the sense 
of simplified their wordings and minimise their use. 
AM In some respect I found the model too cluttered with data. 
A15. I think that needs more planning in the use of information 
A16. I think that the use of data is relatively ok. 
A17. I think the basic thinking of the model is good. Probably the use of more precise directions it will 
improve the quality of the model. 
Q 7. Do you find the model to have a practical application for packaging businesses? 
Q7a. Provided that the answer is negative or uncertain - Couldyou please state the reasons in 
support of the statement that the model has not a practical application for packaging businesses; 
Al. I think that it is a good concept with lots of potential for practical application. 
A2. I think that it is a good theoretical model in managing ecological notions. 
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A3. I think that the whole process need to be more transparent - some more clear information might 
included but without making it overwhelming with data. 
M. I think it probably have a practical application. I found it easy to follow from one stage to another. 
A5. I feel that the model has lots of potentials for practical application. 
A6. I think that the model has a good format that if it clarified more in terms of the terminology used, it 
will make it more easy to used. 
A7. I think if the model modified to be more close to the requirements and specifications of ISO 14000 - it will be more easy to adopted in practice. 
AS. Interesting concept with aspects close to the ISO standards on environmental management systems 
-but, formatted very differently. 
A9. I think it is a good model with potentials to be explored more its use. 
A10. It is a good basic concept close to the ISO standards on environmental management system but 
with another format. 
All. I am not sure about the practical application of the model in this form I think more improvements 
in the use of terminology need to be made. Think about dividing the model in smaller units attached to a 
basic - main model- that it will be less descriptive model than it is now. 
A12. I am not sure if the model has a practical application. 
A13. I think the model has potentials to indicate directions for companies. 
AM I think the auditing part of the model has more practical application. 
A15. I feel that the model needs to be more simplified to work in practice - most of the practical models 
already in existence based onto rules of direct format and simplicity. 
A16. I think that it has potentials to work - the design process should be indicated. 
A17. I believe is a good concept but needs more thinking for practicalities of its use, more directions 
might required. 
8. no do you believe could use the model? 
Al. Environmental auditor A2. Environmental manager A3. Environmental auditor 
A4. Environmental Consultancy A5. Environmental auditor A6. Environmental manager 
A7. Environmental auditor A8. Environmental auditor A9. Environmental Consultancy 
AlO. Environmental Consultancy All. Environmental auditor A12. Environmental manager 
A13. Environmental auditor A14. Environmental auditor AIS. Environmental manager 
A16. Environmental manager A17. Environmental Consultancy and design consultancy.. 
Q 9. Additional Comments 
Al. I found the EMCS to be a positive response for business environmental commitments. We are 
having BS7750 and ISO 9000 certification. 
A2. By introducing management systems in our operation like EMAS it helps control current and future 
environmental liabilities and complying with environmental legislation and standards which is a part of 
our policy. 
A3. Energy efficiency and waste minimisation are two areas in which we achieved cost regular savings. 
A5. We are considering to have good environmental records because they provide good reputation for the 
company to attract investors and secure insurance costs. In addition to that I believe that environmentally 
responsible corporate image - well managed environmental activities appeal positively to shareholders, 
employees, pressure groups and media. 
A6. We examined options for cost savings in the use of energy and waste minimisation. We also 
considered profiling a good environmental performance of our business and we use BS5750 certification. 
A7. We improve our environmental performance so it can acceptable in the market. We also finance 
environmental groups initiatives. We adopt EU environmental requirements and certified by BS7750 and 
BS5750 - we look also certification from ISO 9000. 
A8. It is very common for large companies to force their suppliers or contractors to have environmental 
specification and environmental management system in place also, to be accredited by BS7750, ISO 
14000 BS5750 and ISO 9000.1 think the model support companies to formulated requirements for 
certification on environmental management systems. 
A9. I believe that by examining environmental performance initiatives and market competitive can give 
marketing opportunities arising from the 'green' consumers preferences also form stakeholders and 
investors. The development of environmental management systems for todays' packaging companies is 
essential requirement in the market. 
A10. I believe that the reasons for companies introducing environmental management systems include 
cost savings on the efficiency use of energy and resources. 
A12. There are increases in taxes on energy, transport and waste disposal. Companies that are undertaken 
action to reduce energy, resources and waste production are going to be better positioned. 
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A14. I believe that by examining environmental performance initiatives like EMAS, ISO 14000, BS5750 
and market competitive can give marketing opportunities arising from buyers preferences also form 
stakeholders and investors. 
A15. I like the format of the model because it provides considerations similarly with BS7750 and ISO 
14000 on environmental management systems. Also, from my experience I believe that companies 
should take special environmental considerations into account when they market overseas and there are 
different environmental legislation applied on products requirements- if they do not their exports will 
facing problems. 
FOURTH Format of the model Interviews analysis - Demographics of the Subjects 
Candidate Occupation Geographical area Business activity Number of employees Turnover 
Al. Pack. Consultant Lines. Pack-aging Constructor 100-249 126-ESO million 
A2. Packaging Specialist Leeds Packaging Constructor 500-1000 Do not know 
A3. Pack. Co-ordinatror Newcastle Packaging Manufacturer 250-499 Do not know 
A4 Packaging Designer Bristol Packaging Manufacturer 100-249 Do not know 
A5. Quality Manager Gloucestershire Paper & board Suppliers 500-1000 014100million 
A6. Developra. Manager Hertfor6hire Paper & board Suppliers 250499 L5 I -L 100 million 
A7. Design Manager Nottingham Paper & board Suppliers 100 - 249 L26450 million 
AS. Commercial East Midlands Paper & board Suppliers 250-499 0 14 100 million 
Manager 
A9. En-, iron. Researcher London Environmental Consultancy 50-99 Do not know 
A10. Emironm. Advisor Bristol Environmental Consultancy 1-49 L145 million 
All. Environ. Consultancy Nottingham Environmental Consultancy 50-99 16-LIO million 
A12. Materials Specifier Derby Environmental Consultancy 1-49 L 145 million 
A13. Envirorun. Advisor , Manchester Environmental Consultancy 50-99 Do not know 
A14. Head Packag. Design Kent Design Consultancy 1-49 04 10 million 
A15. Chief Designer London Design Consultancy 50-99 L5 1 -1100 million 
A16. Head of Production London Design Consultancy 50-99 L26450 million 
A17. Packag. Designer Oxfordshire Design Consultancy 1-49 f64 10 million 
Occupation Geographical area Business aefivity Number of employees Turnover 
Head of Production/ Manager- 4 UK based Packaging Constructor 1-49 =4 L 145 million -2 
Packaging Specifier/Specialist -2 companies /Manufacturer -4 50-99- 5 16-LIO million -3 
Packaging Design -7 Paper & board Suppliers 100 -249 =3 L26450 million =2 
Environmental En-. ironm. Consultancy 5 250-499-3 LS 14100 million =4 
Advisor/Researcher -4 Design Consultancy -4 500-1000-2 Do not know =5 
Table 111.5: Content analysis of data collected from one-to-one evaluation 
. Model protonpinq - Fifth format 
, rnx4mlrTxxrATirnv - TT4ZIP. 112 IT"OURTA"Mr. 
+ Good design considerations. - Easy to understand 
Interesting conceptual modelling of eco-design characteristics. 
Good quality of information. 
Terminology easy to understand and precise. 
More details explanations about how to proceed in achieving measurable results is missing out. 
The relation of the company with the product is not very direct. 
Tactful comparison of eco-design %rith traditional design and the effects for product design and 
+ packaging are addressed. 
The basic concept of the model come out clearly. 
The directions and links are transparent. 
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The directions need additional explanations about how to proceed. 
It does not come easily across the practical application of the model. 
II The model lacking in providing specific guidelines for the producer. I 
SUMMARY OF SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS 
The role of EMAS and environmental management systems need more emphasis and more explanations 
for a more realistic approach in improving quantifiable results. 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION 
More considerations and indications should apply in the relation of the company with the product. 
More explanations required for the company how to achieve performance standards. 
Q 1. Do you find the model to be effective in use by packaging constructor companies andpaper 
manufacturers? Q Ia. Ifyou have any reason to disapprove the effectiveness of the. model, pleasefeel 
free to state such reason& 
Al. I think that more information required about how to proceed in creating eco-design products and 
packaging. 
A2. I believe that provides a good quality of information but needs more explanation about how to 
achieve measurable results. 
A3. I think that is a good concept that requires to be explored more in relation to manufacturing process. 
A4. I found the model interesting in providing a framework for eco-design. 
A5. I feel that the model should provide more specific directions about how to proceed in achieving 
sustainable targets. 
A6. I think it is a good concept but more emphasis required in the organisational plan that enables 
companies to achieve ecological production. 
A7. I think that the model has potentials to be effective as it provides a good basic design thinking. 
A8. I found that the model indicates clearly areas of environmental concern but it required additional 
information on how to achieve measurable improvements. 
A9. I think that it should be spelled better the relation of the product with the company and the 
requirements of a design brief. 
A10. I believe that it is an interesting interpretation that bridge ideas of traditional design with eco-design 
but to be effective needs to provide more information for the producer on how to achieve eco-production. 
All. I think that the model indicates clearly the relation of traditional design with eco-design. 
A12. I believe that the model presents good considerations for eco-design products. 
Q2. Do you understand the directions and the links indicated by arrowsfrom one stage to another? 
Q2a. Please state if something is missing or not described adequately. 
At. I think that the direction are clear. 
A2. I believe that there are lots of directions. 
A3. I think that the direction are clearly assembled. 
A4. I believe that the links indicated well enough. 
A5. I think that there lots of directions and that makes the model confusing. 
A6. I can understand the directions. 
A7. I think that the directions planned clearly. 
A8. I found the links from one stage to another are clear and direct. 
A9. I think that the directions described adequately well. 
AIO. I found the instructions and links very transparent. 
At I. I do not see any problem with the directions. 
A12. I believed that the directions can be simplified by reducing the amount of text accompanied the 
directions. 
Q3. Areyoufamiliar with the terminoloXv used? 
Q4. Does the terminology describe adequately well the stages indicated? 
Q4a. Ifyou feel that the terminology is not appropriate. - Pleasefeelfree to make any suggestions. 
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Al. I found the terms easy to understand. 
A3. I think that the terms are very clear and precise. 
A5. I believe that the terms defined well. 
A7. I think that the terminology is ok. 
A9. I think the terminology is clear and direct. 
All. I do not see any problem with the terms. 
avoid to use abbreviation like LCA or EMAS. 
A2. I do not see any problem %rith the terminology. 
A4. I believe that the terminology is appropriate. 
A6. I can understand the terms. 
A8. I think the terminology used is very clear. 
AIO. I found the terminology easy to understand. 
A12. I believe that the terms are ok, but try to 
Q5. Is the model seyerplanatoryfrom one stage to another? 
Q5a. Do you feel that more instruction is needed? 
Q 6. Do you think there is enough information and direction provided? 
Q6a. Do you think that there is not enough Of informationAdirection included? Pleasefeelfree to 
make any recommendations. 
Al. I think that the direction are clear. 
A2. I believe that there are lots of directions. 
A3. I think that the direction are clearly assembled. 
A4. I believe that the links indicated well enough. 
A5. I think that there lots of directions and that makes the model confusing. 
A6. I can understand the directions. 
A7. I think that the directions planned clearly. 
AS. I found the links from one stage to another are clear and direct. 
A9. I think that the directions described adequately well. 
A10. I found the instructions and links very transparent. 
All. I do not see any problem with the directions. 
A12. I believed that the directions can be simplified by reducing the amount of text accompanied the 
directions. 
Q7. Do you find the model to have a practical application for packaging businesses? 
Q7a. Provided that the answer is negative or uncertain - Could you please state the reasons in 
support of the statement that the model has not a practical application for packaging businesses; 
Al. I believed that the model includes practical aspects of design considerations but required more 
indication about how companies can proceed in achieving measurable results. 
A2. I believe that the model provides clear practical eco-design considerations. 
A3. I think that the model has potentials for practical application. 
A4. I believe that more explanation required on the operation and requirements of environmental 
management systems. 
A5. I think it probably. has. 
A6. I feel that the model has potentials for practical application but need more specification about how to 
proceed. 
A7. I am not very sure about the practical application of the model. I believe that it needs to follow more 
simple structure. 
A8. I think it might has if it provides more explanation about environmental performance standards. 
A9. I think that needs to improve the structure by presenting less data to have a practical application. 
A10. I found the model to be of interest and it might has a practical application if it provides more clear 
directions for the producer. 
A 11.1 am not sure. 
A12. I believe environmental performance standards and how these affect eco design should be explained 
in more details. 
Q 8. no do you believe could use the model? 
Al. Head of Design/ Design Manager A2. Environmental Consultancy 
A3. Environmental ConsuItancy A4. Design Consultancy 
A5. Environmental Consultancy A6. Environmental Consultancy 
A7. Environmental auditor A8. Environmental auditor 
A9. Environmental Consultancy AlO. En-vironmental auditor 
All. Environmental Consultancy A12. Design Consultancy 
Q9. Ailditional Comments 
Al. I think that sustainable options for packaging should considered reducing production cost and using 
resources and energy more efficiently. 
A2. We examine potentials to improve or replace our machinery in order to reducing running cost. 
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A3. Our production lines considered managing waste and recycling also reducing disposal cost as our 
obligations for the 'end-of-life' products. 
A4. We try to minimise the amount of waste we produced. 
A5. We support the use of reclaimed and renewable resources instead of finite ones. 
A7. I think that the model indicates a way to improve products' environment qualities. 
A9. I am supportive of the idea of better business management and loss control throughout the product 
fife cycle 
A10. I believe that the use of environmental reporting and the appropriate use of clear product labelling 
increasing customer confidence and loyalty for the company. 
A12. I believe that it required to check your supplier environmental activities regarding the material 
handling and process 
FIFrH Format or the model Interviews analysis - Demographics of the Subjects 
Candidate Occupation Geographical area Business acti-vity Number of employees Turnover 
Al. Project Leader Nottingham Packaging Constructor 500-1000 L5 I -L 100 million 
A2. Manager Middlesex Packaging Manufacturer 500-1000 L5 14 100 million 
A3. Packing Manager Bedford Packaging Constructor 500-1000 (her. E100 mill. 
A4 Packaging Controller East Surrey Paper & board Suppliers 250-499 L51-1100million 
A5. Materials Developm. South Yorkshire Paper & board Suppliers 250-499 126450 million 
Officer 
A6. Environm. Advisor Kent Environmental Consultancy 149 L 145 million 
A7. Manager London Environmental Consultancy 50-99 L26-LSO million 
AS. Environmental Hampshire Environmental Consultancy 50-99 1145 million 
Manager Associate 
A9. Packaging Designer Birmingham Design Consultancy 250499 Over L 100 mill. 
AlO. Senior Graphic Bedford Design Consultancy 250499 L26-LSO million 
Controller 
All. Packaging Specialist S%vindon Design Consultancy 250499 L26450 million 
AIZ. Head of Design London Design Consultancy 50-99 0410 million 
Occupation Geographical area Business actisity Number of employees Turnover 
Manager/Head -4 UK based Packaging Constructor 149 =I L145 rrullion -2 
Packaging Specialist/ companies /Manu factu rer -3 50-99-3 M-f 10 million -I 
Controller -3 Paper & board Suppliers 2 250499-5 L26450 million -4 
Environm. Advisor= 2 Environm. Consultancy 3 500-1000 =3 L514100 million-3 
Designer =3 Design Consultancy -4 Over LIOO mill. -2 
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Ist Page Survey. htn-il 
Environ Info System 
Enuironmental Effects on Business Management D Information Sgstem 
Elli Sarri. Ph. D. Research Student. 
Be Montfort Uniuersity. School of Design & Manufacture. 
The Gateway. Leicester. LEI 98H. UK 
2nd Page Survey. htnil 
Introduction 
III present I am conducting dot for. fl rv%vjrLn for ttie nepartment of Design Management 
In the School of Design and manufacture, Be Montfort Unluersity, Leicester. 
The project Is In the area of enuironmental Issues and business performance. 
it inuolves the creation of models for enuironmental analysis and ecological auditing towards 
standards for products and their packaging. 
It would be ualuable for my current research If you could $Pare some of your 
time not more than ten to fifteen minutes to respond to a short answer questionnaire. 
If you are Interested to know the results of the suruey, please tick the boll 
indicated by the end of the questionnaire, and I will be pleased to Inform you about the results and the 
progress of the research. 
if you would like your responses to be kept strictly confidential please 
Indicate It In the bom after your personal details. 
TP 
Click here if gnu want to know about the research project 
. 10 
Click here if you want to go in the survey Pagi, 
ev 
Thank You . in aduance for your help and ca-uperation! 
2()-! 
lhank gou in advance for your help and i-tj oper,, lion! 
.. 
Page 
.. 
Survey. html 
Instruments used in Second Survey' 
-. FIRST. IPAGE QUESTIONNAIRE 
....... ... 
Environ Info System 
About the Survey 
The reason for this survey is to gain business responses to environmental issues. In 
particular what envi: onmental activities do ccmpanies carry out and how do they address 
their environmental achievements. 
I The survey is also aiming to identify areas of '-w4aknoW in partlcuýar %t, &: e more 
environmentai investment should be made; And, in tne part 01 the arganiSationa-I system on 
business corporate activities to identify problems which have environmental implications ir 
the operation and control system; 
There are four sections in this questionnaire: t; Lll short answers quejtions: 
Section 1. - Personal views on business envir: nmentall detate 
Section 2. - Corporate Environmental Profile 
Section 3. - Environmental Management approach 
Section 4. - File: Feedback 3heet 
Tile results or the survey will be conaicered as a part or the progress tor tne re3earci 
project. The aim is to build models for realistic ecological audit3 to be adc; ted as part 
of normal business operations. 
The analysis of your response will further contribute to exploring c; tion3 and tstabli3hinq 
3tandardisation procedures for products and their packaging. 
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Dale JP 
Design Manager, 
RPC Group PIC. 
Broadfield House, 
Grove Streell., Raunds, 
Northamptonslýire, 
N. *NZ9 6ED 
Dear Mr. Dale, 
letter sent 
ot cover, - , 
ýIes 
..,,, 
Pie S to corap 
,,, t,, ques 
DE MONTFORT 
UNIVERSITY 
LEICESTER 
School of Design and 
Manufacture - 
Rtf.: Environmental Information Survev 
I spoke today with you on the phone regarding the survey I am conducting as part of my PhD 
studies about envirorunental auditing and labelling for producs and packaging. cIIý 
I %vould like to thank you for agreeing to complete the enc! osed questiornaire. I appreciate the 
pressures on your time but would appreciate it if you could. spare 10 minutes complering, the 
survey and send it back on the SAE provided. 
if %, cu wctld like to be informed about the restIts of &. e sur. -ey. please imlicate it at the end of the 
questionnaire. I would be happy to send you the results report at the end of June '98. 
Confidertillity ivill be kept for -all replies. 
I would greatly appreciate your prompt reply 
Thank you in anticipation. 
Find Re? a. rds, 
EI 1iS zurr, .ý 
IA -A- 
10 P 
Ph. D Rüsearch Student. De Montfort Urüversitv 
--- --------- Home address- Flat S. 11) To%%cr Suect. Leicesmr. LEI 61VU. E-rmil. -: cs. miA dmuac. ulz;:. 
The Gateway Leicester LEI 98H Teiephone (0 116) 257 7570 Fax (0 116) 257 7574 269 
Do Montfort University has contres at Leicester. Millon Keynes, Bedford end Lincoln 
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SURVEY Eill Sarrl Ph. D. Researcher Faculty of Art and Design 
Graduate School of Design & Manufacture. De Nlontfort University. Leicester 
The Gate%ay Leicester. LEI 91314. IJK 
The reason for this survey is to . uri business responses to enk nonmental 1ý,, Iws 
In particular what env itonmental activitic. s do companies car-rý out and ho\% do tlieý addiess theit em itonnivnial 
achieN ement-;. The ur\ eý is also aiming to identily areas of'%% eakness' in pat ticular \%-here more em iionment; d 
im estment should be awde. And, in the part of the organkational systern oil husiness corj-x)raIe acti% i tie., %% ithin the 
desi, (n process, to identil ý problems %% hich have en% ironmental in iplications in the opetation and control sý slem, 
The results of the sun ey %%i II lie conside red is a pit rt oft lie progieNs I or the Ph 1). teseaich proj cc t "I At% ironmenuil 
auditing and labc-Ilin, for products and packaging". rhe aini is to build models lor realistic ecological audits to he 
adopted its part of normal business opeiations The anaIN si,; of' wur response mll luither contribute to eNpiorinv oplioný 
and establishing standardisation procedures for products and their packaying vII 
Thank )oti in ad% ance for ýour hell) mid co-olvration 
li ýou ý%ould like to be iniormcd about the ic., ult., ol I llý , ui% Cý, plca. ýc Indicalc 11 It the elld oI the 
There are four ýcction, ý in thi, questionnaire. JAII hort an, N%cr, quemions] 
Section 1. - Puisonal % m%, on busme,, um II ofilliental debate 
Section 2. - Corporate Ln% iromimital Profile 
Section 3. - Ln% ironmental NUnavement approach 
Section 4. - Hle Feedback . sheel 
Fhank wu in i(k ance for % our lixticipati on Anv and comment re particulai I %Wcoillc, 
1. Do you believe that environmental issues are highly important in business 
operations? 
Vcr, l lniport. int: 711, ýither IniporLint 77-1. Not %crý hnportanC Not it ýdl Iniportnit. 
2. What do you believe are the main motivations for companies resl)onse in the 
environmental agenda? 
I'Ahicalimestment reponsibdities. 
A-ree strom! l% Tend to a-rce [-; ' Tend to disa-ree Disa-ree stron-lv 
Fmironmental Legislation penalties 
Agree stron-l\ Eý Tend to agree I Tend to disagree Disagree stronglv= 
Consumer pressure - Green marketing. 
A gree stron-1 v Tend to agree f-7 Tend to disaffee Disagree , Iron,, I\- 
Codes ot"Practice - 1----\L-\S BS 77-50 ISO 9000,14M. 
A-ree stron. -IN ;' Tend to a-ree ""'I Tend to disalree '-"'] Disa-ree stron-ly f 
Competitive position from other business em tronmental initiam es. 
Agreestron. -k F"" Tend to a-ree Tend to disagree Disagree strongly 
Environmental profit (projit ftoin investment in 'clean technology' or b"v putting in place a 
reusing sYstem. recYclingfocilities or giving in the product extra price because qj' its 'erwirownenfal* 
characteristics etc. ) 
Agree stron. ok 77- Tend to aggree 77 Tend to disagicc ýý Di. sa-rLe strom, l\ 
Other i Please state your opinion i 
mmýýý 
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3. When did you first introduce environmental requirements on products and/ or 
wrvices? 
P)7 5 oi- but oi c Eý 1, )7(, to 198,0 1 IN"; ioII to 1, ý A) 191) 1 . -j 
NxI to IIA4, 
1992 1993 1990 Not vel 
4. What proportion of information about environmental implications for business 
activities did you learn from each of the folloAing sources? 
75'; of the 5(1`ý of the 25 , of the ti [lie J I L11,11% c%ci Nc% ct 
ConCerence 
Alwaýs 75c', ofthe time -SO'; of the timerE. 
-. '. ) 25', of the time 1 Lirdl% vý er. r r C1 
Exhibition 
Joum, il PuNic,, itions 
AixvaN, LD 75'1 of the time' 54), 0 of the 2i`ý ofthe time 1 lardk ei er Xei cr L*'--'7 
Client,; reqkjirementý 
AI 75;, ofthe time; 50,: ol, the tlnic: ý- 2-5-( ol* the twicý: ý 1,11 JI C%er: Nt. ýci 
Other Hease he more specific: 
5. Could you please explain what environmental practice means to you? 
Adoptim, cn% ironniental le. isljtion and ý, t, indxdý 
, \ýiec stron,, 
]ý El Tend to agree 'Fend to dia, -, T LI 'n 
11' so, ý%hich one is in place no%x. in pur compan)" 
Support comrriumtý em ironniental relation programmes. 
Agree stronglý = Tend to agree = 'Fend to dia,, ree 7-1 Disaýzree stron-l% 
1, *, ncourage customers to consider in depth the en% tronniental implication oi 
ý,, )ur business activities. 
Agree strongly = 'Fend to agree'. Tend to disagree LI Disagree stionl% 
Integrate environmental management in corporate level 
Agree strongly Tend to agree Tend to disagree i- 'I Pisagree trongl\ 
Recognise enN ironmenud risks as part ofthe normal check-list of risk 
assessment and management. 
Agree strongly 'Fend to agree Tend to disagree Disagree stron,, I% 
Checkim, vour suppliers approach to cn% iront-nental standards official certificate. 
Agree stron,, Iv Tend to agree Tend to disaorec: Disagree strorip. 1% 
Giý in, en% ironmental information to consumers in an ethical context. 
Agree strongly ri-']; Tend to a-ree Tend to di sa-ree Disagi-Le stron2l% 
Other Please state: 
Does your organisation have an environmental policy? ( i. e. something in writing ) 
\cad\ M%%aNsEý Oftenl II la( di \ e\ er F-ý Nc\ e, :7 
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-mll- 
2. a) When was the policy formally established? 
Moic than Ioui \eýmý ýugoý 1 '1 Ium ýe. uN ago[ 1 %%o \C. IIS '1"0 I-I'l ýCjl ýcal 
3. Could vou please state what sort of environniental conirnitirrients the pal-ticulal- 
policy iniplies ? For exzinipic. 
Cornpli, ince v6itli lx, -nNkition, 
AkNziN-s: '-1 74; 'ý of tile time -'ýO'c of tile [title 
LD 25'(, of the tillit, I kii dl % e% et Ne% er-ý 
Control Ew, ironmental Impet 
\lwzivs: 7--! 7i'ý- of- the time F7 50'ý ofthe time 'S"'; of the time' I lmdk c% CTF7 Nc% er: .... 
Specific niamigenientaspect rekited %%allcorpotate pohcý sýsicrnN, 
7i,, of' tile time= 50"; of the tirlic = 2i"' of tile tilTlc: ---! 
I I'lldk c%cr Nc% erE"--1 
Rit-ticulin mei oforpnisýition openition e g. energ) and icwurve concrNatwii. 
`- of the tinic AlNk, iN, ý j 7iC -SO'r of the time L;, of tile unle ýý71 1 laidl% C%elý N 
WýtSlc MdTMý, 1CMCIlt midits 
'M%% 11\ S 
F7 7 5-r of the ti me 4; 01" I 1.11clk e% el 'E" Ne\ ci of the time 25` of tile linit. 
SUP111 iel " midi ts, 
Ak\, ws1: -_j 75, 
-r of the time -50", of the time - 25,; of the time 1 Lil, 11 c\ vr1, 
---*--, ' \v% cl 
Qimlitý control ýindils, 
Alý\avsý--! 75'ý ofthe time = 50" of the time 25 ". of tile ti Inc L, I I. Ird IN cN er NcN 
s\. sLeills, 
75 (. c of' tile time 'iO`l of the time 2 4i', of Ili(, time:. -. '] I Im dl CNCI-E] Neýer': --. ] 
Co., ( sa% in, audi tý,, 
of' the time 50'- 7 -j 2.5 -, of tile I Im dl 0 L'I ..... Nt C of file (inic 
Other ý-t pleaý-. e týpeclk 
4. Has your organisation changed its environmental policy over the last decade? 
N'es* E-.. No -' Not mc ýý 2 
*11' Nes 4 a) Can vou recall when it %-, as? 
4 b) What -, vas the principal catalyst for the change of policy? 
Which of the following describes best for you the terni 'environmental audit'? 
A management tool to control business environmental actk ities, 
Agice IF` 
'I end to a"Fee - Tend to di sagree ý-'I Dapce wonL, 1% 
An emironmental analýsis process in corporate level. 
Agree stronglý F-I Tend to allree Tend to disa-ree-7711 Di sa-ree stron-I v E. -I CV C7 Vr- 
A business commitment to safeguard compliance with environmenLd lepslation K, standnrd, 
Agreestrongi% Tendtoag-ree r-7 Tend to disa-ree. -I strongly --. 1 
A ay to Uk and present com pan en ron ine n tal pe rformance. 
Di, ýqwree tronglý A-ree stronglý Lý] Tend to agree Tend to disagree ýD*- 
A forniat to check business en% ironmental impact. 
Agict: stron. -IN E-] Tend to agree F-, Tend to disa-ree= Disaoree stron"IN = 
Other Please state: 
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Does your company hold environmental audits which address the impact of its 
ýs hole operation? 
Other Please he more specific- 
Neark , \I%%ays 75c,, ol the time El 50", A)f the time:: - 25", )1 flic time 
I lardl N e% er Never 
6w Could you please state how frequently your company has environmental audits? 
One ev ery year Oneeverymo\ear, ()nccýeivthreeyears, 
7. Does your company hold a particular audit for individual products or services? 
eark A k%a\, r-- 75 ý ol -5o' thc IMIL' -ý 01 thl' tIFIIL' -- '' "I ([ I,, 
I Llrdl C% er =: N, ever EJ 
7wCould you please state how frequently does your company ha%e environmental 
audits for products and/or services? 
Onc ever,, ýear: E] One everý tv, o% eai s. One eý erN thi cc ý car,, 7. ] 
-. 
1 Piciise tv more spccilicý Other :: 
*Iftlieaiisý%crisposili%e. plea-,; egi%, eaiiexýmiple: 
Difficulties to conLroj tile %%hole proces,,. 
AI ways Eý] Neirly Always = Often = Rirdlý ever = 
Difficulties to find the appropriate staff'. 
Ak%ays , 
Nearly Aiv%avs [-- Often flardl% ever 
Difficulties to cope %vith resources and co st im olved. 
Alwaýs = Nearly Alwaýs = Ulten =j I fill dl ý e% er = 
(-'fear guidelines not available. 
Al%kays Nearly Always Often ;: = Hardly ever LI 
Other Please stateý 
8. Which of the following difficulties do you most encounter %hen implementing all 
environmental audit review? Forexaniple 
Difficultics to collect appopriate data. 
Al%ýaN s Neariv Al%%aýs - Often LI Flardlý eýer 
LI Ne% er LI 
1. How does your company carry out its environmental activities? 
We employ an external environmental consultant. 
elv F. v unlik-eiv Vem likely Li k Unlikek Ver 
We have an environmental management team in place. 
Very like[ y Likely Unlikely Very unlikely 
We collatx)rate with external environmenw] auditor, ý. 
Very likelyEl Likely Ej Unlikely ED Very unlikely 
We collaborate with independent goýernniental bodies verifiers. 
Very Likely Unlikek Very unlikek 
Other Please State: 
No er 
Ne% er 
Never 
Never 
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IL 
Does your company present its environmental activities/ perforniance? 
Neýiflv AI wzlys E-1 Of-ten =-. I 1., irdk e% er I NC% er 
2. a) If your company is pt-esenting its environmental performance, could you please 
state to which of the following gmups? 
Stakeholders 
Alwaysý 75% ofthe timeO 5056 ofthe 25"ý, of the time' I lardl eý cr Nc% cr Ll 
Board of the Directors. 
751ý) of the time=: -50`ý of- the time' the time I lardIN C% el:; N ýr 
El Akkavsý 25";, of CU 
Emploý ees. 
Al%ý, aýs= 7i' of' the ti me =' 50'r of the time 25"', of the time I lat, 11% e%-ei=: Ne%er 
GoN ernmental Bodies. 
25", ', of the time I lardlN C% er Nc% er Alwavs' 75'n of the time = -%, C; of the time: 
Interested parties. 
.% U1 -: ----- ý 75`ý. ofthe timer -50r of the time' 25; of the time: 
- 1 lardl N eý ei: ' N( Ak%aN,; = 
General public. 
, 5)0`0 -5 Ak%aýs'. .' 
75,. ofthetime of the tiine77 2 `ýofthctirne7ý I lardi %o cr: Ne% ci 
Other 77, Please be more specific: 
3. Does your company publish an environmental revie" statement? 
, %k%ziNs .' 
Neark = Often =I kudk e% ei ' --i I NeN ct --] 
4. What is the format of the presented information? 
Fri% ironmental relx)rt, 
ý%Jý%a\s E-. *: Nearlý Al%ýaNs 
E. -I Often F-. '- I fardlN e%ciF : Nc%ei 
Leaflet, 
AlwaýsLý NearIvAl%%aNs LD Often Lý- Ilardk e%erF**** Ne%-erL-. J 
Fact sheet for individual products or particulars acti% itics, 
Alwavs Nearly Alwavs L: 3 Often' Hirclk ewr[ýj Never 
Other Please statc 
5. How often you report environmental activities? 
Sequence -e. g. Annu. 11 14ice a yeaT; Monthly, Weekly Format - InAhat puhlication forTnat' 
6. is it possible to send me [the address provided at thefronipagel a copy of your 
environmental report or other environmental statements publications 
No' 
7. Your Own View: How can companies anticipate and plan for future trends on 
environmental product development? 
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Foi this last open question you can -i%c ýour opinion or pimide cxzvniplcý of bet practice 
Please feel freeto make any recommendation. 
Thank. v again foryour help and co-operation! 
Anyadditional coniments are pjrticularlý %%clconie 
Additional Comments: 
Picase continue in a ý, cpetatc ý, 
Iico if' ncccý, aiý 
Title Mr. Mm %I,. MI-Oth, _mitial: 
Surname. 
- 
Job Title: Company 
Business Activitv: 
Number of Emlovees: 1-491 1 _'NO-'ý)j 
1 100-2-41 1 250-4991 1 5A, - I (ý)Oj I I(XXIj j 
Turnoverof Company: t'ndcra nidhon[ I: I-L5 indhon iýO-[Ionidhojjj 1 11 I-C-25 nifflionj I 
f 26- f5o million ES[ -CIOO million (), erL100nullion 
Address: 
Town: 
-Post 
Code: 
Tel: Fax: E-mail: 
Foi t. itistical purrK)se. it %%OLIld tv appecmted it' you complete the followinp, 
Age G rou p: 29 or oun-er --- 1 30-; 6. Lý] 37-40 47 or older 
First F)epee Postgraduate ( 'ertificate Diploma Educational level: I INC H\Vý 
Nlaste[s DegTee= Other =Please specify 
Profe, vsional experience - Position: 
1. Do you %ant to remain anonymous? YesE: 7 NoE: 
Yearsý 
Do you wish to be informed about the results of the survev? Yes' No LJ 
Are you willing to co-operate again during the process of the research? ) es Ljýj Nk)[ýj 
I hank- vou verv muchfior yarin- the tinie if) heh)" 
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ITable V. I. Observations from Survey Piloting 
First Rrmat of the Ow6nmiv 
The first format of the survey questionnaire consisted from two section plus an introductory section that 
s. tated the reason for the survey and has space for the respondents to complete their personal details. 
The first section ofthe questionnaire had eight items. 
The first item asking the respondent to state what environmental practice means for him, the second what 
is the main motivation for his business to be environmental responsible, the third how his company carry 
out its environmental activities, the fourth how it would be described the term environmental audit, the 
fifth if his company hold an environmental audit, the six if the audit address the impact of the whole 
company's operation, the seventh if the company hold an audit for individual products and services and 
finally what difficulties does the company have to cope with when it carries out an environmental audit 
review. 
The second section consisted of seven items. The first asking from the respondent to state if his company 
presents its environmental activities to stakeholders, the second if his company presents its environmental 
activities to general public, the third if his company hold an environmental review statement, the fourth 
what is the format of the presented information, the fifth how oflen does the company report its 
environmental activities, the sixth if it was possible to send a copy of the environmental report or other 
environmental statements/publications, and finally space provided for additional comments. 
I Time to load the web page. Time required to think and complete the answer in detail. I 
SUMMARY OF SUGGESTIONS FOR MIPROVEMENTS 
Where applicable provide a list of considerations or activities for the respondent to choose from. Some 
items of the questionnaire required more description. Personal details should be confidential to secure 
unbiased replies. The size of the respondents organisation should be specified. 
Carimerts. Twenty people participated in the first piloting of the survey. The most important comments 
were the following. 
r> Section 1. item 1.1 believe that companies %%ill claim that they comply with legislation. Provide a list of environmental 
compliance areas for the respondent to choose from for example checking your suppliers approach to environmental standards, 
recognise environmental risks as part of the normal checklist of risk assessment and management. (Researcher) 
9> Section 1. Item 2. Suggest create a hierarchy give I to higher and put down to maybe five reasons. (Environmental Auditor) 
9> Section 1. Item 2. You will need to be very tactful to get reliable answers here most companies may not wish to be quoted. 
(Packaging Consultancy) 
9> Section 1. Item 4. An hierarchy of activities may be best since participants may wish to include more than one category. 
(Environmental Researcher) 
> Section 1. Item 8.1 suggest to make your categories for subsequent analysis and leave open the item of what difficulties 
companies have in controlling the whole process when carry an environmental audit review. (Engineer) 
r> Section 2. Item 2. Surely it's the form of presentation which counts respondents on your questionnaire might say 'yes' if 
they simply put one sentence about their intentions on their products or publicity. (Head of Environmental Affairs) 
D- Section 2. Item 5. Try to give more specifications by asking who they report their environmental activities and for public may 
be weekly in leaflets and annually for shareholders. (Product Designer) 
> Section 2. Additional Comments. Consider the time for loading the web page, it might be a reason for not getting replies. 
Check also possible willingness of the respondents to co-operate again. (Lecturer) 
D- Section 2. Additional Comments. I see from your email list that you have included a number of small companies and charities. 
I think you should ask people to specify the size of their firm (unless you are taking turnover etc. data from Companies House) 
otherwise you will miss a very important factor. My answers to the first part of the survey are a reflection of the very low regard 
to environmental issues that most firms give. If you excluded fums smaller than, say, 1000 employees or a turnover of L100 
million, then your results would, I suspect, be very different. (Assistant Director, Environment Unit) 
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S eoond Fennat of the Qu5dotirde 
The second format of the survey questionnaire presented on the following pages (p. 58-62 in appendix IV). 
It should be noted however that the included questionnaire pages are the final ones. The second format 
that piloted through a web page design was very similar like the one included. The changes were as 
follows. - 
LACKING DETAILS 
Revision of the specified options appHed in some itemi. Efforts should be made to include all the 
existing considerations. 
SUMMARY OF SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS 
Pre-recorded values to scaled items and, reconsidered the existing values to be more precise and 
descriptive. Think about correlation's between the items. 
I Consider sending the survey by post as well by e-mail. I 
Canmets: Eighteen people participated in the second piloting of the survey. The most important 
comments were the following. 
r> SECTION 1. Item 2. Comments Other: 'Implementation of codes of EMS is usually driven by end-users e. g. Sainsbury's 
demand IS09000 from their suppliers some of whom are anticipating Sainsburys' by also implementing ISO 14000 1. Most (I 
would argue all) companies that put in environmental reporting are doing so because it gives them a competitive edge, not for 
moral reasons. e. g.: BT, GKN, BAe et al. ' Environment, Risk and Safety Executive, Engineering Council 
> SECTION 1. Item 2. Comments Other: 'Companies need to put more resources and co-operate in some sort of take back 
system. Most current practice inmost industries is outdated. If the patience and research is done, most will find very yielding 
opportunities if they are willing to take the chance at non conventional or new practices. There seems to be an insecure 
sentiment from industry. Companies are just trying to satisfy conservative shareholders not looking into long term progress. Once 
the opportunity is exhausted, they simple move their money. We really need help from governments uniNing theii positions on 
pollution, lan& ill etc. Once laws are in place whereby they are applied to products sold in particular markýts, then all companies 
wishing to participate in that market simply must comply. By having non partisan industry 'watch dogs' in place with political and 
associative power (perhaps knowledge 
ýýblic opinion), muitinati6nals might be more congenial towards sustaining their! markets 
for the benefit of all. Currently, the macro accounting of most companies, does not surpass the 5 year. plan. I see very little 
progress with this end in mind. According the United Nations Environmental Program, by the year 2050, there lies a 500/a chance 
the world population will be 12 Billion. With this population looking to sustain the American way of life, we have a clear problem 
with resource consumption consequences (pollution, health, long-term effects etc. ). When it is too late, it is too late. ' 
Environmental Researcher - 
SECTION 1. Item S. Couldyoupkase crplain whatenvironmentalpractice means toyou? 
r> Adopting environmental kjisWons and standards 'For profit-making organisations compliance is the main driving force 
particularly now that the size of fines for non-compliance is so high. The best practice I have seen in Environmental Practice is 
the BT Environment Week and all the community programmes associated with it (in case you' re wondering I dodt work for BT, 
or have any other connection exempt as a consumer). In engineering (my sector) it is not usually a good idea to make the 
customers think too hard about the environment, unless in 'end-of-pipe' sectors. Environmental management is not management 
unless driven from the top it MUST be incorporated into the company plan, else it is worthless the backing of the board is 
essential so that they can effectively inform shareholders of the benefits of environmental management Engineers (professional, 
registered engineers, that is) have to follow a code of professional practice on Risk Issues and another on Environmental Issues. 
If they are found not to have done so, they can be struck off the register. A part of EMS is to keep stakeholders informed of 
environmental policy and performance. This includes consumers as well as local community. "Environment, Risk and Safety 
Executive' Engineering Council 
t> Other: 'Governments for take back legislation and zero packaging goal within the next couple of years is possible if enough 
people do something about it. Germany is a reasonable success at least as a start. We simply must start somewhere and work 
from there. ' Environmental Researcher 
t> SECTION 2. Item 3. 'Corporate environmental policies are a waste of time' Assistant Director, Institute ofEconomic Affafrs 
> SECTION 2. Item 3. 'The organisation wrote and implemented a Code of Professional Practice on Environmental Issues in 
1993 and followed this up with a set of Guidelines. These are applicable to all professional engineers registered in the UK. As 
they were created before the publication of EMAS11SO14001 these standards were not taken into account, but provision is made 
for such systems. The Guidelines will be re-written in 199718 to cover all the above. " Environment, Risk and Safety Executive, 
Engineering Council - Piloted Survey 
9> SECTION 2. Item 4 a) '1993' Because of: 'Demand from engineers who were working on Risk Analysis for more 
information about environmental risk and management. ' Environment, Risk and Safety Executive, Engineering Council 
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SECTION 2. Item 5.. Additional Comments: about 'aformat to check business environmental impact' 
9> 'Disagree strongly', 'an exercise in propaganda, obfuscation and evasion' Assistant Director, Environment Unit, institute of 
Econom ic Affairs 
, > Agree strongly, 'A complete analysis of the environmental impact of all company consequences. i. e.: related to the products 
they sell. ' Environmental Researcher 
[> SECTION 2. Item 6. Other'Never EMAS does not yet cover office-only functions where the organisation is a tenant and 
has no control over its waste stream once created. A study into %hether the organisation could apply EMS was carried out three 
years ago, before the standards were complete and it concluded that it was not appropriate at that time. With the re-write of the 
Guidelines, this position will be reviewed. ' Environment. Risk wid Sa . 
fety Erecutive, Engineering Council 
> SEC71ON 2. Item 7. If the answer Is positive, please give an example: 'LCAs of packaging' Head q .f 
Environmental 
Aff, zirs 
> SECTION 3. Item 1. Other 'The organisation has close ties with two veriý-ing companies (including Lloyd's Register) and 
has a very close working relationship with the Department of the Environment and the Environment Agency. ' Environment. Risk 
and Safety Erecutive, Engineering Council 
c> SECTION3. Item 7. 'Observe what lead countries and companies are doing. Monitor green interest in public. ' Head 
of Environmental Affairs 
t> SECTION3. Item 7. 'R &D will offer opportunities unrealised before. This %vill decide the future trends and, my 
words earlier on the UNEP (elaborated above). ' Environmental Researcher 
t> SECTION3. Item 7. 'Produce better products that use fewer resources in production, distribution and use. Favour the 
use of new materials if they get the job done better. Favour lighmeight packaging over recyclable packaging if both do the same 
job at the same cost Source materials and production in places that have less strict environmental regulations you will be doing 
the people in those places a favour but continue to obey the principles of common law (see above). Do not support corrupt 
regimes. Do not buy or lease stolen land. ' Assistant Director, Emironment Unit, Institute or Economic Affairs 
> SECTION3. Item 7. 'Showing examples of competitive companies. Marketing and talking a lot. ' Environmcntal 
Consultancy, Spain 
> SECTION3. Item 7. 'Keep up-to-date on trends in legislation and the Markets by reaching journals/, newsletters and 
other publications. I would refer the examples of companies %&ho have applied for this eco-label e. g. Hoover and Cix)p. ' Business 
Service Manager, Environmental Consultancy 
> SECTION3. Item 7. 'We conduct market surveys on a regular basis. We have enquire if envirorimcntal products are 
important to them and or their clients. We have found that the specifiers (of products) would like to use environmentally friendly 
products as long as they do not cost any more. ' PackagingUmm/acturer, Ciorada 
Additional comments and Recommendations: 
t> 'Germany, packaging and take back. Next stage would be entire take back for all products sold and the responsibility on the 
companies selling therefore, if they want to participate in an economy, they simply have to comply. ' University Ph. g. Researcher 
> 'Examples of Best Practice (all of the following have been sort-listed for, or won, the Environment Award for Engineers: 
Sainsbury's Environmental Management Team environmental management; Normalair-Garrett (GKN) environmental 
management and technology-, BT environmental management and technology-, South Staffordshire Water Company 
environmental management and technology, Cleveland Cascade Chutes technology; Rolls Royce Oil and Marine technology. ' 
Environment, Risk and Safety Executive, Engineering Council 
> 'No overall estimate of environmental impact is possible. Environmental audits tend to measure degree of compliance with 
regulations, but these regulations rarely have much to do with real environmental impact. Environmental improvements tend to 
come through autonomous technological change (such as the use of natural gas rather than coal to fire power stations), 
Regulatory -induced changes are often very expensive. Not all regulations are bad, of course, but it is difficult to know which are 
desirable and which repugnant. Other corporate environmental activities include such dubious actions as funding environmental 
pressure groups (who then put out ridiculous propaganda materials making all sorts of dubious claims about the coming 
apocalypse). One quite reasonable use of corporate funds is the creation of nature reserves and the sponsorship of projects such 
as CAMPFIRE. However, only a few companies actually engage in these activities, partly because few have departments 
responsible for charitable activities. In diis regard, was particularly impressed by De Beer's game reserve in the Northern 
Transvaal. ' Assistant Director, Environment Unit, Institute of Economic Affairs 
The survey took place over a period of nine months from March 1997 to December 1997. The piloted 
stage was for the period of four months - that includes the time for producing the web page design - 
between March 1997 to June 1997. 
The main survey contacted for a period of five months between July 1997 to December 1997 (excluded 
August '97). The sample collected were 64 replies obtained from UK based packaging companies. 
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Table V. 2. Section 1. - Personal views on business environmental debate 
Survey Results indicating the number qf respondents in each item and the percentage 
Item 1 Do you believe that environmental issues are highly important in business operations? 
Value Label Sco re Percentage 
I Very important 43 67.19% 
2 Rather important 14 21.88% 
3 Not very important 1 1.56% 
4 Not at all important 6 9.38% 
Comment: One respondent indicates that environmental issues are 'very important' for large companies and 'not at all important' 
for small companies. - Design Counsullancy, Packaging Design 
Item 2 "at doyou believeare the main motivationsfor companies response in the environmental 
agenda? 
Ethical Environmental Consumer Codesof Competitive Environmental 
investment/ legislation/ pressure practice - position from profit 
responsibilities penalfles Green ENIASfBS otherbusiness 
marketing . 
7750/lSO environmental 
9000,14001 initiatives 
Value Label Score % Score % Score % Score % Score % Score % 
I, Agree 6 9.38 38 59.38 8 12.50 7 10.94 2 313 8 12.50 
strongly 
2 Tend to 35 54.69 26 40.63 51 . 
79.69 50 78.13 48 75.00 28 43.75 
agree 
3 Tendto 17 26.56 0 0.00 3 469 4 6.25 11 17.19 26 40.63 
disagree 
4 Disagree 6 9.38 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 1.56 0 0.00 
strongly 
5 No 2 3.13 3 4.69 2 3.13 2 3.13 
answer 
> 'Culturepressure is importewt'Business Senice Manager, Environmental Counstfltancy 
Item 3 "en didyoufirst introduce environqtental requirements on products andlor seryices? 
Value Label Sco re Percentage Value Label Score Percentage 
1 1975 or before 6 9.38% 8 1993 6 9.38% 
2 1976 to 1980 5 7.81% 9 1994 13 20.31% 
3 1981tol984 1 1.56% 10 1995 0 0.00% 
4 1985 to 1987 8 12.50% 11 1996 5 7.81% 
5 1988tol990 7 10.94% 12 Not yet 7 10.94% 
6 1991 0 0.00% 13 No answer 3 4.69% 
7 1992 3 4.69% 
Item 4* "at proportion of information about environmental implications for business activities 
did you learn from the jollwing sources? 
F liege Studies co Conference Exidbition Journal/ Publications Clients requirements Value Label Score % Score % Score % Score % Score % 
I Always 1 1.56 1 1.56 0 0.00 7 10.94 6 9.38 
2 75% of 2 3.13 5 7.81 10 15.63 33 51.56 10 15.63 
the time 
3 50% of 9 14.06 24 37.50 19 28.13 10 15.63 25 39.06 
the time 
4 25% of 8 12.50 12 18.75 12 18.75 14 21.98 1 1.56 
the time 
5 Hardly 26 40.63 10 15.63 19 29.69 0 0.00 18 28.13 
ever 
6 Never 18 28.13 12 18.75 5 7.81 0 0.00 4 6.25 
Oiher 
t* 'Practical leaming at work' Head of Environmental Affairs 
r> 'At work' commented by five: Head of Environmental Affairs; Environmental Affairs Co-ordinator, Paper Packaging-, 
Environmental Manager, Corrugated Packaging; Head of Environmental Affairs; and Manager, Paper Packaging 
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Itcm5 Could you please eyplain what environmental practice means to you? 
Adopting Support Encourage Integrate Recognise Checkingyour GKIng 
environmental communitv customers to environmental environmenta supplicrs environmental 
legislations and environmýnt consider In management I risks As part approach to Information to 
standards al relation depth the in corporate of the normal enilronmental consumers In 
programmes environmental level checklist of standards/offic an ethical 
Implication of risk lal certificate context 
yourbusiness assessment & 
acti"ities management 
Value Label Score % Score % Score % Score % Score % Score % Score % 
I Agree 24 37.50 8 12.50 18 28.13 33 51.56 31 48.44 19 29.69 23 35.94 
strongly 
2 Tendto 38 59.38 38 59.38 32 50.00 24 37.50 33 51.56 34 53.13 28 43.75 
agree 
3 Tend to 0 0.00 13 20.31 13 20.31 5 7.81 0 0.00 10 15.63 13 13.00 
disagree 
4 Disagree 2 9.38 2 3.13 1 1.56 1 1.56 0 0.00 1 1.56 0 0.00 
strongly 
5 No 3 4.69 1 1.56 
L- 
answer 
I I 
Com men ts: A dopdng environmentallegislations and standards 
if so, which one is inplace now, anyour company? 
'Everybody' Senior Engineer, Environmental Counsultancy 
C> 'ýatisiying our customers requirements. ' Sales Department, Packaging Design 
C> 'Lots of different environmental regulations. ' Head ofEnvironmentalAffairs 
> 'Packaging waste legislation being implemented' Packaging1lonRizer, Toys Packcýizipýlr 
'ISO 9002'Manager 
* 'Producer Responsibility Obligations (Packaging Waste) Regulations 1997., Packgizing Engineer 
* '14001' ResearchAlanager, PackagingMiatufacturer 
* 'Paper recycling' Researcher 
* 'Priorities in our customers requirements' Packaging Design hinovation 
J> 'Recycling legislation' Nlwiager, PackagingAlanufaclurer' 
t> 'Packaging waste Directive' Packaging Engineer, Paper Packaging 
Other 
C,, -obeying common law principles; avoiding nuisance; compensating parties for harm inflicted. producing goods in the most 
economically efficient way. ' Assistant Director, Environment Unit, Institute ofEconomicAffairs 
P. 'Reducing your environmental impact. ' Business Service Manager, Environmental Consultant 
Table V. 3. Section 2- Corporate Environmental Profile 
Survey Results indicating Me number qf respondents in each item and the percentage 
item I When did your organisation start its initiatives to be environmentally responsible? 
Value Label Sco re Percentage Value Label Score Percentage 
1 1975 or before 12 18.75% 8 1993 0 0.00% 
2 1976 to 1980 5 7.81% 9 1994 15 23.44% 
3 1981 to 1984 1 1.56% 10 1995 0 0.00% 
4 1985 to 1987 2 3.13% 11 1996 11 17.19% 
5 1988 to 1990 10 15.63% 12 Not yet 1 1.56% 
6 1991 0 0.00% 13 No answer 2 3.13% 
7 1992 5 7.81% 
Item 2 Does ymir organisation have an environmentalpolicy? 
Value Label Score Percentage Value Label Score Percentage 
I Always 29 45.31% 4 Hardly ever 12 18.75% 
2 Nearly 8lWayS 20 31.25% 
1 
5 Never 2 3.13% 
3 Often 0 0.00% 6 No answer 1 1.56% 
Item 2a. nen was the policyformally established? 
Value Label Score Percenta ge Value Label Score Percentage 
I More than four years ago 33 51.56% 
1 
4 Lastyear 11 17.19% 
2 Three years ago 12 18.75% 5 This year 1 1.56% 
3 Two years ago 0 0.00% 6 No answer 7 10.94% 
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Item3 Could you please state what sort of environmental commitments the policy implies? 
Compliance with Control Specific Particular area Waste management 
legislation environmental management of organisation audits 
impact aspect related operation 
with corporate 
policv svstems 
Value Label Sco re % Score % Score % Sco re % Score % 
I Always 56 87.50 30 46.88 16 25.00 18 28.13 13 20.31 
2 75% of the time 0 0.00 5 7.81 22 34.38 12 18.75 10 15.63 
3 50% of the time 1 1.56 22 34.39 6 9.38 10 15.63 1 1.56 
4 25% of the time 5 7.81 6 9.38 1 1.56 12 18.75 12 18.75 
5 Hardly ever 1 1.56 0 0.00 5 7.81 10 15.63 15 23.44 
6 Never 1 1.56 1 1.56 12 18.75 0 0.00 12 18.75 
7 No answer 2 3.13 1 1.56 
Suppliers I audits Quality Control Vcrifýing Cost savings 
addits svstems audits 
Value Label Sco re % Sco re % Score % Sco re % 
I Always 24 37.50 17 26.56 12 18.75 11 17.19 
2 75% of the time 0 0.00 6 9.38 1,1.56 11 17.19 
3 50% of the time 6 9.38 15 23.44 20 31.25 12 18.75 
4 25% of the time 6 9.38 12 18.75 12 18.75 11 17.19 
5 Hardly ever 14 21.88 AO 15.63 15 23.44 0 0.00 
6 Never 12 18.75 3 4.69 3 4.69 18 28.13 
7 No answer 2 3.13 1 1.56 1 1.56 1 1.56 
Other, Please specify: 
> 'Safe handling and -application of products. Disposal of empty containers' Packýgi? kz Consultwicy 
Item4 Has you organisalion changed its environmentalpolicy over the last decade? 
Value Label Sco re Percentage 
I Yes 24 37.50% 
2 No 18 28.13% 
3 Not sure 2. 34.381/o 
Ifyes: Item 4 a) Can you recall when it was? 
1. * 199 1' Head of Environmental Affairs 
2. 'Yes, in 1994 to focus on Sustainable Business Development' Fine Papers Environmental Advisor 
3. '6 years ago' Business Manager, President, Packaging Manufacturcr Company 
4. 'A progress of continuous improvement over the ten years period. ' Packaging Consultancy 
5. '1996' Packaging Manufacturer 
6. '1996' Manager, Packaging Manufacturer 
7.11996' Packaging Construction 
8. ' four years ago' Business Manager, Packaging Manufacturer 
Item 4 a) nal was the principal catalystfor the change ofpolicy? 
I. 'Merger'llead ofEnviroinnentalAffairs 
2. 'Better understanding of how future environmental pressures would affect business' Fine Papers EnvironmentalAdvisor 
3. 'Moved the manufacturer operation. ' Business1lanager, President, Packaging Sfanufacturer Company 
4. 'Pending legislation in many countries. ' Packaging Consullancy 
5, 'Waste legislation. ' Packagingkianufacturer 
6. 'New legislation and technology. ' Manager, Packaging Manufacture 
7. 'ISO 1400 V Packaging Consiruction 
8. 'Improved the manufacturing operation' Business Manager, Packaging Alanufacturer 
Item5 nich of lhefollawing describes bestforyou the term 'environmentalaudit? 
Value Label Value Label Value Label Value Label 
I Agree strongly 2 Tend to agree 3 Tend to disagree 4 Disagree strongiv 
A management tool to Sco re % Score % Score % Score % 
control business 16 25.000/a 35 54.69% 12 18.75% 1 1.56% 
environmental activities 
An environmental process in 13 20.31% 28 43.75% 22 34.38% 1 1.56% 
corporate level 
A business commitment to 22 34.38% 35 54.69% 6 9.38% 1 1.56% 
safeguard compliance with 
environmental legislation & 
standards 
A way to talk and present 2 3.13% 34 53.13% 27 42.19% 1 1.56% 
companys'environmental 
erlormance 
A format to check business 
r 
o 7 18 28.13% 24 37.500/a 21 32.81% 1 1.56% 
nmental impact envirTo, 
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Item 6 Does your company hold environmental audits which address the impact of its whole 
operation? Value Label Sco re Percentage 
I Always 12 18.75% 
2 Nearly always 5 7.81% 
3 75% of the time 0 0.00% 
4 50% of the time 6 9.38% 
5 25% of the time 12 18.75% 
6 Hardly ever 20 31.25% 
7 Never 9 14.06% 
item 6a Could you please state how frequently does your company have environmental audits? 
Value Label Score Percentage 
I One every year 12 18.75% 
2 Once every two years 13 20.31% 
3 One every three years 5 7.81% 
4 Other 5 7.81% 
5 No answer 29 45.31% 
Other. Please be more specific: 
> 'Three times/year' Paper Mill Company 
c> 'Depends on the legislation' Chief Designer, Packaging Manufacturer 
> 'One every three years. Periodically in some aspects of operations. Never on an overall basis. ' Business Manager, Pack-aging 
Manufacturer Company 
" 'Info not available' Packaging Engineer 
" 'Depends on the legislation/ periodically'stated by Fine Papers Environmental Advisor; Paper Company, Paper Environmental 
Advisor; Paper Company 
> 'Audit frequency depends on the legislation' Chief Designer, Packaging; Packaging Designer, Packaging Manufacturer; 
Design Manager, Paper Packaging Manufacturer, Paper Packaging Manufacturer-, 
> 'Periodically depends on the legislation. ' Manufacturer Packaging 
9> 'Not enough information available. ' Packaging Designer, Toy Manufacturer; Packaging Engineer; Paper Packaging 
Manufacturer; Designer, Paper Packaging Manufacturer-, 
Item 7 Does)-our company hold a particular audit for individual products or set-vices? 
Value Label Score Percentage 
I Always 10 15.63% 
2 Nearly always 5 7.81% 
3 75% of the time -8 12.50% 
4 50% of the time 0 0.00% 
5 25% of the time 0 0.00% 
6 Hardly ever 12 18.75% 
7 Never 28 43.75% 
8 No answer 1 1.56% 
Item 7a Could you please state how ftequently does your company have an eiwironmental audit for 
products andor services? Value Label Score Percentage 
I One every year 12 18.75% 
2 Once every two years 5 7.81% 
3 One every three years 0 0.00% 
4 Other 17 26.56% 
5 Never 30 46.88% 
Other. Please be more specific: 
" 'Three times/Year' Paper Mill Company 
" 'When we launch a new product, system. ' Chief Designer, Packaging Manufacturer 
" 'Info not available'Packaging Engineer 
" 'Apply for new product introduction' Head of Design, Packaging Manufacturer, Packaging Designer, Packaging 
Manufacturer; President, Manufacturing Packaging; Head of Design, Paper Packaging Manufacturer 
Item 8 nich of thefollowing difficulties do you most encounter when implementing an environmental 
audit review? 
Difficulties to Difficulties to Difficulties to find Difficulties to Clear guidelines 
collect data control the whole the appropriate cope with not available 
process staff resources and 
costs involved 
Value Label Score % Score % Score % Score % Score % 
I Always 29 45.31 22 34.38 11 17.19 22 34.38 11 17.19 
2 Nearly always 1 1.56 1 1.56 12 18.75 1 1.56 12 18.75 
3 Often - 10 15.63 23 35.94 16 25.00 23 35.94 2 3.13 
4 Hardly ever 16 25.00 10 15.63 16 25.00 5 7.81 21 32.81 
5 Never 2 3.13 1 1.56 1 1.56 6 9.38 6 9.38 
6 No answer 6 9.38 7 10.94 8 12.50 7 10.94 12 18.75 
Other. Please state: 
c> 'No real experience' Puckaging Manufacturer Company 
> 'No clear El comparisons for industry. We need a large order or magnitude more in research to assess %,. hat the El or the 
actions and products we buy are. ' Environmental Researcher 
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rable VA Section 3- Environmental Management approach 
ýurvey Results indicating the number of respondents in each item and the percentage 
Iteml How does your company cany out its environmental activities? 
Value Label Value Label Value Label Value Label Value Label 
I Very lik-eiv 2 Likelv 3 Unlikeiv 4 VeTv unlB 5 No answer 
We employ an external Sco re % Score % Sco re % Sco re % Score % 
environmental consultant 7 10.94% 10 15.63% 21 32.81% 26 40.63% 
We have an environmental 23 35.94% 7 10.94% 10 15.63% 23 35.94% 1 1.56% 
team in place - We collaborate with 17 26.56% 26 40.63% 9 14.06% 8 12.50% 4 6.25% 
external environmental 
auditors 
We collaborate with 24 37.50% 28 43.75% 0 0.00% 12 18.75% 1.56% 
independent governmental 
bodiesIverifiers 
Other Please state: 
t> 'We are just forming an environmental management team. ' Business Manager, President, Packaging Manufacturer Company 
Item 2 Doesyour company present its environmental activities Performance? 
Value I. Abel Sco re Percentage 
I Alwavs 11 17.19% 
2 Nearly al%&ays 6 9.38% 
3 Often 21 32.81% 
4 Hardly ever 16 25.00% 
5 Never 10 15.63% 
Item 2a Ifyour compatly iSpreSenting its environmentalperformance, could)-ou please state to which 
of the following groups? 
Iders Board of Employees Goveryunental Interested General public I 
Directors 
I I 
Bodies partil 
I 
Value Label Score %. Score % Sco re % Score % Sco re % Sco re % 
I Always 26 40.63 38 59.38 2 34.38 15 23.44 10 15.63 14 21.88 
2 75% of 5 7.81 5 7.81 20 31.25 6 9.38 6 9.38 5 7.81 
the time 
3 50% of 6 9.38 4 6.25 0 0.00 20 31.25 13 20.30 16 25.00 
the time 
4 25% of 11 17.19 6 9.38 5 7.81 0 0.00 6 9.38 0 0.00 
the time 
5 Hardly 5 7.81 0 0.00 6 9.38 5 7.81 15 23.44 1 1.56 
ever 
6 Never 1 1.55 1 1.55 1 1.55 8 12.49 4 6.25 17 26.56 
7 No 10 15.63 10 15.63 5 15.63 10 15.63 10 15.63 11 17.19 
answer 
Item 3 Does your company publish an environmental review statement? 
Value Label Sco re Percentage 
II Always 21 32.81% 
2 Nearly alway s 1 1.56% 
3 Often 11 17.190/9 
4 Hardly ever 5 7.81% 
5 Never 26 40.63% 
Item 4 "at is theformal of the presented information? 
Value Label Value Label Value Label Value Label Value Label Value Label 
,I I Alway 2 Nearly 3 0 ft 
ýen 14 
Hardly 5 Never 6 No 
lwavs ever answer 
Environmental report Score % Score % Score % Score % Score % Score % 
21 32.81 0 0.00 1 1.56 6 9.38 0 0.00 36 56.25 
Leaflet 5 7.81 5 7.81 18 28.13 5 7.81 0 0.00 31 48.44 
Fact sheetfor individual 0 0.00 15 23.44 6 9.38 to 15.63 5 7.81 28 43.75 
pro, hicts orparticular 
activities 
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Item5 How often you report environmental activities? 
Additional Comment. *. 'Info not available. ' Packaging Engineer, Packaging Paper Compaqv 
Item 6. Is it possible to send me a copy ofyour environmental report or other environmental statement 
publications? Value Label Sco re 
I Yes 17 
2 No 20 
3 Not any 27 Total Reports received: 17 
Additional Comment: 'Not %%ithout f irst obtaining permission from our clients. ' Packaging Consultancy 
Item 7. Your Own View: How can companies anticipate and plan for fulure trends on emironmental 
product dewdopment? 
> 'All our products are paper based 100% recyclable and recycled, monitor trade journal environmental reporting, monitor/ 
Respond to our blue chip customer requirements/ Design 'weight' out of packaging and volume to cut costs in piece prices / 
Transportation/ Recovery and recycling. Design packaging away from non- environmental materials i. e. EPS (Expanded 
polystyrene), foams etc. made from non renewable materials. Alihough companies agree in general to the ethic responsibilities 
towards the environment. they want to be seen to be doing right but also save packaging costs We can usually design cost out 
successfully. Some legislation has led companies paying more for packaging to meet standards but this is thi minority in the 
packaging industry at prescnL' Chief Designer, Packaging Manufacturer 
" 'Forums and conferences with closer planning this action plans. ' Toys Packaging Business 
" 'With financial aid and assistance from government agencies' Packaging Design Innovation 
" 'E , xaminc enviroruncntal 
projects to 2010/1-020 and %vork out a 'sustainable business' strategy. ' Fine Papers Environmental 
Adviser 
> 'Hasbro as many branches in other countries and changes in attitudes in this country can usually be detected earlier in other 
countries such as Germany or US. ' Packagirig Engineer, Toy Manufacturer 
> 'The views expressed reflect the past and current situation in our project work for clients. ' Proprietor, Packaging 
Consultancy 
> 'Examination of raw material, safety information approvals through the European legislation. ' Research. Manager, 
Packa&9 Manufacturer 
r> 'By participating in the decision making, lobbying, and shaping process. ' Packaging Consultancy 
[Table IXA Section 4. - Demographics of the subjects' 
Business activity 
Number of employees 
Value IAbcl Sco re 
1 149 10 
2 50-99 19 
3 100-249 8 
4 250499 6 
TurnoverValue Label 
Value Label Sco re Percentage 
I Considtancy 10 15.63% 
2 Packaging design 10 15.63% 
3 Paper & board supplier 2 3.13% 
4 Paper & packing manufacturer 35 54.69% 
5 Other 7 10.94% 
Percentage Value Label Score Percentage 
15.63% 5 500-1000 4 6.25% 
29.69% 6 1000+ 15 23.44% 
12.50% 7 No answer 2 3.13% 
9.38% 
I Under 11 million 
2f1 -0 million 
3 L6410million 
4CI 1425 million 
Item I Do vou want 
to remain ano;, 1, molls? 
L-Abel score 
Yes 61 
No 2 
No answer I 
Sco re Percentage Value Label Sco re Percentage 
1 1.5 6% 5 L26450 million 4 6.25% 
9 14.060/c, 6 014100million 0 0.00% 
27 42.19% 7 Over L 100 million 15 23.44% 
5 7.81% 8 No answer 3 4.69% 
Item 2 Do you wish to be informed 
about the resulls ofthe survey? 
Score 
53 
10 
I 
Item 3 Are you willing to co-operate 
again during the process ofthe research? 
Score 
48 
16 
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ITable V. 5. Principal Investigation A'econdVurvev Data Results 
I Candidate 123456 7-7 9 10- it 12 13 1.1 1 rý IA 117 1. --- 
Sectio 1. Item 1. 4 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 
.1 
4 
Item 2. a 3 3 3 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 
Item 2. b I I 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 
Item 2. c 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 
Item 2. d 2 2 2 5 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 2 2 
Item 2. e 12 2 2 1 3 4 2 2 2 3 1 3 2 1 2 2 23 3 2 
Item 2. f 2 2 2 3 2 1 2 1 3 3 1 1 31 1 
Item " 9 9 7 13 12 4 11 1 8 4 8 5 2 12 9 s 1-1 13 
Item 4, a 5 5 3 5 1 4 6 4 4 5 4 3 1 4 6 (1 s2 
Item 4. b 3 5 4 5 4 4 2 6 4 5 4 
Item 4c 2 2 5 5 5 4 5 6 4 1 s 4 4 
Item 4A 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 4 2 2 4 2 4 2 2 
[tern 4e 5 3 3 3 5 4 2 1 3 3 5 5 3 3 1 2s 
Item 5a 1 1 2 2 4 4 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 11 
Item i 1) 2 2 4 4 3 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 
Item 5. c 1 2 3 3 4 3 2 2 2 1 3 2 -1 2 1 2 
lieni 5. d 
11 
2 2 2 4 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 
1 te m5e 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 
-1 1 2 1 
Item 5f 2 2 2 4 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 
Item 5F 1 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
'ý; ec flo 1 
2. Item 1. 9 9 7 1 12 4 11 1 9 1 5 5 2 11 9 5 4 
Item 2 2 2 4 5 s 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 1 1 2 14 4 
Item 2a 2 2 6 6 6 5 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 2 1 4 11 
Item 3ý a I I 1 1 6 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1s I 
Item 3b 1 6 1 4 1 1 1 1 14 
Item 3c 2 2 1 7 7 6 5 2 1 6 2 2 1 1 6 4 6 
Item 3, d 1 2 5 7 7 1 4 3 1 4 1 3 2 1 1 2 4 4 
Item 3e 6 6 5 6 7 1 2 1 4 6 5 3 1 
Itcm 3, f 6 6 5 6 7 6 1 4 1 1 6 5 3 1 1 14 s 
Item 3, g . 
11 6 7 6 2 1 1 31 6 4 3 2 1 1 4 14 
Item 3. h 5 3 6 7 6 3 3 1 4 6 s 3 2 1 1 4 14 s 
Item 3.1 6 6 3 6 7 6 2 3 1 4 6 6 4 3 1 1 23 6 
Itern 4 2 3 3 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 23 1 
Item 5a 1 2 2 2 4 2 3 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 
.1 Item 5. b 1 2 2 2 4 3 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 3 13 1 2 2- 
Item 5c 1 2 2 2 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 11 1 2 2 
Item 5. d 3 3 3. 2 4 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 22 3 1 
Item 5e 3 3 3 2 4 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 21 2 2 2 
Item 6. 5 6 7 7 7 5 6 1 4 7 6 2 5 1 1 6 17 6 5 5 
Item 6. a 5 5 5 5 5 2 5 4 2 5 3 2 1 5 1s 
Item 7. 6 7 7 7 8 7 3 1 7 6 6 7 2 1 7 7 7 1 
Item 7a 5 5 5 s 5 1 4 4 4 4 5 2 5 1 1 15 
Item 11 a 1 1 6 1 5 1 1 4 4 5 4 31 6 1 1 1 1 4 "1 
Item 8 1) 1 1 6 1 2 3 4 3 6 4 6 1 1 1 1 1 
Item 8c 2 2 6 2 6 2 3 4 4 5 6 4 6 4 1 1 1 3 3 
Item 8, (1 1 1 6 1 i I 1 11 11 6 4 6 3 1 1 11 
Item 8e 2 2 6 2 5 2 6 4 s 4 6 4 4 6 4 1 1 41 4 6 6 
Iten, Ia 2 2 3 4 1 4 4 11 4 4 3 4 1 14 4 4 
2 2 4 4 1 
-1 4 1 1 .1 1 1 1 1 -1 4 4 
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Item 1. c 1 2 2 5 1 4 2 1 2 
Item 1. d 1 1 2 2 1 4 4 2 1 2 
4 4 
Item 2. 3 3 5 5 5 5 4 2 1 
1 4 1 4 7 - 4 
Item 2. aa 1 1 6 6 6 6 5 2 
31 4 4 2 5 4 4 4 
Item 2. ab 1 1 6 6 6 6 4 -7 
1 6 1 
Item 2. ac 2 2 6 6 6 6 4 2 
1 
1 
1 6 1 1 6 1 4 4 
Item 2. ad 3 3 6 6 6 6 S 3 
1 6 
Item 2. ae 3 3 6 6 6 6 5 2 
1 6 
Item 2. af 3 7 6 6 6 6 6 2 
1 4 
Item 3, 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 
1 6 6 6 7 6 6 
Item 4. a 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
Item 4. b 3 3 6 6 6 6 2 3 
Item 4c 2 2 6 6 6 6 6 4 2 3 
FSection 4. Activivy 1 1 4 2 5 1 2 
No empl. 2 2 2 2 7 1 6 6 
Tumo% er 3 3 1 3 8 2 7 1 
4 3 31 4 1 
4 7 5 1 4 2 
Candidate 23 24 2,5 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 J4 J5 36 
Secuon 1. Item 1 4 1 2 1 2 1 
37 is 39 40 41 42 43 
1 4 1 1 
Item 2a 3 2 2 2 4 
Item 2b 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 
4 
Item 2c 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Item 2d 2 1 2 1 2 2 
Item 2. e 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Item 2, f 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 
2 2 2 
Item 3. 9 1 11 1 11 1 9 9 1 
2 
9 
Item 4, a 5 1 6 4 6 4 S 5 4 S 5 
Item 4b 3 4 6 4 6 4 4 3 3 4 3 5 2 3 Item 4c 2 6 5 6 5 6 2 2 6 2 4 
Iteni 4, d 1 4 2 4 ...... ... ... 2 ......... .... ............. ......... 4 2 1 4 2 2 
Item 4, c 5 6 2 6 2 6 2 5 6 3 
Item 5. a 1 1 2 1 2 1 
5 2 3 3 2 3 3 
2 1 1 2 1 
Iteni ih 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 
Item 5. c 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 
2 3 
Item 5. d 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 
3 2 
Item 5e 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
2 
Item 5, t, 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 
Item 5g 1 2 3 2 3 2 2 1 2 2 
2 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 
ýection 2. Item 1 9 1 11 I I1 1 9 13 1 9 
2 
9 
1 
9 9 7 
Item 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 
Item 2. a 2 1 4 1 4 1 2 
1 2 1 4 2 2 4 1 1 4 
2 1 2 1 2 
Item 1a 1 1 4 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Item 3. b 1 1 4 1 4 1 3 1 1 3 1 1 
- ý ltem 3. c 2 5 2 5 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 
Item 3d 1 3 4 3 4 3 2 1 2 1 
1 2 
Item 3c 6 2 4 2 4 2 6 6 2 6 1 
Item 6 4 1 4 1 4 7 6 4 6 1 6 6 1 6 Item 3, L4 5 1 2 1 1 5 5 1 5 1 S 
Item 3. h 5 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 11 5 1 S 
Item 3, i 6 3 2 2 3 6 6 o 1 6 
ficni 4 2 3 2 2 3 3 1 2 
ftem 5a 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 
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Item 5. c I 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 Item 5. d 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 
Item 5e 3 1 2 1 1 3 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 -7 -7, -7 Item 6. 5 6 5 6 5 6 6 5 6 6 1 5 
Item 6, a 5 6 1 6 1 6 5 5 6 5 4 -5 4 
Item 7. 6 1 3 1 3 1 7 6 1 7 7 6 7 
Item 7a 5 4 1 4 1 4 5 5 4 5 4 5 
Item 8. a 1 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 
Item 8, b 1 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 3 1 4 1 
Item 8. c 2 4 3 4 3 4 2 2 4 2 4 2 4 6 2 2 0 4 2- 4 6 Item &d 1 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 3 1 5 1 5 
Item 8. e 2 4 4 4 2 2 4 2 i I i 
Section 3 Item Ia 2 3 4 1 4 3 2 2 1 2 4 2 
Item Lb 2 1 4 1 4 1 4 2 1 4 1 2 
Item 1. c 1 2 4 2 4 5 5 1 5 2 1 1 
Item 1. d 1 2 4 2 4 2 1 1 1 - I I 1 1 2 1 
1 tCt7l 2. 3 2 4 2 4 2 3 2 31 1 
Item , aa 1 2 5 -1 5 2 1 1 2 1 1 
Item . ab 1 2 4 41 4 2 1 1 2 1 1 
Item 2 ac 2 2 4 2 4 2 2 2 2 1 
Item lad 3 3 5 3 5 3 1 11 1 7 3 3 3 1 7 Item 2 ac -1 2 5 2 5 2 7 3 2 7 1 3 
Item 2. at' 3 2 6 2 6 2 7 3 2 7 1 
Item 3, 3 1 5 1 5 1 4 3 1 4 1 3 
Item 4a 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 
Item 4b 6 2 6 2 6 2 3 6 2 3 6 
Item 4c 2 4 0 4 6 4 2 2 6 2 2 2 
Sectioll 4. Activih, 1 5 4 4 1 1 3 4 4 1 4 4 No empl. 2 6 1 6 1 6 2 2 6 2 6 2 6 2 1 2 6 6 'I umover 
Canditate 
3 
44 
7 
45 
2 
46 
7 
47 
2 
48 
7 
49 
-1 
51) 51 
1 
52 
73 
53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 
Section 1. Item 1. 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Item 2. a 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 2 2 3 2 Item 2. b 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 Item 2. c 1 2 1 1 5 1 5 1 3 2 2 
Item 2A 2 2 2 2 5 2 5 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Item 2. e 3 2 3 3 5 3 5 3 3 2 2 
Item 2. f 3 2 3 3 5 3 5 3 3 3 2 3 3 
Item 3 4 7 4 4 13 4 13 4 5 2 4 -12 2 12 5 5 12 2 5 12 Item 4. a 5 3 5 5 6 5 5 5 5 3 6 6 3 6 6 3 6 6 3 6 6 Item 4b 5 6 5 6 6 6 6 5 6 5 3 3 
Item 4c 3 5 3 3 5 3 S 3 i 4 3 3 
Item 4. d 2 1) 1 1 2 2 2 1 4 3 3 
Item 4c 3 3 3 3 5 3 5 3 5 5 1 3 5 
Item 5a 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 Item 5b 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 
Item ic 1 3 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 
Item 5. d 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 
Item 5. c 2 -1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 
Item Sf 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 
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0 
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Evolutionary prototyping 
Model testing Interviews checklist and content analysis 
At the Testing and Evaluation Stage two phases of evaluation of the EMCS mo&, l took place. The first 
phase was the evaluation ofthe five formats of the models with emphasis in evaluating and exploring the 
options suggested for improvements for the EMCS model based on the findings from the Investigation 
Stage. At the second evaluation phase the revised format of the EMCS model tested and modified. 
................. 
ITable V1.1 Instrument used 
in Models Evaluation - Ist Phase 
At the first evaluation phase of the EMCS model eleven subjects interviewed by face-to-face. Those 
subjects in the analysis follows are classified as A. respondents before the numerical value corresponding CP 
to the number of subject. In addition three Elite interviews took place from those one group interview - 
those subjects are classified as B. respondents forthe purpose of the contents analysis. 
At this phase of models testing - evolutiona? y prototyping - the questionnaire design applied to I 
evaluation ofthe EMCS model and the suggested options for improvements from the previous research 
stage. However the other formats ofthe model placed in a file and displayed to the participants during the 
session. 
This evaluation took place from June 1997 to November 1997. The interview schedule were as follows. 
SECTION L Introduction - Alodels Testing 
The aims of the Ph. D. research and the scope of the interview explained to the potential respondent by 
phone and a day and time forthe interviewed have been confirmed. Prior to the interview the evaluation 
questionnaire sent by post or by fax to the prospect interviewer. The materials were accompanied with a 
covering letter that summarised the aims of the interview and remind the day and time of the interview 
that had been arranged a page with a project description was also included. In addition, it was 
acknowledged the participants willingness to co-operate with the research, promised them that 
confidentiality will kept at any time and that the information provided will be used for academic 
purposes. Moreover, to motivate the interviewers to participate it promised to be informed about the 
progress ofthe research and the outcomes if it was of their interest. 
SECTIoN 2. Personal Details of the subject - Alodels Testing 
This section completed by the research prior to the interview. The analysis include the position of the 
interviewer, the business activity/ type of the organisation and the location where the interview took 
place. 
SECTION 3. Attitude Questionnaire - Alodels Testing 
1) Are you familiar with the terminology used? 
I a) Does the terminology describe adequately the stages indicated? 
lb) Do you believe that the terminology should be borrowed from ISO 14000? 
2) Is the EMCS model self explanatory from one stage to another? 
2a) Do you understand the directions and the links provided? 
2b) Please state if something is missing or not described adequately. 
3) Do you think there is enough information and direction provided? 
3a) Do you believe that additional information to explain in details the process to be followed should 
included in the format of the model or should provided in a complimentary document? 
4) Do you believe that the final synthesis of the EMCS model should appear in a more simplified 
format? 4a) How do you perceive the idea of using a main simple model accompanied by sub-models 
that explain in more detail the stages of environmental analysis to be followed? 
5) Please give your thoughts on the use of the sub-models for internal and external communication? 
6) Do you find the EMCS model to have a practical application for packaging businesses? 
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7) Who do you believe could use the model? 
a) Environmental manager withitt the compaiiy b) Environmental Consultancy e-wernal 
c) Environmental auditor (internal or external) d) Head of Design/ Design Manager 
e) Design Consultancy 0 Other. (Please specify) 
8) Do you find any of the elements from the previous formats of the model prototyping to be useful for 
inclusion at the fmal format of the EMCS model? 
9) Do you have any suggestions for inclusion on the final model? 
9a) Do you have any comments on the research project? 
Table VI. 2.: Content analysis of data collected from face-to-face evaluation 
Attitudes Ouestionnaire - lst Phase Models tadnLy 
COMMUNICATION - USER UNDERASTANDING 
The information material used in the presentation and the format of the different models 
regarded very interesting and of very good quality. 
+ The format of the EMCS is the best interpretation of model prototyping compared with the other 
five formats of models. 
The EMCS model provides clear directions and useful information material. 
The amount of information included can be regarded more than necessary. 
The EMCS model presents a very good interpretation of the stages of environmental analysis 
to be followed. 
The EMCS model has potentials for practical application. 
The directions on the EMCS model are of good interpretation - clear atid ea. 5y to follmi,. 
The use of sub-models is very useful, practical and a very good concept. 
OTHER LACKING DETAILS 
Considered the use of e)dsting terminology where applicable. 
Reduced the amount of the information provided - keep the most essentialpoints. 
Make it more easy to follow by simplify links/directions from one stage to another. 
Use a simplify format of a main model and incorporate in the sub-models more details for the stages 
of environmental analysis to be followed. 
Borrow terminology from the ISO 14000 when it described the same process. 
Use an accompanying document that explains in detail the directions to be followed in support of the 
structure of the model. 
The interpretation of the final model should be closely related with the ISO 14000. 
The subsidiary models should provide information about: environmental auditing methodology; 
environmental responsibilities at internal and external level of business operation; design activities 
related to the ecological design characteristics and design management process. 
At. The subject found the presented material of good quality and the EMCS model the prototype 
with the most potential to be adopted. He found that the EMCS model provides clear directions and the 
links from one stage to another are very direct. He also found useful the information presented and efficient 
the structure ofthe model. The subject was also positive in the use of sub-models in support of the main 
model. However, he found that the model will be improved if the presented information reduced to the 
minimum required to bring the message across. He commented that the use of terminology from ISO 
14000 will improve the effectiveness of the model for a practical application. In particular, he suggested 
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the replacement ofthe wording 'audit' with the wording 'environmental audit' and he mentioned that the 
sub-models should describe: the environmental auditing methodology; environmental responsibilities at 
internal and external level of business operation; and design activities related to the eco-design 
characteristics and design management process. 
In general the subject found the EMCS model to be a combined approach to the use of EMS 
and eco-labelling - in terms of LCA considerations and assessment methodology. He found the model to 
have potential for practical application and he believed that the EMCS model can be used by 
environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. He expressed his agreement in the 
use of an accompanied document that explains in detail the directions to be followed in support of the 
model. It also discussed the option of using 'eco-points' in relation to the assessment matrix for 
environmental awarding of'packaging products. The subject felt that the use of an assessment matrix that 
examined environmental factors related with the design process; manufacturing process; social, legal and 
performance issues is an applicable extension of the EMCS model. He indicated that in such case a 
checklist with questions that specified the design of packaging should be supplied. During the five 
discussion the subject felt that there are guidelines available for EMS and general guidelines for packaging 
and environment. But these guidelines are suffering because there are scientific data and not easily 
understood by designers. AJso the EMS provided a good number of information for business 
environmental activities but is not so closely related to the product such as packaging. 
A2. The subject found the EMCS model to be the most advantageous prototype format compared 
with the other prototype formats of models. He found the directions and links on the EMCS model to be 
efficient and the information ofgood quality. He felt that the EMCS has potential to work in practice and 
the use of terminology from ISO 14001 will improve its applicability to be used in practice. The subject 
was also positive in the use of sub-models in support of the main model. He commented about the sub- 
models of internal and external communication that the stages to be follow are described well but the 
information in each box needed rephrasing aiming to be more direct. In particular he suggested for the sub- 
model ofexternal communication to keep only the information presented in the first two lines. He also felt 
that the presented information should be reduced to the minimum required and an accompanied document 
could explains in detail the use of the model. Finally he felt that the model can be used by environmental 
and design managers. 
A3. The subject felt that the models were a good interpretation of indicating environmental analysis 
stages to be followed. In particular he found the EMCS model to be the best interpretation compared with 
the other prototype formats of models. He believed that the EMCS model provides clear directions, also 
the information included is useful and, the structure of the model, the links and the directions are of good 
construction. He felt that because of that reasons the EMCS has potential to be used in practice. The 
subject was supportive in the use of sub-models in support of the main model. He mentioned that more 
attention might required in the use of terminology, directions and the presented information in order to 
improve the qualities of the model. He suggested to subtract the directions for'resource requirements' and 
, allocated personnel responsibilities' as information about these activities is described in the sub-models 
of internal and external communication. And, that the auditing cycle it should be kept the indication that 
is a repetitive cycle. Subject felt that the stages to be followed should be in more descriptive form. In 
addition, the information about eco-design activities and requirements presented in MEPA model can be 
kept and the model should be reconstructed and presented in a similar form like the EMCS model. He 
was also supportive in the use of an accompanied document to be used as a reference in explaining the use 
of the model. The model was recommended for use by environmental managers, environmental auditors 
and design managers. 
He commented that the EMCS model is an extremely good approach to develop assessment 
methodology for packaging products which combines aspects from the use ofEMS and eco-labelling. The 
option of using 'eco-points' for environmental awarding of packaging products was discussed with the 
subject. He felt that the use of an assessment matrix that examined envirorunental factors related with the 
design process; manufacturing process; social, legal and performance issues is an applicable extension cf 
the EMCS model. Subject also felt that the use of if checklist with questions that specified the design ef 
packaging should be useful material in guiding the process. During the freediscussion the subject 
felt that 
there are guidelines available for EMS and general guidelines for packaging and environment. But he 
found that these guidelines are suffering. Because, for example, environmental legislation - in particular the 
EC packaging and packaging waste Directive- states requirements and targets to be achieved for packaging 
without any specification given how these could be achieved in the design stage of packaging; 
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A4. The subject found that the EMCS model provides clear directions, the information included is 
usefid and, the structure ofthe model, the links and the directions are of good interpretation. He was also 
expressed his agreement in the use of sub-models in support of the main model. Moreover, subject found 
that a lot of information was presented and he suggested that the information should be reduced to the 
minimum required for the model to describe efficiently the stages of environmental analysis that are 
recommended. About the use ofthe terminology subject stated that he understood the terms used, but he 
felt that is more appropriate the use of terminology from ISO 1400. Specifically, he recommended to 
replace the wording 'strategic management' with 'environmental management system' as the central 
component ofthe model and replace the wording 'audit' with 'environmental audit'. He also said that the 
sub-models should describe: the environmental auditing methodology; environmental responsibilities at 
internal and external level of business operation; and design activities related to the eco-design 
characteristics and design management process. He found the EMCS model to be a good approach in the 
use ofEMS and eco-labelling - in terms ofLCA and assessment methodology considerations. The model 
was recommended for use by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. In 
addition, subject felt that the EMCS model can also be used by an accreditation body. And he indicated 
that on such occasions the use of the modet can be extended to awarding credits for different levels of 
environmental concern. 
The possibilities for environmental awarding on packaging products to those companies that used 
the model are also discussed with the subject. He expressed his agreement in the use ofa rating system as 
extension in the use of the model. The subject felt that there are guidelines available for EMS and general 
guidelines for packaging and environment. But he felt that even if EMS provided a good number cf 
information for business environmental activities is not so closely related to the product - such as 
packaging - itself, Subject also felt that the process of environmental analysis for paper packaging products 
has certain limitations. For example to access resources and the distance between mining and processing - 
differ from one paper mill to another as well as from one country to another; It also discussed that the 
description and the delineation of the system boundary considered can be different. And that the energy 
content of waste can be taken into account as a negative energy content. 
A5. The subject believed that the presented material is of extremely good quality. In particular, he 
found that the EMCS model was the prototype format with the most potential for practical application. 
According to subject comments the EMCS provides clear directions, and the information included is 
useful for the purpose of environmental assessment. Also, the structure of the model, the links and the 
directions are ofgood interpretation. Subject felt that it is essential the presented information to reduced to 
minimum required for the model to operate efficiently, he also suggest the use of existing terminology 
borrowed from EMSs and the use of an accompanied document that describes the process and provides 
detail instructions in the use of the model. In relation to the sub-models subject felt that they should 
describe: the environmental auditing' methodology; environmental responsibilities at internal and external 
level of business operation; and design activities related to the eco-design characteristics and design 
management process. In particular, the information about eco-design activities and requirements presented 
in MEPA model can be kept and the model should be reconstructed and presented in a similar form like 
the EMCS model. The model was recommended for use by environmental managers, environmental 
auditors and design managers. Subject felt that the formulation of the EMCS model presents a good 
interpretation of the relation of environmental management standards that apply at company level with 
environmental requirements at product - packtVng - level. 
A6. The subject felt that the presented models are of exceptional good quality and that the format of 
the EMCS has potential for practical application. The reason stated was the direct links and the format of 
the presented information. Subject was also positive in the use of sub-models in support of the main 
model. He suggested that more attention required in the use of presented information and in the use cf 
terminology. In particular he suggested the use of the wording 'environmental audit' instead of the 
wording 'audit'. He also believed that the sub-models should describe: the environmental auditing 
methodology; environmental responsibilities at internal and external level of business operation; and 
design activities related to the eco-design characteristics and design management process. Subject felt that 
the EMCS is a good structural model to combine the interrelation of environmental management 
standards that apply at company level with environmental requirements and eco-design specifications at 
product (paper packaging) level. Subject recommended that the model should be used by environmental 
managers, environmental auditors and design managers. In addition, subject suggested that the ENICS 
model has also potential to be used by an accreditation body. Subject was supportive in the possibility for 
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environmental awarding on packaging products to those companies that used the model. The option of 
using 'eco-points' and an assessment matrix as an extension in the use of the model for environmental 
awarding ofpackaging products was discussed with the subject. He felt that the use of three case studies to 
demonstrate the potential use ofthe matrix required. During the free discussion the subject felt that there 
are guidelines available for EMS and general guidelines for packaging and environment. But he felt that 
these guidelines are problematic. He stated as an example that environmental legislation (e. g. the EC 
packaging and packaging waste Directive) states requirements and targets to be achieved for packaging 
without any specification given how these could be achieved in the design stage of packaging; Finally he 
recommended that to implement EMAS or Environmental Management Standards in packaging business 
it is essential to use environmental auditing procedures that examining and address the environmental 
impact ofthe whole company's operation. 
A7. The subject found that the models are of a good 
, 
graphical representation of the stages cf 
environmental analysis and indicated his preferencein the format of the EMCS model prototype compare 
with the other five formats of the models. He found that the EMCS model contains valuable information 
material, and that the links and the directions are of good interpretation. He believed that the amount ef 
information included in the model can be reduced and he also stated that the use of terminology requires 
further examination. He suggested that the wording 'strategic management' should be replaced with the 
wording 'environmental management system' and the word 'audit' should -be replaced with 
tenvironmental audit'. About the sub-models of internal and external communication he felt that the 
stages to be follow are described well but the information in each box needed rephrasing aiming to be 
more direct. In particular he recommended for the sub-model of external communication to keep only the 
information presented in the first two lines. In discussion about the number of sub-models, subject felt 
that the subsidiary models should describe: the environmental auditing methodology; environmental 
responsibilities at internal and external level of business operation; and design activities related to the 
eco-design characteristics and design management process. He found applicable the model to be used by 
environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. He also suggests that the ENICS I 
can also be used by an accreditation body. He felt that it is worth considering the concept of extending the 
use of the model in awarding credits for different levels of environmental concern. 
A8. The subject felt that the work is of good quality and, indicated his preference in the format of the 
EMCS model for a practical use. The reason was that the format that the information presented on the 
EMCS is precise, the directions are clear, and the structure of the model is communicative. However he 
suggested to reduce the amount of presented information and he expressed his agreement in the use of an 
accompanied document that describes precisely the stages indicated in the model. In addition he 
recommended that attention required in the use of the terminology and where possible should be borrowed 
from EMSs. The subject recommended the use of the wording 'environmental audit' instead of the 
wording 'audit' and that the auditing cycle it should be kept the indication that is a repetitive cycle. 
Also, he felt that the stages to be followed should appear in more descriptive form. In relation to the sub- 
models the subject was supportive in the use of subsidiary models as part ofthe main model. He also felt 
that is appropriate to include the following five sub-models about: the environmental auditing 
methodology; environmental responsibilities at internal and external level of business operation; and 
design activities related to the eco-design characteristics and design management process. He believed that 
the model can be used by environmental and design managers. 
Subject felt that the use ofan assessment matrix that examined environmental factors related with 
the design process; manufacturing process; social, legal and performance issues is an applicable extension 
of the EMCS model. Subject also indicated his preference in the use of a checklist with questions that 
specified the design of packaging in support of the matrix applied to design factors. The option of using 
'eco-points' for environmental awarding of packaging products was considered positively as an extension 
in rating the environmental activities indicated by the model. 
A9. The subject found that the EMCS model to be the prototype format with the most potential for 
practical use. He found appropriate the use of terminology and the links and he agreed in the use of the 
presented information. However, he suggested that more considerations should directed in revising the use 
ofthe terms to be more precise and more close with the ISO 14001. In particular, he suggested the use cf 
the wording 'environmental mmiagement system' instead of 'strategic management' and the wording 
genvironmental audit' in replacement of the word 'audit'. He felt that the information about eco-design 
presented in MEPA model can be kept but he recommended that the model should be reconstructed and 
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presented following the structure of the EMCS model. The subject expressed his agreement in the use cf 
sub-models in support of the main model. He felt that the EMCS can be used by environmental and 
design managers. In addition he also felt that the model can be used by an accreditation body. 
During the freediscussion it brought up that the EMCS is an interesting conceptual model that 
formulated environmental management standards that apply at company level in relation with 
environmental requirements and eco-design specifications at product (packaging) level. The option of 
using leco-points' for environmental awarding of packaging products commented as a useful extension in 
rating the environmental performance of businesses that use the model. Subject felt that the use of an 
assessment matrix that examined environmental factors related with the design process; manufacturing 
process; social, legal and performance issues is an applicable extension of the EMCS model. Finally the 
subject felt positively in the use of a checklist with questions that specified the design of packaging in 
relation to the matrix. 
AIO. The subject found the material ofgood quality and the EMCS a very good interpretation closely 
related with the scope of the EMS standards. He also found the directions on the EMCS to be clear and 
precise, the information useful and, the structure of the model, the links and the directions of good quality. 
The subject positively accepted the use of sub-models in support ofthe main model. And he agreed in the 
use ofthe five following sub-models in relation to: environmental auditing methodology; environmental 
responsibilities at internal and external level of business operation; design activities* related to the eco- 
design characteristics and design management process. The model was recommended for use by 
environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. The option of using leco-lx)ints' 
for environmental awarding of packaging products was considered acceptable by the subject. He also felt 
that the use of an assessment matrix that examined environmental factors related with the design process; 
manufacturing process; social, legal and performance issues is an applicable extension of the EMCS 
model. Subjects also felt that in such case a checklist with questions that specified the design of packaging 
is required. During the free discussion the subject felt that there are guidelines available for EMS and 
general guidelines for packaging and environment. He indicated the drawbacks of such guidelines in terms 
of that scientific data are not always understood by designers, and that environmental legislation (such as 
the EU packaging and packaging waste Directive) states requirements and targets to be achieved for 
packaging without any specification given how these, could be achieved in the design stage of packaging. 
All. The subject expressed his interest in the structure of the models he indicated that he has never 
come across with something similar and he found that the EMCS model provides transparent directions, 
also the information included is useful and, the structure of the model, the links and the directions are Cf 
good format. The subject found the use of sub-models as a logical part in support of the main model. He 
recommended that in the auditing sub-model the auditing cycle should carry the indication that is a 
repetitive cycle, and he suggested that the auditing stages should provide more detail information. In 
relation to the sub-models of internal and external communication he found the stages to be follow to be 
described adequately well but he suggested that the information in each box to be rephrasing aiming to be 
more direct and communicative. In particular he suggested for the sub-model of external communication to 
keep only the information presented in the first two lines. He agreed in the use of five subsidiary models 
about: environmental auditing methodology; environmental responsibilities at internal and external level 
of business operation; design activities related to the eco-design characteristics and design management 
process. He found that the information about eco-design activities and requirements presented in MEPA 
model appropriate to be used as a part EMCS model. The model was recommended for use by 
environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. In addition, he felt that the model 
can also be used by an accreditation body. Finally he found the formulation of the EMCS to interrelate 
environmental management standards that apply at company level with environmental requirements with 
eco-design specifications at product (paper packaging) level. During the free discussion it has been 
recommended that to implement EMAS or Environmental Management Standards in packaging business 
it is essential to use environmental auditing procedures that examining and addressing the environmental 
impact of the whole company's operation. It also stated in relation with the limitations of environmental 
analysis for paper packaging products that the use ofLCA depends upon the size of delivered product. 
B1. and B2. Subjects felt that the material presented on the models are of very good quality. 
Besides they found the EMCS model to be the best interpretation compared with the other prototype 
formats of models and with the most potentials to work in practice. In particular, they found that the 
EMCS model provides clear step-by-step directions, and the information included is useful and, the 
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structure of the model, the links and the directions are of good interpretation. Subjects were also positive 
in the use of sub-models in support of the main model. Subjects suggested that the terminology should 
be borrowed from the ISO 14000. In particular, subject B2. indicated that attention should be given not to 
inventing new terms because of being pressure by ISO - and is ati international institute. He emphasised 
that it might well be that what the research project is doing, fit very nicely with what ISO is doing where, 
if the research use new terms people may will not see that. It also mentioned that is appropriate to borrow 
terminology from ISO 14000 because is the most recent standards on EMS and because the ISO series am 
more closely related to the product as they develop LCA methodology and guidelines for eco-labelling. 
He also indicated that what the diagrams (models) are describing is very similar with ISO but 
formatted differently. In relation to this point subjects stated that they had never come across with such 
formats of models ofenvironmental analysis and that they found them useful and valuable interpretation of 
environmental management principles related with and with effects to product design such as packaging. 
It has been suggested that the EMCS model required to be more flexible and more presentable for standard 
material, and that as a result will make it more easy to be adopt. 
Subjects also suggested that efforts should be made to reduce the amount of information 
presented to the minimum required for the model to describe efficiently the stages of environmental 
analysis that are recommended. Furthermore, they suggested the use of an accompanying document that 
explains in detail the directions to be followed in support of the structure of the model. Subject B2. also 
commented that he found LCA and auditing methodologies to be very similar and the procedures set by 
the research at the idea are all very new in that short of area. And what subject believed, it should be done 
is developing a number of documents whether they are looking in different levels and saying if you want 
to do this way or if you want to do it with different standards and, it seems to him, that in very much 
longer line- this idea has potential. Subjects were also supportive in the use of sub-models. Týe Model 
was recommended for use by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. In 
addition, subjects felt that the EMCS model can also be used by an accreditation body. On such occasions 
the use of the model can be extended to awarding credits for different levels of environmental concern. The 
possibilities for environmental awarding on packaging products to those companies that used the model, 
the option ofusing leco-points' and the use of an assessment matrix as extension in the use of the model 
was also discussed. They felt that the use of an assessment matrix that examined environmental fiLctors 
related with the design process; manufacturing process; social, legal and performance issues is an 
applicable extension ofthe EMCS model. Subjects suggested the use of three case studies to demonstrate 
and validate the potential use of the matrix. Finally, subjects felt in relation to the matrix, that a 
methodology for developing guidelines - to help develop criteria for packaging - required a list of 
questions that should be answered in order to develop such criteria. 
B3. The subject found the presented material ofver. y good quality. In particular he found the EMCS 
model to be the best interpretation compared with the other prototype formats of models and with the 
most potential for practical application. In particular, subject found that the EMCS to be a good structural 
model and expressed his agreement in the use of the directions and information provided. Subjects also 
found useful the use of the sub-models in support of the main model. Moreover, he suggested that the 
terminology should be borrowed from the ISO 14001 as the models follow the same environmental 
management principles but fortnat very differently. Moreover, subject said that he had never come across 
with such interpretations of models of environmental analysis and he believed to be very useful material 
for packaging industry. In addition he commented that definitions should be borrowed from ISO for the 
development of the EMCS, mainly because ISO are the most recent standards on EMS and are 
international in spec. He suggested the use of the wording 'environmental audit' instead of the wording 
'audit' and, he also suggested to subtract the directions for 'resource requirements' and 'allocated 
personnel responsibilities' as information about these activities is described in the sub-models of internal 
and external communication. He felt that the sub-models should describe: the environmental auditing 
methodology; envirorunental responsibilities at internal and external level of business operation; and 
design activities related to the eco-design characteristics and design management process. The model was 
recommended for use by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. In 
addition, subject felt that the EMCS model has potential to be used by an accreditation body. 
The option of using 'eco-points' and an assessment matrix for environmental awarding of 
packaging products in extension in the use of the model was discussed with the subject. He felt that the 
use of an assessment matrix that examined environmental factors related with the design process; 
manufacturing process; social, legal and performance issues is an applicable extension of the EMCS model 
and will be a useful way to provide specifications for packaging businesses. The limitations of 
environmental analysis for paper packaging products was also discussed. Subject said that one limitation 
ofenvironmental analysis is the'ways in which electricity and/or forms of mechanical energy are produced. 
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Electricity from waterpower is likely to be different from an en,, irorunental point of view than electricity 
from heat either produced by combustion of fuels or from nuclear fission reactions. He also found another 
limitation to be the technology of processing. The extraction of sulphur, for example, from fuels or the 
treatment of combustion gases to absorb sulphur dioxide enhances other waste-streams and energy uses. 
Finally, he believed that the EMCS model is a good formulation that interrelate environmental 
management standards that apply at company level with environmental requirements and eco-design 
specifications for packaging. 
B4. The subject found the models ofvery good quality and the EMCS format as more applicable for 
practical application. She found that the EMCS format is closely related with the scope of EMS and that 
the model is constructed in a clear and direct format. In addition she found the presented information useful 
and handy the use of sub-models in support ofthe main model. She suggested about auditing cycle that it 
should be kept the indication that is a repetitive cycle, and for the stages to be followed should provide 
more detail information. Subject also found the EMCS model to be a good combined approach to the use 
of EMS and eco-labelling, because of the use of LCA considerations and assessment methodology. The 
model was recommended for use by environmental managersý environmental auditors and design 
managers. In addition, subject felt that it should be considered the use of the model by an accreditation 
body. It suggested that the EMCS model should use the terminology provided by ISO series on EMS 
because ofits international authority and because the ISO series are more closely related to the product as 
they develop LCA methodology and guidelines for eco-labelling. 
MODELS TESTING Ist Phase- Interviews analysis - Demographics of the Subjects 
Candidate Occupation Geographical area Business acth ity 
Al. Head of Production Leicester Packaging retailer manufacturer 
A2. Nbna&g Director Northampton Packaging retailer manufacturer 
A3. Packaging Specifier East Midlands Packaging retailer manufacturer 
A4 Environmental Advisor Nottingham Packaging retailer manufacturer 
A5. Manager East Midlands Environmental consultancy 
A6. Environmental Advisor Leicester Environmental consultancy 
A7. Environmental Advisor Nottingham Environmental Consultancy 
AS. Manager London Design Consultancy 
A9. Head of Design Leicester Design Consultancy 
A10. Chief Designer Leicester Design Consultancy 
All. Production Manager Leicester Design Constiltancy 
KEY INFORMATS 
Bl. Finance and Operations Manager London UKEB - UK Ecolabelling Board 
B2. Principal Scientist EU Ecolabelling 
B3. Technical Advisor London Packaging Organisation 
Manager ý Leicester European Information Centre 
Occupation Geographical area Business activity 
Head of Production/ Manager/ Director -8 UK based sites. Packaging retailer 
Packaging Specifier/ Scientist -3 Manufacturer =4 
Packaging Design -2 Environmental Consultancy -3 
Environmental Advisor -4 Design Consultancy -4 
Governmental bodies =4 
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, Table 
VI. 3. Instrument used in the ENICS model Evaluation - 2nd Phase 
FINAL FORVL4 T 
The final format of the EMCS model that includes the sub-models assessed in one-to-one evaluation. The 
interviewers were contacted as follow up from previous stage of the research activities those people that 
indicated that they were willing to co-operate again in a later stage of the research progress. Those 
interviewers classified as C. respondents before the numerical value corresponding to the number cf 
subject. 
For thiý purpose 40 companies conducted and 22 respondent to be interviewed. The one-to-one 
evaluation at this stage made by phone but the evaluation materials (models and questionnaire) send to 
the potential interviewer prior to the interview. In addition of the evaluation of EMCS model the aspect of 
assessment matrix also discussed. 
This evaluation took place from September 1998 to mid-December 1998. The interview schedule were as 
follows. 
SECTION 1. Model Testing - Introduction 
Initial it was explained to the potential interviewer by phone that the Ph. D. research was close to 
completion and that it required at that stage a final evaluation of the EMCS model which mend to be the 
final outcome of the study. Prior to the interview copies of the EMCS model with the documentation that 
explained the operation of the model had send by post to the, participants accompanied with the 
evaluation questionnaire. The materials were also included a covering letter that summarised the aims of 
the project and the interview and remind to the participant the day and time that the interview was going 
to'take place. It also, acknowledged the participants willingness to co-operate with the research, promised 
them that confidentiality will kept at any time and that the information provided will be used for 
academic purposes. 
SECTiON 2, Personal Details - Confidential 
This section had completed in advanced by the researcher as the information applied were already known 
from previous contacts. 
SFCTION 3. EMCS model, Final Format Model Evaluation - Attitude Questionnaire 
The model I have sent you aims to be used by paper and packaging companies on the way to address and 
evaluate their environmental activities and performance. At present, the model is due to completion and 
any considerations for improvements will considered extremely valuable. The queslionnaire I am sending 
you prior to the interview consists of nine items, provided below. Please feel free to make any additional 
comments and indicate any disagreement or misunderstanding in the format ofthe model. 
1) Do you believe that the use of terminology is appropriate? 
1a) Does the terminology describe adequately the stages indicated? 
2) Are the EMCS model and the sub-models self explanatory from one stage to another? 
2a) Do you understand the directions and the links provided? 
2b) Please state if something is missing or not described adequately. 
3) Do you think there is enough information and direction provided? - Please feel free to make any 
recommendations. 
4) Do you find the model effective for use by packaging companies? 
5) If the packaging companies used the EMCS model how often do you believe they should repeat their 
activities? El Once a year 0 Once every two years E3 Once every three years 
C3 Once every four years 13 Once every five years U Other (please state) 
6) Do you think that the assessment matrix works well in conjunction with the EMCS model? 
7) Do you believe that the EMCS model and the matrix provide useful guidelines for packaging 
companies to manage and assess their environmental performance. 
8) Who do you believe could use the model? 
a) Environmental manager within the company 13 Always U Most of the time Q Hardly ever Q Never 
b) Environmental Consultancy extenial Q Always Q Most of the time a Hardly ever 0 Never 
c) Environmental auditor (internal or external) U Always U Most of the time C) I lardly ever 0 Never 
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d) Head of Design/ Design Manager U Always C3 Most of the time 0 Hardly ever Q Never I 
e) Design Consultancy CI Always U Most of the time C3 Hardly ever U Never 
f) Other. (Please specify) ............................ 0 Always C3 Mo-st of the time U Hardly ever 0 Never 
9) Do you have any suggestion for inclusion on the final model? 0 Additional Comments 
Thank you for your valuable help and co-operation. 
ýTable VIA: Content analysis of data collected from one-to-one evaluation 
Attitudes Questionnaire - EMCS model. - 2nd Phase FINAL FORVAT 
Clear and precise step by step directions on how to proceed in achieving environmental performance 
initiatives. 
The use of the terminology is very effective and easy to understood. 
Very useful the accompanied document that explained the use of the model, the methodological steps 
and terminology. 
The EMCS model is an extremely good interpretation of environmental management principles 
applicable for packaging design. 
The main model illustrated in an effective and structural way the stages of environmental analysis to be 
followed. The subsidiary models work well and explain the points in support of the main model 
The EMCS has a practical application and, its flexible format make it easy to be adopt by company of 
any size and from those that do not have an environmental management system in place. 
The model can be used by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. In 
addition by an independent environmental auditor/ consultancy and design /consultancy and by an 
accreditation/ certification body on environmental management system. 
The use of the assessment matrix is very effective as an extension in the use of the EMCS model. 
Very good recommended solution for applying environmental management principles on packaging 
businesses. 
Very good interpretation of environmental analysis closely related to ISO 14000 requirements and 
environmental management systems that are in place. 
The period of registration suggested to be every three years. In addition there should be annual reviews to 
check that the operation runs efficiently. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS 
The assessment matrix required further development in relation, for example, to specify the use and 
appearance of the eco-points on packaging products. 
C1. The subject found that the EMCS model is an extremely good interpretation of environmental 
management principles applicable for packaging design. Subject felt that the use of the terminology is 
appropriate and the directions are clear and precise. Subject expressed his satisfaction about the use of sub- 
models in support of the main model. Recommendations for changes apply to the use of the sub-model 
describing the auditing activities. He suggested to replace the wording between establishing the audit and 
running the audit frorn'the scope' to 'define the scope' for a better description of the process. He felt that 
the EMCS illustrated in an effective and structural way the stages of environmental analysis to be 
followed. Subject found useful and informative the accompanied document that explained the use of the 
model, the methodological steps and terminolog z, Y- 
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Subject found the model to have a practical application and potentials to be used by 
environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. In addition he felt that the model 
can also be used by an independent environmental auditor/ consultancy and design /consultancy. He felt 
that the model has flexibility to adopted by packaging company of any size. For the period of registration 
suggested to be every three years. However, he felt that there should be annual reviews to check that the 
operation runs efficiently. The concept ofthe assessment matrix was also evaluated with subject that was 
very supportive of the use of the matrix as extension of the EMCS model. He felt that the matrix 
provided valuable specifications for paper packaging as a part of the EMCS model to formulate decisions 
for packaging design. He also found the use ofthe Eco-points appropriate for paper and board packaging. 
C2. The subject stated that he was impressed with the formulation of the EMCS model. He felt that 
the model provide clear and precise step-by-step direction on how to proceed in achieving environmental 
performance initiatives. He found the use of ter , 
minology easy to understood and precise and, the sub- 
models to explain in a structural way the points illustrated in the main model. His recommendations 
dealing with the sub-model ofoperation method at external communication. Specifically, he recommended 
the wordings describing the activities to be followed in each stage should be used in a reverse order. The 
first stage should be described as 'identification approach' with the explanation 'market needs' and, not 
4market needs' with the explanation 'identification approach' as it was. In addition, the wording at the 
stage seven suggested to change from 'feedback - informative approach' to 'informative approach - 
feedback, disseminate results'. In relation, to the -model of operation method at internal communication, 
he recommended the wording at the stage four to change from 'evaluate options' to 'evaluate options for 
improvements' also, the wording at the stage seven to change from 'feedback - devising, to 
Gcommunicative the results -feedback, devising the findings' and, wording at the stage eight to change 
from 'future improvements - generalhig' to 'investing in future improvements - generating liew 
enquiries'. He found that the model has a practical application as a good instructional references for those 
conductin g and evaluating environmental impact assessment for paper packaging products. He believed 
that the model should be used by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. 
He also believed that the model can be used by an accreditation/ certification body on environmental 
management system. For the period of registration suggested to be every three years or every four years. 
The subject found the concept of using the matrix as extension of the EMCS model, and the 
use of eco-points to indicate the different levels of environmental commitments and concerns *very useful 
material for the formulation of environmental activities in packaging business sector. He found that the 
assessment matrix has potential to be used by an accreditation body but, in such case further work is 
required to specify the use and appearance ofthe eco-points on packaging products. 
C3. The subject found the EMCS to be a useful model that relates the corporate environmental 
philosophy with the design activities. He felt that is a desirable solution for managing environmental 
management principles compatible with the packaging design process. Subject found clear and precise the 
direction provided and the use ofterminology easy to understood and follow. He felt that the sub-models 
explain in a structural form the points indicated in the main model. He found very useful the accompanied 
document that explained the use of the model, the methodological steps and terminology. In relation to 
recommendations for improvements he suggested that in the sub-model describing the auditing activities 
the wording between establishing the audit and running the audit should be change from 'the scope' to 
'define the scope' for a better description of the process. Subject found the model to have practical 
application for packaging companies in order to control and further reduce the environmental impact cf 
their operation. He believed that the model has potentials to be used by environmental managers, 
environmental auditors, design managers. and by an independent environmental auditor/ consultancy and 
design Iconsultancy. For the period of registration he suggested to be every three years. In relation to the 
assessment matrix subject found that is an appropriate extension in the use of the model. The interesting 
he found about the Assessment Matrix for paper based packaging, is that it examines the product life- 
cycle stages against four factors that determine product environmental impact. 
C4. The subject found that the EMCS model is an extremely good framework of environmental 
management principles applicable for packaging design. She found the directions precise and easy to 
follow and the use of the terminology very applicable and closely related to environmental management 
standards. Subject found the use ofthe sub-models well established to explain in detail the process to be 
followed. And, she felt that the accompanied document is very useful. Moreover, she suggested in the sub- 
model ofoperation method at external communication, to change the wordings describing the activities 
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to be Mowed in each stage in a reverse order. She suggested that the first stage should be described as 
'identification approach' with the explanation 'market needs' and, not 'market needs' with the 
explanation 'identification approach' as it was. Finally she found the EMCS to be a good structural 
model with applicability for packaging businesses. She felt that the model can be used by company of any 
size but, she indicated that most probably, is more applicable to big enterprises as they have more 
resources available. She said that the model can be used by environmental managers, environmental 
auditors and design managers. Also, by an accreditation/ certification body on environmental management 
system. She suggested that the period of registration should be every three years. 
Subject found useful the matrix as extension of the use of the model in a rating system. in 
particular, he found that the different stages described by the matrix are easy to understood by designers 
and design managers as well as by people responsible for packaging production such as technical staff in 
the manufacturing process, marketing department and accounting. He felt that the use of the Assessment 
Matrix provide appropriate indication to measured against the environmental performance of paper 
packaging products in different stages of products' LCA. Finally he recommended the use of the 
assessment matrix in the reverse order, in order to provide indication for areas of environmental concern. 
0 
C5. The subject found that the EMCS presents useful material and illustrates well the process of 
environmental analysis. He found that the model has a practical application for packaging businesses. He 
felt that the sub-models are very appropriate in support of the main model and that each sub-model can 
works independently in order to examine particular areas of companys' operation. He stated that the 
directions and the terminology indicated well the stages to be followed. He also found very useful the 
accompanied document that explained the use of the model, the methodological steps and terminology. 
He believed that the auditing cycle is very well described. He suggested that the model can be used by 
environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. For the period of registration 
suggested to be every three years however, there should be annual reviews to check that the operation runs 
efficiently. Finally, the subject was supportive in the Assessment Matrix designed to be used in 
conjunction with the ENICS model. He stated that if a paper packaging company use the EMCS model to 
manage and control its environmental activities the use of the Assessment Matrix measures these 
activities. Subject found that the matrix can be used by an accreditation body. In such case he indicated 
that furtherwork is required to specify the use and appearance of the eco-points on packaging products. fie 
also felt that if an accreditation body use the matrix further work might required to specify the involvement 
and the role of an independent verifier and to identify the appropriate period of registration. 
C6. The subject found that the EMCS model is an extremely good interpretation of environmental 
management principles applicable for packaging design. Subject felt that the model is well *structured 
with clear direction, good use of the terminology and that the subsidiary models are well formatted in 
support of the main model. He recommended about the sub-model of operation method at internal 
communication, to change the wording at the stage four, from 'evaluate options' to 'evaluate options for 
improvements' also, the wording at the stage seven to change from 'feedback - devising' to 
6communicative the results -feedback, devising thefindings. Subject found that the EMCS illustrated in 
an effectiveand structural way the stages of environmental analysis to be followed. He also found that the 
EMCS is compatible with EMSs and in particular with ISO 1400 1. Subject found that the model has a 
practical application. For the period of registration suggested to be every three years. He believed that the 
model should be used by environmental managers, environmental auditorsý independent environmental 
auditor/ consultancy and design /consultancy as a problem solving techniques. Finally, subject found the 
model applicable to company ofany size. 
The subject found appropriate the use of the suggested matrix for paper packaging products to 
measure the activities of a company that use the EMCS to manage and control such environmental 
activities. He identified another use ofthe assessment matrix in the reverse order, in examining individual 
areas of environmental concern. Subject felt that if the matrix is going to be used by an accreditation body 
further work is required to specify the use and appearance ofthe eco-points on packaging products. 
C7. The subject found that the EMCS provides clear, step-by-step guidance on environmental 
analysis. She also found the use of the terminology appropriate to explain the point. And, the sub-models 
well established in support ofthe main model. In particular she found the auditing sub-model very useful 
and the auditing cycle very well described. In relation to this sub-model she recommended to change the 
wording between establishing the audit and running the audit frorn'the scope' to 'define the scope' for a I 
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better description of the process. In addition she found useful the accompanied document that explained 
the use ofthe model, the methodological steps and terminology. Subject felt that because of the clear and 
direct structure ofthe model and the effective use ofthe terminology the model has a practical application. 
in particular she felt that the model can be used by an independent environmental auditor/ consultancy, 
design /consultancy, by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers and, by 
company ofany size. She also found the model to have potential to used by an accreditation/ certification 
body on environmental management system. She felt that the period of registration could be between two 
to three years. In addition she suggested that each sub-model can be used independently to provide annual 
reviews in particular aspects ofthe operation. 
Subject felt that the Assessment Matrix can be beneficial used in conjunction with the EMCS 
modeL She found that the use of the Assessment Matrix measures and rates the environmental activities 
operated accordingly' with the EMCS model. She felt that the format of the matrix is easy to understood 
by designers and design managers as well as, by technical staff, marketing department and accounting. 
She believed that in some instances might be useful each factor to examined independently in providing 
specifications for the company to take action regarding its operation, packaging products or activities. She 
found the checklist for packaging design which accompanied the design factors of the matrix to be 
extremely useful in formulating decisions for packaging design and also for checking and controlling the 
packaging design process. However, she felt that the question in the checklist required to be rephrased in 
orderto be more direct. Finally, she suggested that additional design considerations could be in relation 
of examining the suitability and the overall cost of the packaging aiming to meet all the product 
requirements at the minimum overall cost. 
C8. The subject found the model to provide step-by-step directions on how to proceed in formulating 
environment systems on packaging businesses. Specifically the subject found the EXICS to be a good 
instructional reference to those conducting environmental analysis, very much compatible with 
environmental management standards. Subject felt that the use of terminology is easy to understood and 
that the accompanied document explain very well the process. The subject was very supportive in the use 
of the subsidiary models in particular, he felt that they were very well structured and the indications 
provided are very much appropriate for the process of environmental analysis. Subject found the EMCS to 
have a practical application by companies of any size and, as user he indicated design managers and 
environmental managers. In addition he suggested independent environmental auditors/consultancies and 
design consultancies. Subject recommended for the period of registration to be every three years. 
The subject felt that the matrix is a useful extension ofthe EMCS and has potential to be used by 
an accreditation body. He commented that in such case additional work is required to specify the use and 
appearance of the eco-points on packaging products and, more considerations should directed about the 
role of an independent verifier. Subject felt that the checklist for packaging design provide extremely 
useful indications. He believed that additional considerations might be to examine options of minimising 
the overall cost of the packaging without comprising on products environmental requirements. He also 
said that specific considerations should addressed the efficient use of energy requirements during 
production, transportation and distribution. 
I 
C9. The subject felt that the EMCS is an excellent generic model that interpreted precisely the theory 
of environmental management systems for packaging businesses. Moreover, subject felt that the model 
provided clear and precise step-by-step direction on how to proceed in achieving environmental 
performance initiatives. He felt that the use of terminology is easy to understood and well explained in 
the accompanied document. Subject found the sub-models of good quality and with useful indications cf 
the stages to be followed. In particular he felt that the auditing cycle is very well described and, that the 
sub-model in relation to packaging provides very good guidelines for the design process. Subject found 
the model to have a practical use by company of any size and from those that do not have an 
environmental management system in place. Because of the flexible format of the model and, because it 
includes all the relevant considerations of the process of environmental analysis, he suggested that the 
model should be used by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. And, he 
found that the model has potential to be used by an accreditation/ certification body on environmental 
management system. He suggested for the period of registration suggested to be every three years. 
The subject found very valuable the extension in the use of the model through the matrix. He 
commented that he was impressed with the formulation of the matrix and he said that is very 
communicative for designers and design managers and by people responsible for packaging production 
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such as technical staff in the manufacturing process, marketing department and accounting. He 
recommended that the matrix related with the design factors can be completed by the environmental 
manager or by the Design Manager of the company in collaboration with the environmental manager. He 
felt that the Eco-points should be awarded by an external environmental auditor after a site inspection. 
C10. The subject found the EMCS to provide efficiently and precisely step-by-step directions on 
environmental management systems for packaging businesses. Subject felt that the directions and the 
instructions are well formatted. The use of terminology is easy to understood and the sub-models work 
well to explain the points in support of the main model. He also found the description of the operation of 
the model on the accompanied document of good quality. Subject found the model to have a practical 
application and potential to be used by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design 
managers. He recommended that the process should be repeated every three or two years by those 
companies that used the model. Finally, he found that the EMCS is compatible with the theory and 
applicable of environmental management systems. In addition he felt that the model indicates in a pioneer 
way the relation of the packaging products with the company's environmental activities and management 
system, and that led the way to create standardised procedures for the environmental performance of paper 
packaging products. 
Subject found that the Assessment Matrix for paper packaging products gives specifications for 
paper packaging in extension in the use of the EMCS model to formulate decisions for packaging design. 
He felt that the matrix offers real benefits for paper packaging businesses in terms of giving indication to 
measured against the environmental performance of paper packaging products in different stages cf 
products' LCA. He also found appropriate the checklist for packaging design. And, he suggested that 
additional considerations should involved to estimate the production cost aiming to be the minimum that 
satisfies products' requirements. Also considerations can deal with the efficient use of energy requirements. 
CIL The subject found the use of the EMCS practical for packaging businesses in order to achieve 
environmental management standards. In particular he mentioned the usefulness ofthe model in relation to 
the establishment of environmental management systems for packaging companies. Subject felt that the 
structure of the model is clear and informative and the use of terminology easy to understood. He felt that 
the sub-models are good material with appropriate instructions to be followed. He was pleased with the 
information provided in the supplementary document accompanied the model and, he also mentioned that 
the EMCS model is self explanatory that means that the process indicated can be understood even 
without reading the document. Subject was satisfied with the auditing model and he felt that auditing 
cycle is very well described however he suggested some modification in relation to this sub-model. This 
is to change the wording between establishing the audit and running from 'the scope' to 'define the 
scope' for a better description of the process. He was very supportive in terms of the practical application 
of the model by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. He felt that the 
model supply good instructional material for the managerial level of companys' operation. Finally he 
found the model to have applicability by company ofany size and, the period of registration suggested to 
be every three years however, there should be reviews annually or every two years to check that the 
operation runs efficiently. 
The concept of the assessment matrix was also evaluated with the subject. He was very 
supportive ofthe use of the matrix as extension ofthe EMCS model. Subject felt that the matrix provided 
valuable specifications for paper packaging and the use of the Eco-points is good interpretation in 
measuring the levels of environmental concern. He found that the Assessment Matrix give reliable 
indication to measured against the environmental performance of paper packaging products in different 
stages ofproducts' LCA. About the checklist for packaging design commented that is a very useful tool in 
formulating decisions and providing the foundation to controlling the packaging design process. He felt 
that the checklist should indicates the effectiveuse of raw materials and processing. He recommended that 
the matrix should be completed by the environmental manager and, by the Design Manager in 
collaboration with the environmental manager. He felt that the Eco-points should be awarded by an 
external environmental auditor and accreditation body. 
C12. The subject said that he was impressed with the fonnat ofthe model. In particular, he said that it 
provides precise directions on how to proceed in achieving environmental management principles. He felt 
that the model is of very good structure with clear and precise directions and effective use of the 
terminology. He found the supplementary document of good quality and the structure of the sub-models to 
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provide good instructions in order to formulate, examine, monitor and control the whole process, He 
recommended changes in relation to the sub-model of operation method at external communication, he 
suggested to change the wordings describing the activities to be followed in each stage in a reverse order. 
For example, the first stage should be described as 'identification approach' with the explanation 'market 
needs' and, not 'market needs' with the explanation 'identification approach' as it was. In addition, 
wording at the stage seven suggested to change from 'feedback - in nfi ma formath, e approach' to 1i or tive 
approach -feedback, disseminate remills' , For the sub-model of operation format for packaging design he 
suggested that 'environmental declaration, eco-labelling' should be replaced by 'eco-points - 
environmental declaration' as this is the suggested option by the research to be used as an extension in 
the use of the model, also the word 'accreditation' could be added as this is in general the process 
described in that box. In addition, in the column that stated the 'eco-design considerations' the 
environmental needs and market needs should presented together as are closely related and, the document 
explaining the use of the model should present what these considerations involve. Subject found the 
model to have a practical application and to used by environmental managers, environmental auditors and 
design managers. He also felt that the model can be adopted by an accreditation body on environmental 
management systems. He suggested that the process should be repeated every three years. 
Subject found the matrix to work well in conjunction with the model. He felt that the Assessment Matrix 
provides a good number of considerations about products' LCA, to measured against a number of 
environmental factors indicated. In addition, subject found useful the checklist provided packaging design 
considerations. However, he felt that the questions required to be rephrased in order to be more direct. He 
suggested that the checklist should emphasised environmental considerations in assessing the effective 
use ofraw materials. Subject found the matrix to have potential to be used by an accreditation body. He 
felt that furtherwork is required to specify the use and appearance ofthe eco-points on packaging products. 
and the role of the verifier. 
C13. The subject found useful the model also he indicated that the model is of an exceptional good 
quality and with practical application for packaging businesses. In particular he found good the direction, 
efficient the structure of the model and sub-models, appropriate the use of the terminology and precise the 
format of the information provided. He felt that the accompanied document is of good quality. Subject 
found that the model can be used by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design 
managers. In addition subjects felt that the model can also be used by an independent environmental 
auditor/ consultancy and design /consultancy as a problem solving techniques. He felt that the flexibility 
of the EMCS in terms of the main model and sub-models that can be used independently of the main 
model, allows the model to be used by company of any size and from those that do not have an 
environmental management system in place. For the period of registration he suggested to be every three 
years. 
Subject found interesting the use of the assessment matrix on the way that design considerations have been brought up. He found useful the format that the Assessment Matrix examines the product life- 
cycle stages against four factors. He felt that the matrix is an appropriate extension in the practical use of 
the model. Subject also felt that the matrix can be easily understood and used by designers and design 
managers. In particular, he mentioned that the matrix offer benefits that relates the company operation 
with the packaging product by examining four factors against the different stages of products' LCA. 
Subject suggested the matrix to be completed by the environmental manager in conjunction with the 
Design Manager. And, he found that the Eco-points should be awarded by an accreditation body. 
C14. The subject felt that the model is described well the stages of environmental analysis to be 
followed and he also mentioned that the model presents a unique interpretation in the relation of the 
product - packaging - with environmental management systems. Moreover, subject felt that the model 
provided clear and precise step-by-step direction that are also well explained in the accompanied 
document. In addition, that the use of terminology is easy to understood and the sub-models work well 
and explain the points in support of the main model. However he suggested a modification in relation to 
the sub-model describing the auditing activities he said that the wording between establishing the audit 
and running the audit should be change from 'the scope' to 'define the scope' for a better description of 
the process. Subject found the model to have a practical application and recommended to be used by 
environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. He also felt that the model can be 
used by an independent environmental auditor/ consultancy and design /consultancy. He suggested for the 
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period of registration to be every three years however, there should be annual reviews to check that the 
operation runs efficiently but, that depends on the budget of the company. 
Subject found appealing the use of the assessment matrix in considerations regarding design 
decisions. He said that the ranking in each matrix are communicative information about a company's 
environmental activities. Moreover, subject found useful the matrix as an extension in the applications cf 
the model. He felt that if the matrix is going to be used by an accreditation body further work is required 
to specify the use and appearance of the eco-points on packaging products. 
C15. The subject felt that the model provides a generic solution in managing environmental 
performance for packaging businesses. He felt that the links and directions are well indicated and that the 
use of terminology is appropriate and closely related with EMS. He found the information in the 
accompanied document very clear and the sub-models very practical. However, he recommended some 
chan es in relation to the sub-model describing the auditing activities. He suggested to change the 90 
wording from 'the scope' to 'define the scope' for a better description of the process. He also suggested for 
the sub-model of operation method at external communication, to change the wordings describing the 
activities to be followed in each stage in a reverse order. For 'example, the first stage should be described 
as 'identification approach' with the explanation 'market needs'. Subject was positive in the use of the 
model fora practical application and by packaging company of any size. He felt that the model can be 
used by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. In aadition, subject felt 
that the model can also be used by an independent environmental auditor/ consultancy and design 
/consultancy as a problem solving techniques, so the companys' products may be able to meet assessment 
ecological criteria. He recommended the period of registration suggested to be every three years. 
Subject felt that the interpretation of the assessment matrix for paper based packaging allows 
the company to clearly indicate the level of its environmental commitments He found the matrix an 
appropriate extension in the use ofthe model in rating the environmental performance of those companies 
that used the model to control the process of their operation. He felt that the factors examined in the 
matrices are simplified and in more comprehensive list could compile several factors (e. g. toxicity of 
materials). He indicated than in such case there is a danger for the matrices to be complicated and more 
difficult to used. Subject found that the checklist provide useful design considerations. He also mentioned 
that additional considerations could apply in assessing the impact of post- consumer waste, and assessing 
the impact and the use of waste arising at each stage of processing and distribution. He found that the use 
of the matrix lead the way for an environmental declaration for paper packaging products. 
C16. The subject found the EMCS to work in practice as a good instructional model at the managerial 
level of companys' operation. About the structure of the model subject expressed his agreement in the use 
of directions and terminology. He also, found well constructed the sub-models and useful the accompanied 
document. Subject felt that the EMCS is compatible with ISO 14000 and indicates effectively the relation 
of the packaging product with the company's operation on environmental management systems. For this 
reason subject found the model to have a practical application and potentials to be used by environmental 
managers, environmental auditors and design managers. He also believed that the model can be used by 
an accreditation/ certification body on environmental management system. Subject felt that the model can 
easily adopted by company of any size in particular he felt that the model it will be more applicable by 
big enterprises, because big enterprise tend to be more keen in adopting environmental management 
standards than smaller enterprises. For the period of registration suggested to be every two or three years. 
Subject said that the interpretation of the assessment matrix for paper based packaging clearly 
indicates the level of environmental commitments and is an applicable extension in the use of the model. 
Subject commented on the formulation of the Assessment Matrix that gives the chance for the company 
to plan design decisions at the early stage of the product development . 
He found that the checklist 
provide a good number of consideration about design decisions, Additional environmental considerations 
could be related with the use of an identification system about materials to assist disposal, probably by 
using approved environmental symbols He felt that the assessment matrices in a more comprehensive list 
could compile several factors and options - for example in social factors about workers health and safety 
issues - under each factor for investigation. Subject found the ranking in each matrix to be communicative 
information about a company's environmental activities, and that can be included in the annual 
environmental report or other similar publications. 
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C17. The subject felt that the model is an extremely good interpretation of environmental management 
systems for design. Subject found that the model is a generic solution formatted in a precise and direct 
form, with clear indications ofthe directions to be followed and precisely use ofthe terminology. He also 
found the sub-models to be very useful for packaging businesses and that they work well and explain the 
points in relation of the main model. Subject felt that the model has a practical application and confront 
with the scope ofEMS. Moreover, unique factorabout the model is the way that indicated the role and the 
formulation of environmental concepts for packaging in relation to environmental management systems. 
Subject felt that the model can be used by company of any size and, he recommended the use of the model 
to be repetitive every two or three years. He suggested that the model should be used by environmental 
managers, environmental auditors and design managers. He also found it practical to be used an 
independent environmental auditor/ consultancy and design /consultancy. And, he thought that the model 
can also be used by an accreditation/ certification body on environmental management system as it apply 
in that level of standards. 
The concept of the assessment matrix was also evaluated with the subject and he was very 
supportive in the suggested extension - matrix - in the use of the model. In particular, subject felt that the 
matrix provided valuable specifications for paper packaging as a part of the ENICS model to formulate 
decisions for packaging design. Subject also found the use of the Eco-points appropriate for paper and 
board packaging. He felt that the matrix offers a multi-considerations of the different levels of 
environmental commitments within paper packaging business, and that the formulation of the matrix and 
eco-points is a way for an environmental declaration for paper packaging products. He found the checklist 
for packaging to be very useful in formulating decisions for packaging design and controlling the 
packaging design process. Subject recommended that the matrix should be completed by the 
environmental manager with the Design Manager of the company. The Eco-points should be awarded by 
an external environmental verifier after a site inspection. In relation to the ranking in each matrix subject 
felt that should be publicly available. 
C18. The subject found that the EMCS model to be an extremely good interpretation of environmental 
management principles applicable for packaging design. In relation to the. format of the model subject 
found clear and precise the direction, and the use of terminology easy to understood. She felt that and the 
sub-models work well and explain the points in support of the main model. She also felt that the 
accompanied document is very clear and informative. Subject found that the model indicates well the 
value of design as the centre of business activities to achieve sustainability goals. Furthermore, she found 
that the model has practical application to be used by packaging companies. In particular she found that 
the model can be used in the managerial level ofthe company. In particular, by environmental managers, 
environmental auditors and design managers. She also felt that the model can be used by an accreditation/ 
certification body on environmental management system, on the way to develop and explore 
environmental standards for packaging. Finally, she suggested that the period of registration can be every 
three years but, each sub-model can be used independently and periodically annually or twice a year or 
even when required in order to confirmed that the particular process operates efficiently. 
The subject was positive in the concept ofthe matrix as extension of the ENICS model. Subject 
felt that the matrix provided valuable specifications to fonnulate decisions for packaging design and, he 
found the use ofthe Eco-points appropriate for paper and board packaging. Subject also recommended the 
use of each factor in the matrix in a reverse order, or independently from each other in order to indicate 
areas of environmental concern to be considered when formulating decisions for pack-aging design. 
Finally, subject felt that it is important to support and explore environmental guidelines through 
feasibility studies that reducing the negative and enhancing the positive impact of packaging, She said that 
by using the different assessment matrix templates for paper based packaging a list of factors are provided 
to be examined. 
C19. The subject found that the EMCS model provides a feasible, structural and precise framework to 
conduct environmental management initiatives compatible with the packaging design process. Subject 
found the presented material ofan exceptional good quality. Specifically he found the directions provided 
clear and accurate, the use of terminology efficiently. And, the complimentary document well described 
the points described on the models. In relation to the sub-models subject felt that are well described the 
stages for environmental analysis to be followed. With respect to the sub-model of operation at product 
level he suggested to considqed changing the wording 'eco-design characteristics' to 'eco-design 
considerations' for a better description of the process. Subject felt that the model provide guidance for 
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practical application and that the model can be used by environmental managers, environmental auditors 
and design managers also, by an independent environmental auditor/ consultancy and design /consultancy. 
He found the model to be applicable by company of any size and in relation to the period of registration he 
felt that this should be every three years or otherwise with regards to the introduction of a new product, or 
improvements on an existing product, or industrial facilities. 
Subject felt that both the EMCS and the assessment matrix emphasised the crucial role of the 
design management in participating in business operation towards environmental improvements. He found 
that the Ecological Balatice Sheet Assessment Matrix for paper packaging products gives specifications for 
paper packaging as an extension in the use of the EMCS model to formulate decisions for packaging 
design. In particular, he felt that the use of the matrix provides a good way in considering the different 
levels of environmental commitments within paper packaging business, and has potential to be used for 
environmental declaration for paper packaging products. Subject found the checklist appropriate for use by 
design and environmental managers, he felt that design consideration should specified options for 
packaging to be re-used, recycled or incinerated. 
C20. The subject found the format of the EMCS model to be an extremely good interpretation of 
environmental management principles applicable for packaging design. Subject found the directions to 
provide a precise step-by-step framework for conducting environmental analysis. He also felt that the 
terminology is easy to understood and well explained in the accompanied document. He believed that the 
sub-models Mustrated adequately well the points in support of the main model. Subject recommended 
that the model should be used by design managers environmental managers and environmental auditors. 
He indicated also, that the model can be used by a team that represented by people from the above 
professions. He suggested that the period of registration to be every three years. 
Subject found that the matrix is an applicable extension in the use of the model. In addition, he 
found that the indications in both the model and matrix contribute for the development of standardization 
procedures forpackaging products. environmental acceptability. Subject also expressed his interest in the 
use of the different assessment matrix templates and he found useful the list of factors provided to be 
examined. In addition, subject found the use ofthe checklist for packaging design to be very uýeful and the 
fundamental considerations indicated very practical and appropriate. 
C2 1. The subject found the model to interpreted in an extremely good way instructions for the process 
of packaging design under the spectrum of environmental management systems. Subject found the material 
presented useful, the model well formatted, and the instructions and directions well established. She found 
the accompanied document well written. And, that the sub-models interpreted well the relation of the 
packaging product with the formulation of environmental management systems. She further recommended 
that in the sub-model about the operation of the model at product level the 'design characteristics' should 
be amended to 'eco-design considerations'. Moreover, subject felt that is clearly that the model can be 
used in practice by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. She suggested 
that the model can be used for the introduction of new products or services and, by company. ofany size. 
The concept of the assessment matrix was also evaluated with the -subject that she felt that the 
matrix provided valuable specifications for paper packaging as a part of the EMCS mo&L She also found 
the use ofthe Eco-points suitable for paper and board packaging. She believed that the matrix and the eco- 
point is a good format for environmental declaration for paper packaging products. In addition, subject 
found the checklist fbr packaging very useful in formulating decisions for packaging design and also for 
checking and controlling the packaging design process. Subject recommended the assessment matrix to 
be completed by the environmental manager and the design manager. She felt that the Eco-points should 
be awarded by an accreditation body. 
C22. The subject felt that the model is a good instructional, practical model for managing the 
environmental implications of packaging design. Moreover, subject felt that the model provided clear and 
precise step-by-step direction on how to proceed in achieving environmental performance initiatives. In 
addition, that the use of terminology is easy to understood and the sub-models work well and explain the 
points in support of the main model. Subject felt that the model provided has clear potentials to be used 
in practice by environmental managers, environmental auditors and design managers. In addition, subject 
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felt that the model can also be used by an independent environmental auditor/ consultancy and design 
/consultancy. And that the model has potential to create specifications and environmental standards for 
packaging. For the period of registration it has been suggested to be, every three years. 
Subject expressed his interest in the use of the assessment matrix to emphasise design decisions. 
He also felt that is an appropriate extension for the use ofthe model in relation to design specifications. He 
recommended that the matrix should be completed by an environmental auditor, environmental manager 
and design managers. Moreover, subject felt that the assessment matrix is a tool for design managers to 
create design briefs and assess design development. In relation to this point he found the checklist that 
applies in the design factors ofthe matrix, to provide a good number of environmental considerations for 
the design ofpackaging. 
EMCS MODEL Evaluation. 2nd Phase - Demographics of the Subjects 
Candidate Occupation Geographical area Business activity Number of employees Turnover 
Cl. Head of Production Lancashire Packaging retailer Manufacturer 250499 L26450 million 
C2. Managing Director Berkshire Packaging retailer Manufacturer 1000+ Over LIOO rnillion 
C3. Environmental Advisor London Packaging retailer Manufacturer 100-1149 L26-LSO million 
C4 Packaging Specialists Leeds Packaging retailer Manufacturer 100-249 L5 I-LIOO million 
C5. Head of Production 
Surrey Packaging retailer Manufacturer 100-249 126450 n-ýUion 
C6. Packaging Engineer Hertz Packaging retailer 149 L6410million 
C7. Packaging Specialists Manchester Packaging Manufacturer 50-99 LI 14.15 million 
C8. Packaging Engineer Lancs. Packaging and board suppliers 250499 15 1 -L 100 million 
C9. Mill Manager Leicester Packaging and board suppliers 250499 L26450 million 
CIO. Head of Production Manchester Packaging and board suppliers 50-99 L6410 million 
CI 1. , packaging Specifier London Packaging and board suppliers 100-149 L51-LIOO million 
C12. Environmental Advisor Surrey Environmental Consultancy 50-99 L26450 million 
C13. Manager London Environmental Consultancy 50-99 U16450 million 
C14. Environmental Advisor Milton Keynes Environmental Consultancy 50-99 L6410million 
CI& Environmental Advisor London Environmental Consultancy 100-249 L5 I -L 100 million 
C16. Environmental Advisor Middlesex Environmental Consultancy 1-49 L 145 million 
C17. Project Manager Milton Keynes Design Consultancy 149 0410million 
cis. Head of Design London Design Consultancy 100-249 * Over LIOO million 
C19. Chief Designer London Design Consultancy 50-99 L26-LSO million 
C20. Chief Designer London Design Consultancy 149 L26450 million 
C21. Design Manager Hants. Design Consultancy 1-49 L 145 million 
C22. Head of Design London Design Consultancy 50-99 L6410million 
Occupation Geographical area Business activity Number of employees - Turnover 
Head of Production/ Manager/ UK based Packaging retailer Manufacturer -7 
Director -I sites. Packaging and board suppliers -4 
Packaging Specialist/Specifier/ Environmental Consultancles -5 
Engineers -5 Design Consultancles -6 
Packaging Designers -5 
Environmental Advisor -5 
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Assessment Nlatrix: Case Studies Index 
Three case studies produced to demonstrate the applicability of the matrix recommended to be used as an 
1411 ". Ie 11 \Ning extension of the EMCS model for environmental awarding for paper based pack-a i i- Ti fo oi 
tables present the instruments used to produce the case studies and the completed matrices, examining 
four factom Design, Mcinufdcluang, Legcil Social, antl Perfoi-inance fizciorý in each case StUdv 
Following this is the evaluation method used to prove the validity and reliabilitv of the case studies and 
the findings. 
........................................................................................... I ........................ I ........................................................................................................ I ............................................. jable V11.1 Instrument used in Case Studies 
.......................................................................................................................... I ................................................ I .................................. ......................................................... 
The instrument used for the case studies and assessment matrices wereý (I) the completed questionnaire 
frorn the second survey from each company described in the case studies, (2) official and unot'licial 
documents provided by the participants of the second survey, (3) evaluation of the material from sta, Zle one 
and two to complete the matnces and produce each case study, (4) evaluation of each case study and 
completed matrix and (5) final modifications. 
Tile follow-mg tables present the results for each factor of the matrix, used for each case study Those 
results are used in for completing the summary matrix presented in chapter S 
Table Instrument used in Vignette Case Study OneAston PacAiwing 
Paper based packaging Life cycle stages 
Production Di%tribution t Se 
After - Disposal 
011tpuls 
S untmarY U Se 
Resource 
1 Q0 4@0 40 41111110 
I 
410 
4M Consumption , 
Material CIO 4110 
Availability 
Material 
Reduction 
Material 
4M aw 40 4M 4w 
Compatibility 
Components 4M 4w Q& 4M 
Compatibility I 
Process 4M 4w 4M 40 4w 
Compatibility 
Energy 
4M 
Consumption 
Pollution 
Qw 
Reduction I 
Aston Packaging Ltd 
Stage One. Design Factors - AssessmenlMatrLrfor paper bavedpackaging, 
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Paper based packaging Life cycle stages 
Pre - After - Output 4 
Production 
Production Distribution Use 
"., e 
Disposal 
sijtfuffa)ý)- 
Forestrv 
Certificate 
Comply with 
Legisl'ative 
railb 4W 4W 4W Regulatory 
requirements 
Suppliers 
I Clip CIO 
Audit 
Considering 
4410 4M quo 4W 
Communitv Needs 
Motivate 
I CIO C-110 Q& - 460 Employments 
Aston Packaging Ltd 
Stage three: Legal/Social Factors - Assessment MaIrLvfor paper basedjpackiýqing 
Paper based packaging Life cycle stages 
Pre - Production Distribution Use 
After 
Disposal 
output% 
Production Use slim"laly 
Cost benefit 
analysis 
Competitors i 4w 
position 
Adopt EMS CD D, cz> 
Communicate I 
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ITable VII. 2 Instrument used in Case Studies Evaluation "I 
The companies that are presented in the case studies were contacted with the request to participate in 
assessing and confirming the credibility and reliability of the presented material. Initially the companies 
were contacted by phone to inform them that they are going to receive the case studies for evaluation. 
Each subject was sent a copy of the project description, the matrix tables and the document explaining 
how the matrix operates, a copy of the EMCS model and a document explaining how the model works 
and a copy of the case study for their company. In addition, one page evaluation questionnaire that 
assessed the case study and the use ofthe matrix was sent. The evaluation questionnaire was accompanied 
by a SAE. The evaluation questionnaire included the following six items. 
1. Is it easy for you to understand the use of the assessment matrix that this study recommends? 
2. Do you find the information on the Case Study about Ado Wiggins Fine Papers Limited (this is 
replaced each time by the name of the company contacted) Environmental profile gives a good description 
ofyour companys' environmental activities? 
Pleasefeelfree to make any amendments. 
3. Do you find adequate enough the ranking scoring in each matrix for your company? 
Pleasefeelfree to suggest any changes. 
For this purpose a blank copy of the four stages of the matrix are provided. 
4. Do you think that the assessment matrix works well in conjunction with the EMCS model? 
5. Do you believe that the EMCS model and the matrix provide useful guidelines for packaging 
companies to manage and assess their environmental performance? 
6. Ifyou like to offer any comment about the EMCS model/ the matrix or the research project it would 
be considered extremely valuable. 
Please continue to a separate page if required. 
Thank you very much for your tirne and co-operatiom 
ITable VII. 3 Results from Case Studies Evaluation 
One of the respondents send back the completed evaluation sheet, the other two were contacted by phone 
for the purpose of the evaluation. Their comments were as follows. 
Arjo Wiggins Fine Papers Lttl 
From the Arjo Wiggins Fine Papers Lid the person in the position of Fine Papers Environmental 
Adviser was contacted for evaluation of the case study and the matrix. He expressed his agreement in the 
use of the assessment matrix for his company. He commented about the case study of Arjo Wiggins Fine 
Papers Lid that the 1994 environmental report and the 1997 'Arjo Viggins Fine Papers EnWrotimental 
Report' are two separate reports that are different and not two different versions of the same report as 
presented in the copy of the case study that he received. 
AssiDom. Nn Packaging Manufacturer 
From the AssiDomm Packaging Manufacturer the person in the position of Engineer that deals with 
environmental issues was contacted for evaluation of the case study and the matrix. He expressed his 
agreement about the way that the assessment matrix was completed for his company. In addition he did 
not suggest any amendments to the information about his company presented in the case study. 
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JA 
Aston Packaging 
Evaluation Questionnaire 
Assessment Matrix 
Manufacturing factors are also a key part of our business. 
We recycle our own corrugated paper waste / off cuts which constitutes 30% 
of the material content of our moulded paper pulp products. 
We also make significant energy cost savings in our pulp mould 'drying' 
process. Conventional methods facilitate high-energy gas heated chambers, 
whereas we use low heat / dehumidifier ovens that recycle warm air and 
produce distilled water as a by-product. 
Case Study 
It is a fair description, but we also have a timber pallet reuse system similar to 
the box reuse system and also ship ALL our products out on refurbished 
timber pallets. 
We have converted our plant steam generator from oil to dual fuel gas / oil 
which has implications of greater energy efficiency / use of cleaner fuels etc. 
Matrix Scoring 
Yes, areas on each matrix that you have highlighted as 'weaker' are now 
being addressed more seriously. 
We are currently committed to BS EN ISO 9001 : 1994 accreditation by the 
end of 1999 closely followed by ISO 14001. 
ENCS /Matrix use 
We recognise the need for continuous audit of our suppliers and our own 
environmental actions / performance. The EMCS model provides a useful 
guideline and I believe your matrix allows a good summarisation of the direct 
issues concerning companies' environmental responsibilities. 
I hope this helps you with your research. 
Best regards 
Dave Gill 
Tel: 0121327 0411 Fax: 0121328 0067 
email: Aston_Packaging@compuserve. com 
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Events attended 
List of Events attended 
> 1995 Toward Sustainable Design. Conference, The Centre for Sustainable Design, The 
Surrey Institute of Art & Design, Farnham, Surrey, UK, 6th July 1995 
> 1995 - East Midlands Region Environmental Conference, 'Developments in environmental 
Management systems', Wednesday 12 July 1995, The Nottingham Trent University. Clifton Campus. 
> 4D Dynamics. Conference, De Montfort University, UK, September 1995 
> Managing Commercial and Industrial Waste, Event. London. International Conference 
Group. 13-14 November 1995 
> Packaging Ptinciples and Practice. Session Institute of Packaging, 13-17 November 1995 
> Pakev 1995. Exhibition. NEC Birmingham, M 3-7 April 1995 
> Retailpack '95. Exhibition, Olympia Exhibition Centre, London, 28-30 November 1995 
>A way with waste - European Recycling Conference and Exhibition, Local Authority Recycling 
Advisor Committee, Fifth LARAC Conference, Bournemouth 9-10 Oct. 1995 
> Creative Packaging Exhibition. Wembley Exhibition Centre, London, 14-16 November 1995 
> Eco-Radicalism. Seminar. Manchester University, UK, 12th November 1995 
> 'nose Values? ' - Ethics in the International Business Environment, organised by Thames 
Valley University, March 18-20 1996. Park Court Hotel, Bayswater Road, London, 
. > Designing Design Research: 1. Seminar. School of Design and Manufacture. De Montfort 
University, UK. 6Th December 1996. 
> Material World 11: Ecological Textile Design Conference. Birmingham Institute of Art and 
Design. 12Th November 1996 
> National Packaging Plus Exhibition. London Arena Exhibition Centre. 1-3 October 1996 
> Packaging Focus '96, Southampton, Richmond Events. 4-7 July 1996 
> Packaging Plus, National Packaging Exhibition Event, Wembley, London, 12-14 Nov. 1996 
> PEVIA Show. Exhibition. National Exhibition Centre. Birmingham. 5-7 November 1996 
> Producer Responsibility for Packaging Waste - 91at does it mean for business?. Institute 
of Environmental Management and the Department of the Environment. Lucas Industries. Birmingham. 
22nd July 1996 
> Recycling Exhibition. Warwick Art Centre. Exhibition and Seminar Series. 16th Nov. 1996 
> RSA. Student Design Awards. Seminar. De Montfort University. UK, 28th February 1996 
> The 8th International Forum on Design Management Research and Education. Design 
Management Institute. November 20-23.1996 Barcelona. Spain 
> Worldesign '96 Conference. 'Alternatives Realities, organised by the Industrial Society of 
America - IDSA, September 18-21 1996. Dolphin Hotel. Walt Disney World., USA. 
> Centrefor Environmental Strategy, University of Surrey, Open Day, I Ith September 1997, 
University of Surrey, Guilford 
> Environmental Software Demonstration. Olympia 2, Conference Centre, II th November 1997 
> Environmental Technology '97 Exhibition. NEC Birmingham. 8-10 April 1997 
> Green Committee Debate- Seminar. Chartered Society of Designers, 13th February 1997 
> Managing Eco-Design 2 2nd Annual International Conference. The Surrey Institute of Art and 
Design, 31 October 1997 
> National Packaging Plus Exhibition, London, 7-9 October. 1997 
> Packaging, design and environment Towards Sustainable Product Design - series 1997, The 
Surrey Institute of Art and Design, 27th February 1997 
> Packaging: Producer Responsibility. Event by the Department of Environment. Birmingham. 
12th June 1997 
> Papex '9 7, Paper and board making exhibition. Manchester. 14-16 October 1997 
> Retailpack '97 Exhibition. Olympia, London. 14-16 October. 1997 
> Designing Design Research: 2. 'The Design Research Publication'. Seminar, School of Design 
and Manufacture, De Montfort University, 27th February 1998 
> Environmental Management Performance Measurement Institute of Environmental 
Management. Rolls -Royce Training Centre, Derby. 19th Jan. 1998 
> Environmental Technology '98. Exhibition. NEC Birmingham. 2-4 June 1999 
> Forum for the Future- Keele University Best Practice Directory Seminar Series. 21 st Jan. 1998 
> Life Cycle Assessment in Practice. Workshop. Institute of Environmental Management. Boots 
Social Club; Nottingham, 17th February 199S. 
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Personal Communication List 
Abbey Corrugated Limited, Information Service, UK 
Abbott's Packaging, Information Service, UK Offices 
AEA Technology, National Environmental Technology Centre, UK, Recycling Advisory Unit Newbold E, 
Information Scientist 
AGRA Europe, Cosh Terry, Business Development Manager, Kent 
Alliance for Beverage Cartons and the Environment, Cusworth, J., Ncwcastle-Upon-Tyne 
Arjo Wiggins Fine Paper Papers Limited, Taylor L., Sample & Advisory Service Manager, UK 
Arjo Wiggins Fine Paper Papers Limited, Swainston T., Chief Executive, UK 
Arjo Wiggins Fine Paper Papers LimitedWolcns, R. National Organiscr, UK 
Arjo Wiggins Fine Paper Papers. Doug M., Environmental Advisor, UK 
ASDA, Customer Relations, Leeds 
Aspects International Limited. Environmental Tranning Management Systems Auditing Waste Minimisation, 
Coady A., Manasger, Chcsirc, UK 
AssiDoman, Charman G., Chief Designer, UK 
Association of Board Makers, Information Service, Swindon 
Association of Makers of Packaging Papers, Information Service, UK 
Aston Packaging Ltd, Gill D. C., Chief Designer, UK 
Aston Packaging Ltd, Morris W. J., Managing Director, UK 
BEMAS International Packaging Limited, Information Service, UK Offices 
Blackburn Corrugated Paper Company Limited, Information Service, UK Offices 
Blackburn Corrugated Paper Company Ltd, Turner A., Chief Designer 
Blue Angel Eco-labelling Scheme, Information Scrvicc, Gcnnanv 
Boots, Haughtan, Retail Public Relations, Nottingham 
BPB Paperboard, Cross G.. Sales & Marketing Director, UK 
BPC Taylowe Ltd, Hodgson S., Environmental Advisor, UK 
B ranopack Ltd, Harwood J., Manager, UK 
Bridgeshire Packaging, Trigg B., Manager, UK 
Bridgewater Paper Company Limited, Information Service, UK 
British Adhesives and Sealants Association, Information Service, Herts 
British Box& Packaging Association, Information Office, Swindon, UK 
British Box and Packaging Association, Information Scrvice, Edinburgh 
British Carton Association, Information Service, UK 
British Fibrcboard Packaging Association, Information Office, Northampton 
British Paper& Board Industry Federation, Information Service, Swindon 
British Printing Company Ltd, Little G., General Manager, Hertfordshire 
British Printing Industries Federation, Martins L, Sections Director, London 
British Printing Industries Federation. Carter D., Marketing Co-ordinator, London 
British Retail Consortium, Dunn S., Information and Publication Officer, London 
British Standards Institution, Wadsworth A. M., Senior Information Officer, Customer-Scrvicc Information, 
Milton Kenycs 
British Standars Institute, Information Service, UK 
British Wasie Paper Association, Jones G, National Secretary, London 
British Wood Pulp Association, Information Service, UK 
Brown Brothers Paper Ltd, Summers C. A., Environmental Advisor, UK 
Burgo UK Limited, Information Service, UK 
Business Charter for Sustainable Development Information Service, UK 
Business Council for Sustainable Development, Information Service, Switzerland 
Center for Alternative Technology, Information service, Machynlleyth 
Chartered Society of Designers, Hunt Y, Information service Assistance, UK 
Co-op, Smith E., Customer Relations, Manchester 
Comet UK. Customer Information Service 
Commission of European Communities, Goffrcdo Del Bino, Information service, Belgium 
Confedearation of British Industry, Howells K, Environmental Group, UK 
Conservation Papers Ltd, Mink M., Samples Co-ordinator, Reading 
Consumer Advice Centre, Bennett J., Consumer Advisor, Leicester 
Consumers Association, Public Information Service, London 
Corby Corlon Packaging Ltd, Jayne E., Northants 
Corrugated Packaging Association, Information Service, Northampton 
Council for Economic Priorities' (CEP), Information service, USA 
Creative Paper Products, Information Scrvicc, UK 
CROP, Recycling Service for Business, Information Service, UK 
David Smith Packaging Ltd, Shakcspcacc R., Marketing Co-ordinator, UK 
David Smith Packaging, Information Scrvice about pal-box, UK Offices 
De Montfort University, Mycrson, ý*J. Prof. of Contcmporary Design, School of Design and Manufacturc 
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Department of Environment. Environmental Protection &Industry Division, London 
Department of the Environment Transport and the Regions -Afaking a Corporate Commitment Campaign, 
Campbell S., Advisor, UK 
Department of the Environment. Baldwin B, Local Quality Division, London 
Department of the Environment. Hotchkiss 1, Envirorunent, Business and Management Division, London 
Department or Trade & Industry, Grcfliths K Environment and Energy Technologies Division, London 
Department of Trade& Industry, Information Service, Environmental Division, London 
Dufaylite. Ilutchinson DSales Administrator OfficcrUK 
EC Eco-I'vianagement and Audit Scheme. Information Service UK Competent Body 
ECO Environmental Infomation Trust, Barlow, M. Information Service, Bristol 
Eco-Slark System Eco-labelling Scheme, Information Service, Korea 
Ecological Design Association. Information Service, UK 
Ecomark Eco-labelling Scheme, Information Service, India 
Ecomark Eco-labelling Scheme, Information Service, Japan 
ECOVER (UK) Ltd4 Information Service 
ELOPAK Ltd, Barnes P, MaAxting Manager, UK 
ESIAGE Information Service, UK 
ENIAS Local Goverment Managent Board Riglar, N. Information Service, UK 
Emery International Development Ltd. Murphy D., UK European Office 
Energy Technology Support Unit (ETSU), UK 
Enso Packaging Boards. Rosie S, Marketing, UK 
Environ Business Line Rad%ay C, Environmental Advisor, UK 
Environ Energy (Nottingliam) Ltd, Information OfficcUK 
Environment Agency, Information Service, UK 
Environment Agency. Slawr D.. Director of Pollution Prevention Control. UK 
Environment Council, Information Service, UK 
Environmental and Management Service Ltd, Dalcy, S. Technical Director, UK 
Environmental and Technical Association for the Paper Sack Industry (ETAS), Information Service, 
Scotland 
Environmental Choice. Eco-labclling Scheme. Information Service, Australia 
Environmental Choice Eco-labclling Scheme, Inrormation Service, Canada 
Environmental Choice Eco-labelling Scheme, Information Service, New Zealand 
Environmental Department of the European Commission, Murillo M., Director, Belgium 
Environmental Independent Waste Paper Processors' Association, Turner, Advisor, Northants 
Environmentally Independent Waste Paper Processors' Association UK, Turner M., Technical Advisor 
Environmentally Sound Recycled Paper Suppliers UK, Information Service 
EPA Energy Star Computers Programme. Inrormation Service, USA 
Ethical Consumer Research Association Collis, C. Consultancy Manager, UK 
Europal UK. Saundcri M. CAdvisor, UK 
European Federation of Corrugated Board Manufacturers (FEFCO), Information Service, UK 
European Information StrviceLeiccster 
FDL Packaging Group. Information Service, UK Offices 
Friends of the Earth, Information Service 
Girda Packaging (1, *M Ltd, Snaith B., Environmental Advisor, UK 
Good Environmental Choice (Bra Nfiljoval) Eco-labclling Scheme, Information Service, Sweden 
Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, Gary A., Manager Environmental Information, Pittsburgh 
Green Net. Information Service, London 
Green Stal, Eco-labelling Scheme, Information Service, US 
GretnLabcl. Eco-labelling Scheme, Inrormation Service, Singapore 
Ilarkhorst Holland. Packaging Advisory Unit, Holland 
Ilarrison Packaging. Maclntyre D. A., Sales Manager, UK 
llenryCook Packaging, Inrormation Service, UK 
Ilinton Corrpack. Information Service, UK 
llolmtn Recycle. lnforinationService. UK 
Ilowards Smith Papers Ltd. Collins V., Mark-eting Manager, Northampton 
Independent Waste Paper Processors Association, Information Service, UK 
Industry Council for Packaging and the Environment. INCPEN. Bickerstaffc, J. Technical Director, London 
Institute of Economic Affairs, Morris, Assistant Director Environmental Unit, UK 
institute or Environmental Management. Information Service, UK 
Institute of Materials, Inrormation Service, London 
Institute of Paper, Information Service, Surrcy 
Institute or Printing, Inrormation Service, Kent 
Institute of Trading Standards Administration, Information Service, Essex 
institute or waste Management Ward D, Information Officcr, Northampton 
International Organisation or Consumers Unions (Consumcr International), Information Scrvice, UK 
Jacob Wbile (Packaging) Limited, Information Service, UK 
James Cropper PIc. Read S.. Advisor, UK 
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James River Fine Papers, Hunter J., Marketing Director, UK Offices 
Jaques Russell. Jaques M, Head of Design, UK 
John Heyer Paper Ltd. Bolton P., Advisor, UK 
John Heyer Paper Ltd, Information Service, UK 
Kart Nbrite Packaging, Information Service, UK 
Kenburn Waste Management Limited, Fortune M., Advisor, UK 
King P, Design Director, UK 
Korrve Suspension Packaging, Acratopulo J., Salcs Manager, UK 
Korsnas Aktiebolag, Pcrsson B., Board Paper Pulp-Marketing, UK 
Lawson Mardon Carton, Muirhead J. R_, Marketing Services Manager, UK 
Lawson Mardon Packaging, Wyatt S., Marketing Executive, UK 
Lloyds's Register Quality Assurance Limited, Informafion Office, Uk 
London Waste Regulation Authorities, Information Service, UK 
Mainway Packaging Group Ltd, Information Service, West Yorkshire 
Manchester Metropolitan University, Sweatman A. Research Fellow, Design for the Environment Research 
Group, Department of Mechanical Engineering. Design and Manufacture, UK 
Manchester Print Company, Poster A., Advisor. UK 
Marketpower Ltd, Information Service, London 
Marks & Spencer, Information Service, London 
McCulloch Reseasrch Ltd, Information Service. East Sussex 
Mead Packaging Ltd, Clark K., Marketing Co-ordinator, UK ft Mercury Communications Ltd, Keif V., Environmental Manager, London 
Mo Do Merchants, Ballantinc A., Specification Sales Manager 
National Association of Paper Merchants (NAMP), Informadon Service, Surrey 
National Consumer Council Information Service. UK 
National Federation of Consumers Groups, Information Service. Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
NatWest Group, Environmental Management Department, London 
Neenah Paper, InformationService, UK 
Network for Environmental Technology Transfer, Information Service. Belgium 
NF-Environment Eco-labelling Scheme, Information Service, France 
Office of Fair Trading, Orslcr, J., Public Liaison Unit, London 
Packaging Council, lZrmation Service, Datchworth 
Packaging Federation, Information Service, UK 
Packaging Standards Council, Overton B. Director, UK 
Pak 2000 UK Ltd, Blezard P., Information Officcr. Uk 
Paper Direct, Customer Services, UK 
Paperback, Kuipcr J., Business Development I'Manager, UK PIRA International. Information Service, UK 
Pro Box, Information Service, UK 
Processing and Packaging Machinery Association Ltd (PPMA), Information Service, Croydon 
Product Life-cycle Institute, SWicl W. Consultant, Switzerland 
Pulp and Paper Information Centre Harding G, Information Officer, UK 
Rexam Pkf Packaging, Mitchell P., Marketing Assistant, UK 
Riverwood International, Invcnstors Relation Department, Information Service, UK Offices 
RobertHorne coated papers, Technical Advisor Unit, UK 
Robinson Carton Packaging Ltd, Brodrip A., Marketing Manager, UK 
Robor Cartons Ltd, Duke S., West Sussex 
Roermond Zulpich Papier, Cocij M., Commercial Director, UK 
Rowena Mills Associates Ltd, Information Service, UK Offices 
Rowlinson Packaging Ltd, Squires A., Regional Sales Manager, UK 
Safeway, Gadd M., Nutritionist, Middlesex 
Sainsbury's Pic, Laincy B., Customer Service Dept., London 
Samnel Jones & Co Limited, Davies J., Mark-eting Services, UK 
Sappi Europe, Batchelor L., Market Support, UK Offices 
Save Waste & Prosper, Information Service, UK 
SCEEMAS Office for the Department ofthe Environment, Chapman, J. Information Service, UK 
Scientific Certification System's (SCS) Eco-labelling Scheme, Information Service, USA 
Scientific Certification System's (SCS) Forest Conservation Programme Eco-labelling Scheme, Information 
Service, USA 
SCS Yarsley. International Certification Service Limited, Information Office, UK 
Siebert Head Limited, Package Design & Identity Consultants. London 
Simpson Label Co. Ltd, Brandy P., Sales & Marý-cting Manager, UK 
Skizum Werkstate, Design & Lginccring Consultants, Bold"en S., President, USA 
Sod ra Cell (UK) Ltd, Information Service, UK 
Stichting Milieukeur Eco-labelling Scheme, Information Service. Netherlands 
Stora Newton Kyme Ltd, Riding T. B., Sales Manager, UK 
Stora Paperboard, Information Service, UK 
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Styropack (UK) Ltd, Herbert L., Regional Sales Manager, UK 
SustainAbility, Information Service, UK 
Sustainable Development Association, Information Service, Canada, USA 
Tesco, Information Service, Herts 
Tetra Pack Europe, Presas T., Director External & Environmental Affairs, UK 
The Body Shop International Pic - Headquarters, Environmental Department Information Service, West 
Sussex 
The British Paper Company, Gicrinic S., Sales Manager, UK 
The Centre for Sustainable Design, Charter M, Co-ordinator, Surrey, UK 
The Composting Association, Information Service, Uk 
The Donside Paper Company Ltd, Middleton S., Marketing Communication Manager, UK 
The East Lancashire Paper Mill Company Limited, Information Scrvicc, UK 
The Engineering Council, Reynolds, Environment Risk and Safety Executive, UK 
The Environment Agency, Information Service, UK 
The Environment Council, Barrett L, Business and Environment Programme, London 
The Green Business Network, Information Service, UK 
The Institute of Operations Management, Information Service, Coventry 
The Institute of Packaging, Greed P, Conference and Facilities Manager, UK 
The International Ecological Design Society, Information Service, UK 
The National Association of Paper Merchants NAMP Recycling Logo, Information Service, UK 
The Nottingham Trent University Gilby K, Environmental Officer 
The Open University, Design Innovation Group, UK 
The Open University, Faculty ofTechnology. Newman, L. Course Co-ordinator, UK 
The Paper Federation, Information Service, UK 
The Paper Makers' Allied Association McNav, Information Service, UK 
The Point of Purchase Advertising Institute, hancock E., Administrator, UK 
The Swedish Society for Nature Conservation, Andersson H., Environmental Advisor, Sweden 
The UK Fibreboard Packaging Recycling System. REPAK. Hunter I, Information Service 
Ticon Packaging, Hurst M., Sales and Marketing Director, UK 
Timper Packaging and Pallet Confederation, Howls D., Environmental Advisor, UK 
Tracer Research Corporation, Shcrard B. J., Manager, UK 
Traidcraft, Information Service, UK 
Tulli's Russel and Company Limited, Graham A., Business Development Executive, UK 
UK Ecolabelling Board, Stevenson C., Information Service, London 
UK Ecolabelling Body Jackson P, Principal Scientist, London 
UK Ecolabelling Body Jones M, Finance and Operation Manager, London 
UN Environmental Programme. Information Service, France 
United Nations Environment Programme, Wei Zhao, Programme Officer, Industry and Environment, UNEP 
IE, France 
US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Information Service 
Waitrose, Wade S., Customer Service, Berkshire 
Walk Papiervevedlung, Becker, Information Service, UK Offices 
Waste Link, Fletcher D., Executive Director, UK 
Waste Management Information Bureau, Information Service WasteInfo, UK 
Waste Watch, Pitty P., Information Officer, London 
WastePack Fletcher, D. Executive Director 
Waterside Recycled Papers, Haworth A, Business Development Executive 
White Swan, Eco-labelling Scheme, Information Service The Nordic Council 
World Business Council for Sustainable Development, Fellay, 1. Information Service, Switzerland 
World Packaging Organisation, Louis P. General Secretary, USA 
World Resource Foundation, Dixon S, Information Service, Kent 
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Aeratedlagoon Biological treatment method which reduces the BOD, COD, and AOX content ofefflucnt. 
AOX Absorbable organic halogen. Collective term for the quality of chlorine present bound to an organic 
substance. It is formed, among other things, when bleaching wood pulp with chlorinated chemicals but it is 
also formed naturally. 
Biodegradable products Materials capable of being broken down into their constituent parts by micro. 
organisms and bacteria. 
Bleaching A chemical process for producing a bright (white) mid consistent pulp. Bleaching agents include 
chlorine, chlorine dioxide, oxygen and hydrogen peroxide. Chlorine is no longer used in Sweden. 
BS EN ISO 14000 Commonly abbreviated to ISO 14000. A series ofstandards developed by the International 
Standards Organisation for environmental management (equivalent ofBS 7750). ISO 14001 is the specification 
with guidance foruse. 
BS EN ISO 9000/ 9001/ 9002 Commonly abbreviated to ISO 9000. A series of standards developed by the 
International Standards Organisation for quality management systems (equivalent of BS5750). ISO 9001 relates 
to design, development, production, installation and servicing. ISO 9002 relate to production, installation and 
servicing. 
BS57750 British Standards Institute for Quality Managemcntý awarded to businesses who effectively audit 
and manage their production systems, now superccdcd by ISO 9000. 
BS7750 British Standards Institute for Environmental Management, awarded to businesses who effectively 
audit and manage their environmental management systems. 
By-product A useful product that is not the primary product being produced. In life-cycic analysis, by 
product are treated as co-product. 
CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons) Compounds containing chlorine and fluorine found in home insulation materials, 
as coolants and insulating materials in fridgcs and air-conditioning systems. 
Climate The temperature, humidity, precipitation, winds, radiation, and other meteorological conditions 
characteristic of a locality or region over an extended period of time. 
Closed-loop recycling A recycling system in which particular mass ofmatcrial is rcmanufacturcd into the same 
product (e. g. glass bottle into glass bottle). Also known as Horizontal recycling. 
Co-disposal Disposing ofliquid industrial waste and household domestic waste in the same site. 
Co-product A marketable by-product from a process. Ilis includes materials that may be traditional defined as 
wastes such as industrial scrap that is subsequently used as a raw material in a differeýt manufacturing process. 
C02 Carbon Dioxide. The main greenhouse gas by-product ofbuming fuels. 
COD Chemical Oxygen Demand. Chemical oxygen-consuming material. A measure of the amount of oxygen 
required for complete decomposition of organic matter. 
Converting The manufacturing stage when pulp and board are printed and converted into finished products. 
Corrugated board A board made by gluing together two flat layers of liner with a corrugated, or wavy, layer 
of fluting in the middle. ' 
Cycle A system consisting of two or more connected reservoirs, where a large part of the material of Interest is 
transferred through the system in a cyclic manner. 
Design for environment (DfE) An engineering perspective in which the environmentally related 
characteristics of a product, process, or facility design are optimised. 
Dioxins A family ofhighly chlorinated organic compounds, some ofwhich are toxic. 
EA Environment Agency. UK organisation introduced by the 1995 Environmental Act to provide all 
environmental regulatory functions. Replaces the activities ofNRA, HMIP and some waste regulation activities 
of Local Authorities. SEPA (Scottish Environment Protection Authority) is the Scottish equivalent. 
ECT Element Chlorine Free. Pulp which has been bleached with Chlorine Dioxide rather than Chlorine gas. 
Produces very much reduced levels of Organo chlorides and virtual elimination of Dioxins. 
Emission Discharge of a substance into air, land, lakes, seas or rivers. 
EMS Environmental Management Systems. An externally certified system of management for an organisation 
which continuously monitors its environmental impact at all stages of its operation. Continuous reduction of 
environmental impacts is in-built. 
Environmental Impact Analysis Analysis of the environmental consequences of a specific operation. 
Obligatory following a parliamentary decision from 199 1. 
Fluting The corrugated, or wavy, middle layer ofcorrugated board. Made fromeither new or recycled fibre. 
FSC Forest Stewardship Council. Independent International Organisation that works to achieve "socially 
responsible, environmentally compatible and financially viable forest managcment". 
Global warming The theory that elevated concentrations of certain anthropogcnic atmospheric constituents 
dr will cause in Earth's average temperature. 
Grammage The weight of paper per unit of area. Measured in g/m2. 
Green accounting An informal term referring to management accounting systems that specifically delineate the 
environmental costs ofbusincss activities rather than including those costs in overhead accounts. 
Greenhouse effect The trapping by atmospheric gases of outgoing infrared energy emitted by Earth. Part of 
the radiation absorded by atmosphere is returned to Earth's surface, causing it to %varm. 
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Greenhouse gases A gas with absorption in the infrared portion of the spectrum. The principal greenhouse 
gases in Earth's atmosphere are H20, C02,03, CH4, N20, CF2CL2, and CFCL3. 
Greenhouse gases Naturally occurring gases as carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, methane, and ozone, and man- 
made gases. 
Hardwood Wood fromdeciduous trees, in Sweden usually birch. Has shorter fibres than softwood. Important 
raw material forwriting and printing papers, 
Hazard A material or condition that may cause damage, injury, or other harm, frequently established through 
standardiscd assays performed on biological systems or organisms. The confluence of hazard and exposure create 
Risk. 
High-grade recycling Where the recycling process creates items of comparable, or only slightly lowered, 
quality to the original. 
Horizontal recycling See Closed-loop recycling. 
Impact analysis The second stage of life-cycle assessment, in which the environmental impacts of a process, 
product, or facility arc determined. 
Improvement analysis The third stage of life-cycle assessment, in which design for environment techniques 
are used in combination with the results of the first and second LCA stages to improve the environmental plan, 
process, product, or facility. 
Industrial ecology An approach to the design of industrial products and process that evaluates such 
activities through the dual perspectives of product compctitivcness and environmental interactions. 
Inventory analysis The first stage of life-cycle assessment, in which the inputs and outputs of materials and 
energy are determined for a process, product or facility. 
IPC Integrated Pollution Control. UK Environmental legislation aimed at prc%, cnting* harmful emissions. 
Emissions to Air, Land and Water are considered together. 
kg kilogram 
Kraftliner High-strength liner, mainly produced fromsoftwood sulphate pulp. 
Life-cycle The stages of a product, process, or package's life, beginning with raw materials acquisition, 
continuing through processing, materials manufacture, product fabrication, and use, and concluding with any of 
a variety of waste management options. 
Life-cycle assessment (LCA) A concept and a methodology to evaluate the environmental effects of a product 
or activity holistically, by analysing the entire life cycle of a particular material, process, product, technology, 
service or activity, The life-cycle assessment consists of three complementary components inventory analysis, 
impact analysis, ýnd improvement analysis together with an integrative procedure known as scoping. 
Low-grade recycling Where materials are recycled and the end results is a product that is either weaker or 
lower in quality than the original. 
Market pulp Pulp (bleached or unbleached) sold to papcrmills that do not produce their own pulp. 
Mechanical pulp Pulp production method where. the wood fibres are released mechanically, instead of 
chemically. 
Mill Broke Waste generated within the papcr-mak-ing process (normally returned to the process). 
MJ megajoule (I million joule) 
NAMP National Association ofPapcr Merchants (UK). An NAMP approved recycled paper must contain at 
least 75% waste. No mill broke is included. 
National Licensing Board for Environmental Protection Handles applications for production licenses 
(concessions) which large installations and industries are required to acquire according to the Environment 
Protection Act. Based on the Board's investigations, terms and conditions which apply from an environmental 
standpoint are decided upon. 
Natural forest Forest that has been untouched by man for a long period so that it to a large extent has 
acquired the characteristics of a virgin forest. 
Nitrogen (N) A chemical element natural in wood. Excess nitrogen in water can cause cutrophication which in 
turn can lead to oxygen deficiency during decomposition. 
NO, Nitrogen Oxides. Acidifying emissions associated with burning fuels (especially coal). The sum of the 
common pollutant gases NO and N02- 
Old growth forest Forest which contains animal and plant life with a long continuity. 
Open-loop recycling A recycling system in which a product from one type of material is recycled into a 
different type of product (e. g., plastic bottles into fence posts). The product receiving the recycled material itself 
may or may not be recycled. Also known as Cascade recycling. 
Ozone (0) A form of oxygen with a strong tendency to oxidise other substances. Used in various types of 
bleaching. 
Ozone depletion The reduction in concentration of stratospheric ozone as a consequence of efficient chemical 
reactions with molecular fragments derived from anthropogcnic compounds, especially CFCs and other 
balocarbons. 
Packaging, primary The level of packaging that is in contact with the product. For certain beverages, an 
example is the aluminiurn can. 
Packaging, secondary The second level of packaging for a product that contains one or more primary 
packages. An example is the plastic rings that hold several beverage cans together. 
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Packaging, tertiary The third level of packaging for a product that contains one or more secondary packages. 
An example is the stretch wrap over the pallet used to transport packs of beverage cans. Also, known as 
transportation packaging. 
Particle emissions Particles ofash which arc formedduring incineration ofmatcrials such as bark- or liquor. 
Phosphorous (P) A chemical clement natural in wood. Too much phosphorous in waste water can cause 
cutrophication in lakes and lead to oxygen deficiency during decomposition. 
Pilot plant A facility larger than a test unit in a laboratory but smaller than that in a full scale production 
factory, built to test new technology under manufacturing conditions. 
Post-consumer solid waste A material that has served its intended use and has become a part of the waste 
stream. Also called Old scrap and Post-consumer scrap. 
Post-Consumer Waste A recycled term which describes material which has been used for its final intended 
Use. 
Pre-Consumer Waste A recycled waste term which describes material which has not been used for its final 
intended use. It does not include mill broke. 
Producer's liability Means that anyone engaged in the commercial manufacture, import or sale of a product/ 
packaging must ensure that the used product/ packaging is removed and reused or recycled. 
Productive forest land Forest land which produces on average at least IM3 wood per hectare and year over a 
one hundred year period. 
Recycle fibre Fibre material that has previously been used in a paper or board product. 
Risk The conflucncc of exposure and hazard; a statistical concept reflecting the probability that an 
undesirable outcome will result fromspecified conditions such as exposure to a certain substance for a certain 
time at a certain concentration. 
Risk assessment An evaluation ofpoicntial consequences to humans, wildlife, or the environment caused by 
a process, product, or activity, and including both the likelihood and the effects of an event. 
Sack-paper Paper with high strength properties used for the production or sacks. Made from soffivood 
sulphate pulp. 
Semi-chemical pulp Pulp in which die fibres are freed through a combination of chemical and mechanical 
(grinding) treatment. 
Softwood Wood fromconiferous trees, pine or spruce. Has longer and stronger fibres than hardwood. 
Solvent A medium, usually liquid, in which other substances can be dissolved. 
SO, Sulphur Oxides. Acidifying emissions associated with burning fossil fuels (especially coal). 
Sulphate pulp Chemical pulp produced by digesting wood at a high pressure and temperature in a sulphate 
liquor known as white liquor (sodium hydroxide and sodium sulphide). Sulphate pulp is also known as kraft 
pulp. 
Sulphur dioxide (S02) A gas consisting of sulphur and oxygen formed during combustion of sulphur. 
containing fuels such as black liquor and oil. On contact with moist air, sulphur dioxide forms acid which fails 
as acid rain. 
Suspended solids (SS) Substances suspended in water coqsisting of fibrcs and other particles that can be 
separated using a filter. 
TCF Total Chlorine Free. Pulp which has been bleached with agents such as Oxygen or Hydrogen Peroxide, 
which contains no Chlorine compounds at all. Produces no detectable levels of Dioxins or Organo-chlorides 
above natural background levels. 
TEF Totally Effluent Free. Terminology associated with pulp or paper mills which have zero effluent (or 
emissions). This is normally regarded as an ultimate objective, to which companies should aspire. 
Tcstliner Liner mainly produced fromrccycled fibre. 
VirginForest Forest that has never been affectcdby human activities. 
Woodroom The section of a pulp mill where bark is removed from the logs and the wood is cut into chips. 
This thesis is printed in 90gsm, unbleached 100% recycled paper, 
consisting of 50% post consumer waste and 50% pre consumer waste. 
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